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PREFACE
The Un iversity of Wollongong occup ies a large site at the foot of Mt. Keira. It
is about three kilometres from the centre of Wollongong and some 80 kilometres
south of Sydney .
The University had its foundation in 1962 as a College of the University of New
South Wales . In 1975, by Act of New South Wales Parliament, it became an
autonomous institution . In 1982 it was ama lgamated, again by Act of New South
Wales Parliament, with the adjoin i ng Wollongong Institute of Education . Th is
Jatter institution had its or igi n as the Wollongong Teachers ' College and also dates
1ts fuu.-,dation back to 1962.
The University now both provides courses and undertakes research and other
activities of accepted university standard, and, per medium of its Institute of
Advanced Education, provides advanced education courses and undertakes
activities of a similar type and range as do Colleges of Advanced Education
generally .
One significant advantage for students at Wol longong is that they are able to study
widely across the federated university while obtaining a particular qualification.
The total student enrolment has now reached 6,000; th is means that the student
body is diverse and stimulating, yet small enough to retain a friendly and relaxed
atmosphere .
Details of postgraduate courses are given in this volume. Details of the undergraduate courses are given in Volume II of th is Calendar.
Students and intending students are advised to contact the Student Enquiries
Office at the University for any further information they may require.
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CALENDAR OF DATES
SESSION 1
February 25 to May 12
MAY RECESS

May 13 to May 19
May 20 to June 9

January

STUDY RECESS

June 10 to June 16

EXAMINATIONS

June 17 to June 30

MID-YEAR RECESS

July 1 .to Jul y 14
New Year's Day hoi ida y

Tuesday 1

Undergraduate re-i!nrolment must be completed

Friday 25

February

Monday 28

. . . . . . .. . . . Australia Day hol iday

Friday 1 ..

External and Postgraduate re-i!nro lment
must be completed

Wednesday 6, Thursday 7, Friday 8 . . . Enrolment of new students
. . Session 1 lectures commence

Monday 25
April

May

June

July

Friday 5 .

. Easter holi days comme nce

Monday 8

. Easter hol idays end

Thursday 25

. Anzac Day Hoi iday

Monday 13

May recess comme nces

Sunday 19 .

. . . . May recess ends

Sunday 9

.

. Session 1 lectures fini sh

Monday 10

. Queens 's Birthday hoi ida y

Monday 10

. . Study recess commences

Sunday 16 .

. . . .. . Study recess ends

Monday 17

.. Examinations commence

Monday 1 .

. .Mid-year recess commences
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SESSION 2
July 15 to August 18
AUGUST RECESS

August 19 to September 1
September 2 to November 3

STUDY RECESS

November 4 to November 10

EXAMINATIONS

November 11 to December 1

Stmclay 14 .

. . . . . Mid-year recess ends

Monday 15

Session 2 lectures commence

August

Monday 19

August recess commences

September

Sunday 1

August recess ends

October

Monday 7

. . . . Labour Day

November

Sunday 3

Session 2 Lectures finish

Monday 4

Study recess commAnces

Sunday 10.

. .. . Study recess ends

July

Monday 11
December

Sunday 1

. Examinations commence
. Examinations end

Wednesday 25

. Christmas Day

Thursday 26

. . Boxing Day
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THE FACULTIES AND THEIR DEPARTMENTS/SCHOOLS/
CENTRES
COMMERCE
ACCOUNTANCY
BUSINESS POLICY AND OPERATIONS
ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES

EDUCATION
CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN LITERACY
EDUCATION

ENGINEERING
CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
MECHANCIAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGY

HUMANITIES
ENG·LISH LANGUAGE
ENGLISH LITERATURE AND DRAMA
EUROPEAN LANGUAGES
HISTORY
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
PHILOSOPHY

MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
COMPUTING SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS

SCIENCE
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
GEOLOGY
PHYSICS

SOCIAL SCIENCES
CENTRE FOR MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
GEOGRAPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY

SCHOOL OF CREATIVE ARTS
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THE DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS AWARDED
UNDERGRADUATE*
Associate Diplomas in :
the ARTS
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES
INDUSTRIAL WASTE TECHNOLOGY **
SPORTS SCIENCE

Diplomas in:
TEACHING (PRIMARY )
APPLIED SCIENCE (NURSING)

Bachelor of:
ARTS
ARTS (HONOURS)
COMMERCE
COMMERCE (HONOURS)
CREATIVE ARTS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING (HONOURS)
ENGINEERING /COMMERCE
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE (HONOURS )
MATHEMATICS
MATHEMATICS (HONOURS)
MATHEMATICS / ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS/ ENGINEERING (HONOURS )
METALLURGY
METALLURGY (HONOURS)
SCIENCE
SCIENCE (HONOURS)
SCIENCE/ENGINEERING
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COM M UNICATION
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COM MUN ICATION (HONOURS)

POSTGRADUATE**
Diploma in:
ADMINISTRATION (SCHOOL AND REGI ONAL)***
ACCOUNTANCY
APPLIED MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
COAL GEOLOGY
COMPUTING SCIENCE

NOTES : For approved abbreviations- see the Degree and Diploma Regulations .
• For details of courses see Volume II.
'* For detai ls of cou rses see this Volume.
'** New course subj ect to approval.
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EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Secondary Mathematics Education
Reading/English as a Second Language Educat ion
Computers in Education
EUROPEAN STUDIES
EDUCATION
EUROPEAN STUDIES
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
GEOGRAPHY
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY .. *
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
MANAGEMENT
MATHEMATICS
METALLURGY
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING
SOCIOLOGY
Honours Master of :
ARTS
COMMERCE
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
METALLURGY
SCIENCE
Master of Studies :
ACCOUNTANCY
CHEMISTRY
COMPUTING
EDUCATION
FRENCH
FRENCH AND ITALIAN
GEOGRAPHY
HISTORY
ITALIAN
MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
SOCIAL POLICY
SOCIOLOGY
Master of Management
Master of Computing
Doctor of:
PHILOSOPHY
LETTERS
SCIENCE
NOTES : For approved abbreviation s - see t he Degree and D1p iom a Regulations .
• For details of courses see Volume II .
** For detai ls of courses see this Volume.
*** New course subject to approval .
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THE UNIVER,SITY OF WOLLONGONG
VISITOR
His Excellency the Governor of New South Wales

CHANCELLOR
The Honourable Mr . Justice Robert Marsden Hope, CMG , LLB Syd.

DEPUTY CHANCELLOR
The Hono1:1rable Lawrence Borthwick Kelly, MP

VJCE-CHANCELLOR
Professor Kenneth
EdD Harv., FACE

Richard McKinnon, A.U.A. Adel., BA BEd 0 '/d.,

DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
Professor Alexander Marshall Clarke , BA N.S.W., PhD A.N. U., ASTC,
FAPsS

DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION
Professor Peter Desmond RoLJsch, BA BEd Me/b., PhD Wayne State,
FACE, FAIM
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THE COUNCIL
ELECTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
The Honourable Norman Leo King, M LC

ELECTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
The Honourable Lawrence Borthwick Kelly , MP

MINISTERIAL NOMINEES
Brian Somerville Gillet, BA Dip Ed
Colin Denley, LL.B. Solicitor
Robert John Butler Pearson, FIM, FAIM, M.Aus.IMM
Dr . Elizabeth Anne Kernohan, BSc MSc Agr PhD Syd
Eleanor Mary Lynch, Solicitor
Graham Roberts
John Forrest Haymen Clark, BMechE Me/b., M.Aus .IMM, FIEAust.

EX OFFICIO
The Chancellor: The Honourable Mr Justice Robert Marsden Hope, CMG,
LLB Syd.
The Vice-Chancellor: Professor Kenneth Richard McKinnon, A.U.A . A del.,
BA BEd 0'/d., EdD Harv., FACE
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor: Professor Alexander Marshall Clarke , BA
N.S.W., PhD A.N.U., ASTC, FAPsS
The Director : Professor Peter Desmond Reusch, BA BEd Me/b., PhD Wayne
State, FACE, FAIM

ELECTED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
Matthew Chapman
John Gregory Paul Lee
Jose I i Cesar Munive

ELECTED BY CONVOCATION
Colin Patrick Hollis, MHR, BA Open, BSc(Econ), DIA Lond.
Peter Morgan Curtis, BEe N.E.
James Wilmot Dombroski, BSc Syd.
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ELECTED BY THE FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF OF THE UNIVERSITY
Two Professorial members
Professor Robert Barry Leal, MA DipEd Syd ., PhD 0 '/d.
Professor Murra y George Alexander Wil son, MA N.Z. , MA Wis., PhD Me/b.

Two Academic Staff Member other than Professors
Alexander John Anderson, MCom N.S.W.
John R . Panter, BAAde/. , PhD N.S. W.

Two Members elected by the Institute Academic Staff
Will iom Mowbray, BSc MEd N.S.W.
Ronald Keith Pretty, MA Syd., AI E Land.

ELECTED BY THE FULL-TIME GENERAL STAFF OF THE UNIVERSITY
Elisabeth Ann Hi lton
Anne · Louise Porter, BCom Dip Ed DipCompSci MAPsS
Peter George Wood, SSe DipEd Syd.

ELECTED BY MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL
Dr . Winifred Joyce Mitchell, MA N.E. , PhD N.S.W.
Arthur Charles Osborne
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THE ACADEMIC SENATE*
EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
The Honourable Justice Robert M. Hope, Chancellor
Professor Kenneth R . Me K innon, Vice-Chancellor
Professor Alexander M. Clarke, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Professor Peter D . Rausch , Director of the Institute of Advanced Education
Mr. B.Challice Moldrich, University Secretary
Mr. J. Howard Petrie, Librarian

CHAIRMEN OF DEPARTMENTS
Professor John B. Ryan, Department of Accountancy and Legal Studies
Professor A. Duncan Brown, Department of Biology
Mr . C. Robin Horne, Department of Business Policy and Operations
Professor Leon Kane-Maguire, Department of Chemistry
Professor Lewis C. Schmidt, Department of Civil and Mining Engineering
Professor Juris Reinfelds, Department of Computing Science
Professor Dudley A.S. Jackson, Department of Economics
Professor Brian H. Smith, Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering
Doreen M.E . Gillam, Department of English Language
Dorothy L.M . Jones, Department of English Literature and Drama
Professor R . Barry Lea l , Department of European languages, Deputy
Chairman of Senate
Professor Murray G.A. Wilson, Department of Geography
Associate Professor James S. Hagan , Department of History
Professor Ron Johnston, Department of History and Philosophy of Science
Professor John R. Blake, Department of Mathematics
Dr. Peter Arnold, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Professor Geoffrey Brinson , Department of Metallurgy
Professor J. Lauchlan C. Ch ipman, Department of Philosophy
Professor Peter Fisher, Department of Physics
Associate Professor Linda L. Viney, Department of Psychology
Professor Stephen C. Hi ll , Department of Sociology

CHAIRMEN OF FACULTIES
Mr. Garry E. Tibbits, Facu lty of Commerce
Professor Ronald C. King, Faculty of Education, Chairman of Senate
Professor Brian H . Smith, Faculty of Engineering
Associate Professor James S. Hagan, Facu lty of Humanities
Professor John R . Blake , Faculty of Mathematical Sciences
Associate Professor Peter D . Bolton, Faculty of Science
Dr. Gerald C. Nanson , Faculty of Soc ial Sciences

HEADS OF SCHOOLS
Professor Edward Cow ie, School of Creative Arts
Dr. Donald P. Hogan , former School of Education
Dr. Michael Hough, School of Industrial and Administrat ive Studies

HEADS OF CENTRES
Dr . Ronald A. Witton, Centre for Mu lt icu ltural Studies
Dr . Brian Cambourne, Centre for Studies ·in Literac y
*Members of Academic Senate at time of print ing.
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ELECTED MEMBERS
ACADEMIC STAFF ELECTED BY AND FROM THE MEMBERS OF EACH
FACULTY
Mr . Garry E. Tibbits, Department of Acc ountancy (Faculty of Commerce)
Dr . Anthony J. Fielding (Facu lty of Educ at ion)
Dr. Den is Montgomery, Civil & M in in g Enginee ring (Faculty of Engineering)
Dr . Ba rba ra. Qavidson , Department of Ph ilosophy (Faculty of Humanities)
Dr. Gregory Doherty, Department of Mathematics (Facu l ty of Mathematical
Sciences)
Dr . Pete r G. Burton , Department of Chem istry (Faculty of Scie nce)
Dr. Beverley M. Wa l ker, Departm ent of Psychology (Facu lt y of Social
Sciences)
Mr. David R .A . Anderson (Facu lty of Ed ucation)
Mr. John A . Chapp le (Facu lt y of Educat ion)
Mr. Thomas 'F. Penrose (Facu l ty of Education)
Mr. David B. Stamp (Facu lty of Educat i on )

STUDENT MEMSERS
Mr . Joseli C. Munive
Mr . Khal id A . Ali
Mr. John ·G .P. Lee
Mr _ Darry l J _Preston
Ms. Kim Draisma
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FULL TIME STAFF
Vice-Chancellor
Professor Kenneth R . McKin non , A .U.A. Adel. , BA BEd Old., EdD Harv.,
FACE

Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Professor Alexande r M . Clarke, BA N.S.W., PhD A.N. U. , ASTC, FAPsS

Director of the Institute of Advanced Education
Professor Peter D. Rausch, BA, BEd Me/b., PhD Wayne State, FACE,
FAIM

FACUL TV OF COMMERCE
CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY
Garry E. T ibbits , MCom (Hons) Auck., ACA CMA(N.Z .), ACIS
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY
Donald E. Lewis, BA Calif. St., MA PHD Wash . St.

Department of Accountancy and Legal Studies
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
John B. Ryan , MCom Auck., FASA, ACA CMA (N.Z .) , ACIS , FAIM
SENIOR LECTURERS
* Brian H . Andrew, BCom N 'c/e (NSW). , MCom(Hons) N.S.W., B.Leg.S.
(Macq.), AASA, FTIA
Allan Coote, BCom AAUQ Q'ld., MCom N.S.W.
Ferdinand A . Gul , BA Mal, MCom L 'pool, PhD N.£., FCMA, AASA,
A CIS
Kenneth W. Hale, BA LLB Q'/d., LLM Syd., Barrister (N .S.W.)
Hai-Yap Teoh. BA Mal, MBA Br. Col. , CA Canada, Cert.Edn Bi rm ., FBIM,
AFAIM
Garry E . T ibbits , MCom (Hons) Auck, ACA CMA (N.Z.), ACIS
LECTURERS
Warwick N. Funnell, BA DipEd N.S.W. BCom
Mary M. Greenwell, BBus (DDIAE) , AASA (Senior) , AAIM
Jim G. Jackson , BCom LLB N.S.W., LLM(Hons) Syd., Grad .D ipEd,
00/A£., Barrister (N .S.W.), AASA
Robert C. William s, BA LLB Cape T., LLM London, H D ip Tax Law Witw.
TEACHING FELLOW
Joseph W.K. Chu , BBA(Hons) C. U.H. K .
PROFESSIONAL OFFICER ,
Accountancy Laboratory
Jenn ifer T . Tom lins on, BCom
* On leave.
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Department of Business Policy and Operations
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN
C. Robin -Horne, BA Syd. MA N.S.W.
LECTURERS
A . John Anderson , MCom (Hons) N.S.W.
Phil L. Dawes , MSc Bath ., Post.Grad.Dip. Adv . Marketing Bristol Polytechnic, PGCE Manchester
Gary Manger, BA MCom DipEd N.S.W., PhD AGSM, ASIA
R. Kent Wilson, MCom (Hons) N.S.W.

Department of Economics
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Dudley Jackson, BA BPhi l Oxf.
EMERITUS PROFESSOR
Kenneth A . Blakey , BA NZ, MSc Lond., MCom Melb. , DPhil Oxf.
SENIOR LECTURERS
Robert Castle, MEc Syd.
Donald E. Lewis, BA Calif. St., MA PhD Wash . St.
John Steinke, MA Cali f.
LECTURERS
Shamsher Ali, MCom Melb. , DEc Hasanuddin
Helen Bendall, BA PhD N.S.W.
Mark Bray, BEe Svd., MA Warwick
James F. Guest, BCom N.S.W. , PhD
John E. Mangan, BEcan MEconSt Dip Ed Q'ld. , MA PhD Lane.
Raymond Markey , BA DipEd Syd.
Christine Smith, BEe MRegSc Q'fd., MA PhD C'nell
Jesuthason Thampap ill ai, BSC (Agri) Ce yl. MEc PhD N.E.
PRINCIPAL TUTOR
P. Varughese George, MA Kerala
TEACHING FELLOWS
Pauline A. Doyle, BCom
Sandra Hopkins BA Otago, MCom N.S.W.

School of Industrial and Administrative Studies
HEAD OF SCHOOL
Michael Hough, R.F. D., E.D., BE N .S.W., BA Macq. , GradDiplndustEng.
DipEd N'cle N.S.W., DipSchooiAdm i n ACAE, MEd Admin N.E., EdD
Georgia MACE , AAIM
SENIOR LECTURER
Graham K. Winley, BA Macq., MSc(O .R.) N.S.W. PhD
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LECTURERS
Ray Cleary, BA Macq., MEd Adm in N.E.
Robert MacGregor, SSe DipEd N.S.W. AACS
Neil Masters , BA York , MSe
Kenneth V i ne , BA Macq., LittS N.£. , Dip Survey Lond., PhD A.N. U.
Alex Zelinsky , BMath MACS

FACUL TV OF EDUCATION
CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY AND PROFESSOR
Ronald C. K i ng, BCom BEd Me/b ., PhD Monash , FAPsS

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY
Donald P. Hogan , BAN.£., PhD James Cook

READER
Philip R . De Lacey, SSe N .S.W. , MA Auck., PhD N.E., MAPsS

PRINCIPAL LECTURERS
David R . Anderson , BA, MEd Syd ., DipPhysEd STC, MACE
David B. Stamp , BA , MEd DipEd Syd

SENIOR LECTURERS
Donald G . Asquith, BA N.E., MEd Syd.
John A . Chapple, BSC N.S.W., ASTC Syd. Tech .
Robert W. Colvin , MA Syd., MEd Stud . Leic. MACE
Kenneth Davies, MA MEd Syd. , Ph D MACE
Anthony J. Field ing, SSe N.S.W. , MEd EdD N. Y. State, MAIP
Peter C. Geekie. BA LittS MA N.E.
Malcolm Me D . Harris, BANE, MSc N.S.W.
Jennifer M . Jones, BEd Q'/d., MA Vic .B.C., PhD Lond.
Keith A . Mclellan, DipPhysEd STC BA N .E., MEd Syd, M .L .S. Oregon,
DipPhysEd Leeds
William Mowbray, SSe , MEd N .S. W.
John Patterson , MSe Oregon, DipPhy sEd STC, MEd Syd.
Thomas F . Penrose, MSc Oregon, DipPhysEd STC
lanG . Pirie , SSe DipEdMed Sy d., PhD G/as.
Kevi n M. Rigby , BA N.E., SSe , DipEd Syd., MSc Macq.
Joan A . Shaw, MA N.S.W., MEd Dip Ed Syd. , MSc
Noel Whiteley, BA N.E., ME Syd., DipPhysEd STC
William N . Winser , MEd Syd., MA Oxf., MACE

LECTURERS
Keith Baxter, DSCM Syd. Conserv., FTCL Lond. Tri ni ty College, A.Mus.A .
Edward 0 . Booth, BEe, DipEd, MEd Syd.
Darol M . Cavanagh , BA N.S.W. , MEd Syd., EdD N.Y. State
Raymond J. Crawford, SSe, Dip Ed N.E., MSe N.S.W.
Patrick F . Farrar, Dip Teach Armida/e CAE, BA N.E.
Bevan J. Ferguson, BA N.E., MEd Syd.
Harry G. Fuller, SSe DipPh ys Ed STC
Raymond Gal l, DipTch . Shoredi tch College, BA N.S.W. , ASTC Syd. Tech .
George V . Gedge, BA Macq., MEd Syd., DipPhysEd STC
Lyn Gow, DipTeach Alex.Mackie , BA Macq., PhD Macq.
Paula Ham ilton, BA Phd N .S.W.
Jennifer Hammond, BA D ip Ed , MA Syd.
Barry Harper, BSc Dip Ed N .S.W.
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•

Michael J. Hatton, MSc Oregon, DipPhysEd STC
Peter J. Keeble, TC Ba/main TC BA N.E., MEd N.S.W
Yvonne Kerr, MSc Oregon, DipPhysEd CertHealthEd
Gary Kilarr, BA San . Fran. St. , MA Michigan St., PhD Wayne St.
Noeline Kyle, BA PhD N 'cle (N.S.W)
Peter Milburn, DipPE Otago, MS, PhD Illinois
Bede E . Murray, BA Syd., MSc N.S.W. , M .A.C.S .
V i nce Nethery, DipTch (Riverina) , BSc, MSc Oregon
Ronald K . Pretty, MA Syd., AlE Land.
Pa tri cia A . Rees, DipPhysEd STC
Sylvia A . "Rice, BA N.S.W, DipEd(PE) Bedford
Brian Rogers, BA N .E., BEe, DipEd Syd. ,
Peter M . Sales, MA DipEd Monash, PhD Latrobe
Jack Scarlett, BA N .S.W., MCom N .S.W.
A rthur R. Smith, TC Armida/e DipArt(Ed) Syd. , MA Stanford
Jul ie Smith, DipTch. Kuring-gai, BPE WA
Robert Smith, DipMusEd N'cle CAE, AMusA
Michaei ·Stone, TC STC BA N.E., MA Syd.
Leo Sturman, NOD Norwich A TC Land., MSc (Art Ed) Oregon, MIA Ed
Barry C. Watkin, DipPhysEd, MSc, PhD Oregon
Paul Webb, DipPhysEd, GradDipSp!;d Tas. CAE, MH Kinetics Windsor,
MSc PhD Oregon
Roslyn Westbrook, DipPhysEd MSc Oregon
Ronald Wilcox, MSc DipEd N.S.W
Richard G. Wilsmore, DipPhysEd STC BA(PhysEd) Alberta, MEd Syd.,
Janice E. Wright, MEd Syd.
TUTOR
Irene M . Southall , BA Keele, MSocStud The Hague, DipEd N.S.W.
PROFESSIONAL OFFICERS
A . Deborah McGavin, BSc Dip lib N.S.W.
Rosemarie E. Natalenko, BA N.S.W , DipEd

Centre for Studies in literacy
HEAD
Brian Cambourne, BA LittS N .E., PhD James Cook

FACUL TV OF ENGINEERING
CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY
Brian H. Smith , BE PhD Adel., MIEE, FIE Aust .
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF FACUL TV
Lewi s C. Schmidt, BCE MEngSc Me/b., MA Camb., PhD Me/b., MASCE
FIE Aust.

Department of Civil and Mining Engineering
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Lewi ~

C. Schmidt, BCE MEngSc Me/b., MA Camb., PhD Me/b., MASCE
F I E Aust.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
R. William Upfold, ME PhD N .S.W . ASTC, CEng, MIEAust, MIMechE ,
/\MAusiMM
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READER

Robin N. Chowdhury, BSc(Eng) Ban., PGDip Roorkee, PhD Liv., CEng,
MICE, FIE Aust, FASCE, FGS, MEERI, MASEE

SENIOR LECTURERS
Michael J. Boyd, BSc (Tech) MEngSc PhD N.S.W., MIEAust, MASCE
Yew-Chaye Loo, BSc Cheng Kung, MEngA./. T., PhD Dundee, CEng, MICE ,
MIStructE, MIEAust.
Maxwell J. Lowrey, ME N.S.W., PhD, ASTC, MIEAust, MACS
Denis G. Montgomery, BSc (Eng) PhD Belfast, Ml EAust, MASCE
Donald Pearson-Kirk, BSc St. And., MSc PhD Leeds, CEng, MICE, FGS,
MASCE , MIHE, MIEAust, MREAAA

LECTURERS
Richard Arenicz, ME, PhD Cracov, MIEAust .
Najdat I. Aziz, BSc, PhD Wales
Van Uu Nguyen, BE PhD Auck., MIEAust, MASCE
lan Porter, BSc PhD Strath.
Muttucumaru Sivakumar, BSc (Eng) Ceylon, MEng A./. T., PhD N'c/e.
MIEAust, MAWWA
Yen Wen Wong, BE Tientsin, Ml EAust.

TEACHING FELLOWS
Mohsen Salaheldin, BSc (Eng) Cairo, ICEC
Chi-Nam Si, BE Hua Nan, MIEAust .

HONORARY VISITING PROFESSORS
Allan J. Hargraves, BME Me/b., PhD Syd., MAusiMM
Barry Rawlings, BSc, MEngSc, PhD Syd., MIStructE, MIEAust.

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Brian H . Smith, BE PhD Ade/., MIEE, FIEAust.

READER
Kenneth J . McLean, ME N .Z. , BD Me/b.Div.Co/1., PhD N.S.W., MIEAust.

SENIOR LECTURERS
Zlatko Herceg, Dipl Eng Zagreb, PhD N.S.W., MIEAust, MIREE
Tung S. Ng, BSc H.K., MEngSc PhD N'cle (N.S.W.), Ml EEE, M I EE
Frank J . Paoloni , BSc PhD Syd., MIEEE, MAPS
Geoffrey W. Trott, BSc BE Adel., PhD Alta., MIEEE, MACS

LECTURERS
Christopher D. Cook, BSc BE Ade/., PhD N.S.W.
Moneeb A . Magdy, BSc MSc Cairo, PhD Prague
R . Andrew Russell, B.Eng. PhD Liv.
Neil I . Smith, BSc BE PhD Adel. , MIEEE

TEACHING FELLOWS
M .Y. L. Aldous Leung, BE Ball.
Don Platt, BSc BE N .S.W.
T11ony Vu -Dinh, D1plom -lngenieur Hamb .
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PROFESSIONAL OFFICERS
Peter J. Costigan, BSc (Eng.)
N. (Kan) Kandasamy , BSc BE Madr., MIEAust.

Department of Mechanical Engineering
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND READER
Peter C. Arnold, BE PhD N.S .W., CEng, FIEAust, MIMechE
PROFESSOR
Vacant
SENIOR LECTURER
Wee-King Soh, BSc Be Syd., MEngSc PhD N.S.W. , Ml EAut
Robert T. Wheway, BE PhD N.S.W., MIEAust, MAWWA
LECTURERS
Ani mesh Basu, BSc, MSc Cal., MS , PhD NY State, Ml EAust.
Brian Howard, BSc(Eng) Lond., PhD S'ton., MIMechE, MASME
Arnold G. Mclean, BE N.S.W., PhD, MIEAust .
G . John Montagner, BE N.S.W., PhD, MIEAust, AACS, FAIEA, MIEEE ,
MAlE
A . Kiet Tieu, BE , PhD, W.A.
TEACHING FELLOWS
Patrick Dias, BSc(Eng) Ceylon, MIE(Sri Lanka) MIEAust.
Philip Goodison, BE
M. Yousef Ibrahim, BE Zagazig, M(Tech) Brunei., MIMechE, MIEAust .
PROFESSIONAL OFFICERS
ian J. Kirby, BSc(Eng) N.S.W. , GradiEAust .
Peter Wypych, Bt:, GradiEAust .

Department of Metallurgy
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Noel F . .Kennon, MSc PhD N.S.W. , FRMTC, FIM, AMAusiMM, CEng
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Nicholas Standish, MSc N.S.W., PhD Otago, ASTC, AMAusiMM, AIME,
ISIJ, FIEAust .
SENIOR LECTURERS
Malcolm Atkinson, BSc(Eng)(M et) Lond.
T ara Chandra, BSc (Met.Eng) B.H.U. , MASc Tor., PhD Wat.
Gordon W. Detamore, BSc PhD Birm.
Druce P. Dunne, BSc PhD N.S.W., MIM , CEng
LECTURERS
N ony Sa lasoo : BSc N.S.W., MS Pitt., ASTC, AMAusiMM
PROFESSIONAL OFFICER
A" "' Mc Dowall Smith, BMet
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FACUL TV OF HUMANITIES
CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY
James S. Ha gan , BA DipEd Syd., PhD ANU
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF FACUL TV
Ron Johnston , BSc N .S.W., PhD Mane.

Department of English Language
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND SENIOR LECTURER
Doreen M .E. Gillam, MALand.
PROFESSOR
Raymond G .T . Southall, BA Keele, PhD Birm.
LECTURER
Roderic k W. I. McConchie, BA DipEd Me/b., MA Flin.

Department of English Literature and Drama
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND SENIOR LECTURER
Doroth y L .M . Jones, MA N .Z . and Adel., Blitt Oxf.
SENIOR LECTURERS
James M . Wieland, BA W.Aust., MA PhD Ou.
Desmond Davis, BA Syd., MA N'cle (N.S.W.)
LECTURERS
Wi lliam D . McGaw, BA 0 '/d., MA Macq.
Maurice B. Scott, BA N .S.W. , MA N'c/e (N .S.W.)

Department of European Languages
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR OF FRENCH
R . Barry Lea l, MA DipEd Syd., PhD 0 '/d .
SENIOR LECTURERS
Vincent J. Ci ncotta, BS Fordham , MA Columbia, DML Middlebury
Gary J. lanziti, MA PhD Nth. Carol.
,
,
Bri an McCarthy , BA Syd., Dip Ed Mitchell, M-es-L , L-es-L, DipPhonfr
DipAEFMAV Besanfon
LECTURERS
DanielS. Hawley, BA Colgate, MA PhD Wis.
Gaetano L . Rando, BA Syd., MA W.Aust., DipPerfStor Ling It Rome
SENIOR TUTOR
Henri A . L . Jeanjean , BA Syd., L-es -L Bordeaux
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Department of History
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
James S. Hag:J n, BA Dip Ed Svd., PhD ANU

PROFESSOR
Vacant

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Colm P. Kiernan, MA Camb. and Me/b., PhD N.S.W.

SENIOR Lt:~ I URERS
Allan M. Healy, BA Syd., PhD A.N.U.
F . Damaso Marengo , Dott Genoa, MSc Land., MA PhD Chic.
ian M. McLaine , BA Monash, DPhil Oxf.
F. Stuart Pigg i n, BA Dip·Ea Syd., PhD AKC Land. BD Me/b. Div. Col/.

LECTURERS
E. Peter Johnston, BA Wales
Andrew D. Wells , MA Monash

SENIOR TUTOR
Josephine A . Castle, BA Syd.

Department of History and Philosophy of Science
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Ron Johnston, BSc N.S.W., PhD Mane.

SENIOR LECTURER
James E. Falk, BSc PhD Monash

LECTURERS
Richard J. Badham , BA DipSoc PhD Warwick
Margaret Campbe ll, BSc Dip Ed PhD N.S.W., AlP
John R . Panter, BA Adel., PhD N.S.W.
Evelleen Richards, BSc Q'ld., PhD N.S.W.
John A . Schuster, BA Co/. , MA Camb., MA PhD Prin.

Department of Philosophy
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRPERSON AND PROFESSOR
J. Lauchlan C. Chipman, MA LLB Me/b. , BPhil DPhil Dxf., DipTertiaryEd

NE
SENIOR LECTURER
Harry Beran, BA PhD Syd.

LECTURERS
Barbara L . David so n, MA PhD LaT.
Lau ran ce J. Splitter , BA Monash. BPhil DPhil Oxf.
Suzanne M. Un iacke , MA LaT.
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FACUL TV OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY
John A . Blake , BSc Adel., PhD Camb .
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY
Martin W. Sunder, BSc N.S.W., MA N . E., Ph D Amst.

Department of Computing Science
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Juris Reinfelds, BSc PhD Adel.
VISITING PROFESSOR
John E .L. Peck, BSc MSc Natal, PhD Yal e
SENIOR LECTURERS
A . Geoffrey Dromey , DipAppChem Swi nburne, PhD LaT.
Michael Wagner, DipPhys Munich, PhD ANU
LECTURERS
Nei l A .B. Gray, BSc Imperial MSc, Di p N. A. and CompSc, Ph D Camb.
A. Fritz Hil le, DipiPhys T.U. (Braunschweig) , PhD James Cook, DIC
Phillip McKerrow, BE N.S.W., ME
PROFESSIONAL OFFICERS
John A . Fulcher, BE O'ld., MSc LaT.
Gary D . Kel ly
Stein I. Krav
Michael J. Milway, BE Monash
Ross S. Nealon, BSc BMath

Department of Mathematics
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Joh n A . Blake, BSc Adel., PhD Camb.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Desmond J. Clarke, BSc W.Aust., MSc Adel. , PhD N .S.W., MAG U
READERS
Martin W. Sunder, BSc N.S.W., MA N.E., Ph D Amst.
James M. Hill, BSc PhD O'ld.
Keith P. Tognetti, BE MEngSc N.S.W., PhD
SENIOR LECTURERS
Gregory Doherty, BSc PhD N.S.W.
Chandra M . Gulati, MA Delhi, MS New Mexico State, PhD Carneg.: lvfelfon
Thomas S. Horner, BSc Dip Ed Syd., PhD
Philip G. Laird, MSc Well. and A .N.U. , Ph D Calg.
Rodney V . Nillsen , BSc Tas ., MSc PhD Flin .
Barry G . Qu i nn , BA PhD A.N. U.
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LECTURERS
Victor C. Drastik, BA Macq., MStats PhD N.S.W. , AlA
Grahame Morris, BSc N'cle(N.S.W.J, PhD N.S.W. ,
Fran'k P. Prokor. BS MA Detroit. PhD
SENIOR TUTOR
Peter t. Castle, MSc N.S.W.
Annette L . Worthy, BSc N.S.W.
VISITING :rEACHING FELLOW
Lynn M . Morris , BA N.S.W. , DipEd

FACUL TV OF SCIENCE
CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY
Peter D . Bolton, BSc Exe., PhD Land., ARSC, FRACI
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF FACUL TV
Peter G. Burton, BSc PhD Monash, ARACI

Department of Biology
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
A. Duncan Brown, MSc Syd., PhD Mane.
SENIOR LECTURERS
Ross McC. Lilley, BSc Ade/., PhD Flin.
David R . Murray, BSc PhD Syd.
Anthony J. Hulbert, BSc PhD N.S.W.
LECTURERS
Hugh J. Spencer, BSc A.N.U., PhD Manit.
Robert J. Whelan, BSc Flin. , PhD W.A.
D . James Campbell, BSc DipEd Tas., PhD N.S.W.

Department of Chemistry
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
·<Leon Kane-Maguire, BSc PhD 0'/d.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
' Peter D. Bolton, BSc Exe., PhD Land., ARSC, FRACI
Emery Gellert, DrPhil Baste, FRACI, FRSC
READERS
Peter G. Burton, BSc PhD Monash, ARACI
John Ellis, BSc Syd., PhD N .S.W., FRACI, MAWWA
SENIOR LECTURERS
,Ernest Kokot, BSc PhD N.S. W., ASTC, ARACI
Barry M. Mockler, BSc PhD N.S.W., ARACI
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LECTURERS
Phillip T. Crisp, BSc PhD Syd. ARACI
William K. Hannan, MSc Syd.

TEACHING FELLOWS
Alan P. Hope, BSc PhD
Greg W. Diven, BSc

PROFESSIONAL OFFICER
John Korth , BSc N.S.W. , MSc

Department of Geology
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Alan C. Cook, MA PhD Camb., AMAusiMM

READERS
Brian G. Jones, MSc Auck., PhD A.N.U.
Anthony J. Wright, BSc Ph Q Syd.

LECTURERS
Paul F. Carr, BSc Old. PhD
Adrian C. Hutton, BA N.E., BSc PhD

SENIOR TUTOR
Bryan E. Chenhall, BSc PhD Syd., MAusiMM

TUTOR
John W . Pemberton, BSc

PROFESSIONAL O.FFICER
A1vars Depers, BSc Adel.

HONORARY PROFESSOR
Geoffrey H . Tay lor, MSc Ade/., Dr Rer . Nat . Bonn, DSc Me/b.

HONORARY SENIOR LECTURERS
ian D . Slayden, BSc PhD N'cle (N.S.W.)
Richard A . Facer, BSc, PhD Syd.
Malcolm C.B .B. Galloway, BSc, MSc Syd., PhD Sth. Carolina
M ichael J. Garratt, BSc Land., MSc Me/b., PhD
Ronald G . Wilson, AWASM

Department of Physics
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Peter Fisher, BSc PhD W.Aust., MlnstP, FAPS, FAIP
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SENIOR LECTURERS
Kenn et h J. Duff, MSc Q'ld., MA Ph D Calif. , MAPS
Jagdis h N . Mathur , MSc Alig. , DrR erN at Kie /, AAIP , IMEPS, MDPG
Ph illip E."Si mrnonds, BSc W. Aus t., DPhil Oxf., MAI P
lindsey F. Smith , BSc Syd., PhD A.N. U., FRAS, I AU, AAs , ASA
LECTURERS
Abraham I. Sega l, BSc Me/b., GAIP
Carey A . Freeth, BSc MSc Ph D Cant. , NZIP
PRINCIPAL TUTOR .
Glen K. G . Moore, BSc N.S.W. , MAIP, FnAS, ASA
RESEARCH OFFICER"
A . DavidM_arti n, BSc Ph D Wales, MAIP

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
CHAIRMAN OF FACULTY
Don L . Mi xon, MA San Fran., PhD Nevada
DEPUTY CHAlRMAN OF FACULTY
Andrew H. Jakubowicz, BA Syd., PhD N.S.W.

Department of Geography
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Murray G . A . Wilson , MA N.Z ., MA Wis., PhD Me/b.
READERS
Ross Robinson, BA N.E., MA DipEd N.S.W., PhD Br. Col.
Robert W. Young , MA DipEd PhD Syd.
SENIOR LECTURERS
Edward A. Bryant, MA McM., PhD Macq.
Edison Dayal , MA Alld., PhD Delhi
Gerald C. Nanson, BSc Otago, MSc Alta., PhD S. Fraser
LECTURER
Cha rl es L. Keys , MA Auck., PhD Alta.

Department of Psychology
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Linda L. V i ney, BA Tas., MA A.N. U., Ph D Cine., FAPsS
SENIOR LECTURER
Do n L . Mi xon, MA San Fran., Ph D Nevada
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LECTURERS
Neil L. Adams, SSe PhD N.S.W., MAPsS
Siu L. Chow, BA Adel., PhD Tor., MAPsA
John M . de Wet, MA PhD Cape T., MSAPA, MBPS
Stanley Ginsberg, BS MA C.C.N. Y., PhD Wat., MAPsS, MAPsA
Rachael M. Henry, BA PhD Syd., MBPsS
Nigel McKay, MSc CapT., DPhil Oxon
Janet Powell, MA Syd.
Beverly M . Walker, BA PhD Syd., MAPsS
SENIOR TUTOR
Doug G . Cornford, BA MSc N'ele(N.S.W.) MAPsS
TUTORS
Nicola Ronan, BA
Lee A. Fantinel, BA Adel.
PROFESSIONAL OFFICER
Anne Porter, BCom DipEd DipCompSci MAPsS

Department Qf Sociology
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIRMAN AND PROFESSOR
Stephen C. Hill, SSe Syd., PhD Me/b.
SENIOR LECTURER
Andrew H . Jakubowicz, BA Syd., PhD N.S.W.
LECTURERS
Rebecca Albury, SSe Ma Johns H.
Phillip C. D'Aiton, BA DipEd Syd., PhD N.S.W.
Michael J. Donaldson, MA Camb.
Tom Jagtenburg, BE N.S.W., MSc Mane., PhD
Kay L. Salleh, BA Tas., MA A.N.U.

Centre for Multicultural Studies
HEAD
Ronald A . Witton, BA MA Syd., PhD C'nell
RESEARCH FELLOWS
William W. Cope, BA Maeq.
Mary Kalantzis, BA DipEd Maeq.
Michael J. Morrissey, BA Mane., MSc Notts.

SCHOOL OF CREATIVE ARTS
HEAD OF SCHOOL
Edward Cowie, BEd London, OM us Southhampton, PhD Lancaster, L TCL ,
MBOU
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CO-ORDINATOR
Rodney A . Hol lands , BA N.E. , DSCM N.S. W. Conserv., DSMT, MACE
SENIOR LECTURERS
John Eveleigh, Dip FA, FRSA Slade, Land.
Peter L . Shepherd, TC Ba/main, DipArt(Ed ) Nat Art School, DipEdStud
(Drama) STC, BEd(Art) Alex Mackie, MIA Ed
LECTURERS
Joan Chapple, DipTeach
Wayne Dixon, AMusA N.S.W. Conserv., l TCL
Hergt Flugelman
Andrew Ford, BA Lancaster
Richard Hook, BA W.A , AIT WA. PostGradCert in Educ London, MFA
Uni of Tas.
Howard Mitchell, DipTeach(Art) STC, Nat. Art School, DipArt(Ed)
Alex Mackie, MIAEd
John Stender, TC STC, DSCM N.S.W. Conserv., BA N.E.

GENERAL STUDIES
CO-ORDINATOR
Vacant

EXTERNAL STUDIES
HEAD
Jeffrey C. Hazell, BA Syd., ALAA

LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
J. Howard Petrie, SSe Hull, MSc Sheff., M.l .lnfo. Sci.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND ARCHIVIST
John Shipp, BA Dip Ed Macq., DipArch iv Admin N.S.W.
SENIOR LIBRARIANS
Sharat Arora, MA Agra, MSL W.Mich., D ip l ibScDipRussian Delhi
Margaret Dains, BA Me/b., MA N.S.W., ALAA
Rosemarie Dowe, BA N.E., Dip lib N .S.W., ALAA
Mari lyn Edmond, BA Tas. ,
Ruth Lotze, BA Macq.
Felicity McGregor, BA Dip lib N.S.W., ALAA
Mary Tow, BA Syd., ALAA
LIBRARIANS
Gay Antonopoulos, BA Wis ., ALAA
Keith Gay mer, BA Syd., Dip lib N.S.W., ALAA
Mohamed Haniffa, BA(Econ) Ceyl., Dip lib Land., ALA, ALAA
Deirdre Jewell, BA Dip lib N.S.W.
Gwen D. Mclellan, BEd Oregon, ALAA
Jenny Ross. BA Syd.
Saad Sefein , BA Cairo, ALAA
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Suzanne Seider , BA DipEd N.S.W. , ALAA
Denise R . Stevens, BA, ALAA

COMPUTER CENTRE
COMPUTER MANAGER
Geoffrey. A . Hamer, MA Can tab.
MANAGEMENT ASSISTANT/ENQUIRIES
Helen Carter, DipTeach
DEPUTY COMPUTER MANAGER
James McKee, MBSC, MACS
BUSINESS SYSTEMS ANALYST
Leo M .J. Wynen, MACS
HARDWARE TECHNICIANS
Goran Anderson
James Giblin
Bruce Robertson
Geoffrey Silburn

Operations
OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR
Barry J. Howland, MACS
SENIOR OPERATOR
Elwyn Walke r
DATA CONTROL
Audrey We ir
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS
John D. Ol iver, PhD Carnegie Mellon
JohnS. R ickersey, SSe
CONSULTANT PROGRAMMERS
Stephen Harrison , SSe
Des Jamieson, BA DipEd
lan Piper, SSe, MACM
Manh Tran, BE N.S.W., MAppSc N.S.W./. T., DipCompSci

MICRO COMPUTER LAB
INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION
SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Alan M . House, DlpTech(PubAdminl, B.Bus N.S.W.I. T.
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VICE-CHANCELLOR'S UNIT
VICE-CHANCELLOR
Professor Ke nneth R . McKinn on , AU A Adel., BA BEd Old., EdD Harv. ,
FACE
DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
Prof essor Alexander M . Cla r ke, BA N.S.W., PhD A.N. U., A STC , FAPsS
SPECIAL ADVISER (PROJECTS) TO THE VICE -CHANCELLOR
Ron F . Stewart , BCom Dip Ed Me/b.
SPECIAL ADVISER (DEVELOPMENT) TO THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
Benjami.n J. Meek, BA Dip Ed Syd.
CO-ORDINATOR EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Eli zabeth M . Johnstone, DipEd MA N.E.
MUSIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
David C. Vance , BA N.S.W. , BMus Syd. , LMusA
INTERNAL AUDITOR
Suzanne Corderoy, BCom N.S.W. , AASA
SECRETARY TO THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
Hali na Majer

Centre for Teaching Development
ACTING HEAD
John R . Panter, BA Adel., PhD N.S.W.
SENIOR TECHNICAL OFFICER
V acant
TECHNICAL OFFICER
Clint S.D . Symons
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
John B. Murray

UNIVERSITY SECRETARY'S DIVISION
UNIVERSITY SECRETARY
· H . Chall ice Moldrich , BA Ceyl., Dip Tertiary Ed N.E.
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ACADEMIC AND STUDENT SERVICES
SENIOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY
Trevor J. Brew, BA S yd. , MEdAdmin N. E.

Secretariat
SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Peter G. Wood , BSc DipEd Syd.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Trevor A. Cuthbertson, BA Syd., Th L Aust.Ca/1. Thea/.
FACUL TV AND SCHOOL SECRETARIES
.
.
.
.

Commerce
Mathematics
Board of Studies
School of Industrial and
Administrative Studies

Maria Tsoukalas, BA DipEd

. Education

Trevor A . Cuthbertson, BA Syd.,
Th L Aust.Ca/1. Thea/.

. Engineering
. Science

~ane

. Humanities
. Social Sciences
. Board of Studies for
School of Creative Arts

Warren R . Mahoney, BCom N.S.W.

L. Jennings, BEd Mitchell

REGISTRY OFFICER
ian E. Lowe

Admissions
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Gary R . Ryan, BCom
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
Sylvia Huntley -Moore, BA DipEd
Marie L. Paterson , BA
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Barbara M .A . Smith

Student Records
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Harry H . Alia, BCom N.S.W.
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GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
Judy L. Alexander, BA S yd., Dip Lib N.S.W.
Mark A . Peacock , BA
Lily Soh , BSc N.S.W.

Publicity and Information
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Miranda Baker, BA N.S.W.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS
Gillian Curtis
Maril yn H. Johnson

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
SENIOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY
Kevin E. Turnbull, BA DipTertiaryEd N.E., DipEd

Property
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
· 13arry W. Lake, BA
PROPERTY OFFICER
Geoff Bailey
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
Jacqueline Jakeman , BA DipEd
Hendri ka Tibbits, BCom (Accy)

Engineering
ENGINEER
Meng San Wong, BE W.A., MICE , Ml EAust, MIWES
UNIVERSITY ENGINEER
Ronald M . Kinnell, ASTC MIEAust

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
SENIOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY
James W. Langridge, BBus N.S.W.I. T., Dip Tertiary Ed N.E., MACS

Planning and Development Unit
~LANNING

AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICER

Melda J. Hannam, BA MStudAccy AASA, CPA
BUDGETS OFf'~CER
Char les E.J . Ross , AASA
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Patricia A . Tindall, BA A.N.U.
STATISTICS OFFICER
Bohdan Natalenko, BA N.S.W and W'gong
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
Lynn M . Wood ley, BA DipEd N.S.W
Karen L. Wilcox , BA N.S.W.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
lan N . Strahan , GradDipMgt . Capr., AASA(S), ACIS

Administrative Data Processing Unit
SYSTEMS ANALYST
John Tong
ANALYST/PROGRAMMERS
Cl ive Foster, BE N.S.W
Michael J. Rogers, BEe A.N.U.
Mark Hall
PROGRAMMER
Sue Claypole

Finance
FINANCE OFFICER
Vacant
ASSISTANT FINANCE OFFICER
David G . Wi lson , BCom
SUPPLY OFFICER
Graeme E. Dunn, AIPSM

STAFF AND GENERAL SERVICES
SENIOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY
Lesl ie W. Noffke

Student Welfare
COUNSELLORS
Gregory R . Hampton, BA Macq. MAPsS
Eli zabeth E. Urwi n, BA DipEd Syd.
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Staff Services
PERSONNEL AND INDUSTRIAL OFFICER
Vacant
.ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Kenneth W . .Moran , ASTC
ASSISTANT PERSONNEL OFFICERS
Gary Graham
Ross M . Walker
GRADUATE ASS(STAN.:r
Wendy A. Ra i kes , BA

Printing Services
·PRINTING MANAGER & COPYRIGHT OFFICER
Edwin G. Hyde, AASA

FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY
SECRETARY
Benjamin J. Meek, BA Dip Ed Syd.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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FACILITIES AND SERVICES
MICHAEL BIRT LIBRARY
The University Library is named after the University's first Vice-Chancellor,
Emeritus Professor L.M. Birt. The building was opened in 1976 and represents
the initial two stages of a planned four stage building.
The Library seeks to provide information resources for University personnel
and for members of the local community. To satisfy some of these requirements,
the collection of monographs, serials, non-book materials and archival sources is
continually augmented by purchase and donation. Access to information held in
libraries throughout the world is possible through inter-library loan and computer
database searching facilities .
Items from the collection may be borrowed subject to restrictions imposed to
ensure the integrity of some types of material . All University of Wollongong staff,
students and graduates may borrow from the collection. Graduates of the former
Wollongong Teachers' College and the staff and students of the Wollongong
College of TAFE may also borrow. Arrangements may be made for other persons
to borrow from the Library subject to their satisfying the conditions imposed by
the University.
Borrowing rights may be suspended for the non-return of library materials, for
the non-payment of charges for library services or for the failure to observe
library regulati.ons . The use of inter-library loan and database searching facilities
may require the payment of fees for service. Details of borrowing conditions and
other library services are available from the Reader Assistance desk in the Library.
Hours of opening from March to December are 9.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m., Monday
to Friday. Saturday, 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. and 1.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. Sunday.
Summer session, public holidays and vacation hours are displayed on noticeboards
in the Library.

UNIVERSITY UNION
The Union, which provides opportunities for the development of social and intellectual intercourse between members, is housed in buildings at the south:.Sast
corner of campus. The facilities include a hall, cafeteria, take-away bar, airconditioned licensed bar and bistro, four squash courts, sauna and table tennis room. There
are also common rooms, administrative offic~. a Union Shop, a branch of· the
National Australia Bank Ltd., and of the University Co-operative Bookshop Ltd.
All students and staff of the University and the Union are members of the Union.
The affairs of the Union are controlled by the Board of Management and, in
day to day matters, by the Secretary-Manager.
The following Clubs and Societies are affiliated to, and supported by, the Union:
Amateur Radio Club
Camera Club
Catholic Society
Environmental Science Society
French Club
Film Group
Geographical Society
Geological Society
Historical Society

II Circolo Italiano
Literature Society
Mature Age Students' Association
Musical Society
Nuclear Disarmament Association
Parents' Club
Simulation Games Society
Wine Appreciation Society
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STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL
The Students ' Representative Council (S.R.C.) is a body of students elected by
and from the students. The S.R.C . is the executive organisation of the entire
studen t body . The S.R.C. promotes student welfare and interests. It provides
a channel lhruugh which students can express their views on any matter relevant
to themselves, their courses, and the University .
The S.R.C. is involved with the politics and welfare of being a student. As well
as taking an act ive interest in a wide variety of issues, the S.R.C. organises many
social functions. Students are advised to contact the S.R.C . office for details of
clubs and societies affiliated to and supported by the S.R .C.
Part of the compulsory S.R.C. subscription is paid to the Australian Union of
Students (A.U.S.), the national student organisation . As a constituent member
of A.U.S. the S.R.C. offers travel and health and insurance schemes (at student
rates).

Tertangala, the S.R.C . student newspaper, is published throughout the year .
Students are invited to submit articles and items for publicat ion.
Most importantly, students are encouraged to participate in the running and
activities of the S.R.C. Some present portfolios and interests are :
Education
Women
Social Activities
Childcare

A.U.S.
Student Publications
Non-Profit Food Co-operative
Environment

The S.R .C. belongs to the students; they are encouraged to use it.

SPORTS ASSOCIATION
All students pay a compulsory fee which automatically makes them members
of the Sports Association. Membership entitlements include the use of the recreational facilities provided by the Sports Association . Members may also join
one or other of the constituent clubs of the Association at a small extra subscription.
The Sports Association aims to provide physical recreation facilities of an opportunity-type for individuals or small groups, through casual and class usage as
well as intra-mural and inter-departmental sport. Learn to play activities and
.Peginners coaching courses are held at various times throughout the year to
cater for the .novice as well as the expert. In addition, it aims to ensure that its
consituent clubs are provided with adequate playing surfaces and associated equipment, that adequate funds are available to subsidise travelling, and that both clubs
· and individuals are encouraged to attain higher sporting standards through com petition under the auspices of local associations and through intervarsity competitions, representative matches and championships organised by the Australian
Universities Sports Association.
A sports pavilion (with licensed bar) and four squash courts have been provided
and improvements to existing playing fields are being undertaken . An Indoor
Sports Centre was completed in 1980. Facilities exist for Basketball, Badminton,
Volleyball, Table Tennis, Tae Kwon Do, Indoor Soccer and Indoor Hockey .
The constituent clubs of the Sports Association are as follows. Enquiries regarding
them should be made at the Union Office:
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Athletics
Australian National Football
Badm inton
Basketball
Cricket
Men 's Hockey
Women's Hockey
Netball
Rugby Union
Sailing

Ski
Soccer
Softball
Squash
Surf Riders
Table Tennis
TaeKwonDo
Tennis
Touch Football
Volleyba l l

CHAPLAINCY SERVICE
A Chaplaincy Service is provided w ith in the University, for the benefit of students
and staff. Its office is located near the Counselling Centre.
The Service offers 'fellowship, personal counselling and guidance, and leadership
i n biblical and doctrinal studies and in worship. The visiting Chaplains maintain
close liaison with student religious societies . The visiting Chaplains may be con tacted at their private addresses or through the University Secretary .
Anglican :

Rev . A. Heslehurst,
11/49 Aobsons Road,
Keiraville. 2500
Telephone 288417
St. Michael's Church,
Telephone 289132

Baptist :

Rev. E. Seidel,

216 Jacaranda Avenue,
Figtree. 2525
Telephone 291671
Congregational :

Rev . C.G Jones,
6 Carter's Lane,
Towradgi . 2518
Telephone 843658

Presbyterian :

Rev. J.J . Knapp,
St. Andrew's Manse ,
25 Stanbrook Avenue,
Mt. Ousley . 2519
Telephone 291725 (office )
295358 (home)

Roman Catholic :

Rev. Father Terry Gleeson,
Cathedral Presbytery,
36 Harbour Street,
Wollongong . 2500 .
Telephone 286511

Uniti ng :

Rev . J. Hannaford,

36 Fisher Street,
West Wollongong. 2500
Telephone 292117 (office)
292119 (home)
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COUNSELLING CENTRE
Any person involved in university life, whether student or staff, will experience
many of its elements as demanding and challenging . Sometimes these demands
can cause considerable change in people's lives . Some people can handle these
changes with relative ease, while others have considerable difficulty. The Uni versity Counselling Service provides assistance to university staff and students
so that they can make constructive responses to the demands of the university
system .
Personal counselling is available for difficulties such as uncertainty about course
choice or career goals, lack of motivation, inability to study effectively; general
feelings of anxiety, confusion or depression; difficulties in interpersonal relationships whether at home or within the university . In some situations the participation of a Counsellor may simply be that ot the perceptive and concerned listener; in others a deeper understanding and the use of a variety of therapeutic
approaches may be required; in others a Counsellor may organise and guide
groups where people facing similar challenges may interact to stimulate and
encourage one another. In all approaches the Counsellor strives to create a supportive environment where constructive responses to problematic situations can be
pursued more safely and effectively than is frequently possible in the normal
course of everyday life.
To assist students in their transition to university the Counselling Centre organises an Introduction to University programme before the commencement of Session
One each year. This programme is designed to provide students with opportunities to learn about the University system, develop their approach to study and
meet other students starting at university . Other group programmes include:
Assertiveness Training, Stress Management, Communication Skills, support
groups for woman and career development programmes for women .
The Counselling Service is completely confidential and free of charge to all staff,
students and intending students. The Counselling Centre is located on the western
side of the Union building. Appointments can be made by phoning 270592.

ACCOMMODATION
The Secretary in the Counselling Centre conducts a Student Accommodation
Service for a range of private accommodation, e.g. board (both 7 and 5 day),
single rooms, flats and houses made available by the local community in response
to media advertisements.
Individual students wishing to register for private board should contact the
Secretary in the Counselling Centre which is located on the western side of the
Union building, or telephone her on 27-0592 as early as possible in the year.

International House
Manager : Elisabeth Hilton.
lnterna~ional House is the University's residential college. It is situated in
Hindmarsh Avenue, North Wollongong, some ten minutes walk from the University.

The House is operated on a co-educational, non-denominational basis by the
Board of Management. As indicated by its title, the House provides a place of
living and studying for both overseas and local students , thus providing a meeting
place of varying cultures.
The House has 201 single study bedrooms, which include 24 large rooms, 8 of
which have ensuites. The rooms are in five three-storey residential blocks .
Faciliti es incl ude a large lounge room, dining room, students' kiosk, laundry,
-games room, computer terminals, small library and tutorial rooms.
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Informal tutorials are run by the House Tutors.
For further information contact the Manager, International House, P. 0 . Box
1144, Wollongong, 2500 . Telephone: (042) 299-711.

EMPLOYMENT
The Student Employment Service provides information about casual and parttime work throughout the year, plus vacation work . All positions avail able are
displayed on the Counselling Centre noticeboard in the Union Foy er. Students
may register for employment with the Counselling Centre Secretary .
Students interested in tutoring in any subject at any level may register with the
Counselling Centre Secretary . All positions available will be individually notified
where possible.
All enquiries concerning casual, part-time, vacation work and tutor ing should be
directed to the Student Employment Service, telephone 27-0592.

MEDICAL SERVICE
The Student Medical Service is located in the Counselling Centre . The names of
the practitioners together with surgery times are available on campus noticeboards.
It is preferable that appointments be made one hour prior to surgery hours.
For enquiries about the Service or to make an appointment contact the Counselling Centre Secretary, telephone 27-0592.

CHILD CARE CENTRE
Kids' Uni, a parent-managed childcare centre on campus, offers chi ldcare fac ili ties
to both students and staff. The modern centre provides a happy and stimulating
atmosphere where children can stay while their parents are at classes and/or work .
Fees are calculated on a sliding scale based on family income. Parent involvement
in the daily activities is welcomed but not mandatory. The centre is open from
8.15 a.m. to 5.45 p.m. Monday to Friday. Kids' Uni cares for chi lden in the 0-6
year-old age group . After-school care is available for older children and a School
Vacation Program is also offered for school-aged children. The Director is a
qualified Early Childhood Education teacher and nurses are in attendance for
children under two years of age. Preference for enrolment goes to children who
were enrolled at Kids' Uni in the previous calendar year. Only a lim ited number of
places is available and early application is essential . Permanent bookings must .be
made to include sessional weeks, May and August vacations, study break and one
week during examinations. This totals 17 weeks in Session 1 and 18 weeks in
Session 2.
For further information contact the Director, Jillian Trezise, C/- The Union, or
phone Kids' Uni, 270072 . Application forms and information sheets can be
obtained from the centre .

FACILITIES FOR DEAF AND HEARING-IMPAIRED STUDENTS
The University has available three Sennheiser infra-red ampli f ication systems
which are portable . The systems may be used to amplify tHe speaker's vo ice
in lectures and seminars, and h..ave been purchased to assist deaf and hearingimpaired students .
Students wishing to use the amplification systems should contact the Centre for
Teaching Development, telephone 270618.
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N.S.W. TEACHER EDUCATION ADVISORY OFFICE (T.E.A.O.)
The N .S.W . Department of Education provides services from the South Coast
Regional Office, Crown Central, Wollongong, Telephone 290888 . The services
are intended for those who w1sh to become teachers within the N .S.W. Depart·
ment of Education . Advice is given on course components for specific subject
teaching areas.

THE FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG LIMITED
The Friends of the University of Wollongong was incorporated on 1st December,
1980.
Broadly the aims and objectives of the Friends are as follows:
1. Assist the Council of the University to preserve, develop and maintain the
standard, position and facilities of the University.
2. Create opportunities for the University to attract and retain the continuing
interest and financial support of a concerned and interested group of past
students, friends, staff and members of the community generally.
3. Solicit donations and gifts to or for the benefit of the University .
4. Attract and encourage bequests, legacies· and all forms of deferred gifts to the
University or the Company.
5 . Aid by research and other suitable means the advancement, development and
practical application of science to industry and commerce, to initiate, promote
and further scientific and technological research and to seek activety industrial
work and contracts by the provision of an organised research service for the
investigation of the problems of production and the development of Govern·
ment authorities, corporate bodies and persons or companies engaged in
industries, commerce and primary production and to conduct and to carry on
experiments and to charge for such services as the Company may decide to
carry out.
6. Make donations to the University of such amounts and at such times as the
Company may determine.
Members are drawn from all walks of life including graduates, students, parents,
staff, industry, commerce, the unions, local government, the professions, the
churches, commerce and industry, primary producers and citizens generally.
Membership is granted to people who express an intention to support the act·
ivities of the University or of the Friends to a minimum value of $200 a year
over a period of 5 years; after which life membership is granted. There are no
annual dues. Support can be given in cash, or in service, or by using the Uni advice facilities .
The Graduates Group within the Friends offers free membership for the first
year and thereafter is $10 per annum or $40 for life membership.
For further information contact Mr. Ben Meek or Mr. Giles Pickford on 270073 .

UN I ADVICE
Uniadvice is the Consultancy Company for the University of Wollongong and as
such is one of 27 member companies of the Australian Tertiary Institutions
Consulting Companies Association.
Uniadvice is an Approved Research Organisation and it has the following object ives : ·
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To promote intellectual and physical resources for the ben'.!f it of the commun ity and the Un iversity of Wollongong .
To facilitate interaction between external organisat ions and the University at
all levels .
To encourage usage of developed expertise in Consu l ta ncy work, materials
testing, seminars, technical data and patents.
For further information contact the Manager of Uniadv ice, Mr . Peter Sophios,
on (042) 270076 -after hours service available.

THE ILLAWARRA REGIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE (I.R.I.S.)
The lllawarra Regional Information Service (I.R .I.S .) is located in University
premises at 22 Porter Street, North Wollongong. I.R .I.S. is an autonomous body
funded by the N.S .W. State Government, Wollongong City Council and the
University as major sponsors and by Regional Councils, Commerce and Industry .
I.R .I.S. provides a range of information to assist both the soc ial and econom ic
development of the region .
Students and academics are encouraged to make use of the information available .
I.R.I.S. have completed a number of studies on the reg ion and these, together
with our publications, are available for sale or perusal at our offices.
For further information contact Mr. John McKenna, t he Di rector . Telephone
294777 or 270787.
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POSTGRADUATE ADMISSION, ENROLMENT AND
RE-ENROLMENT
Admission
Application forms for admission are obtainable from the Enquiries Office, Ground
Floor, Administration Building.
Applicants seeking admission to any postgraduat e course involvi ng research are
advised to contact the appropriate Departmental/School Chairperson to discuss
research interests, suitability of qualifications held and the availabl ity of facilities
for research in particular areas.
Applications for admission to postgraduate courses by research should be lodged
by 15th January. Applications for postgraduate degrees or diplomas by course
work close on 1st November.

Enrolment
No enrolments will be accepted from new students after the end of the second
week of Session I, except with express approval of the University Secretary
or the Senior Assistant Secretary (Academic and Student Services) and of each
Departmental Chairperson concerned.

Re-enrolment
Re-enrolment forms will be sent to re-enrolling students at the end of the year
with instructions concern1ng the next year's re-enrolment procedure.
Re-enrolment will not be accepted after the end of the second week of Session I,
except with the approval of each Departmental Chairperson concerned . Persons
re-enrollin9 after the end of the fourth vveek of Session I can do so only in exceptional circumstances and must have, in addition to the approval of each Departmental Chairperson concerned, the express approval of the University Secretary
or the Senior Assistant Secretary (Academic and Student Services).
Students who have completed the final examinations, but have a thesis or project
still outstanding are required to enrol and pay any compulsory charges. However,
when the student submits the thesis for examination, he/she will receive a refund
of the student charges on the same basis as if he /she had notified the University of
withdrawal from the course.

Variation of Enrolments
Students wishing to vary their enrolments must apply on the appropriate form,
obtainable from the Enquiries Office . Consultation with an academic adviser
is also required.
Where a variation involving enrolment in a new subject is submitted after the
second week of Session I (in the case of Session I and annual subjects) or after
the second week of Session 2 (in the case of Session 2 subjects) the approval of
the Chairperson of the academic unit offering the new subject must be obtained.
To avoid having withdrawn subjects shown on their academic records students
intending to withdraw from single session subjects should do so no later than
the eighth week from the beginning of the appropriate session, while students
intending to withdraw from double session subjects should do so no later than
the first week of Session 2.
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Miscellaneous Subject Enrolments
A person wishing to enrol in miscellaneous post-graduate (900-level) subjects
(i.e. subjects not to be counted towards a degree or diploma) may be considered
provided the Chairperson. of the appropriate academic unit considers it will be of
benefit to the student and there are facilities available.
To be eligible to enrol as miscellaneous students in postgraduate subjects, applic·
ants must meet the P.ntr<~nce requirements for the de~rees or diplomas from which
the subjects are selected. Applications for miscellaneous subject enrolments are
not considered until the enrolments in the relevant postgraduate courses have
been finalised. Only in exceptional cases will subjects taken in this way count
towards a degree or diploma.
Application forms can be obtained by written application to the University
Secretary or from the Enquiries Office, Ground Floor, Administration Building .
Application forms should be received by the University Secretary by 31st Jan ·
uary, in the year in which enrolment is desired.

ADVANCED STANDING
Students enrolling for courses may seek advanced standing on the basis of tertiary
studies completed prior to their enrolment at the University of Wollongong .
Studies undertaken at other universities, at colleges of advanced education and
technical colleges may be considered for advanced standing.
Applications for advanced standing must be accompanied by full documentation
of previous studies, viz. photocopies of the relevant pages from the Handbook /
Calendar of the institution concerned and a certified transcript.
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POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
University Postgraduate Awards
-E;.~ch

year the University provi des a number of scholarships tor f u ll -timP. pn 5t ·
graduate study in any ap p roved field.
These awards are available to graduates of Austral ian and overseas Universitie s.
They are tenable for one year and, subject to satisfactory progress, may be
renewed annually to provide a maximum tenure of two years in the case of a
scholar registered for the degree of Honours Master.

In the case of a scl].olar registered for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy the
award is tenable for up to a maximum of three years, but an ex tension for one
year may be granted if special circumstd r 1 c.~> d!JJJIY .
The closing date for applications is 31st October.

Australian Government Postgraduate Research Awards
A number of Australian Government Postgraduate Research Awards are available to students undertaking full-time postgraduate research at the University,
~eading to the degree of Honours Master and/or PhD .
Persons permanently domiciled in Australia, who are University graduates or will
graduate in the current academic year, are eligible for the awards .
Applicants should hold, or expect to obtain, at least an upper division second
class honours degree or its equivalent.
Awards are tenable for one year and, subject to satisfactory progress, may be
renewed annually to provide a maximum tenure of two years in the case of a
scholar registered for the degree of Honours Master . In the case of a scholar
registered for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy the award is tenable for up to a
maximum of three years, but an extension for one year may be granted if specia l
circumstances apply.
Stipend is $7,616 per annum, with a dependants' allowance at the rate of $2,220.40
for dt<Ptmdent spouse and $728 tor each child . There is also provision for establish ment, travel , incidentals and thesis allowances. All allowances except travelling
and establishment allowances are taxable .
The closing date for applications is 31st October .

Australian Government Postgraduate Course Awards
A number of awards for full-time postgraduate study leading to the degree of
Honours Master by formal course-work are also made available by the Australian
Government.
Persons permanently domiciled in Australia and who are University graduates
or will graduate in the current academic year, are eligible for the awards.
Applicants ilre expected to have an undergraduate record at better than pass leve l .
Stipend and allowances are as for the Australian Government Postgraduate
Research AwArds . (See above) .
Applicati on ·; r; l o se on 30th September.
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Applications and Enquiries
Application forms for postgraduate awards are available from the University
and must be lodged with the University Secretary by the specified date.
Separate application for registration as a higher degree candidate should be made
on the appropriate form. in accordance with conditions applying to the particular
degree.
Further enquiries may be directed to the Enquiries Off1ce, Ground Floor, Administration Building (telephone (042) 270927).

Confirmation of Enrolment
Each session, the University will send each student a Confirmation of Enrolment
notice which will list all subjects in which the student is officially enrolled according to the University's records . This should be checked carefully. If anv. amendment is required, it is the student's responsibility to apply promptly for a vari ation of enrolment as set out above, especially noting the time limits for withdrawal from subjects.

Enrolment at Other Tertiary Institutions
Students wishing to enrol at another tertiary institution, either concurrently or
otherwise, and who wish to have subjects successfully completed at that institution counted towards their degrees at the University of Wollongong must gain the
prior approval of the Council.
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STUDENT CHARGES*
According to Government regulations, students, both undergraduate and post graduate, are required to meet the following charges where applicable:

1.

Penalty charges such as late charges, parking fines, etc .

2.

Administrative charges such as "statement of record " charges, "review of
result" charges, application fee to amend an academic record, or charge s
for examinations requiring special arrangements.

3.

Cost of travel incurred by students attending practical work for courses
in social work, teacher training, etc.

4.

Cost of travel incurred by external students attending residential schools.

5.

Accommodation charges and cost of subsistence on excursions, field work,
etc .

6.

Charges for special clothing or laundry costs.

7.

Purchase pf instruments or equipment.

8.

Cost of handbooks and notes.

9.

Charges associated w1th the development and operation of unions, student
associations, students' representative councils and other student activities.

1 0.

Deposits and refundable charges.

Compulsory Charges
All registered students will be required to pay :
University Uniont- entrance charge (at first enrolment)

$25

Sports Associationt -entrance charge (at first enrolment)

$10

:)tudent Activities charges:
University Uniont -annual subscription .

$88

External Students

......... .

$24

External Students (lllawarra region )

$48

Sports ~ssociationt- annual subscription

$28

Students' Representative Council -annual subscription

$22

Exemption from payment of fees will be granted in certain circumstances:
(a)

The Union will waive fees for enrolled students who have paid six or more
annual fees to the Union from 1965 onwards.

(b)

The Sports Association will waive fees for enrolled students who have paid
six or more annual fees to the Sports Association from 1962 onwards .

* All charges liq-eGt are current at time of printin4.
t Life members of these bodies are exempt from the appropriate charge or ch'lryes.
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Administrative Charges
Deferred examination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. $ 8 for each subject

Examinations conducted under special circumstances

.$11 for each subject

Review of examination result . . . . . . . .

.$11 for each subject

Application fee to amend academic record

. . . . . . . . . . $40

New Students ·
All new students shall be required to pay all charges on the date shown on their
Ietter of offer.
Re-enrolling studentsFailure to enrol by the prescribed date- Charge.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10

Where charges have not been paid prior to the commencement of Session 1,
the following additional charges will apply:
Charges paid during the first two weeks of session 1

$20

Charges paid subsequent to the second week of session 1

$40

Note: Payment of charges subsequent to the second week of session will only
be accepted with the express approval of the University Secretary or the
Senior Assistant Secretary (Academic and Student Services).

Withdrawal
1.

Students withdrawing from a course are required to notify the University
Secretary in writing.

2.

Where notice of withdrawal from a course is received by the University
Secretary before the first day of Session I a refund of all charges paid will
be made.

3.

On notice of withdrawal on or after the first day of Session I and prior to
the end of the fourth week of Session I, a full refund of student activities
charges, other than entrance charges, will be made but thereafter no refund
will be made, except as provided for in section 4 below. Student activities
charges are listed on the previous page.

4.

If a student's initial enrolment in any year is made at the commencement
of Session 2 for Session 2 only and the student gives notice of withdrawal
prior to the end of the fourth week of Session 2, a full .refund of student
activities charges, other than entrance charges will be made but thereafter
no refund will be made.

5.

Late charges are not refundable."

Extension of Time
Any student who is unable to pay charges by the due date may apply in writing
to the University Secretary for an extension of time. Such applications must
state clearly and fully the reasons why payment cannot be made and the extension
sought, and must be lodged before the date on which a late fee becomes payable.
Normally the maximum extension of time for payment of charges is until the end
of the fourth week of Session I.
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Assisted Students
Scholarsh ip holders or sponsored students who have not rece ived an enrolment
voucher or appropriate letter of authority from their sponsor at the time when
they are enrolling should complete their enrolment paying their own charges.
A refund of charges will be made when the enrolment voucher or letter of authority is subsequently lodged with the Cashier.

Failure to Pay Charges
Any student who is indebted to the University and fails to make a satisfactory
settlement of his/ her indebtedness upon receipt of due notice ceases to be entitled
to membership and privileges of the University. Such a student is not permitted
to register for a further session, to attend classes or examinations, or to be qranted
any official credentials.
In very special cases the University Secretary may grant exemption from the
disqualification referred to above upon receipt of a written statement setting out
all relevant circumstances .

Cashier's Hours
The Cashier's office is open for the payment of charges from 9.30 a.m. to 4.30 p .m .,
Monday to -Friday. The Cashier's office may be open for additional periods during
enrolment and re-enrolment. Details of these additional times may be obtained
from notices posted at the Cashier's office.
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POSTGRADUATE STUDY
In 1985 students at The University of Wollongong may undertake studies leading
to the award of :
Doctoral degrees
Honours Masters degrees
Pass Master degrees
Graduate Diplomas
The conditions governing the award of the doctorates contain not only the usual
provision for the Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) by thesis but also a special provision
for a PhD awarded on the basis of published work. The higher doctorates, the
Doctor of Letters (DLitt) and the Doctor of Science (DSc), are awarded for
published work which makes "an original contribution of distinguished merit . ..
to the knowledge and understanding of any branch of learning with which the
University is concerned ."
Students who enrol for postgraduate degrees and diplomas of the Uni versity of
Wollongong will have to meet the Regulations of the University . The Departments' current research interests, the postgraduate degree and diploma Regulations, the Schedule of Graduate Subjects and the post1)raduate subject description
may be found in the following pages. Diploma and degree courses are described
under Departmental headings, e.g. The Diploma in Accountancy and Legal Studies
and Masters degree courses in Accountancy and Legal Studies are described under
"ACCOUNTANCY AND LEGAL STUDIES."
Students requiring further information are advised to contact the Department
concerned or the Enquiries Office, Administration Building.
NOTE : Details of the enrolment procedures, charges and scholarships which
apply at the time of printing are set out in earlier sections of this Calendar.
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CONDITIONS OF UNIVERSITY
POSTGRADUATE AWARDS
· Uni versi ty Postgradu ate Awards are ten able at the U niversity for f u ll-time
study normall y leading to an Honours Maste r's degree or a Ph. D .

DURATION OF AWARD
The m ax imum period fo r whi ch an aw ard m ay be hel d "is f our yea rs subjec t
to the following provisions :a)

A candidate for an Honours Maste r's degree may hold an award for
a period not in ex cess of two years from the commencement of
stud i es.

b)

A Ph .D. candidate may hold an award for three years from commencement of studies. An extension fo r a fourth year may be granted .

RENEWAL
Awards are renewabl e annually . Applicat i on s for renewal for a fourth year
(in the case df Ph. D . candidates) will be treated as special cases.

PROGRESS REPORT
Scholars are required to submit a progress report before the end of each
calendar year . A form on which the report is to be made i s prov ided about Octobe r
each year .

RECREATION LEAVE
Scholars may be granted recreation leave of up to four weeks annually at
the discretion of the University.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Scholars are required to pursue their stud i es o n a full-time bas i s. Absence
from studies should be reported by the schol ar to the supervisor, as soon as
possible, and approval of the Graduate Studies Committee sought.

INTERRUPTION
When a scholar 's progress is likely to be adversely affected due to absence
from stud.ies, the award may be interrupted. Dur i ng the period of interruption the
scholar will not be entitled to receive any bene fi ts from the award . When the
student is fit to resume studies he or she may appl y for restoration of benefits and
may have the period of the interruption added t o the normal time for which the
award may be held. Interruptions will not in general exceed twelve months.

RESTORATION
Before an award may be restored after a per iod of interruption the scholar
will be required to show that he or she is in a positi on to resume full -time study.
Where the interruption was due to illness a medical certificate mu st be produced .
In all cases the student must satisfy the Universi ty Secretary that he or she is able
to resume full-time study .
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OVERSEAS STUDY
Where a scholar is required to pursue studies abroad for a limited period
in order to advance a research programme, he/she may appl y for permission to
hold the award while overseas . The following requirements must generally be
met : a)

the period abroad will not exceed twelve months ;

b)

adequate supervision of the scholar's research programme abroad has
been arranged by the University before departure;

c)

the scholar will remain enrolled at the University ;

d)

the scholar will return to Australia to complete research programme
immediately following the completion of study abroad; and

e)

the period of overseas study will be credited towards the scholar's
degree or research programme at the University .

A scholar may apply for permission to hold a University Postgraduate
Award concurrently with another award for overseas study.
FIELD WORK
Where a scholar is required to undertake field work or research away from
the University, but in Australia, he/she should enquire from the supervisor concerning expenses.
·
EMPLOYMENT
Scholars may with the approval of their supervisors, engage in a limited
amount of paid part-time teaching or demonstrating provided that such employment does not interfere with their study programme. Generally the employment
should not exceed six hours in any one week, or a total of 180 hours in a year.
TRANSFER
The scholarship is not transferrable to another University .
BENEFITS
Stipend: From 1st January , 1985, scholars will receive a stipend at the rate of
$6,500 per annum which will be paid fortnightly by cash or directly into a
current account, whichever is preferred . Payment of stipend will be calculated
from the date of commencement of study.
Dependants' Allowance: Married scholars will receive a dependants ' allowance
(paid fortnightly) at the rate of $2220 per annum for a dependent spouse, and a
further $520 per annum for each child .
Travel Allowance: A Travel Allowance (equivalent to a tourist air fare where
appropriate) may be paid for a scholar who is obliged to move residence from one
Australian city to Wollongong in order to take up the award. Travel allowance is
also payable for dependants.
Establishment Allowance : An allowance of $200 will be pa i d to married scholars,
and $150 to single scholars, who are required to move from another city (includ ing over seas) to Wollongong in order to take up the award . The establishment
allowance is intended to assist scholars with removal e ~ penses and with the
expen•,w, of setting up new quarters.
Thesis Allowance : A scholar may claim reimbursement fo r an amount of up to
$400 t•' assist with costs for a Ph . D . thesis and up to $ 2 50 for a M as ter 's thesis.
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Incidentals Allowance: An Incidentals allowance of 5100 will be paid to assist
students in meeting the cost of fees such as Students' Representative Council,
Union and sports fees.
RELINQUISHMENT
Scholars are required to give the Un iversity Secre tary at least twenty-one
days notice of their intention to relinqui sh their awards (e.g. on completion of
studies, discontinuation of research, etc.).

TERMINATION OF AWARDS
Awa rd s may be terminated at the di scretio n of the Un iversity .
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SOME CURRENT RESEARCH INTERESTS
Person s interested in pursuing postgraduate studies should contact the appropriate Departmental Chairman . The research interests of the staff cover a wide
range of topics , and some current fields of interest are listed below .
ACCOUNTANCY AND LEGAL STUDIES
Account i nq theory construct ion and ver ification .
Admin istrative law .
Analysis of Australian and New Zealand company financial reporting practices.
Auditing
Bankruptcy law
Behavioural aspects of management information systems .
Business finance.
Business objectives .
Capital and profit concepts, including cost and value concepts, and their measurement.
Capital expenditure decision-mak ing .
Company law
Computer aided instruction in accounting .
Consumer protection law
Contract law
Corporate social responsibility accounting
External reporting in the extract ive industries.
Funds statements.
History and development of account ing t hought.
Industrial law.
Interfirm comparisons .
Institutional arrangements for setting accounting standards
International accounting.
Joint ventures
Learning curve .
Partnership law
Price control
Regulatory controls over corporate behav iour
Securi t ies industry law
Small business management.
Statements on accounting standards by professional bodies, and other means
of improving accounting practice .
Taxation .
The use of computers in accounting, audit i ng and business decision-making.
Trade practices law

BIOLOGY
Ecology
Plant-animal interaction s. Mechanisms of colonization and succession .
Entomology
Behaviou r of field crickets .
Environmental Animal Physiology
Temperature regulation .
Thyro id function in vertebrates.
Hormones and metabol ism .
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Microbial Water Relations.
The phys-i ol ogy and biochemistry of microbial osmoregulation under extreme
conditions .
Microbial salinity tolerance .
Neurobiology
Mechan isms of nerve transmission and of drug action .
Plant biochemistry and physiology
Photosynthesis : chloroplast funct ion and energy transfer within the plant cell.
Chloroplast- mitochondrial interactions .
The phylogenetic distribution of lequminous seed Proteins .
Storage and mobi lization of nitrogenous mixtures in legume seeds .

CENTRE FOR MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
Ethn.i.c Affairs.
Aboriginal Affairs.
Migration Issues.
Occupational Health.
Curriculum Development.
Welfare Issues.
Multicultural Education .
Racism.
Community Language .
Theoretical considerations of class, ethnicity and gender.
Workforce Structures.
Ethnicity and Industrial Relations .
Law and Culture .

CHEMISTRY
Information retrieval from computer-based libraries of mass spectral and other data.
Applications of computer controlled mass spectrometers to analytical problems.
Computer-aided instruction techniques in Chemistry.
·
New analytical techniques using mass spectrometry .
Investigations of molecular energy level structure and spectroscopy of molecules
and ions in upper atmosphere Chemistry and in dense molecular clouds in
interstellar space.
Quantum mechanical computation techniques and their error analysis for molecular
structure , interactions and reactivity.
Studi-es of the nature of molecular and ionic interactions in small clusters.
Computer mo-delling of chemical systems .
Development of sensitive new analytical methods for air and water pollutants.
Analytical studies on Australian shale oils and retort waters.
in vivo Biochemical imaging using nuclear magnetic resonance.
Trace analysis especially related to electrochemical techniques .
Structure and properties of iron (Ill) complexes of substituted benzimidazoles
and <;arboxyl ic acids .
Structure and properties of oxygen carrying transition metal complexes .
Structure and properties of transition metal complexes of polydentate schiff
base ligand s.
A study of the infrared spectra of transition metal complexes using the metal
isotope substitution method .
Vari able temperature magnetochemistry of polynuclear transition metal complexes .
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CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEERING
Civil Engineering
Design of structures for bulk storage .
.
Dynamic behaviour of elastic plate systems , including cross cor.r elation analysis .
Experimental analysis of structures.
Boundary value problems in continuum mechanics .
Cracking and the rigidities of concrete multicellular bridge decks.
Non-l1near tintte stnp analysis .
·
Development of earthquake energy absorbers for large structures.
Stability of natural slopes .
Progressive -action studies in geomechanics.
Reliability approach to geomechanical engineering .
Flood hyrodgraph modelling.
Flood frequency and design flood estimation .
Sediment transport in streams.
Urban drainage.
The use of industrial by-products in engineering construction .
Workability of concrete mixes .
Incorporation of pulverised fuel ash in mortars and concrete s.
Road materials research including dynamic testing of pavements.
Environmental and safety problems associated with the operation of heavy
commercial vehicles.
Mining Engineering
Transportation of personnel and equ ipment .
Transportation of coal from workings to stockpile .
Simulation of underground mining operations.
Inventories.
Design of rock structures .
Subsidence measurement and predict ion .

COMPUTING SCIENCE
Artificial Intelligence.
Computer Aided Learning.
local Networks.
Operating Systems.
Programming Languages.
Programming Methodologies.
Robotics .

ECONOMICS
Regional Economic Research
Analysis of safety statistics and procedures at Australian Iron and Steel.
Consumer Perceptions of the Wollongong Central Business D istrict .
Decentralisation in Australia.
Factors affecting the extraction rate in coal mining.
Impact of the Port Kembla coal loading facility expansion on the regional traffic
programme .
Methodology of estimating regional input/output tables .
The choice between bus and car transportation in the Wollongong region.
labour Economics and Industrial Relations
Aborigines in the workforce .
An Australian social contract .
Designing unemployment statistics in New Zealand .
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Industrial relations aspects of the Myers recommendation.
Labour market implications of changing patterns of work and education .
Manpower management for the individual or organisation.
New technology and un ion bargaining procedures.
Occupational and industrial segregation of w0111e11 .
Theory and measurement of labour hoarding.
Economics of Developing Countries
Agricultural co-operatives in Papua-New Guinea .
Employment and production in plantation agriculture in P.N.G.
Overseas investment in Fiji.
Productivity in Indian agriculture.
The role of r1atural resources in economic development.
Turnpike optimality in input / output systems.

Other Research Areas
The relationship between income taxes and the distribution of income.
The effect of the tax system on capital investment decisions .
The economics of crime and the parole system.
Models of flood mitigation.

EDUCATION

·

Classificatory ability in Australian children.
Cognitive development of minority groups.
Convergent, divergent and operational thinking among white and Aboriginal
children.
Curriculum studies and development.
Effects of mass media on children.
Enrichment programmes for disadvantaged preschoolers.
Schooling and social class .
Socialization of children, migrants and minority groups.
Educational administration .
Organizational behaviour.
Open Education.
Work preparation of the mildly mentally retarded .
Curriculum theory and development.
Instructional design .
Learning : how and why it occurs .
Language in .Education.
Women in Education .
Pol icy analysis in Education.

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Automatic control.
Plant identification.
Distributed Systems.
Electrostatic precipitation.
Static conver{ers .
Electrical machines .
Computer systems.
Communications.
Microprocessor Design.
Microwave antennas .
M icrowave holography.
I mage processing.
Computer-aided analysis and design.
Robotics .
Transportat ion .
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Old English language and li terature.
Middle English language and literature.
Place names.
Australian English.
Shakespeare .
Sixteenth century lexicography .
Early Tudor poetry.
Art, l iterature and industry in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries .

ENGLISH LITERATURE AND DRAMA
Early-Tudor literature .
Elizabethan literature .
Early seventeenth century literature.
Eighteenth century literature.
Nineteenth century literature.
The works of James Joyce .
Modern drama.
Media studies.
Australian Literature.
Commonwealth literature .
Wordsworth.

EUROPEAN LANGUAGES
19th and 20th Century French novel.
Myth in literature.
Linguistics applied to the teaching of French as a second language.
Intonation analysis.
Audio-visual methods in the teaching of French.
18th Century history of ideas.
lndianism in France.
20th Century novel and civilization.
Surrealism, cinema, eroticism.
Federico De Roberto.
The "Secondo Ottocento ."
Italian -American Theatre .
Methods and materials for teaching Italian at the secondary and tertiary level .
French regionalism.
Italian-Australian studies.
Ethnic broadcasting .
Renaissance Humanism in Italian .
Historiography.

GEOGRAPHY
Agricultural geography .
Coastal geomorphology .
Fluvial geomorphology .
Urban studies.
Biogeography .
Population studies.
Regional development and planning.
Tran sport planning.
Maritime transport systems.
Port development .
South -e ast Asian studies.
Socio -spatial variations in welfare .
Healt·h and welfare service planning .
Evolution of the Australian eastern highlands.
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GEOLOGY
The geology of coal measures.
Rock magnetism and related geophysical phenomena .
Textures and petrochem istry of igneous and metamorphic rocks.
Biostratigraphy of the Early and Middle Palaeozoic rocks of Australasia .
Terrestrial and shallow marine sedimentology .
Igneous petrology of the lllawarra district.
Organic geochemistry .
Economic and environmental geology.
Geothermal properties of rocks.
The geology of oil shales.

HISTORY
19th and 20th Century English social and political History.
French History from 1650 .
Russian History from 1825 .
Religious History in Austral ia and Modern Britain.
Industrial, Trade Union and socio-political history of Australia.
Modern South East Asian History.

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
Science, technology and public policy.
Political sociology of scientific knowledge.
The social and economic context of technological change .
Technology policy and industrial performance.
Political and scientific basis of hazard evaluation.
Contemporary analytical philosophy of sciencP..
The politics ot medicine and health.
Women and science.
Evolutionary theory in the nineteenth century .
Ethical, Social and Political issues arising from rONA research.
Historical, philosophical and sociological factors in theory research .
SciP.ntific controversy and the suc.:iology of knowledge.
Early 19th Century British philosophy of science.
History of 19th Century and 20th Century genetics.
The impact of genetics in agriculture and medicine .
The Political Economy of Electrification.
The social impact of micro-electronics.
Mutagens and risk assessment.
Politics of nuclear power .
Political and technical constraints on energy policy .
Social impact of energy intensive technology .
Philosophy and Sociology of Scientific Change.
History of Physical Science- 17th and 18th Centuries.
Technical, Ideological and Institutional Origins of Mechanisrn and Cartesianism
1600-1660 .
Structure of Scientific Discourses - 'Systems of Nature', and Doctrines of 'Method'.

MATHEMATICS
Numerical analysis.
Mutrix analysis.
Flu1d mechanics.
81ulogical fluid mechanics.
Oce11nography.
Nuclear reactor theory.
Stati stical decision theory.
T11nes Series.
Pop
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Population dynam ics and plant growth .
Industrial appl ications of mathematics .
Functional analysis .
Measure theory .
Abstract algebra .
Logic.
Set theory.
Topology .
Continuum mechanics .
Non -linear partial differential equations.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Determination of flow properties of bulk solids .
Dynamic analysis and optimization of bulk handling systems .
Flow of granular materials.
Design of bins for bulk sol ids.
Computer simulation.
Process modelling and control.
Random signal analysis and stochastic processes .
System identification studies.
Computer aided control system design.
Multivariable control system theory and design.
Some applications of solar energy.
Boiling heat transfer.
Exhaust emissions from internal combustion engines .
Propagation of waves in small bore tubes .
Treatment and disposal of industrial effluents.
Numerical Hydrodynamics.
Co" I Technology .
Environmental Engineering.
Mechanical Engineering Design .
Self Tuning Regulators .
Solid Mechanics.
Tribology .
Wind Energy.

METALLURGY
Deformation and fracture at elevated temperatures of multiphase ma te ri als
particularly high strength low alloy steels .
Influence of hot deformation on the structure and properties of high streng t h
low alloy steels .
Solidification of eutectic alloys.
Structure and properties of metallic glasses .
Development of precision testing equipment for studies of metal deform at ,on '"
uniaxial and biaxial tension .
Behaviour of strain hardenable materials in indentation tests.
Analysis and structural interpretation of plastic behaviour in metals.
Fatigue of ferrous alloys.
Crystallographic and metallographic properties of shape memory alloys .
Development of metallographic methods for shape memory alloys.
Metallography of commercially important alloys.
Electron metallography of precipitation modes in ferrou s alloys .
Development of structures in metals by recrystallization with particular re f erence
to rapid recrystallization.
Structures and properties of welded metals.
Particle size segregation in blast furnace burdening .
Screening kinetics and permeability of blast furnace charge materials.
Flow of blast furnace charge materials from b i ns and hoppers.
Drainage of liquids from blast furnace hearths.
Structures in stir cast alloys.
Metallurgy of culturally significant artefacts.
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PHILOSOPHY
Aesthetics
Imagination and aesthetic app rec iation .
The Aesthetics of Benedetto Croce .
Epistemology and Philosophy of Science
Probability and its theoretical interpretation.
Induction.
The Logic of explanation in the natural and social sciences.
The philosophy of biology .
History of Philosophy
Kant's critical philosophy .
Cartesian studies.
Logic
History of logic.
Dialogue .
Modal Logic .
Metaphysics
Personal Identity.
Essentialism.
Moral Philosophy
Ethical relativism .
Responsibility, with reference to action, motive and intention, praise and blame.
Issues arising from the Cathol ic doctrine of double effect.
Philosophical Logic
Identity and criteria .
Philosophy of language .
Theories of reference and existence.
Philosophy of Culture
The idea of social culture.
Pluralism and multiculturism.
Philosophy of Law and Jurisprudence.
The bas is of legal and political obligation.
The characterization and evaluation of support in judicial decision making .
Philosophy of Mind
The Analogy Theory of Thinking.
Langu age and rationality .
The character of intentional action and its casual element .
Philosophy of Religion
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Political Philosophy
Marxism .
Anarchism.
The liberal theory of the state .
The ethics of self -determination and secession .
Morality and international conflict .
The philosophy of pri vate enterprise .
The concept of pr ivacy and the r ight to privacy .
Social Philosophy
Issues arising f rom claims to particular rights, especially rights to li fe , freedom and
autonomy .

PHYSICS
Astronomy ·V isible and Infrared.
Experimental Nuclear Physics .
Infra-red Detectors .
Musical Acoustics.
Scattering of Light by Sol ids.
Solid State Spectroscopy of Impurities in Sem i-conductors.
Studies of Electronic Wave Functions in Solids .
PSYCHOLOGY
Accidents i n industry · psycho logical and phys ical factors.
Action research and organisational developmen t in indu stry and othe r organisations.
Ageing.
Applications of phenomenology i n psychology .
Attitudes.
Autonomic components if the orienting reaction .
B i ofeed back .
Classical and instrumental autonomic condition i ng .
Consciousness .
Content analysis as a methodology .
Decision and risk tak i r)g .
Experience based psychology .
Gestalt therapy .
Habit (skill governed behav iours ) .
Human information processing.
Human learning .
Individual differences.
Intensive groups.
Interface between perception and memory .
Life span development.
Memory and cognition .
Mental imagery.
Moral development.
Mother-infant relationships .
Neonatal development.
Neuroendocrine disturbances associated with anore x ia nervosa.
Perceptual skills involved in reading .
Psychology of health and illness.
Psychology of women .
Psychophysiology of the autonom ic nervou s sy stem .
Sex roles .
Social psychology of industry .
Student guidance and counsell ing services.
T1 anspersonal psychology .
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SOCIOLOGY
Socia1 Pol icy.
Ethnic Relations.
Political Econom y of Migration .
Urban Political Economy and Social Movements.
Impact of Science and Technology in Developing Countries .
Social Change in Papua New Guinea and Irian Jaya .
Regional Development and the Role of the Steel Industry.
Technology, Social Change and Social Relations of Production .
Unemployment .
'
.
Media and Australian Society.
The Changing Role of the Military in Contemporary Society .
Social and Cultural Aspects of the EnvironmP.nt Crisis .
Sociology ot the Scien6es .
Indian Rei igion and Society : The institutionalisation of char isma and rei igiou s
movements .
Myth, shamanism and the occult : the institutionalisation of cosmologies .
Consciousness and Human Identity.
Analyses of Culture .
Psychoanalysis in Social Theory .
Epistemology and the Sociology of Knowledge.
Sociology of Organisations.
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REGULATIONS FOR THE AWARD OF GRADUATE
DIPLOMAS
Being regulations made by Counc il persuant to clauses 23 and 24 of the Un iversity
of Wollongong By -Law. Please note that these are currently under review . Fo r
regulations pertaining to graduate diplomas from the advanced education sector,
please see Calendar 1984, Volume Ill , pp . 49-58.
1.

The Diploma may be awarded by the Council to a candidate who has
completed an approved course of study .

2.

An application to register as a candidate for a diploma shall be made on the
prescribed form which shall be lodged with the University Secretary at
least one full calendar month before the commencement of the course .

3.

(i)

An applicant for registration as a candidate for the diploma shal l
have been admitted to the degree of Bachelor in the Univers ity or
other approved institution in an appropriate department.

(ii)

In special circumstances a person may be permitted to registe r as
a candidate for a diploma if he/she submits evidence of such academic
and professional attainments as may be approved by the Counc il*.

4.

Notwithstanding any other provisions of these condit ions, the Counc il may
require an applicant to demonstrate fitness for registration by carrying out
such work and sitting for such examinations as the Council may determine .

5.

The approval of the Chairman of the appropriate Department for the
proposed programme must be obtained by the candidate prior to enrol ment. For the purpose of this Regulation the Chairperson of Department
will normally be the Chairperson of the Department providing supervision
of the project, or if there is no project, the major field of study .

6.

A candidate for a diploma shall complete subjects approved by the Cha irperson of the appropriate Department, which shall total not less than 48
credit points.

7.

No candidate shall, without the approval of the Council, be enrolled at the
same time for any other degree or diploma in the University or elsewhere .

8.

The results of examinations shall be submitted to the Council wh ich shall
determine whether or not the diploma be awarded .

9.

A candidate shall be required to pay such charges as may be determ ined
from time to time by the Council.

10 .

There shall be the following graduate Diplomas and such other Diplomas as
the Council may, from time to time, determine:
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

Accountancy (DipAccy)
Applied Multicultural Studies (DipAMS) * *
Co.al Geology (DipCoaiGeol)
Computing Science (DipCompSci)
Education (DipEd)
European Studies (DipEur)
General Psychology (DipGenPsych)
Geography (DipGeog)
History and Philosophy of Science (DipHPS)
Industrial Relations (DiplndRel)

* For the purposes of Regulation 3(ii) , the evidence subm itted shall be of academ ic
attainments at tertiary level as well as professional attainments.
• 'Will not be offered in 1985.
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Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Management (Dip Mgt)
Mathematics (DipMath)
Metallurgy (DipMet)
Philosophy (DipPhil)
Psychology (DipPsych)
Public Works Engineering (DipPubWksEng)
Sociology (DipSoc)
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MASTER OF STUDIES DEGREE REGULATIONS
Being Regulations made by Council pursuant to clauses 23 and 24 of the Un i·
versity of Wollongong By-Law. These regulations are currently under rev iew.

PRELIMINARY

1.

These requirements "'"Y be cited as the "Master of Stud ies Degree Regulat·
ions ."

2.

There shall be degrees of Master of Stud ies as follows:
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master

3.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

Accountanc y
Chemistry
Education
French
French and Italian
Geography
History
Italian
Social Pol icy
Sociology
Multicultural Studies

IMStudAccy )
(MStudChem )
IMStudEd )
IMStudF rl
I M Stud F r / It)
IMStudGeog)
iMStudHist )
IMStudlt )
I MStudSocPol)
(MStudSoc )
IMStudMultiStud)

The degree of Master of Studies, as prescribed by Regulation 2, may be
conferred by the Council on a candidate who has, to the satisfaction of the
Council, complied with these Regulat ions .

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
4.

An app l ication to register as a candidate for the degree of Master of Studies
shall be made on the prescribed form which shall be lodged with the Uni ·
versity Secretary at least one full calendar month before the commence·
ment of the session in which the candidate intends to register .

PREVIOUS QUALIFICATIONS

5.

(1)

An applicant for registration for the degree Master of Stud ies sha ll
have qualified for :
(a)

a degree of bachelor in the University wh ich 1ncl ude s a sub·
stantial and coherent study comprising subjects w ith a value
of at least 24 credit po ints at 300-level, or th e equ ivalent, in
the same department as the proposed degree of Master of
Studies; or

(b)

a degree of bachelor in the University and , in add i t ion, have
successfully completed a substantial and coharent study
comprising subjects w i th a value of at least 24 cred i t po ints
at 300-level, or the equ ivalent, in the same department as
the proposed degree of Master of Stud ies ; or

(c)

An equivalent qualification from another tertiary institution
approved by the Counc il.

(2)

In appropriate circumstances, a person may be permitted to register
as a candidate for the degree if evidence of such academic and
professional attainments as may be approved by the Council , is
submitted .

(3)

Nothwithstanding any other provisions of these cond it ions the
Council may require an applicant to demonstrate f i tness for candid·
ature by carrying out such work and successfu l ly comp let ing such
examinations as it may determ ine .
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REGISTRATION
6.

7.

An approved candidate shall reg ister with the University in one of the
foil owing categories:
(a)

as a student undertaking full-time study; or

(b)

as a student undertaking part-t ime study.

A candidate may apply to the Council at the end of a session to transfer
from full-time study to part-ti me study, or from part-time study to fulltime study.

PROGRAMME OF STUDY
8.

Every candidate shall have approved by the Council a programme of formal
coursework study recommended by the Chairperson of the appropriate
department

TIME LIMITS
9.

A candidate who is undertaking full-time study may not, without the
approval of the Council, continue to be registered for the degree for more
than four (4) academic sessions from the date of initial registration. A
candidate who is undertaking part-time study may not, without the approval
of the c ·o uncil, continue to be registered for more than eight (8) academic
sessions.

10.

A candidate changing registration pursuant to Regulation 7, or who has
been granted credit for previous studies shall have time limits determined
by the Council.

OTHER STU01ES
11 .

No candidate shall, without the approval of the Council, be enrolled at the
same .t ime in any other degree or diploma in the University or elsewhere.

FEES
12.

A candidate shall be required to pay such charges as may be determined
from time to time by Council.

LEAVE -OF ABSENCE
13.

Subject to these Regulations a candidate may be granted leave of absence
for up to one year by the University Secretary on receipt of an appliation
in writing; applications for leave of absence in excess of one year shall be
determined by the Council .

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF STUDIES
14.

A candidate may be considered for admission to the degree of Master of
Studies in the appropriate Department or field of study after obtaining
an aggregate of not less than 48 credit points for subjects from the Schedule
of Graduate Subjects, approved pursuant to Regulation 8 .
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MASTER

OF

COMPUTING

DEGREE

REGULATIONS

Being Regulations made by the Council pursuant to clauses 23 and 24 of the Uni versity of Wollongong By-Law.

PRELIMINARY

1.

These Regulations may be ci ted as the " Master of Computing Degree
Regulations".

2.

The degree of Master of Computing (MComp), may be conferred by the
Council on a candidate who has, to the satisfaction of the Council, complied with these Regulat i ons .

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
3.

An application to register as a candidate for the degree of Master of Computer shall be made on the prescribed form which shall be lodged with
the University Secretary at least one full calendar month before the commencement of the session in which the candidate intends to register.

PREVIOUS QUALIFICATIONS

4.

(1)

An applicant for registration as a candidate for the degree of Master
shall have qualified for a degree for bachelor in the University or
possess an equivalent qualification from another institution approved
by the Council.

(2)

In appropriate circumstances, a person may be permitted to register
as a candidate for the degree if evidence of such academic and
professional attainments as may be approved by the Council is·
submitted .

(3)

An applicant for registration for the Degree of Master of Computing
who has previously been awarded the Diploma in Computing Science
must surrender the Diploma, together with all entitlements pertaining thereto, prior to enrolment and may be granted such credit
therefore as shall be determined by the Council .

(4)

Notwithstanding any other provisions of these conditions the
Council may require an applicant to demonstrate fitness for candidature by carrying out such work and successfully complet ing such
examinations as it may determine.

REGISTRATION
5.

An approved candidate shall normally register with the Un iversity as a
student undertaking part-time study .

PROGRAMME OF STUDY
6.

Every candidate shall have approved by the Council a programme of formal
coursework study recommended by the Chairperson of the Department of
Computing Science .

TIME LIMITS
7.

A candidate may not, without the approval of the Counc1l, cont inue to be
registered for the degree for more than twelve (12) academ 1c sess ions from
the date of initial reg istration.

8

A cand idate who h as been granted cred i t for prev1ous stud 1es pu rsu ant to
Regulat ion 4(3) shall have t ime l 1m 1ts determined by the Council .
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OTHER STUDIES
9.

No candidate shall, without the approval of the Council, be enrolled at
the same time in any other degree or diploma in the University or elsP.·
where .

FEES
10 .

A candidate shall be required to pa y such charges as may be determined
from time to time by the Council.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
11 .

Subject to these Regulations a candidate may be granted leave of absence
for up to one year by the University Secretary on receipt of an application
in writing; applications for leave of absence in excess of one year shall be
determined by the Council.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF COMPUTING
12.

A candidate may be considered for admission to the degree of Master of
Computing after obtaining an aggregate of not less than 72 credit points
by the successful completion of subjects as set out in the Schedule of
Graduate Subjects- Master of Comput ing.
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MASTER OF CREATIVE ARTS
The Master of Creative Arts degree is approved in principle only . Appropriate
degree regulations will be proposed by Senate and ratified by Council in 1985.
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MASTER OF MANAGEMENT DEGREE REGUJ-ATIONS
Being Regulations made by the Council pursuant to clauses 23 and 24 of the University of Wollongong By-Law .

PRELIMINARY
1.

These Regulations may be cited as the " Master of Management Degree
Regulat ions ".

2.

The degree of Master of Management (MMgt), may be conferred by the
Council on a candidate who has, to the satisfaction of the Council, complied with these Regulations.

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
3.

An application to register as a candidate for the degree of Master of Man agement shall be made on the prescribed form which shall be lodged with
the Un iversity Secretary at least one full calendar month before the commencement of the session in which the candidate intends to register.

PREVIOUS QUALIFICATIONS

4.

(1)

An applicant for registration as a candidate for the degree of Master
shall have qualified for a degree for bachelor i n the University or
possess an equ ivalent qual ification from another institution approved
by the Council .

(2)

In appropriate circumstances, a person may be permitted to register
as a candidate for the degree if evidence of such academic and
professional attainments as may be approved by the Council is
submitted.

(3 )'

An applicant for reg istration for the Degree of Master of Management who has previously been awarded the Diploma i n Management
must surrender the Diploma, together with all entitlements pertain ing thereto, prior to enrolment and may be granted such cred i t
therefore as shall be determined by the Council .

(4)

Notwithstanding any other provisions of these conditions the
Council may require an applicant to demonstrate fitness for candidature by carrying out such work and successfully completing such
examinations as it may determine .

REGISTRATION
5.

An approved candidate shall normally register with the University as a
student undertaking part-time study .

PROGRAMME OF STUDY
6.

Every candidate shall have approved by the Council a programme of formal
coursework study recommended by the Chairperson of the Department of
Accountancy .

TIME LIMITS

7.

A candidate may not, without the approval of the Council, continue to be
-registered for the degree for more than twelve (12) academic sessions from
the date of initial registration .
A candidate who has been granted credit for previou s studies pursuant to
Regulation 4(3) shall have time limits determined by the Council .
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OTHER STUDIES
9.

No candidate sha ll, without the approval of the Counc il, be enrol led at
the same time in any other degree or diploma in the Un rvers it y or else where .

FEES
10.

A candidate shall be required to pay such charges as mav be determ ined
from time to t ime by the Council.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
11.

Subject to these Regulations a candidate may be granted leave of absence
for up to one year by the University Secretary on receipt of an application
in writing ; applications for leave of absence in excess of one year shall be
determ ined by the Council.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MANAGEMENT
12 .

A candidate may
Management after
by the successful
Graduate Subjects

be considered for admission to the degree of Master of
obtaining an aggregate of not less than 72 credit points
completion of subjects as set out in the Schedule of
- Master of Management.
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HONOURS MASTERS DEGREE REGULATIONS
Be i ng Regulations made by Counc il pursuant to clauses 23 and 24 of the Unillersity of Wollongong By -Law . Please note that these are currently under review .

PRELIMINARY

f.

These Regulations may be cited as the "Honours Masters Degree Regulations ."

2.

In these Regulations, unless a contrary intention appears
(1)

the Chairperson of an academic unit means the Chairperson of the
academic unit prov iding supervision of the project, nr if there is no
wc;>ject, of the major field of study;

(2)

the terms "thesis" and "minor thesis " shall include theses which
have a value of not less than 24 credit points;

(3)

the term "candidate " means an applicant accepted by the Council as
a candidate for the degree of Master with Honours.

3.
The degree of Master with Honours may be conferred by the Council on
a candidate who has satisfactorily completed either :
(1)

a thesis embody'ing the results of an investigation; or

(2)

study comprising formal coursework ; or

13)

study comprising formal coursework and a minor thesis ;

approved by the Council and who has satisfied the other requirements specified
for thA award of the degree.

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
4.
An application to register as a candidate for the degree shall be made on
the prescribed form which shall be lodgArl with the University Secretary al l~ast
one full calendar month before the commencement of the session in which the
candidate intends to register.

PREVIOUS QUALIFICATIONS

5.

(1)

An applicant for registration as a candidate for the degree shall have
qualified for a degree of bachelor in the University or possess an
equivalent qual ification from another in stitution approved by the
Council.

(2)

In appropriate circumstances, a person may be permitted to register ·
as a candidate for the degree if evidence of such academ ic and proprofessional attainments as may be approved by the Council is
·submitted.

(3)

Notwithstanding any other provisions of these conditions the Cou neil
may require an applicant to demonstrate fitness for candidature by
carrying out such work and ~uccessfully completing such exam inations as it may determine .

. 'P ATTERNS OF STUDY

6.

(1)

A candidate for the degree who has qual ified for the degree of
bachelor at a standard of Honours Class II, Division 2 or higher *
or who holds qualifications deemed equivalent by the Council, shall
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be required to complete successfully a programme of study with
a total value of at least 48 credit points selected from the Schedule
of Graduate Subjects approved by the Council .
(2)

A candidate for the degree who has qualified for a degree of bachelor
at a standard below Honours Class II, Division 2 or who holds
qualifications deemed equivalent by the Council, shall normally
be required to complete successfully a programme of study with a
total credit point value of at least 96 credit points; the programme
of study shall contain an aggregate of at least 48 credit points in
respect of subjects selected from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
approved by the Council . The remaining 48 credit points of a 96
credit point Honours Masters degree shall not, other than in exceptional circumstnaces, include credit points in respect of 100 or 200
level subjects and more than 24 credit points in respect of 300
level subjects .

(3)

A candidate for the degree who has qualified for the degree of
bachelor of a standard below honours or who holds qualifications
deemed equivalent by the Council, and who has subsequently
obtained other academic qualifications of a standard at least equivalent to Honours Class II, Division 2 may be granted up to 48
credit points towards the 96 credit points required in section 6(2)
of these Regulations; a candidate granted such credit shall be required
to complete a programme of study which, including such credit,
shall aggregate a total of at least 96 credit points; further, the programme of study shall contain an aggregate of at least48 credit points
in respect of subjects selected from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
approved by the Council.

REGISTRATION
7.
An approved candidate shall register with the University in one of the
following categories:
(1)

a student undertaking full-time study; or

(2)

a student undertaking part-time study.

8.
A candidate engaged in full-time study may be permitted by the Council
to undertake a limited amount of teaching in the University or outside work which
in its judgment will not interfere with the continuous pursuit of the proposed
programme of study.

APPROVAL OF STUDY PROGRAMMES
9.

Every candidate for the degree by formal coursework shall
(1)

undertake a programme of study approved by the Counc il on the
recommendation of the Chairperson of the academic un it ;

(2)

take such examinations and perform such other work as may be
prescribed by the Council.

*For the purpose of section 6(1) of these Regulations, the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Engineering (with Merit) from the University of New South Wales,
the University of Newcastle and the University of Wollongong is deemed by the
Council to be equivalent to that of a bachelor degree with honours where first
enrolment in the degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering took place in 1974
or earlier.
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10.
Every candidate for the degree by thesis or a combination of formal coursework and minor thesis shall
(1) .

undertake a programme of study appropriate to his / her research
approved by the Counci l on the recommendation of the Ch air·
person of the academic unit;

(2)

take such examinations and perform such other work as may be
prescribed by the Council ;

(3)

·s ubmit the t i tle of the thesis or the minor thesis through the Chair·
person of the academic unit for approval by the Council. After the
title has been approved it may not be changed except with the
approval of the Council .

SUPERVISION
11.

(1)

Every candidate for the degree by formal coursework shall have a
Course Coordinator appointed by the Council.

(2)

Every candidate required to submit a thesis or minor thesis shall
carry out the thesis work under the direction of a supervisor or
supervisors of whom at least one shall be a full-time member of the
University staff appointed by the Council under such conditions as
it may determine.

(3)

If the supervisor appointed by the Council is to be absent from the
University for any period exceeding six weeks, the supervisor shall
make alternative supervision arrangements which shall be subject to
the approval of the Chairper~on of the academic unit and subject
to the endorsement of the Council .

(4)

For candidates undertaking the degree by a combination of coursework and a minor thesis the supervisor shall be the Course Coordinator referred to in section 11 (1) of these Regulations.

12 .
The work, other than field work, shall be carried out in an academic unit
of the University save that in special cases the Council may permit candidates to
conduct their work at other places where suitable facilities are available.
13 .
The Council may on written application from a candidate approve a change
of supervisors after consultation with the Chairperson of the academic un it .
14 .
In every case, before permitting an applicant to register as a candidate,
the Council shall be satisfied that adequate supervision and facilities are ava ilable.

TIME LIMITS

15.

(1)

(2)

A candidate admitted under section 6(1) of these Regulations :
(a)

who is undertaking full -time study shall present for consideration for the award of the degree not earlier than two academic sessions and not later than six academic sessions from
the date of registration;

(b)

who is undertaking part-time study shall present for consideration for the award of the degree not earlier than four
academic sessions and not later than twelve academic sessions
from the date of registration .

A candidate admitted under section 6(2) of these Regulations:
(a)

who is undertaking full-time study shall present for consider -
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at ion for the award of the degree not earlier tnan fou r
academic sessions and not later than eight academ ic sessions
from the date of registration;
(b)

who is undertaking part-time study shall present for consideration for the award of the degree not earlier than s1x academic
sessions and not later than twelve academic sessions from the
date of registration .

(3)

A candidate admitted under section 6(3) of these Hegulations
shall have time limits determined by the Council.

(4)

Candidates changing registration from part-time to full-time, or from
full-time to part-time, or who are readmitted under sect ion 17 of
these Regulations shall have time limits determined by the Council.

(5)

A member of the full-time staff of the University accepted as a parttime candidate for the degree shall have time limits determined by
the Council.

(6)

Notwithstanding any other provisions of these Regu lations the
Council may, in exceptional circumstances, extend the time limits
referred to in sections 15(1 ), (2), (3), (4) and (5) above .

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

16 .
Leave of absence, normally for periods of not longer than four academic
sessions, may be granted by the Council.
READMISSION

17.
Readmission after discontinuation of candidature may be granted under
such terms and conditions as may be specified by the Council .
CHANGE OF REGISTRATION
20 .
At any time prior to the submission of the thesis, a candidate may apply
to the Council for change of registration from the degree of Master to the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy .

OTHER STUDIES

19.

(1)

No candidate shall , without the approval of the Counc il, be enrolled
at the same time in any other degree or diploma or course of study
in the University .

(2)

If a candidate without the approval of the Council enro ls for a degree
or diploma or course of study at another institution , the Counc il
may discontinue the candidature for the degree.

FEES
20.
A candidate shall be required to pay such fees and/or charge s as may be
determined from time to time by Council .

THESIS SUBMISSION
21.
Every candidate for the degree by thesis or a combination of formal coursework and minor thesis:
(1)

shall give in writing two months notice of intention to su bmit the
thesis ;
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(2)

shall subm i t five copies of the thes rs embody in g the results of an
investigation;

(3)

shall present the thesis in a form which complies with the requirements of the University for the prepa rati on and submission of higher
degree theses ;

(4)

may submit for consideration any work that has been published;

(5)

shall include in the thesis a certificate in d icati ng the extent to which
the work is his /her own;

(6)

may not submit as the main content of the thesis any work or material which has previously beenn submitted for a University degree
or other simildr dWaru except where the thesis has been submitted
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and where the examiners of
that thesis have recommended its submiss ion for the degree of
Master .

THESIS EXAMINATION
22 .
When a candidate has submitted a thesis or minor thesis for examination
the supervisor shall provide a certificate indicating :
(1)

whether he/ she is in agreement with the statement submitted by the
candidate in accordance with sect ion 21 (5) of these Regulations ;

(2)

whether, in his/her opinion, the t hesi s is properly presented and is
prima facie worthy of examination .

For each candidate required to submit a thesis or minor thesis there shall
23.
be at least two examiners appointed by the Counc il. At least one of the examiners
shall be external to the University .
24.

After examining the thesis or minor thesis the exam iners may recommend:
(1)

that the thesis reaches a satisfactory standard; or

(2)

that the thesis reaches " s<~tisfactory standard subject to minor
revisions or corrections; or

(3)

that the candidate be required to re·submit the thesis in revised
form after a further period of stud y and/or research; or

(4)

that an oral examination be held to determine whether the candidate has reached a satisfactory standard ; or

(5)

without further test the candidate be not awarded the degree of
Master .

AWARD OF DEGREE
25.
The results of examinations, including where appropriate the examinati on
of the thesis, shall be submitted to the Council and the Council shall determine
whether or not the candidate may be admitted to the degree.

APPROVED DEGREES
26 .
There shall be the following Honours Masters ' degrees and such others as
the Council may, from time to time, determine :
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master

of
of
of
of
of
of

Arts (Honours) (MA(Hons))
Commerce (Honours) (M Com (Honsl)
Education (Honours)(MEd(Hon sl
Engineering (Honours)(ME(Hons ll
Metallurgy (Honours)(MMet (Honsll
Science (Honours)(MSc(Hons ))
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REGULATIONS FOR THE AWARD OF DEGREE
OF DOCTOR OF PH .I lOSOPHY*
Being Regulations made by Counci.l pursuant to clauses 23 and 24 of the Un iversity
of Wollongong By-Law. Please note that these are currently under review .
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy may be conferred on a candidate who has
met the requirements of the Regulations in either Part I or Part II.

PART I
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy may be awarded by the Counc il to a can didate who has made an original and significant contribution to know le dge and
who has satisfied the following requirements .

1.

A candidate for registration for the degree of Doctor of Philosoph y shall(i)

normally hold an honours degree from the University; or

(ii)

hold an honours degree of equivalent standing from another institution approved by the Council;

(iii)

if he or she holds a degree without honours from the University or
other approved institution have achieved by subsequent work and
study a standard recognised by the Council as equivalent to honours;
or

(iv)

in exceptional cases, submit such other evidence of general and
professional qualifications as may be approved by the Council.

2.

When the Council is not satisfied with the qualifications subm itte d by a
candidate, the Council may require him or her, before being perm itted to
register, to undergo such examination or carry out such work as it may
prescribe.

3.

A candidate for registration for a course of study leading to the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy shall -

4.

(i)

apply to the University Secretary on the prescribed form at least
one calendar month before the commencement of the sess1on in
which the candidate desires to register;

(ii)

submit with the application a certificate from the Chairman of the
University Department in which he or she proposes to study . stating
that the candidate is a fit person to undertake a course of study and
research leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, and that the
Department is willing to undertake the responsibility of supervising
the work of the candidate, and of reporting to the Counc il at the
end of the course on the merits of the candidate's performance in
the prescribed course .

Subsequent to registration the candidate shall pursue a programme of
advanced study and research for at least six academic sessions, save that (i)

a candidate fully engaged in advanced study and research for the
degree, who before registration was engaged upon research to the
satisfaction of the Council may be exempted from not more than
two academic sessions;

*The degrees of Doctor of Clinical Psychology and Doctor of Creative Arts have
been approved in principle. Senate will be proposing appropriate regu lat io ns for
these, to be ratified by Council in 1985.
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(ii)

in special circumstances the Council may grant permission for the
candidate to spend not more than one calendar year of a programme
in advanced study and research at another institution provided that
the work can be supervised in a manner satisfactory to the Council;

(iii)

in exceptional cases, the Council may grant permission for a candidate to be exempted from not more than two academic sessions.

5.

A candidate who is fully engaged in research for the degree shall present
for examination not later than eight academic sessions from the date of his
registration. A candidate not fully engaged in research shall present for
examination not later than fourteen academic sessions from the date of
registration. In exceptional cases an extension of these times may be
granted by the Council.

6.

The candidate shall be required to devote their whole time to advanced
study and research and to report annually to the Council, save that -

7.

(i)

the Council may permit a candidate on application to undertake
a limited amount of University teaching or outside work which in
its judgement will not interfere with the continuous pursuit of the
proposed course of advanced study and research;

(ii)

a member of the full-time staff of the University may be accepted
as a part-time candidate for the degree, in which case the Council
shall prescribe a minimum period for the duration of the programme;

(iii)

the Council may accept as a part-time candidate for the degree a
person who is not a member of the full-time staff of the University,
but who in the opinion of the Council is engaged in an occupation
which leaves the candidate free to pursue their programme in a
department of the University . In such a case the Counr.il shall prescribe for the duration at the programme a minimum period equivalent to the six sessions ordinarily required;

(iv)

no candidate will be accepted under clause 6(iii) unless the Council
is satisfied that a minimum of 20 hours per week can be spent on
a programme of research and that the candidate is able to attend the
University on an average of one day per week; candidates requiring
leave from their employment to satisfy this regulation must provide
a letter from their employer stating that this time is available to the
candidate;

(v)

candidates accepted under clause 6(iii) will be required to agree,
in writing, that the research to be undertaken for the degree will be
under direction of the supervisor appointed by the University.

Every candidate shall pursue a programme under the direction of a supervisor or supervisors appointed by the Council from the full-time members
of the University staff. The work, other than field work, shall be carried
out in a department of the University save that in special cases the Council
may permit candidates to conduct their work at other places where special
facilities not possessed by the University may be available. Such permission
will be granted only if the direction of the work remains wholly under the
contrl of the supervisor.
The Council may on written application from a candidate, approve a change
of supervisor or supervisors after consultation with the Departmental
Chairperson.
If the supervisor appointed by the Council is to be absent from the University for any period exceeding six weeks, the Supervisor shall make
alternative supervision arrangements which shall be subject to the approval
of the Departmental Chairperson and subject to the endorsement of the
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Council.
8.

The Council shall approve the topic of the research . After the topic has
been approved it may not be changed except with the perm iss ion of the
Council.

9.

Not later than four academic sessions after registration the candidate shall
submit the title of the theisis for approval by the Council. After the title
has been approved i.t may not be changed except with the permission of
the Council.

10.

A candidate may be required by the Council to attend a formal course of
study appropriate to his/her work.

11.

On completing a course of study every candidate must submit a thesis
which complies with the following requirements(i)

the greater proportion of the work described must have been completed subsequent to registration for the PhD degree;

(ii)

it must be an original and significant contribution to the knowledge
of the subject;

(iii)

it must be written in English except that a candidate in the Faculty
of Humanities may be required by the Council, on the recommendation of the supervisor, to write the thesis in an appropriate foreign
language;

(iv)

it rnust reach a satisfactory standard of expression and presentation.

12.

The thesis must present the candidate's own account of research. In special
cases work done conjointly with other persons may be accepted, provided
the Council is satisfied of the candidate's part in the joint research.

13 .

Every candidate shall be required to preface the thesis with a short abstract
comprising not more than 600 words .

14.

A candidate may not submit as the main content of the thesis any work or
materials which has previously been submitted for a University degree or
other similar award.

15.

The candidate shall give in writing two months' notice of intention to
submit the thesis and such notice shall be accompanied by the appropriate
charge.

16.

Five copies of the thesis will be submitted to the University Secretary in
a form which complies with the requirements of the University for the
preparation and submission of higher degree theses.

17.

The Council will request the supervisor to submit a certificate stating that
the candidate has completed the prescribed course of study.

18.

The University will retain the five copies of the thesis submitted for examination.

19 .

There shall normally be three examiners of the thes is, appointed by the
Council, of whom one shall normally be an internal examiner and two
shall be external examiners.

20.

After examining the thesis the examiners may (i)

decide that the thesis reaches a satisfactory standard; or

(ii)

decide that the thesis reaches a satisfactory standard subject to
minor revisions; or
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(iiil

recommend that the candidate be required to re-submit the thesis
in a revised form after a further period of study and/or research; or

(iv)

recommend that the candidate be required to submit to a further
examination; or

(v)

recommend that the candidate be allowed to submit the thesis for
an Honours Masters degree; or

(vi)

recommend without further test that the candidate be not awarded
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

21.

If the thesis reaches the required standard, the examiners may recommend
that the candidate be examined orally, and, at their discrAtion, by written
papers and/or practical examinations on the subject of the thesis and/or
subjects relevant thereto.

22.

If the thesis is of satisfactory standard but the candidate fails to satisfy
the examiners at the oral or other examinations, the examiners may recommend that the University permit the candidate to re-present the same
thesis and submit to a further oral, practical or written examination within
a period specified by them but not exceeding three academic sessions.

23.

At the conclusion of the examination, the examiners will submit to the
Council a concise report on the merits of the thesis and on the examination
results, and the Council shall determine whether or not the candidate may
be admitted to the degree .

24.

No candidate shall, without the approval of the Council be enrolled at the
same time for another degree or diploma in the University or elsewhere.

25.

A candidate shall be required to pay such charges as may be determined
from time to time by the Council .

PART II
26.

A candidate wishing to proceed to the PhD Degree under these Regulations
shall be required to give proof of a significant r.nntribution to scholarship.

27 .

Except as provided in Regulation 27.1 any person may be a candidate for
the PhD Degree who is a gradaute of the University or of the University
of New South Wales, having completed the requirements for the Degree
at Wollongong University College and who, either

28.

(a)

is of not less than eight years' standing from admission to his /
her first degree of the University, or

(b)

is of not less than two years' standing from admission to a Masters
degree of the University provided that he/she is of not less than
eight years ' standing from admission to his/her first degree of some
other University.

27.1

A person who is not a graduate of the University but who is a member of the full -time academic staff of the University of at least five
years' standing, provided that he/she is of not less than eight years '
standing from admission to his/her first degree of some other
University, may be a candidate for the PhD degree .

A candidate for admission to the PhD degree under these Regulations shall
make application in writing to the University Secretary stating the Department with wh ich he /s he considers that the subject of his/her contribut IOn to sc holarship is most nearly connected, and specifying the published
work or works on which the claim for the degree is based . He /she shall, at
the sa me time, send to the University Secretary five copies of each of the
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published works specified in the application, and five copies of a list of
these works.
29.

A candidate shall also be required to declare whether or not any of the
published works referred to in Regulation 28 have been submitted for a
degree or diploma or other qualification at any other University. All the
works submitted, apart from quotations, shall be written in or translated
into English unless in a particular case, the Council shall have allowed the
candidate to submit work in some other languagP. .

30.

If the Council shall be of the opinion that the published work or works
submitted constitute prima facie a qualification for the degree, they shall
appoint and refer the application to not less than three examiners, at least
two of whom shall be external .

31.

The examination for the PhD degree under these Regulations shall consist
of the submission of published work, and of an oral examination on the
work submitted and on the general field of knowledge within which it
falls.

32.

Each examiner shall make an independent report on the published work or
works before the oral examination and shall present questions to be asked
at the oral examination.

33.

If the examiners are not satisfied with the candidate's performance in the
oral examination, the Council may allow the candidate to present him/
herself for that examination on one more occasion at a time to be appointed
by the examiners.

34.

If the examiners do not agree in their recommendations or if for any other
reason the Council needs a further opinion or opinions on the merit of the
work submitted, the Council may appoint an additional examiner or add·
itional examiners . Any additional examiner or examiners thus appointed
shall make an independent report on the work submitted by the candidate,
and may at the discretion of such examiner or examiners, conduct an
oral or written examination on that work and on the general field of knowledge within which it falls.

35 .

At the conclusion of the examination, the examiners will submit to the
Council a concise report on the merits of the published work and on the
examination results, and the Council shall determine whether or not the
candidate may be admitted to the degree.

36 .

If the application for the degree fails, the candidate may re-apply on one
occasion only, after a period of not less than three years from the date of
their original application.

3 7.

No candidate for the degree shall be present at the deliberations of the
Council in respect of his/her own candidature.
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REGULATIONS FOR THE DEGREES OF
DOCTOR OF LETTERS AND
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
Being Regulations made by the Council pursuant to clauses 23 and 24 of the
University of Wollongong By-Law . Please note that these are currently under review.
1.

There shall be the degrees of
(a)

Doctor of Letters (DLitt)

(b)

Doctor of Science (DSc)

2.

The degree of Doctor deemed appropriate may be awarded by the Council
for an original contribut i on (or contributions) of disti nguished merit
adding to the knowledge and understanding of any branch of learning with
which the University is concerned.

3.

A candidate for the degree of Doctor shall hold a degree of the Un iversity
of Wollongong, or shall have been a full-time member of the academic
staff of the University for a period of at least three years, or shall have
been admitted to the status of a degree of the University, save that on the
recommendation of the Academic Senate, the Council may vary this requirement to include former staff or students of the Wollongong Universi ty
College . No candidate shall make application for the degree of Doctor until
eight years after the award of his/her first degree .

4.

(i)

A candidate for the degree shall forward to the University Secretary
an application accompanied by the prescribed charge _ With such
application the cand idate shall forward f ive copies (wherever possible)
of the published work which he/she wishes to have P.xamined. The
publications shall be a record of original research or critical inquiry
undertaken by the candidate, who shall state the sources from
which the information was derived, and the extent to which he / she
has availed him/herself of the work of others .

(ii)

If the publications submitted, whether published in the candidate 's
sole name or under joint authorship, record work carried out
conjointly, the candidate shall state the extent to which he/she was
responsible for the initiation, conduct or direction of such con j o int
research or inquiry, however published.

(iii)

Where the principal publications, as distinct from supporting papers ,
incorporate work previously submitted for a degree or award the
candidate shall clearly indicate which proportion of the publications
was so submitted.

(iv)

A candidate may submit additional work, published or unpublished,
in support of the application .

5.

When the Council is satisfied that the published work is prima facie worthy
of examination for the degree, the Council may appoint at least three
examiners, of whom at least one shall normally be a member of the acad emic unit concerned and at least two shall be external examiners _

6.

The candidate may be required to answer orally or in writing any questions
concerning the work.
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PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION OF THESES FOR
HIGHER DEGREES*
1.

2.

(a)

Every candidate required to submit a thesis for the Honours Master
degree shall submit to· the University Secretary at least four cop ies of
the thesis and supporting work, together with a cert ifi cate from the
supervisor to the effect that the thesis is in a form suitable for
submission to the examiner. All copies of the thesis shall include a
summary of approximately 200 words and a certifi cate signed b>
the candidate to the effect that the work has not bee n submitted for
a degree to any other university or institution .

(b)

Every candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philosoph y shall subm it
to the University Secretary five copies of the thesis and supporting
work, together with a certificate from the supervisor to the effect
that the thesis is in a form suitable for submission to the examiner .
All copies of the thesis shall contain an abstract of the thesis comprising not more than 600 words and a certificate signed by the
candidate to the effect that the work has not been submitted for a
degree to any university or such institution except where specifically
indicated.

The specifications currently approved for higher degree theses are as follows
and any variation must be approved by the Academic Senate in consultation
with the supervisor.
(a)

The text of the thesis, normally in English, shall be in double spaced typescript.

(b)

The size of the paper shall approximate International Standards
Organization paper size A4 (297mm x 210mm) except for illust rative material such as drawings , maps and printouts, on which no
restriction is placed. The paper used in all copies shall be white
opaque paper of good quality .

(c)

The margins on each sheet shall be not less than 40mm on the bound
side, :20mm on the unbound side, 30mm at the top and 20mm at
the bottom .

(d)

There shall be a title sheet set out in accordance with the sty le
sheet attached .

3.

The required copies of the thesis shall be either assembled securely in a
demountable form, or bound, for transmission to the exam iners. The
demountable form required is one where the sheets are he ld by posts ,
and the method of binding is described in paragraph 4.

4.

One copy of the thesis is for deposit in the University Lrbrary and sha ll
be presented in a permanent and legible form, either orig inal typescript ,
stencil copy, offset printing or Xerographic copy, using dry plain pape r
copying technique .
If the thesis is submitted in demountable form, all copies are to be bound
after the Examiners' Reports are received and any necessary alterations
made, unless the Department does not wish its copy to be bound .
(i)

The thesis shall be bound in boards, covered with bu ck ram .

(ii)

The lettering on the spine binding will be :
(a)

15mm from the bottom and across - UW ;

•These regulations hold for all subjects other than Cr nntive Arts.

•
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(b)

70mm fr om the bottom and across - the degree and, underneath, the year of submission of the thesis, for example:
PhD
1985
(centred if possible) ; and

(c)

evenly spaced between the degree and the top, reading upwards, the name of the author, initials first and surname or
family name .

(iii)

No further lettering or decoration is required on the spine or elsewhere on thP. hi nding .

(iv)

In the binding of a thesis which includes mounted photographs,
graphs, etc., or conta ins a back-pocket, packing shall be inserted
at the spine to ensure even thickness of the volume.
A completed and signed "Declaration Relating to Disposition of
Thesis" form shall be pasted to the inside of the front cover of the
Library deposit copy . The form may be obtained from the office
of the Registrar.

5.

The copies of the thesi s and other relevant work may be submitted for
examination to the University Secretary at any time provided the candidate has completed the m inimum period of registration.

6.

The degree will not be awarded until the bound Library-deposit copy
is lodged with the University Secretary.

7.

Presently, the University holds that no
degree should be retained in the Library
within copyright privileges of the author,
accessible for consultation at the discretion

8.

In order to ascertain the wishes of a candidate for a higher degrP.e regarding
the use of which the thesis may be put, he/she is required to complete a
declaration (obtainable from the University Secretary) which would-

thesis submitted for a higher
for record purposes only, but
should be public property and
of the Librarian .

(a)

grant the University Librarian permission to publish or to auth orize the publication of the thesis or grant access to it (Form 1) ;

(b)

withhold the right of the University Librarian to publish the thesis
(Form 2);

(c)

allow the University Librarian to publish the thesis under certain
conditions (Form 3) ; or

(d)

withhold the right of the University Librarian to grant access,
without written consent of the author, to the thesis for up to three
years (Form 4).

•
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REQUIREMENTS FOR TITLE SHEET OF THESIS

(TITLE OF THESIS)
A thesis submitted in (partial) fulfilment of the
requirements for the award of the degree of

(NAME OF DEGREE)
from

THE UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG

by
(AUTHOR 'S NAME , DEGREE(S) HELD)

(NAME OF ACADEMIC UNIT)
(YEAR)
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SCHEDULE OF GRADUATE SUBJECTS
Only diplomas comprised who lly of graduate subjects are listed . Postgraduate
diplomas with an undergraduate component are available in
Accountancy
Computing Science
European Studies
Geography
History and Philosophy of Science
Industrial Relations
Mathematics
Philosophy
Sociology
For details, please see under appropriate department in the Description of Subjects,
except for Industrial Relations, which is under Economics.

DIPLOMAS
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

DIPLOMA IN APPLIED MULTICULTURAL STUDIES*
EDUC992

Culture, Thought and Education

12

EUR0992

Language

12

SOC992

The Migration Process

12

SOC993

Migration and Social Policy

12

SOC994

Community Work

12

SOC995

Special Topic in Multicultural Studies

12

DIPLOMA IN COAL GEOLOGY
GEOL930

Graduate Diploma in Coal Geology

48

DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION
EDUC801

Australian Education

4

EDUC802

Educational Psychology

4

EDUC803

Sociology of Education

4

EDUC804

Philosophy in Education

4

EDUC806

Educational Practice

4

EDUC807

An Introduction to Curriculum Planning and
Instructional Design

4

EDUC809

Communications Skills

3

EDUC810

Health Education

3

EDUC811

Physical Education

2

*Not

011

oiler in 1985.
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

EDUC812

Electives

4

EDUC815

Teaching Practice

6

EDUC821

Economics and Commerce Method

3

EDUC822

Geography Method

3

EDUC831

English I Method

3

EDUC832

History Method

3

EDUC841

Eng I ish as a Second Language Method

3

EDUC842

French I Metflod

3

EDUC843

German Method

3

EDUC844

Italian I Method

3

EDUC851

Mathematics I Method

3

EDUC852

Mathematics II Method

3

EDUC861

Primary I Method

3

EDUC862

Primary II Method

3

EDUC871

Science I Method

3

EDUC872

Science II Method

3

.·:.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Details of the following courses and normal patterns of progression within them
may be found under Education in the Description of Subjects .
Graduate
Graduate
Graduate
Graduate
Graduate
Graduate
Graduate

Diploma in Education (Primary)
Diploma in Educational Studies (Computers in Education )*
Diploma in Educational Studies (Environmental Education )
Diploma in Educational Studies (Health Education)
Diploma in Educational Studies (Reading/Engl ish as a Second Language)
Diploma in Educational Studies (School Adm inistrati on )
Diploma in Educational Stuides (Secondary Mathematics Education)
DIPLOMA IN MANAGEMENT

Compulsory subjects

:;

ACCY901

Accounting for Managers

6

ACCY960

Law for Managers

6

BPOt911

Organ isational Behaviour

6

BPOL912

Management Control Systems

6

(Students are requ ired to subst itute an optional subject or subjects for any
compulsory subjects substantially covered in previous degree or d iploma studies .)
* Not on offer in 1985
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

Option al subjects
(Subjects aggregating not less than 24 credit points required)
ACCY931

Management and Information Systems

6

ACCY961

Selected Legal Topics in Management

6

BPOL901

Capital Investment

6

BPOL902

Topics in Orga'lisation

6

BPOL903

Investment Management

6

BPOL904

Corporate Financial Information Analysis

6

BPOL921

Managerial Finance

6

BPOL922

Marketing

6

BPOL923

Statistical Analysis for Managers

6

BPOL931

Strategic Planning and Policy

6

BPOL932

Managerial Economics

6

BPOL951

History of Management Thought

6

BPOL952

Production and Operations Management

6

BPOL953

Personnel Management

6

BPOL954

Special Topic in Management

6

BP01955

Special Topic in Management

6

BPOL956

Product Management

6

BPOL957

Business History

6

BPOL958

Industry Analysis and Investment Policy

6

BPOL960

Case Study

6

BPOL961

Organisational Change and Development

6

BPOL962

Macro-Organisational Behaviour

6

ECON954

Industrial Relations in Australia

6

HPS937

Management of Technology

6

DIPLOMA IN METALLURGY
METL903

Developments in Materials

8

METL904

Advanced Topic in Metallurgy 8

8

METL915

Corrosion of Materials

8

METL934

Manufacturing Properties of Materials

8
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

METL962

Modelling Techniques in Metallurgy

8

METL982

Developments in Extractive Metallurgy

8

METL992

Metallurgy Project 4

24

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY
At the time of printing, this course had not been ratified by Council. The proposed
subjects and normal pattern of progression are set out under Description of
Subjects.

DIPLOMAS IN PSYCHOLOGY
Two graduate diplomas are offered: The Diploma in Psychology and the DiplofT'3
in General Psychology . Subjects for both are made up from the following :
PSY951

The Study of Experience

8

PSYC952

Theory Seminar

8

PSYC954

Psychology and Women

8

PSYC956

The Psychology of Organisational Communication

8

PSYC958

Human Communication

8

PSYC960

Biofeedback

8

The above mentioned subjects are those that are being offered in 1985 only

DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING
CIVL961

Acts, Regulations and Authorities Controlling Projects

8

CIVL962

Finance and Analysis of Capital Projects

8

CIVL963

Water Engineering

8

CIVL964

Inventory Control of Road Systems

8

CIVL965

Concrete Technology

8

CIVL966

Civil Engineering Design

8

CIVL967

Advances in Civil Engineering Technologies

8

CIVL968

Environmental Control

8

CIVL969

Bridge Engineering

8

CIVL970

Port Development

8

CIVL971

Engineering Management

8

CIVL972

Town Planning

8

CIVL973

Public Health Engineering

8

CIVL974

Roads Engineering

8
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MASTER OF COMPUTING
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

CSCI901

Master of Computing Part I

12

CSCI902

Master of Computing Part 2

12

CSCI903

Master of Computing Part 3

12

CSCI904

Master of Computing Part 4

12

CSCI905

Master of Computin!i Part 5

12

CSCI906

Master of Computing Part 6

12
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MASTER OF CREATIVE ARTS
Approved in principle only . See also Description of Subjects, Creative Arts .
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MASTER OF MANAGEMENT
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

Compulsor y Subjects

First Yea r:
ACCY901

Accounting for Managers

6

ACCY960

Law for Managers

6

BPOL911

Organisational Behaviour

6

BPOL912

Management Control Systems

6

ACCY931

Management and Information Systems

6

BPOL921

Managerial Finance

6

BPOL922

Marketing

6

BPOL923

Statistical Analysis for Managers

6

BPOL931

Strategic Planning and Policy

6

BPOL932

Managerial Economics

6

Second Year

Third Year

Plus two optional subjects selected from:

ACCY961

Selected Legal Topics in Management

6

BPOL901

Capital Investment

6

BPOL902

Topics in Organisation

6

BPOL903

Investment Management

6

BPOL904

Corporate Financial Information Analysis

6

BPOL951

History of Management Thought

6

BPOL952

Production and Operations Management

6

BPOL953

Personnel Management

6

BPOL954

Speical Topic in Management

6

BPOL955

Special Topic in Management

6

BPOL956

Product Management

6

BPOL957

Business History

6

BPOL95fl

Industry Analysis and Investment Policy

6

BPOL960

Case Study

6
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

BPOL961

Organisational Change and Development

6

BPOL962

Macro Organisational Behaviour

6

ECON954

Industrial Relations in Australia

6

HPS937

Management ot Technology

6
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MASTER OF STUDIES IN CHEMISTRY
Number

CHEM910
CHEM918
CHEM919

·.

'

Subject

Selected Topics in Chemistry
Chemistry Report
Advanced Topics in Chemistry

Credit
Points

16
16
16

MASTER OF STUDIES IN EDUCATION
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

Session
Offered

Pre-requisite

Remarks

(!)

"'en

()

I

m
0

EDUC939

Educational Research Methodology and Design

EDUC940

Educational Psychology TopicA

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC941

Educational Psychology Topic B

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC942

Educational Sociology Topic A

16

Not to count with EDUC946

A

c

r
m
0

.,
G)

EDUC940

:0
)>

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC943

Educational Sociology Topic B

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC944

Comparative Education and History of Education

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC945

Philosophy of Education & Theories of Education

8

1, 2 or A

0

c

)>

EDUC942

-i

m

en

c

{lJ

'-

m

()

EDUC946

Introduction to Educational Research Methodology

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC94 7

Introduction to Curriculum Theory & Development

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC948

Advanced Curriculum Theory and Development

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC949

School Administration

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC952

Introduction to the History of Education

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC954

Special Topic in Education A

8

1, 2 or A

Not to count w ith EDUC939

EDUC947

Demonstrated
expertise in a
special area of
Educational
practice

-i

en

Number

Subject

Credit
Points

Session
Offered

Pre-requisite

EDUC955

Special Topic in Education B

8

1, 2 or A

Demonstrated
expertise in a
special area of
Educational
practice

EDUC956

Special Topic in Education C

8

1, 2 or A

Demonstrated
expertise in a
special area of
Education al
practice

EDUC957

Curriculum and the Teaching Disciplines

8

1 or 2

EDUC958

Curriculum Perspectives on Alternative Education

8

1 or 2

1- DUC959

Curriculum Prioriti P.s in Au straloan -HiHhHr Erlu r:a tion

8

1 or 2

EDUC960

Language Across the Curriculum

8

1 or 2

EDUC961

The Anatomy of Reading and Writing

8

EDUC962

Introduction to Diagnosis and Remediation
in Literacy

8

Biomechanics

8

Remarks

CJ)

()

I

m
0

c

r
m

,0
Cl

EDUC963

2

EDUC961

)J

)>

0

c

)>

1, 2 or A

-I

m

EDUC964

Motor Learning

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC965

Curriculum Problems and Issues in Health Education

8

1, 2 or A

CJ)

c

OJ

EDUC947

'---

m
()

EDUC966

Discipline Studies in Health I

8

1, 2 or A

-I

CJ)

co
w

Numbi!r

Subject

Credit
Points

Session
Offered

Pre-requisite

Remarks

<0

""

en

()

EDUC920

Major Project in Education

16

1, 2 or A

EDUC930

Special Education - Contemporary Issues

8

1, 2 or A

EDUC931

Special Education - Teaching Strategies

8

1, 2 or A

E DUC932

Special Education - A Community Orientation

8

Satisfactory completion
of 16 credit points in
an area of educational
specialisation offered in
this schedule

I

m
0

c
r

m

.,0
Cl

:n

1, 2 or A

}>

0

c}>
-I

m

en

c

(IJ

'-

m

()

-I

en
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MASTER OF STUDIES IN GEOGRAPHY
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

GEOG951

The Nature and Development of Geography

12

GEOG952

Agricultural Geography

12

GEOG953

Asian Development Problems

12

GEOG954

Population Dynamics

12

GEOG955

Social Geol]r(!phy

12

GEOG956

Transportation Systems

12

GEOG957

Regional Planning

12

GEOG958

Urban Analysis

12

GEOG959

Regional Analysis

12

GEOG960

Economic Geography

12

GEOG961

Australian Historical Geography

12

GEOG962

Biogeography

12

GEOG963

Soils and Soil Landscapes

12

GEOG964

Environmental Assessment and Planning

12

GEOG965

Slope Form and Process

12

GEOG966

Surface Hydrology

12

GEOG967

ChannA! and Fluid Dynamics

12

GEOG968

Cainozoic Geomorphology

12

GEOG969

Climate

12

GEOG970

Evolution of Coastal Landforms

12

GEOG971

Curriculum Studies in Geography

12
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MASTER OF STUDIES IN HISTORY
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

HIST920

Race Relations in Modern History

12

HIST921

Malaysian Economic 'History, 1870-1980

12

HIS922

Soviet Superpower: The U .S.S.R . in World Affairs
1945-1980

12

HIST923

Russia in Revolution and Civil War, 1917-1921

12

HIST924

Total War in Europe I, 1914-1918

12

HIST925

Total War in Europe II, 1939-1945

12

HIST926

The Making of Modern Australian Women

12

HIST927

Philosophy of History

12

HIST928

Death, Disaster, and the Millennium

12

HIST973

Major Thesis

48
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MASTER OF STUDIES IN MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

CMS901

Issues in Multicultural Research

12

CMS902

Migration in Australia

12

CMS903

Social Welfare and Social Policy

12

CMS904

The Family and the Education System

12
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MASTER OF STUDIES IN SOCIAL POLICY
MASTER OF STUDIES IN SOCIOLOGY
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

SOC910

Case Studies in Social Policy

8

SOC911

Special Topic in Social Policy- A

8

SOC912

Special Topic in Social Policy - B

8

SOC921

Special Topic in Sociological Studies- A

8

SOC922

Special Topic in Sociological Studies- B

8

SOC930

Advanced Contemporary Sociological Theory

8

SOC931

Advanced Sociology of Knowledge

8

SOC932

Advanced Social Research Methods

8

SOC933

Advanced Research Techniques

8

SOC940

Advanced Social Policy Studies

8

SOC941

Advanced Political Sociology

8

SOC942

Advanced Race and Ethnic Studies

8

SOC943

Advanced Urban Sociology

8

SOC944

Advanced Organisation Studies

8

SOC945

Advanced Studies in Science Technology and Soc ety

8

SOC950

Advanced Studies in the Individual in Society

8

SOC951

Advanced Studies in Interaction, Self and Soc ia
Reproduction

8

SOC952

Advanced Studies in Psychoanalysis and Cultu re

8

SOC953

Advanced Studies of Mass Commun ication

8

SOC954

Advanced Studies of Belief Systems and ldeolo; es

8

SOC955

Advanced Studies of Religion and Society

8

SOC956

Advanced Studies of Social and Political
Anthropology of the Third World

8

SOC957

Advanced Studies of Military Sociology

8

SOC989

M i nor Thesis

24
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HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS
Subject

Number

Credit
Points

ACCOUNTANCY AND LEGAL STUDIES*
Compulsory subjects for students not holding an Honours degree in Accountancy
(that is, undertaking a 96 credit point Masters degree)
ACCY903

Accounting Theory

6

ACCY904

Financial Accounting

6

ACCY913

Management Accounting

h

ACCY993

Research Essay

12

Optional Subjects
ACCY905

International Accounting

6

ACCY906

Issues in Financial Accounting

6

ACCY914

Management Planning and Control

6

ACCY915

Capital Investment• •

6

ACCY916

Studies in Controllership

6

ACCY423 /
923

Investment Management••

6

ACCY924

Corporate Financial Information Analysis**

6

ACCY933

Studies in Information Systems in Accounting

6

ACCY943

Auditing and Accounting Information Systems

6

ACCY951

Taxation Pol icy and Practice

6

ACCY953

Studies in Taxation

6

*NOTES:
1) Combinations of subjects from the Departments of Economics, Accountancy
and Legal Studies, and Business Policy and Operations may be approved by the
Chairmen of the appropriate Departments. Subjects aggregating not more than
12 credit points may be selected from those offered by other Departments where
approval is given by the Chairmen of the respective Departments (i.e., the Department offering the subject on one hand, and on the other, either Accountancy
and Legal Studies or Economics as appropriate in each case. The appropriate
Department would be the Department in which the student had taken or planned
to take more than 48 credit points in Honours subjects for the undergraduate
degree and graduate subjects for this degree). A candidate may not include for
this degree subjects similar in content to subjects included in the Honours part of
the undergraduate course.
2) For general conditions of registration , see Honours Masters Degree Regulations
and for additional specific conditions applying to Accountancy and Legal Studies
see Description of Postgraduate Courses- Accountancy and Legal Studies.
3) For details of these subjects, refer to the Description of Subjects .

**Normally taught in collaboration with the Department of Business Policy and
Operations
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Number

Subject

Cred1t
Points

ACCY963

Jurisprudence

ACCY964

Studies in Business Law

ACCY965

Studies in Administrative Law

ACCY966

Studies in Industrial Law

ACCY967

Studies in Trade Practices and Consumer Law

ACCY968

Insolvencies

ACCY973

History of Accounting Thought

ACCY983

Studies in Government Accounting

6

ACCY985

Special Topic in Accounting- A

6

ACCY986

Special Topic in Accounting- B

6

ACCY987

Special Topic in Law- A

6

ACCY988

Special Topic in Law- B

6

ACCY994

Project

12

ACCY995

Research Project

24

ACCY996

Thesis

48

G

CREATIVE ARTS
AAMM901

Thesis Music

48

AAFA901

Thesis Fine Arts

48

ECONOMICS*
ECON901

Monetary Economics

8

ECON902

Advanced International Monetary Economics

8

ECON903

Public Finance

8

ECON904

Public Sector Economics

8

ECON905

Input-Output Analysis

8

ECON906

History of Economic Thought

8

ECON908

Advanced Topics in the Economics of Development

8

ECON911

Advanced International Economics

8

ECON912

Labour Economics

8

ECON913

Industrial Economics

8

*

$P.P.

NOTE 1 at foot of previous page.
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

ECON914

Economics of Social Welfare I

8

ECON9 '15

Economics of Social Welfa re II

8

ECON916

Microeconomic Analysis

8

ECON920

Work Experience and Report

ECON921

Econometric Models

8

ECON930

Personnel Management

8

ECON941

Advanced Topics in Economics - A

8

ECON942

Advanced Topics in Economics - 8

8

ECON943

Advanced Topics in Economics - C

8

ECON944

Advanced Topics in Economics- D

8

ECON945

Advanced Topics in Economics - E

8

ECON946

Advanced Topics in Economi<:s- F

8

ECON962

The Economic Framework for Decision Making - A

8

ECON963

Statistical Techniques for Decision Making - A

8

ECON964

Industrial Relations in Australia

8

ECON991

Project

16

ECON992

Research Report

24

ECON993

Thesis

48

24

EDUCATION
EDUC965

Major Thesis

48

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
ENGL998

Major Thesis

48

ENGLISH LITERATURE AND DRAMA
ENGL999

Major Thesis

48

EUROPEAN LANGUAGES
EUR0903

Major Thesis

48

EUR0913

Advanced Topics in French

48

EUR0923
EUR0953

. Advanced Topics in French and Italian
Advanced Topics in Italian

48
48
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Subject

Number

Credit
Points

GEOGRAPHY
GEOG901

The Nature and Development of Geography

12

GEOG902

Agricultural Geography

12

GEOG903

Asian Development Problems

12

GEOG904

Population Dynamics

12

GEOG905

Social Geography

12

GEOG906

Transportation Systems

12

GEOG907

Regional Planning

12

GEOG908

Urban Analysis

12

GEOG909

Regional Analysis

12

GEOG910

Economic Geography

12

GEOG911

Australian Historical Geography

12

GEOG912

Biogeography

12

GEOG913

Soi Is and Soil Landscapes

12

GEOG914

Environmental Assessment and Planning

12

GEOG915

Slope Form and Process

12

GEOG916

Surface Hydrology

12

GEOG917

Channel and Fluid Dynamics

12

GEOG918

Cainozoic Geomorphology

12

GEOG919

Climate

12

GEOG920

Evolution of Coastal Landforms

12

GEOG921

Curriculum Studies in Geography 'A'

12

GEOG922

Curriculum Studies in Geography 'B'

12

GEOG923

Minor Thesis in Geography

24

GEOG999

Major Thesis

48

HISTORY
HIST973

Major Thesis

48
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
Programme 1

HPS910

Topics in History and Philosophy of Science A

24

HPS911

Topics in History and Philosophy of Science 8

24

HPS901

Theories and Methods of History and Philosophy
of Science

12

HPS902

Advanced topics in History and Philosophy of Science

12

HPS903

M inor Thesis

24

HPS999

Major Thesis

48

HPS921

A Historical Introduction to Technology

12

HPS922

The Politics of Technological Change

12

Programme 2

HPS923

Technology and the State

12

HPS924

Minor Thesis

24

HPS931

Risk Assessment, Health and Safety

12

HPS932

The Organisation of Technological Change

12

HPS933

Energy and Technological Development

12

HPS934

Genetics and Technological Innovation

12

HPS935

The Impact of Computers

12

HPS936

The Technology of Medicine and Health

12

HPS937

The Management of Technology

HPS938

Science, Technics and Technology

12

HPS939

Technology and War

12

HPS940

Theories of Science, Technology and Society

12

HPS951

Research Report

12

6

MULTICULTURAL STUDIES*
EDUC992

Culture, Thought and Education

12

EUA0992

Language

12

SOC992

The Migration Process

12

SOC993

Migration and Social Policy

12

SOC994

Community Work

12

SOC995

Special Topic

12

*Will not be offered in 1985.
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Subject

Number

Credit
Points

PHILOSOPHY
PHIL913

Advanced Philosophical Topics 913

48

PHIL923

Minor Thesis

24

PHIL933

Advanced Logic

6

PHIL943

Advanced Political Philosophy

6

PHIL953

Advanced Philosophy of Value

6

PHIL963

Advanced Epistemology and Philosophy of Science

6

PHIL973

Philosophical Problems

6

PHIL983

Contemporary Issues in Philosophy

6

PHIL999

Major Thesis

48

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC901

Psychology Report

6

PSYC902

Psychology Report A

6

PSYC903

Psychology Report B

6

PSYC904

Psychology Report C

6

PSYC911

Principles of Applied Psychology

8

PSYC912

Interpersonal Skills for Applied Psychologists

8

PSYC913

Assessment and Appraisal in Applied Psychology

8

PSYC921

Counselling Psychology*

8

PSYC922

Psychology in the Schools*

8

PSYC923

Clinical Psychology

8

PSYC924

Organisational Psychology •

8

PSYC925

Child Clinical Psychology

8

PSYC931

Practicum : Counselling Specialisation

8

PSYC932

Practicum : School Specialisation

g

PSYC933

Practicum : Clinical Specialisation

8

PSYC934

Practicum : Organisational Psychology

8

PSYC935

Practicum : Child Clinical Spec ialization

8

PSYC939

Other Practicum Work

s
P sy~ hology

24

PSYC940

Extended Practicum : Clinical

PSYC951

The Study of Experience

PSYC952

Psychology Honours Theory Seminar

8

PSYC953

Health Psyc hology •

8

'Will not be offered rn 1985.

8'
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

PSYC954

Psychology and Women

8

PSYC955

Psych ology of lnf ormation Processing •

8

PSYC956

The Psychology of Organizational Communicat ion

8

PSYC957

Behavioural Medicine *

8

PSYC958

Human Commun icati on

8

PSYC959

Advanced Course in Developmental Psychology *

8

PSYC960

Biofeedback

8

PSYC989

Research Project

24

PSYC999

Major Thesis

48

SOCIOLOGY
SOC999

Sociology : Major Thesis

* Will not he o ffered in 1985 .

48
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HONOURS MASTER OF COMMERCE*
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

ACCOUNTANCY AND LEGAL STUDIES
Compulsory subjects for students not holding an Honours degree in Accountancy
(that is, undemking 11 96 credit point M11sters degrH)
ACCV903

Accounting Theory

6

ACCV904

Financial Accounting

6

ACCV913

Management Accounting

6

ACCV993

Research Essay

12

Option11l subjects
ACCV905

International Accounting

6

ACCV906

Issues in Financial Accounting

6

ACCV914

Management Planning and Control

6

ACCV915

Capital Investment**

6

ACCV916

Studies in Controllership

6

ACCV423/
923

Investment Management**

6

ACCV924

Corporate Financial Information Analysis**

6

ACCV933

Studies in Information Systems in Accounting

6

ACCV943

Auditing and Accounting Information Systems

6

ACCV951

Taxation Policy and Practice

6

ACCV953

Studies in Taxation

6

ACCV963

Jurisprudence

6

ACCV964

Studies in Business Law

6

ACCV965

Studies in Administrative Law

6

ACCV966

Studies in Industrial Law

6

ACCV967

Studies in Trade Practices and Consumer Law

6

ACCV968

Insolvencies

6

ACCV973

History of Accounting Thought

6

ACCV983

Studies in Government Accounting

6

*See NOTES under the Department of Accountancy and Legal Studies subject
list for the "Honours Master of Arts",
**Subjects are normally taught in collaboration with Department of Business
Policy and Operations.
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

ACCY985

Special Topic in Accounting- A

6

ACCY986

Special Topic in Accounting- B

6

ACCY987

Special Topic in Law- A

6

ACCY988

Special Topic in Law- B

6

ACCY994

Project

12

ACCY995

Research Report

24

ACCY996

Thesis

48

ECONOMICS*
ECON901

Monetary Economics

8

ECON902

Advanced International Monetary Economics

8

ECON903

Public Finance

8

ECON904

Public Sector Economics

8

ECON905

Input-Output Analysis

8

ECON906

History of Economic Thought

8

ECON908

Advanced Topics in the Economic Development

8

ECON911

Advanced International Economics

8

ECON912

Labour Economics

8

ECON913

Industrial Economics

8

ECON914

Economics of Social Welfare I

8

ECON915

Economics of Social Welfare I I

8

ECON916

Microeconomic Analysis

8

ECON920

Work Experience and Report

8

ECON921

Econometric Models

8

ECON930

Personnel Management

8

ECON941

Advanced Topics in Eccmomics- A

8

ECON942

Advanced Topics in Economics- B

8

ECON943

Advanced Topics in Economics- C

8

ECON944

Advanced Topics in Economics- D

8

ECON945

Advanced Topics in Economics- E

8

*See NOTES at foot of previous page.
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

ECON946

Advanced Topics in Economics- F

8

ECON962

The Economic Framework for Decision Making- A

8

ECON963

Statistical Techniques for Decision Making -A

8

ECON964

Industrial Relations in Australia- A

8

ECON991

Project

16

ECON992

Research Report

24

ECON993

Thesis

48
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HONOURS MASTER OF EDUCATION
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

EDUCATION
EDUC970

Educational Psychology A

8

EDUC971

Educational Psychology B

8

EDUC972

Curriculum Studies A

8

EDUC973

Curriculum Studies B

8

EDUC974

Educational Administration and Organisation A

8

EDUC975

Educational Administration and Organisation B

8

EDUC976

Educational Research and Design of Experiments*

8

EDUC978

The Politics of Education

8

EDUC979

Special Topic in Education A* •

8

EDUC980

Special Topic in Education B**

8

EDUC985

Special Topic in Education C**

8

EDUC981

Minor Project in Educationt

8

EDUC982

Major Project in Educationtt

16

EDUC983

Minor Thesis

24

EDUC984

Thesis

48

EDUC986

Language in Education

8

EDUC988

The Sociological Method Applied to Education

8

EDUC989

Historical Research in Australian Education

8

EDUC990

Curriculum Research and Methodology

8

EDUC991

Australian Higher Education : An Interdisciplinary
Perspective

8

EDUC993

The Sociology of Language in Education

8

* Strongly recommended for each candidate unless otherwise recommended by
Supervisor.
• • Entry to this subject may depend upon demonstrated expertise in an area of
educational practice or theory.
tNot to count with Major Project in Education or Minor Thesis.
ttNot to count with Minor Project in Education or Minor Thesis.
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HONOURS MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Subject

Number

Credit
Points

CIVIL ENGINEERING
CIVL901

Project

5

CIVL902

Reliability in Geotechnical Engineering

5

CIVL903

Concrete Technology

5

CIVL904

Highway Materials

5

CIV L905

Transportation Engineering

5

CIVL906

Traffic Engineering

5

CIVL907

Civil Engineering Computations

5

CIVL908

Advanced Soil Mechanics

5

CIVL909

Advanced Foundation Engineering

5

CIVL910

Vibration of Structures

5

CIVL911

Finite El·ement Methods

5

CIVL912

Engineering Hydrology

5

CIVL913

Estuary and Coastal Engineering

5

CIVL914

Analysis and Design of Bridge Structures

5

CIVL915

Numerical Methods in Civil Engineering

5

CIVL916

Research Topics in Civil Engineering

5

CIVL917

Environmental Engineering

5

CIVL918

Steel Structures

5

CIVL919

Earth Structures

5

CIVL920

Civil Engineering Hydraulics

5

CIVL921

Wastewater Engineering

5

CIVL922

Water Supply Engineering

5

CIVL950

Thesis

8

CIVL951

Thesis

28

CIVL952

Major Thesis

48

CIVL999

Advanced Topics in Engineering

48

MINING ENGINEERING
MINE901

Transportation of M ineral s and Personnel

5

MINE902

Advanced Studies in Mining Engineering

5
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Subject

Credit
Points

MINE903

Simulation of Underground Mining Operations and
P•oult!ms

5

MINE904

Rock Mechanics

5

MINE905

Environmental Control in Mines

5

MINE906

Mining Engineering Techniques

5

MINE907

Gases in Mines

5

MINE908

M in e Fires and Explosions

5

MINE909

Mine Subsidence

5

MINE910

Water in Mines

5

MINE950

Thesis

8

MINE951

Thesis

28

MINE952

Mi!jor Thesis

48

MINE999

Advanced Topics in Engineering

48

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
ELEC901

Computer Aided Analysis and Design

6

ELEC911

Reliability Engineering

6

ELEC921

Matrix Analysis of Electrical Machines

6

ELEC922

Machines in Control Systems

6

ELEC923

Static Converters

6

ELEC924

Advanced Power Systems

6

ELEC931

Control Computing

6

ELEC941

Control System Analysis and Design

6

ELEC942

Optimal Control Systems

6

ELEC943

Nonlinear Control Systems

6

ELEC944

Sampled-Data Control Systems

6

ELEC961

Noise and Information Theory

6

ELEC962

Electromagnetic Fields and Antennas

6

ELEC963

Microwave Devices and Electronics

6

ELEC971

High Voltage Properties of Material s

6

ELEC972

Air Pollution Control Techniques

6

ELEC981

Math ematical Methods in Electrical Enrtineering I

6
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points
6

ELEC982

Mathematical Methods in Electrical Engineering 2

ELEC999

Advanced Topics in Engineering

48

ELEC951

Thesis

48

ELEC952

Thesis

24

ELEC953

Report

12

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECH901

Advanced Heat Transfer I

4

MECH902

Advanced Heat Transfer 2

4

MECH904

Gas Dynamics

4

MECH905

Advanced Dynamics

4

MECH906

Experimental and Analytical Modelling

4

MECH907

Design of Control Systems I - Multivariable Systems

4

MECH908

Computer Aided Design

4

MECH909

Wastewater Treatment and Disposal

4

MECH910

Water Resource Management

4

MECH911

Bulk Solids Handling Systems I

4

MECH912

Bulk Solids Handling Systems 2

4

MECH913

Pneumatic and Hydraulic Transport of Bulk Solids

4

MECH914

Air Pollution

4

MECH915

Noise Pollution

4

MECH916

Design of Control Systems II - Optimal Control

4

MECH917

Refrigeration and A ir Condition i ng

4

MECH918

Design of Control Systems Ill - Inverse
Nyquist Array Techniques

4

MECH919

Advanced Topics in Mechanical Engineering I

4

MECH920

Numerical Methods in Mechanical Engineering

4

MECH921

Hydrodynamics

4

MECH922

Coal Energy Technology I

4

MECH923

Coal Energy Technology II

4

MECH924

Continuum Mechanics

4

MECH925

The Design of Gearing I

4
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MECH926

The Design of Gearing II

4

MECH!:127

The Design of Power Transmission Sy stems

4

MECH928

Finite Element Techniques in Mechanical Engineering

4

MECH929

Advanced Top ics in Mechanical Engineering II

4

MECH930

Mechanical Vibration and Condition Monitoring

4

MECH931

Friction Lubrication and Wear

4

MECH939

Advanced Topics in Mechanical Engineering Ill

4

MECH951

Dissertation

24

MECH952

Thesis

48

MECH999

Advanced Topics in Engineering

48
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HONOURS MASTER OF METALLURGY
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

METALLURGY
METL905

Special Topic in Metallurgy C

8

METL921

Advanced Diffraction Techniques

8

METL931

Mechanical Behaviour of Materials

8

METL932

Thermomechanical Processes

8

METL933

Fracture of Materials

8

METL935

Sheet Metal Formability

8

METL951

Structure and Properties of Alloys

8

METL952

Advanced Metallographic Methods

8

METL961

Process Modelling 2

8

METL971

Solidification 3

8

METL981

Advanced Extractive Metallurgy

8

METL990

Major Thesis

48

METL993

Metallurgy Project 3

16

METL999

Advanced Topics in Metallurgy

48
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HONOURS MASTER OF SCIENCE
Number

Subject

Credit
Points

BIOLOGY
BIOL999

Major Thesis

48

CHEMISTRY
CHEM910

Selected Topics in Chemistry

16

CHEM918

Chemistry Report

16

CHEM919

Advanced Topics in Chemistry

16

Chemistry Research Project

48

. CHEM920

COMPUTING SCIENCE
CSCI901

Master of Computing 1

12

CSCI902

Master of Computing 2

12

CSCI903

Master of Computing 3

12

CSCI904

Master of Computing 4

12

CSCI905

Master of Computing 5

12

CSCI906

Master of Computing 6

12

CSCI911

Computer Methods

6

CSCI921

Information Processing Systems

6

CSCI932

Theory of Computing Science

6

CSCI941

Advanced Topics in Computing Science A

6

CSCI942

Advanced Topics in Computing Science B

6

CSCI943

Advanced Topics in Computing Science C

6

CSCI944

Advanced Topics in Computing Science D

6

CSCI945

Advanced Topics in Computing Science E.

6

CSCI946

Advanced Topics in Computing Science F

6

CSCI991

Project

12

CSCI992

Minor Thesis

24

CSCI993

Thesis

48

GEOGRAPHY
GEOG901

The Nature and Development of Geography

12

GEOG912

Biogeography

12
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

GEOG913

Soils and Soil Landscapes

12

GEOG914

Environmental Assessment and Planning

12

GEOG915

Slope Form and Process

12

GEOG916

Surface Hydrology

12

GEOG917

Channel and Fluid Dynamics

12

GEOG918

Cainozoic Geomorphology

12

GEOG919

Climate

12

GEOG920

Evolution of Coastal Landforms

12

GEOG923

Minor Thesis in Geography

24

GEOG927

Advanced Topics in Coastal Geomorphology

12

GEOG928

Advanced Topics in Fluvial Geomorphology

12

GEOG929

Advanced Topics in Environmental Management

12

GEOG930

Advanced Topics in the Evolution of Landscape

12

GEOG931

Advanced Topics in Biogeography

12

GEOG999

Major Thesis

48

GEOLOGY
GEOL901

History of Geological Thought

6

GEOL902

Recent Advances in Geology

6

GEOL903

Biostratigraphy

6

GEOL904

Aspects of Coal and Petroleum Geology

6

GEOL905

Mathematical Geology

6

GEOL906

Mineral Paragenesis

6

GEOL907

Aspects of Geophysics

6

GEOL908

Sedimentology

6

GEOL910

Advanced Topics in Geology A

12

GEOL911

Advanced Topics in Geology B

12

GEOL912

Advanced Topics in Geology C

6

GEOL913

Advanced Topics in Geology D

GEOL950

Thesis

GEOL981

Coal in the Energy Pattern

6

GEOL982

The Conditions of Peat Formation

6

6
18
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GEOL983

Coalification, Coal and Mineral Analysis

6

G~OL984

Coal Basin Setting and Analysis

6

GEOL985

Geological and Geophysical Exploration

6

GEOL986

Mining Coal

6

GEOL987

Coal Utilisation

6

GEOL988

Environmental Aspects

6
" 30

GEOL989

Thesis

GEOL990

Advanced Topics in Geology

48

GEOL999

Major Thesis

48

MATHEMATICS
MATH911

Advanced Mathematics Methods

6

MATH912

Continuum Mechanics

6

MATH913

Non-Linear Partial Differential Equations

6

MATH914

Viscous Fluids

6

MATH915

Biological Fluid Mechanics

6

MATH916

Eigenvalue Theory of Ordinary Differential Equations

6

MATH917

Integral Equations

6

MATH918

Mean Periodic Functions

6

MATH919

Perturbation Methods

6

MATH931

Advanced Numerical Analysis

6

MATH932

Numerical Linear Algebra

6

MATH933

Sparse Matrix Techniques

6

MATH941

Times Series

6

MATH942

Replacement Theory and Populations

6

MATH943

Optimisation Techniques

6

MATH944

Regression Analysis

6

MATH945

Decision Theory

6

MATH946

Multivariate Analysis

6

MATH947

Inference

6

MATH951

Coastal Dynamics

6

MATH961

Functional Analysis

6
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Number

Subject

Credit
Points

MA TH962

Harmonic Analysis

6

MATH963

Integration Theory and its Applications

6

MATH964

Distributions

6

MATH965

Topics in Algebra

6

MATH966

Logic and Set Theory

6

MATH967

Combinatory Logic

6

MATH971

Advanced Topics in Applied Mathematics A

6

MATH972

Advanced Topics in Applied Mathematics B

6

MATH973

Advanced Topics in Pure Mathematics A

6

MATH974

Advanced Topics in Pure Mathematics B

6

MATH975

Advanced Topics in Statistics

6

MATH976

Advanced Topics in Probability and Operations Research

6

MATH991

Project

12

MATH992

Minor Thesis

24

MATH993

Thesis

48

PHYSICS
PHYS905

Mathematical Methods for Physicists A

6

PHYS910

Advanced Project in Physics A

6

PHYS942

Elementary Particle Physics

6

PHYS944

Advanced Quantum Mechanics

6

PHYS946

Advanced Solid State Physics

6

PHYS94 7

Special Topics in Physics A

6

PHYS955

Mathematical Methods for Physicists B

6

PHYS960

Advanced Project in Physics B

6

PHYS970

The Physics of Measurements

6

PHYS990

Plasma Physics

6

PHYS997

Special Topic in Physics B

6

PHYS998

Cosmology

6

PHYS999

Major Thesis

48
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS
NOTE : The following Departments i nclude research thesis subjects only in the
Schedule of Graduate Subjects for an Honou rs Maste rs degree:
BIOLOGY

BIOL999

MAJOR THESIS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

ENGL998

MAJOR THESIS

ENGLISH LITERATURE
AND DRAMA

ENGL999

MAJOR THESIS

HISTORY

HIST973

MAJOR THESIS

SOCIOLOGY

SOC999

MAJOR THESIS

Requirements for Honours Masters degree students in these Departments are as
follows:
1.

Students entering under section 6(1) of the Honours Masters Degree Requirements (i.e . from a degree of Bachelor with Honours at a standard of
Class II, Division 2 or higher) are required to complete the Major Thesis
(48 credit points).

2.

Students entering under section 6(2) of the Honours Masters Degree
Requirements (i.e. from a degree of Bachelor of a standard below Honours
Class II, Division 2) are required to complete subjects which aggregate not
less than 96 credit points . These will consist of subjects of not less than 48
credit points recommended by the Chairman of the Department together
with the Major Thesis (48 credit points) .

ACCOUNTANCY AND LEGAL STUDIES
DIPLOMA IN ACCOUNTANCY
In accordance with the general regulations governing graduate diplomas, candidates
for the Diploma in Accountancy must have been admitted to the degree of
Bachelor in the University or other approved institution . In special circumstances
a professional person holding a tertiary qualification (for ex ample, an experienced
accountant with the Commerce (Accounting Procedures) Certificate ) may be
permitted to enrol. The main requirement is that subjects aggregating not less
than 30 credit points of the 48 necessary for the Diploma are to be obtained
from 200 and/or 300-level subjects offered by the Accountancy and Legal Studies
Department . The Diploma requires one year full -t ime study or part-time equivalent.
The Diploma serves a wide variety of interests . On the one hand Science or Engineering graduates may study first the second year accounting or take, say,
Management Accounting to third year, and on the other hand, Accountancy
students m ay specialise further for professional purposes.

Specific requirements for the Diploma are:
1.

Not l ess than 30 credit points (of the minimum required of 48) are to b e
obtained from 200- and/or 300-level subjects offered by th e D epartment
of Accountancy.

2.

With the approval of the Chairman of the Department of Accountancy
and L ega l Studi es subjects may be se lected from 900-level subjects offered
by th e Department of Accountancy and L egal Studies. (Any subjects
selected under this clause may be i ncluded in the 30 credit p oints required
undP.r 1 .) .
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3.

The whole course for the diploma is to be approved by· the Chairman of
the Department of Accountancy and Legal Studies as providing a coherent
course of study.
·

MASTER OF STUDIES IN ACCOUNTANCY AND LEGAL STUDIES
The purpose of this pass degree is to provide graduate students, who have com·
pleted the accountancy specialisation for the BCom degree, with the apport·
unity of further in-depth study of advanced topics in account ing and commerc ial
law. This degree should be particularly suitable for students wishing to specia l ise
in professional areas, or wishing to complete specialisations approved by the
Austral ian Society of Accountants.
The degree of 48 credit points may be studied full-time over one year, or may be
studied part-time. Subject:; are to be selected from the Sched ule of Graduate
Subjects. Entry requires a BCom degree with a specialisation in Accountancy,
or equivalent degree.

THE HONOURS MASTER OF COMMERCE DEGREE,
ACCOUNTANCY AND LEGAL STUDIES OR ECONOMICS
A.

1.
Candidates who have completed the requirements for the award of
the BCom{Hons) in Accountancy or Economics at a standard of Class II ,
Division 2 or higher, or an equivalent degree, may qualify for the award of
the MCom {Hons) degree by completing at honours standard any one of the
following courses of study.
{ i)

Thesis {48 credit points).

or

{ii)

Project {12 credit points, Accountancy; 16 credit points,
Economics) plus course work to aggregate not less than
48 credit points.

or

{iii)

Research report {24 credit points) and course work aggregating not less than 24 credit points.

or

{iv)

Course work aggregating not less than 48 credit points.

2.
Subjects are to be selected from 900-level subjects offered by either
the Department of Accountancy and Legal Studies or the Department of
Economics, and included in the Schedule of Graduate Subjects ; provided
that:
{a)

A combination of Economics and Accountancy subjects may be
approved by the Chairmen of the two Departments, and

{b)

Subjects aggregating not more than 12 credit points may be selected
from those offered by other Departments, where approval is given
by the Chairmen of the respective Departments {i.e., the Department offering the subject on one hand, and on the other , either
Accountancy and Legal Studies or Economics as appropriate in each
case. The appropriate Department would be the Department in
which the student had taken or planned to take more than 48 credit
points in Honours subjects for the undergraduate degree and graduate subjects for this degree.).

3.
A candidate may not include for this degree subjects sim-ilar in
content to subjects included in the honours part of the undergraduate
course.
B.

Candidates who have completP.d the requirements for the BCom degree at
a standard less than Honours Class II, Division 2, or equivalent degree,
may, subject to the al tainment uf a satisfactory standard in that degree , be
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permitted to register as candidates for the MCom(Hons) degree. Such
candidates may qualify for the award of the degree by completing at
honours standard subjects aggregating not less than 96 credit points of
which subjects aggregating not less than 48 credit points shall be selected
in accordance with the requirements (1) to (3) above.
THE HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE,
ACCOUNTANCY AND LEGAL STUDIES OR ECONOMICS

A.

1.
Candidates who have completed at an acceptable standard th e
requirements for the award of the BA(Hons) in Accountancy and Legal
Studies or Economics at a standard of Class II, Division 2 or higher, or an
equivalent degree, may qualify for the award of the MA(Hons) degree by
comp leting at honours standard any one of the following subjects, or
combi nat1on of subjects :
(i)

Thesis (48 credit points).

or

(ii)

Project (12 credit points , Accountancy ; 16 credit points,
Economics) plus course work to aggregate not less than
48 credit points.

or

(iii)

Research report (24 credit points) and course work aggregating not less than 24 credit points .

or

(iv)

Course work aggregating not less than 48 credit points.

2.
Subjects are to be selected from 900-level subjects offered by
either the Department of Accountancy and Legal Studies or the Department of Economics, and included in the Schedule of Graduate Subjects ;
provided that:
(a)

A combination uf Economics and Accountancy subjects may be
approved by the Chairmen of the two departments, and

(b)

Subjects aggregating not more than 12 credit points may be selected
from those offered by other Departments, where approval is given
by the Chairmen of the respective Departments (i.e., the Department
offering the subject on one hand, and on the other, either Accountancy and Legal Studies or Economics as appropriate in each case .
The appropriate Department would be the Department in which the
student had taken or planned to take more than 48 credit points in
Honours subjects for the undergraduate degree and graduate subjects
for this degree).

3.
A candidate may not include for this degree subjects similar in
content to subjects included in the honours part of the undergraduate
course.
B.

Candidates who have completed the requirements for the BA degree at a
standard less than Class II, Division 2, or equivalent degree, may, subject to
the attai nment of a satisfactory standard in that degree, be permitted to
register as candidates for the MA(Hons) degree. Such candidates m ay
qualify for the award of the degree by completing at honours standard
subjects aggregating not less than 96 credit points of which subjects aggregating not less than 48 credit points shall be selected in accordance w it h
the requirements (1) to (3) above.
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references, including books and journal articles . Specific recommendations may
be obtained from the Accountancy and Legal Studies Department.

ACCY903 ACCOUNTING THEORY
6 credit points
The nature of research, theory formation and validation. The nature of accounting.
A study of the methods used in accounting theory formation, and of attempts
to formulate theories of accounting.

ACCY904 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
6 credit points
The objectives and functions of external financial reporting, including periodic
profit measurement. Evaluation of accounting measurement methods including
historical cost, general price level, current value and relative price change models.
Communication in accounting reports.

ACCY905 INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING
6 credit points
Differences in accounting thought and standards between countries. Influence
of national outlook and policies and of economic infra-structure on accounting
practice . Accounting developments in State-controlled economies and in developing countries. Comparative study of accounting in developed nations . Uniform
systems of accounting. Corporate growth and its impact on accounting and
auditing . Comparative study of auditing and reporting standards, and international
aspects of public accounting practice. The multi-national corporation. The effect
of changing price levels on accounting for international operations.

ACCY906 ISSUES IN FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
6 credit points
Contemporary issues in financial reporting to external parties, including accounting
for different classes of assets, liabilities and equities. Legal, institutional and
professional reporting requirements including proposals for improvement in
accounting principles applied in practice .

ACCY913 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
6 credit points
The conceptual basis of management accounting and information systems. Management systems and the management process. Business objectives: multiple and
conflicting goals. Qualification of objectives. Information theory and commun ication within organisation. Developments in decision models, project and period
planning, budgetary models and control systems, and measurement of performance,
including motivation and behavioural considerations.

ACCY914 MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND CONTROL
6 credit points
Planning and control problems of decentralised organisations. Budgeting for and
control of expense centres . Evaluation of managerial performance. Non-profit
measures of performance. Inter-divisional arrangements. Internal profit measurement and transfer pricing. Administration of the capital budget. Organisation ,
staffing and appraisal of the accounting and inform ation services.
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ACCY915 CAPITAL INVESTMENT**
6 credit points
An in-depth study of capital investment decision analysis. The theoretical bases
of net present value and internal rate of return selection criter ia. The app lication
of investment selection criteria under diverse conditions such as capital rationing,
mutually exclusive choice situations, buy/lease decisions, fluctuating rates of
output and inflation. The incorporation of risk into capital investment decision
analysis, including the application of capital asset pricing models to investment
evaluation.

ACCY916 STUDIES IN CONTROLLERSHIP
6 credit points
The role and functions of the Chief Accounting Officer. Designing, installing and
managing accounting systems - both financial and managerial . Specific problem
areas in controllership, as depicted in selected case studies.

ACCY917 TOPICS IN ORGANISATION
6 credit points
Approaches to the study of organisation. Analysis of organisation with special
reference to questions of structure and design, the relationship between organisation and environment , pol icy formation processes, and pol icy implementation.

ACCY923 INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT**
6 credit points
The theory of optimal investment decisions. Cost of capita l. Introduction to
portfolio theory and capital markets. Portfolio analysis. Sources of investment
information. Investment media and strategies. Analysis of corporate performance
and securities.

ACCY924 CORPORATE FINANCIAL
INFORMATION ANALYSIS**
.6 credit points
A survey of methods for the appraisal and prediction of corporate financial
performance from such publicly available information as accounting numbers,
industry and economic statistics, and stock market data . Equal emphasis is
placed upon the development of theoretical constructs, and appraisal of the
results of empirical research, especially Australian studies .

ACCY933 STUDIES IN INFORMATION
SYSTEMS IN ACCOUNTING
6 credit points
Studies of particular computer applications in accounting. Sp ecific probl em areas
as depicted in selected case studies.

'*These subjects, AACY915, ACCY923 and ACCY924 are normally taught in
collaboration w1th the Dennrtment of Bus iness Policy and Op~rations
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ACCY943 AUDITING AND ACCOUNTING
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
6 c1edit points
The general principles of auditing applied to the audit of computer-based accounting
systems and the use of computers as an auditing tool.
Particular emphasis on the positive aspects of auditing and internal control,
including their contribution towards improvements in:
(a)

management functions such as planning, and

(b)

the qudlity (both real anrl perceived) of information flows within
an entity and between it and external part1es.

ACCY951 TAXATION POLICY AND PRACTICE
Session 1 or 2; 6 credit points
An examination of the revenue laws including income tax, sales tax, property
tax, stamp duty and payroll tax . (N .B. This subject is not to count with ACCY352
Advanced Taxation Law).
No prescribed textbooks.

ACCY953 STUDIES IN TAXATION
6 credit points
The statutory and common law foundations of the Federal Income tax system.
Common law concepts of income and capital and statutory modifications and
interpretations of these concepts. Legal and acc.;ounting approaches to taxable
income. Tax and estate planning concepts. Tax avoidance and evasion. Tax in·
cidence and equity. An examination of tax policies, provisions and problems
relating to special entities· and special provision areas, such as primary producers,
mining and petroleum industries, non-residence, foreign-controlled companies
and royalty provisions. International nspects of Australian income tax including
double tax agreements.

ACCY963 JURISPRUDENCE
6 credit points
A study of theories on the nature and purpose of law.

ACCY964 STUDIES IN BUSINESS LAW
6 credit points
A detailed examination of the law relating to selected aspects of business organ·
isation, including the law relating to the nature and formation of partnership,
mergers and takeovers, insider trading, and securities.

ACCY965 STUDIES IN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
6 credit points
A detailed examination of the legal problems raised for individual citizens in the
exercise of Governmental or other public powers. Particular topics include delegated
legislation, ministerial responsibility, statutory corporations and administrative
tribunals, Crown proceedings; and the statutory and common law procedures
which may be invoked to counter allegations of maladministration or illegality
including the Administrative Appeals Tribunals, judicial review and ombudsmen.
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ACCY966 STUDIES IN INDUSTRIAL LAW
6 credit points
A detailed examination of the law (including some comparative law) relating to
selected aspects of employment relationships including industrial accidents,
job security, registration and control of trade unions, picketing, the right to work
and ·closed shop agreements , and conciliation and arbitration and collective
bargaining.

ACCY967 STUDIES IN TRADE PRACTICES
AND CONSUMER LAW
6 credit points
A detailed examination of restnct1ve trade practices and the development of
the law to counter them including the role of the Commonwealth and New
South Wales agencies which administer the relevant Acts.

ACCY968 INSOLVENCIES
Session 1 or 2; 6 credit points
Accounting and legal aspects of corporate and non~orporate insolvencies including bankruptcies, liquidations, receivership; alteration of capital, reconstruction, amalgamation and takeovers. (N.B. A student who has passed ACCY368
Insolvencies may not enrol in this subject).

ACCY973 HISTORY OF ACCOUNTING THOUGHT
6 credit points
An examination of the environmental factors and processes by which accounting
thought, practices and institutions originated and developed in the ancient,
mediaeval and modern eras. Ancient accounts. Special-purpose account-keeping in
the Middle Ages. Philosophy, influence and constraints of the doub le-entry
system. Development of basic concepts of continuity, accrual account ing and
I imited I iabil ity. Impact of the Industrial Revolution and changing corporate
environment on accounting development. Legislation and institutional influences
on accounting.

ACCY983 STUDIES IN GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING
6 credit points
A detailed examination of selected areas in federal , state, regional or local government accounting.

ACCY985 SPECIAL TOPIC IN ACCOUNTING- A
6 credit points
A special topic to be selected from any area of financial accounting , management
accounting, business finance , information systems or go vernment accounting .
(N .B . The selection would be made by the Departmental Chairman, taking into
account the expertise of academic staff, including visiting staff, and the in terest
of students.)
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ACCY986 SPECIAL TOPIC IN ACCOUNTING- B
6 credit points
A sp ecial top1c to be selected trom any area of financi al accounting, managem ent
accounting , business finance, information systems or government accounting.
(N .B. The selection would be made by the Departmental Chairman, taking into
account the expertise of academic staff, including visiting staff , and the interest
of students .)

ACCY987 SPECIAL TOPIC IN LAW- A
6 credit points
A special topic to be selected from any area of commerc ial law. (N .B . The selection would be made by the Departmental Chairman taking into account the
expertise of academic staff, including visiting staff, and the interest of students.)

ACCY988 SPECIAL TOPIC IN LAW- B
6 credit points
A special topic to be selected from any area of commercial law. (N .B . The sel ection would be made by the Departmental Chairman taking into account the
expertise of academic staff, including visiting staff , and the interest of students.)

ACCY993 RESEARCH ESSAY
ACCY994 PROJECT
ACCY995 RESEARCH PROJECT
ACCY996 THESIS
12 credit points
Information may be obtained from the Departmental Chairman regarding ACCY
993, ACCY994, /\CCY!J!J5 and ACCY996.
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BIOLOGY
HONOURS MASTER OF SCIENCE
BIOL999

Major Th esis

See Note at the beginning of thl' section Description of Subjects.

48 credit points
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BUSINESS POLICY AND OPERATIONS
DIPLOMA IN MANAGEMENT
In accordance with the general regula tions for graduate diplomas , candidates for
the Diploma in Management must have been adm i tted to the degree of Bachelor in
the Un iversity or other approved instititution. In special circumstances a manager
holding other academic or professional qualificati ons and with experience in a
managerial posit i on for not less than five years may be admitted as a candidate.
Candidates are required to complete the compulsory subjects together with
optional subjects selected from the schedule of subjects fo r the Diploma, and
aggregat in g 48 credit points . The overall course of study for the D iploma .is to
be approved by the Chairman , Department of Bus in ess Policy and Operations . No
credit from previous study is perm itted .
The purpose of the D iploma in Management is to provide an education with an
applied emphas is at post graduate level in the sev.eral functional areas of management suitable for "generalists" in management.
The Diploma may only be studied part-time . Classes are conducted on a sem inar
basis, students being encouraged to participate fully , drawing on their work experience. Because of this the number of candidates in each seminar group is
restricted .

MASTER OF MANAGEMENT
The objective of this degree is to enable graduates over a per iod of three years
part-time study, undertaken whilst working, to be introduced to the main functional areas of management and to the concepts needed by management in order to be
able to manage effectively and efficiently. For th is purpose , certain key factors
need to be studied in depth .
This is achieved in ten compulsory subjects of six credit points each, plus two
optional subjects. The compulsory subjects embrace the main areas. Because of
the wide coverage required by the "generalist" thrust of the degree there is only
a limited opportunity for the selection of optional subjects . Candidates will be
encouraged tn select complementary subjet:lslike, for example, Personnel Management and Industrial Relations or Production and Operations Management and
Management of Technology. The purpose of the two "speaial topics" is to enable
expertise of visiting staff, including that of other departments, to be drawn on
in offering relevant optional subjects . For examp le, the subject Selected Legal
Topics in Management would enable administrat ive law, consumer law, taxation
law or any other areas of law of significance to management to be studied at
greater depth.
Specific requirements for the Master of Management

Entry: University degree or equivalent.
Length: Three years part-time, 72 credit points.
Subjects for the first year correspond to those compulsory for the Diploma
in Management (i .e. 24 credit points) plus add itional compulsory and optional subjects aggregating a ·further 48 cred it po ints . No credit from prev ious
study is permitted.

Course approval: The programme of study for each student is to be approved by
the Chairman, Department of Business Pol icy and Operations . Students who
have ~u bstantia lly covered the content of any of the compulsory subjects,
may be exempted by the Departmental Cha irman from any such subject,
but will be required to substitute an opt i ona l subject for each subject for
wh ich exemption is granted.

Course content: Subjects are selected from the Schedule of Graduate Subj ects.
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DIPLOMA IN MANAGEMENT AND
MASTER OF MANAGEMENT SUBJECT DESCRIPTIONS

BPOL901 CAPITAL INVESTMENT
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, essay(s) and examinations.
Pre-requisite: ACCY221 or BPOL921
An in-depth study of cap ital rnvestment decisi on analysrs. The theoretrcal bases
of net present value and interna l rate of return selection criteria. The application
of investment selection criteria under diverse conditions such as capital rationing,
mutually exclusive choice situat i ons, buy / lease decisions, fluctuating rates of output and inflation. The incorporation of risk into capital investment decision
analysis, including the applicatron of cap i tal asset pricing models to investment
eva I uation.
No prescribed textbooks.

BP0902 TOPICS IN ORGANISATION
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, essay (s) and examination (s).
Pre-requisite: BPOL314 or BPOL911
Approaches to the study of organisation. Analysis of organisation with special
reference to questions of structure and design, the relationship between organisation and environment, policy format i on processes, and policy implementation .
No prescribed textbooks.

BPOL903 INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, essay (s) and examinations
Pre-requisite: ACCY221 or BPOL921
The theory of optimal investment decisions. Cost of capital . Introduction to portfolio theory and capital markets . Portfolio analysis. Sources of investment information . Investment media and strateg ies. Analysis of corporate performance and
securities .
No prescribed textbooks .

BPOL904 CORPORATE FINANCIAL
INFORMATION ANALYSIS
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, essay (s) and exam ination (s)
Pre-requisite: ACCY221 or BPOL921
A survey of methods for the appra isal and prediction of corporate financial
performance from such publicly ava ilable information as accounting numbers,
industry and economic statistics, and stock market data. Equal emphasis is placed
upon the development of theoret ical constructs, and appraisal of the results of
empirical research, especially Austral ian studies.

TEXTBOOKS
Ball, R., Brown, P., Finn, F .J. and Officer, R.R., Share Markets and Portfolio
Theory . University of Queensland Press .
Foster, G . Finance Statement Analysis, Prentice-Hall.
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BPOL911 ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
6 credi t points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: ,em in ars, case stud ies, essay (s) and ex am ina ti on (s)
A study of the behaviour of individuals in organ isat ions , groups and group processes, leadership and communication, organisation design and job design, appra i sa l of performance, processes of organ is at io nal change and development.
TEXTBOOKS
Cohen, A .R ., Fink, S. L ., Gadon, H . & Wil li ts, R .D. Effective Behaviour in Organ isations. Irwin .
Zander , A. Making Groups Effective, Jossey -BAss Puh li shers. 1982.

BPOL912 MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS.
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case stud ies, essay (s) and ex am ination (s)
An aly sis of the relationsh ip between information and decision systems in organ isati on s. Cybernetic control systems for organ isations. Nature of organisational
contro l. Planning and uncertainty . Strategies fo r cop ing with variety .

BPOL921 MANAGERIAL FINANCE
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case studies, essay s and examinat ions
Pre -requisite : ACCY901
An ex am i nation of the sources of corporate fi nance and the identi f icat i on of
rele vant costs for decision making.
TEXTBOOKS
Archer , C.H . Choate, C .M., and Racette , A . Financial Management: An lntoduction. W iley .
Bruce, R., McKern, B. and Pollard, I. (eds) Handbook of Australian Corporate
Finance, Butterworth.
Van Horne, J .C ., Nicol, R. and Wright, K . Financial Management and Policy in
Australia, Prentice-Hall.

BPOL922 MARKETING
6 credi t points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case studies, essay( s) and ex amination(s)
M arketing as a vital part of the corporate plann ing cy cle ; developing a company 's
market ing or ientation ; marketing pla n n ing ; ma r ket ing opportunities; product
strategies, including segmentation , product-m ix and brand strategies and new
product development; pr icing and channel strateg ies ; and promotional strateg ies
w i th respect to advert ising, public relat ions, personal sell ing and sales promot ion .
No prescribed te x tbooks .

BPOL923 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR MANAGERS
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, assignments, essay( s) and exam inati on(s)
Not to count w ith ECON963
A su rvey of quant i tative tools comm on ly u se d by managers . Top ics w ill include
de scri pt ive and inferential statistics ; regress ion and correlation an alysis, sampling;
si gn if icance test i ng; decision -tree model s; foreca st ing ; queue ing models and linear
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p r ogramming. Appl icat i ons w i ll be microeconom1c aspects o f m an agerial dec1s1on
making such as the empirical estimation of demand schedules and the analysis of
production decisions.
No prescribed textbooks.

BPOL931 STRATEGIC PLANNING AND POLICY
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: ass i gnments, essay(s) and examination(s)
Pre-requisite: Compulsory first and second year subjects
The formulation of un if ied, comprehensive and integrated p lans designed to
ensure that the basic objectives of enterprises are achieved . Primary emphasis
will be on the dynam ics of the interaction of policies, the extern al env ironment,
strategy and organisational design; and the integration of functional activities
into a unified effort. The course will encompass both conceptual issues and case
studies.
No prescribed textbooks.

BPOL932 MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, assignments, essay (s) and examination (s 1
Not to count with ECON962
An introduction to the economic framework for decision mak i ng. Topics include :
marginal analysis and decisions; managerial objectives, prof i t and uncertainty;
cost analysis, advertising and price theory; competition and industrial market
structures; implications of monetary and fiscal policy for the firm; and the influence of international trade on the domestic economic framework.
No prescribed textbooks .

BPOL951 HISTORY OF MANAGEMENT THOUGHT
6 credit points (2 hours per week)

Assessment: seminars, case studies, essay (s) and examination (sJ
An overview of the development of management thought w ith emphasis on the
different approaches which have been employed in attempting to solve the
perpetual problems faced by managers through the ages .
· No prescribed textbooks.

BPOL952 PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case studies, essay (s) and examination Is 1
The design and operation of goods and service producing act iVIties with particular
reference to the development of short term decision models.

TEXTBOOKS
Adam, E.E. and Ebert, R .J., Production and Operations Management, Prentice Hall.
Meier, R.C ., Johnson, A.A., Newell, W.T ., and Schrieber, A .\ ., Cases in Production and Operations Management, Prentice -Hall .
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BPOL953 PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case studies, essay (s) and examination (s)
Managing people at work, including examination of employment policies and
selection, performance appraisal, training and development, financial compensation and welfare, health and safety, and related legal aspects.
The Economics Department proposes to collaborate in developing an integrated
inter-disciplinary study of the subject area. Its contribution will be based on the
study of the supply of and demand for human resources both in the organisation
of the individual management unit and in macroeconomic terms.
Nu J,Jrescribed textbooks.

BPOL954 SPECIAL TOPIC IN MANAGEMENT
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case studies, essay(s) and examination(s)_
A special topic selected from any area of management. (N .B. The selection would
be made by the Departmental Chairman, taking into account the expertise of
academic staff, including visiting staff, and the interest of students).
No prescribed textbooks.

BPOL955 SPECIAL TOPIC IN MANAGEMENT
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case studies, essay (s) and examination (s)_
A special topic selected from any area of management. (N.B. The selection would
be made py the Departmental Chairman, taking into account the expertise of
academic staff, including visiting staff, and the interest of students).
No prescribed textbooks.

BPOL956 PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case studies and examination (s)
The subject will be taught in two parts_ The first part will involve critical analysis
of certain concepts that can be used to obtain a deeper understanding about the
nature of products. The following are examples of some of the concepts which
will be studied - product life cycle, segmentation, product positioning and the
product portfolio concept.
The major emphasis of the subject will be placed on the second part which will
be concerned with the new product development process. This process will be
examined in detail and special consideration will be given to new industrial
products. In essence, the subject will be concerned with the question of how to
reduce the risk of new product failure.
·

TEXTBOOKS
To be advi sed.
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BPOL957 BUSINESS HISTORY
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case studies, assignments and examination (s)
A multidisciplinary approach to the factors that have determined the most outstanding business successes and failures in history. Cases will be selected from the
United States, Britain, Germany, Japan and Australia. Both internal and external
factors, such as the finance/investment decision-making processes within the firm,
and the financial and macroeconomic context in which the businesses found
themselves, will be examined, as will be national differences in managerial styles,
work habits, and the legal framework.
No prescribed textbooks.

BPOL958 INDUSTRY ANALYSIS AND
INVESTMENT POLICY
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, case studies, assignments and examination (s)
An examination of sectors of the economy from the perspective of modern
investment theory. It is designed to complement such subjects as security analysis,
portfolio management and corporate policy . Employing the tools of economics,
it describes and evaluates selected industries with special reference to the finance,
mining and steel industries.
Particular emphasis will be placed on the role of government intervention in each
industry, such as the effect of regulations and tax incentives. Case studies will be
used to illustrate the principles involved, with the emphasis being on Australian
material.
No prescribed textbooks.

BPOL960 CASE STUDY
6 credit points
An analysis of a particular managerial problem encountered in practice.
No prescribed textbooks .

BPOL961 ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE
AND DEVELOPMENT
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, essays
A study of how organisations change, with emphasis on the processes and approach·
es employed to generate planned change. Problems of manag in g change will be
discussed and extensive use will be made of case studies.
No prescribed textbooks.

BPOL962 MACRO-ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Assessment: seminars, essays
An examination of structures and processes in organ isa tion, issues in organisational
design, organisation environment relations and emerging perspecti ve in macro organisational behaviour.
No prescribed textbooks.
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CHEMISTRY
HONOURS MASTER OF SCIENCE

Introduction and Objectives
There have been many rapid advances in Chemistry, particularly in chemical
instrumentation , over the past decade. Many techniques and applications are now
in common use which did not even exist five years ago. There is therefore a need
for Chemistry graduates, especially those of some standing, to become aware
of, and proficient in, at least some of these new developments. The proposed
courses are intended to provide for the specific needs and interests of applicants
from both Industry and Education.

Structu1e of the Course
The course will be made up of subjects selected from those described below ,
in accordance with the Honours Masters Degree Regulations .
There are two paths to the degree :
(a)

by research only, for students entering with a degree of Honours Class II,
Division 2 standard or above. They will do the 48 credit point CHEM920;

(b)

by a combination of research ond coursework, for students entering with
a degree below Honours Class II, Division 2 standard. They will do a
research project (CHEM920) plus the coursework subjects CHEM910
Selected Topics in Chemistry, CHEM918 Chemistry Report and CHEM919
Advanced Topics in Chemistry, described below . That is, they will take
subjects to a value of 96 credit points.

Entry to the Course
This is subject to the approval of the A cad em ic Senate on the advice of the
Chairman, Department of Chemistry .

Selection of Subjects
Students must consult the Chairman, Department of Chemistry, for approval of
their proposed choice of subjects.

Pre-requisites
The minimum -pre-requisite for all subjects is that the student must have graduated
with at least 24 credit points of 300-level Chemistry subjects.

CHEM910 SELECTED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY
Double session; 16 credit points (56 hrs lectures, 56 hrs tutorials)
Compulsory for all students doing MSc in Chemistry by coursework, except
for students who have passed CHEM411
Not to count with CHEM411
Assessment: Written examination +Seminar
Theories concerning the creation of life on Earth; Organic and Inorganic Geochemistry and its effect on en)lironment; Vitam ins, hormones and important
common drug s; Introduction to Digital Instrumentation; The Basic Nature and
desirable properties of Materials (e.g. ceramics, glasses, polymeric and composite
materials); Chemist ry through the Ages; Chemical Literature; Chemistry and
Society; Computer Simulation of Complex Systems; and others added as required .
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CHEM918 CHEMISTRY REPORT
Double session; 16 credit points (112 hrs tutorials)
Assessment: Substantial report
Under the supervision of staff appointed by the Chairman, Department of Chern istry, students will survey the chemical literature and prepare a report on a topic
chosen by the supervising staff.

CHEM919 ADVANCED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY
Double session: 16 credit points (56 hrs lectures, 56hrs tutorials)
Assessment: Wr itten examination and seminar
Advanced lecture topics drawn from organic chemistry, mo rganic chemistry,
physical chemistry and analytical chemistry. The material available in any given
year will reflect student interest and the availability of staff .

CHEM920 CHEMISTRY RESEARCH PROJECT
48 credit points
Assessment: Major thesis
Topic to be arranged in consultation with the Chairman, Department of Chemistry
and approved by the Graduate Studies Committee.
MASTER OF STUDIES IN CHEMISTRY

Introduction and Objectives
There have been many rapid advances in Chemistry, particularly in chemical
instrumentation, over the past decade . Many techniques and applications are
now in common use which did not even exist five years ago . There is therefore
a need for Chemistry graduates, especially those of some standing, to become
aware of. and proficient in, at least some of these new developments. The course
is intended to provide for the specific needs and interests of applicants from both
Industry and Education .

Structure of the Course
The course is made up of subjects selected from those described below . in accord ance with the Master of Studies Degree Regulations.

Entry to the Course
This is subject to the approval of the Academic Senate on the advice of the
Chairman, Department of Chemistry .

Selection of Subjects
Students must consult the Cha irman, Department of Chemistry, for approval
of their proposed choice of subjects .

Pre-requisites
The minimum pre-requisite for all subjects is that the student must have graduated with at least 24 credit points of 300-level Chemistry subjects .

CHEM910 SELECTED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY
Double session; 16 credit points (56 hrs lectures, 56 hrs tutorials)
Not to count with CHEM411
Assessment: Written examination and seminar
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Topics chosen from: Theories concerning the creatio n of life on Earth ; Organic
and Inorganic Geochemistry and its effect on environment; Vitamins, hormones
and important common drugs; Introduction to Digital Instrumentation; The
Basic Nature and desirable properties of Materials (e.g. ceramics , glasses, poly meric and composite materials); Chemistry through the Ages ; Chemical Literature; Chemistry and Society; Computer Simulation of Complex Systems; and
others added as required.

CHEM918 CHEMISTRY REPORT
Double session; 16 credit points (112 hrs tutorials)
Asessment: Substantial report
Under the supervision of staff appointed by the Chairman, Departmomt of Chemistry, students will survey the chemical literature and prepare a report on a topic
chosen by the supervising staff.

CHEM919 ADVANCED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY
Double session; 16 credit points (56 hrs lectures, 56 hrs tutorials)
Assessment: Written examination and seminar
Advanced lecture topics drawn from organic chemistry. inorganic chemistry,
physical chemistry and analytical chemistry . The material available in any given
year will reflect student interest and the availability of staff.
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CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEERING
DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING
A ims of the Course
The Postgraduate Diploma in Public Works Engineering is intended to provide
specialised work in the areas of importance to Public Works and Local Govern ment engineers . The areas covered will include:
1.

Acts, regulations and codes of practice.

2.

Financial analysis.

3.

Civil Engineering Practice.

Although it is intended that the first two subjects (CIVL961 and CIVL962) be
completed by all students, the selection of subjects will be made w ith t he approval
of the Chairman of the Department .
Each subject offered will be rated at 8 credit points, and a tota l of 6 subjects
(48 credit points) are required to fulfil the requirements.

Entry Requirements
The course is of 1 year's full-time or 2 years part-time study for tho se candidates
who possess a Bachelor Degree.

Outline of subjects

CIVL961 ACTS, REGULATIONS AND AUTHORITIES
CONTROLLING PROJECTS
To include nature and sources of law, interpretation of documents , technical
options, Arbitration and contract law relevant to duties of a C ivil Eng i neer ;
legal problems in administering contracts; Codes of practice; Indu st ri al problems
in major engineering projects.

CIVL962 FINANCE AND ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL PROJECTS
Financing of Civil Engineering Projects from the broad perspec tive of regional ,
state and national economic policy.

CIVL963 WATER ENGINEERING
Frequency analysis of rainfall and floods ; design flood calculatio n: op en channel
hydraulics; design of hydraulic structures.

CIVL964 INVENTORY CONTROL OF ROAD SYSTEMS
The assessment and improvement of traffic flow; the determ in ati o n of road
maintenance requirements; the scheduling of maintenance wo rks, including
serviceability problems; establishment and maintenance of data bases of road
systems.

CIVL965 CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY
The significance of tests and characteristics of constituent m ate r ials; target
strength ; mix design theories; creep and shrinkage problems .

CIVL966 CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN
The analysis and design of large scale proj ects using both steel and concrete
as basic matenals.
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CIVL967 ADVANCES IN CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES
To include advances in such areas as digital computers, instrumentation and
testing and the fields of construction , analysis and d esign .

CIVL968 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
The examination of complex interaction of man made environments with natural
environments ; measurements and their interpreta t ion ; regulations ; noise .

CIVL969 BRIDGE ENGINEERING
To include types of bridges, design codes, design of superstructures. rlPsign of
foundations , computer programme 5Uites.

CIVL970 PORT DEVELOPMENT
To include topics from : Impact of port development, traffic forecasting, planning models, capacity analysis, problems of specific commodities . Environmental
issues of ports.

CIVL971 ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Theory and practice of organisation, managemen t and control; introduction to
industrial law and law of contract; project finance and cost control methods;
industrial relations; the use of human physical resources . A variety of problem
solving techniques will be discussed with emphasis on their practical application,
and a project will be completed.

CIVL972 TOWN PLANNING
Urbanisation past and present. The modern city in ils regional context. Planning
processes and techniques . Plans and planners; planning law and administration in
New South Wales. Planning project.

CIVL973 PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEERING
Water suprly and treatme11t; Sources of supply, estimates of demand . Water
quality standards, methods of water treatment. Atmospheric pollution; sources
of pollution, methods of control. Design of sewerage systems, sewage treatment
processes. Urban storm drainage. Trade wastes; effects and treatment. Specifications and estimates. Inspection of water and wastewater treatment plants. Project.

CIVL974 ROADS ENGINEERING
Road location and surveys, road design standards, types and functions of pavements, construction methods, earthworks and earthmoving machinery . Construction planning and scheduling. Road drainage requirements . Economic analysis
and costing. Transport systems and communication networks. Project.

HONOURS MASTER OF ENGINEERING- CIVIL ENGINEERING
The Department of Civil and Mining Engineering offers the following opportunities
for graduates to conduct research or pursue an advanced course of study:

1.

1.

Honours Master of Engineering Degree by coursework.

2.

Honours Master of Engineering Degree by research thesis.

3.

Honours Master of Engineering Deg r ee by combinations of course:
work and research thesis .

The Honours Master of Engineering Degree by Coursework

The Honour s Mast er of Engineering Degree by coursework is intended for engin -
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eers who have had some professional experience after graduating. It consists of
lecture courses together with a project. The lectures and projects will be closely
related where possible to the professional interests of those taking part.
2.

The Honours Master of Engineering Degree by Research Thesis

The Honours Master of Engineering Degree by research thesis is intended for those
engineers qualified and interested in specific problems.
3,

The Honours Master of Engineering Degree by Combinations of Coursework and Research Thesis.

This is the more normal course for the younger Civil Engineer, and gives him/her
training in research and also gives greater depth of understanding in specialist
postgraduate areas.

Master of Engineering Research Thesis Topics
The following subject areas are available for graduates wishing to conduct research
for the Honours Master of Engineering Degree.
Transportation, highway materials; planning for recreation, planning for urban
and regional purposes. Computer applications in traffic engineering. Economic
analysis and highway inventories. Design of highways, computer methods.
Estuary and coastal engineering, sediment transport. Hydraulic model studies.
Engineering hydrology. Flood frequency . Design flood estimations. Flood
hydrograph models. Open channel hydraulics. Hydraulics of drainage structures.
Urban drainage. Sediment transport.
Finite element methods, the application of finite element methods to the design
of bridges and flat plate structures. Foundations, slopes. Failure of rock and soil
masses.
Mathematical theories of elasticity and plasticity applied to engineering problems.
Experimental methods. Vibrations .
Engineering and construction materials. Use of industrial by-products in cementitious products. Workability of concrete. Use of pulverised fuel ash in concrete.
Stabilisation with p.f.a. Highway materials. Fabrication. Fracture mechanics .
Testing under cyclic loads. Programmed testing.

Aims of the Course
The programmes of study allow the student to combine specialist postgraduate
subjects according to his/her undergraduate background, with project work. It is
intended to strengthen professional training in a context of problems and policies
which reach beyond the conventionally recognised boundaries of single disciplines.
Elective postgraduate subjects and introductions to disciplines in which the
student has no experience, are available.
The programme for the Honours Master of Engineering Degree offered by the
Department of Civil and Mining Engineering has two explicit aims :
(a)

Specialist Training. Postgraduate training is provided for students
with appropriate backgrounds, to enable professional development
in their particular discipline. This is achieved by providing access to
existing postgraduate courses already offered by Civil Engineering.

(b)

Interdisciplinary Training. An interdisciplinary framework is provided, within which postgraduate training in Civil Engineering may be
integrated with other disciplines. This is achieved by the provision
of limited access to concentrated study in other disciplines.
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Entry Requiremen ts
Normally the course is of 1 year full -time or 2 years part -time study for those
candidates who possess a Aache lor Degree with Honours Class II , Division 2 or
higher . Appli ca nts possessing a Bachelor degree of a standard less than Honours
Class II, Division 2 will have their programme approved by th e Academic Senate
after consultation with the Chairman of the Department of Civil and Mining
Engineering .

Credit Points
Each subj ect listed below, except where otherwise stated, has a credit point
value of 5.

CIVL901 PROJECT
First stage of a comprehensive study concerning a specific topic ; formulat ion of
problem and I iterature study , critical examination of current work; planning of
solution methods ; discussion of results of initial work.
With the approval of the Departmental Chairman this subject may be taken by
students who intended to enrol in an 8 credit point thesis. It will not be available to those students who enrol in a 28 credit point thesis.

CIVL902 RELIABILITY IN GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
Conventional safety factor and its limitations in representing safety or reliabilitY ;
geotechnical predictions and associated degree of confidence ; variability of soil
and rock deposits ; uncertainties in material parameters, geotechnical models
and failure mechanisms; statistical data and probabilistic approaches; failure
probability and reliability; different probability distributions; deterministic and
probabilistic approachP.s compared ; reliability ot geotechnical systems ; recent
developments probability of failure propagation and initiation, most probable
extent of embankment or slope failure .

CIVL903 CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY
Mix design Lheories ; design of high strength and lightweight concrete, elastic
behaviour ; strength, creep, shrinkage ; significance of tests and properties of
constituent materials; analysis of results ; non-destructive tests; special concrete
applications.

CIVL904 HIGHWAY MATERIALS
Soil and roadmaking aggregate surveys ; compaction of soil; road construction
with soil and low-grade aggregates; mechanical, cement, bituminous, and resinous
stabilisation; constructional methods in soil stabilisation .
The origin, preparation, constitution and rheology of bituminous binders; Mechanical and physical properties of bituminous materials. Close and open textured
materials. Surface dressing. Plant. Sampling and testing. Maintenance.
Concrete constructi-o n. Materials; mixing; laying; sampling and testing. Maintenance.
Pavement design and evaluation - a review of current Australian, European and
North American Practice.

CIVL905 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING
Transport Problems; Urban Travel Demands; the Transport Planning Proc ess;
Travel-Demand Forecasting ; Trip Generation Analysis; Model Split Analys is;
Trip Distribution Analysis; Route Assignment Analysis ; Economic Analysis ; Em ployment and Population Forecasts ; Evaluation of Transport Plans; Airport engin-
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eer ing : class if ication , design standards , layout and development , term inal facilities ,
city-a irport t ransport systems; urban transportation ; railroad engin eering ; light
rail rapid transit; p ipeline transportation; belt conveyors -freight and passengers .

CIVL906 TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
Characteristics of vehicles, drivers and pedestrians; vehicle speeds, volumes , journey
times; accident stud ies ; traff ic management ; parking; traffic prediction ; economic
analysis .

CIVL907 CIVIL ENGINEERING COMPUTATIONS
(i)
The use of problem oriented languages in solving Civil Engineering problems,
including I.C .E.S. STRUDL , COGO, ROADS , TRANSET, PROJECT, BRIDGE ,
SEPOL , LEASE, TRAVOL. In general these subsystems can be applied to Struct ural systems, co-ordinate geometry, roadway analysis, transportation networks ,
project engineering, bridge design, settlement problems, stability of slopes and
traffic volume problem s.
(ii)
The development of general user programmes using ICES Command
Definition Language, Command Interpreter System, ICETRAN.
This subject will concentrate on STRUDL which is designed for application to a
wide range of Structural types , both two and three dimensional, including trusses,
frames , and continuous finite elements. Any combination of these components
may be used with a variety of analysis and design procedures including linear
elastic static analysis, finite element analysis, nonlinear geometric analysis, dynamic analysis, frame optimization, steel frame member design, and design and
checking of re inforced concrete building frames including beams, columns, slabs,
steel quantity and location , material take-off etc. Input data includes member
and structure boundary cond itions , prismatic or variable section members, any
number of loading conditions consisting of any number of uniform, linear, or
concentrated member loads , uniform o r concentrated member loads, uniform
or concentrated member distortions and temperature loads, and joint loads and
joint displacements .

CIVL908 ADVANCED SOIL MECHANICS
The principle of effective stress and its implications; stress paths in soil mechanics ;
problems of shear strength and failure ; peak, residual and softened shear strengths
for a soil; pore pressure parameters A and B; the use of pore pressure parameters
in practice; selected problems of stability and settlement ; the analysis and per formance of slopes; the factor of safety concept; stress analysis approaches ;
introduction to soil dynamics.

CIVL909 ADVANCED FOUNDATION ENGINEERING
General principles concerning selection of foundation type on different types of
soil ; difficult ground conditions including collapsing and swelling soils; performanc e observations in geotechnical engineering; preventative and remedial measures
against ground movement and slope failure; buoyancy rafts and basements ; selected
problems of foundation analysis and design ; dam foundations; stress distribution
and stress analysis; so il sampling and exploration ; soil stabilisation including
drainage .

CIVL910 VIBRATION OF STRUCTURES
Analysis of lumped mass systems with various degrees of freedom . Vibration of
beam s and other continuou s structures. Vibration of buildings and bridges .
Earthquake and blast load ings . Wind loadings.
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CIVL911 FINITE ELEMENTS METHODS
Variational principles; element shape functions, "displacement" and "stress"
formulations , curved and isoparametric eiP.ments; computer programming techniques; the finite strtp procedure ; analysis of plates, shells and axisymmetric
structures ; analysis of slab- and box-type bridge superstructures .

CIVL912 ENGINEERING HYDROLOGY
Storm models, storm maximisation, extreme precipitation estimates, intensity frequency-duration analysis, design storms; rainfall losses, infiltration models,
design losses; advanced unit - hydrograph theory, synthetic unit hydrographs;
hydrograph synthesis by runoff - routing; design floods for ruml and urbon
catchments.

CIVL913 ESTUARY AND COASTAL ENGINEERING
Theory of deep and shallow water waves, wave generation and decay, wave break ing, wave forces on structures; harbour resonance and seiche action, wave refraction and diffraction; breakwater design ; shoreline processes, beach protection;
tidal theory, propagation of tides into estuaries; sediment transport; fixed and
loose bed hydraulic models; inspection of hydraulic model.

CIVL914 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF BRIDGE STRUCTURES
Types of bridge; similarities between bridges and some plate- and shell-type
building structures; loadings; analytical methods: load distr ibution technique,
orthotropic plate theory, grillage and space frame methods, finite strip procedure,
finite element method and finite difference approach; computer programme
suites; design codes; design of super-structures; design of foundations .

CIVL915 NUMERICAL METHODS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Application of digital and analogue computers to Civil Engineering problems,
bounds of computation errors. Optimization techniques. Network techniques.
Finite difference methods. Conveyance of numerical calculation processes.

CIVL916 RESEARCH TOPICS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Topics will be selected from those areas of Civil Engineering in which staff members or visiting staff members to the department, are engaged in active research.

CIVL917 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERII\IG
Collection and treatment of waste water; physical, chemical and biological treatment processes; measurement of pollutants; industrial and solid waste disposal;
air pollution; noise pollution; environmental impact statements.

CIVL918 STEEL STRUCTURES
Steel behaviour . Hot rolled and cold-formed sections. Behaviour of hollow sections .
Plastic design . Local and lateral buckling. Elastic and inelastic buckling of elements
and frames.

CIVL919 EARTH STRUCTURES
Location of earth structures such as embankments and earth dams; basic design
considerations; analytical procedures including limit equilibrium methods and
str-ess analysis; soft ground tunnelling; problems associated with earth structures
including settlement cracking and subsidence; prevention and control of subsurface erosion and piping ; risk studies; maintenance and improvement of earth
structures.
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CIVL920 CIVIL ENGINEERING HYDRAULICS
Uniform flow in rivers and flood plains. Open channel roughness and flow resistance . Non-uniform open channel flow. Backwater curve computation. Unsteady
open channel flow. Flood wave routing. Hydraulics of spillways. Hydraulics of
bridges and culverts. Retarding basin hydraulics. Urban stormwater drainage
design. Sediment transport in open channel flow.

CIVL921 WASTEWATER ENGINEERING
Wastewater collection; sewer and storm drainage design; chemistry and microbiology of wastewater; effect on environment; physical, chemical and biological
treatment processes and design facilities; sludge treatment and disposal; waste. water reuse; advanced wastewater treatment; treatment plant design.

CIVL922 WATER SUPPLY ENGINEERING
Water quality; water supply sources and demand; chemistry and microbiology
of water; aeration and oxygen transfer; theory of coagulation, flocculation,
sedimentation and filtration; disinfection; water softening; desalination; design
of mains and service pipes; distribution of water.

CIVL 950 THESIS
Double session; 8 credit points

CIVL951 THESIS
Double session; 28 credit points

CIVL952 MAJOR THESIS
Double session; 48 credit points

CIVL999 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ENGINEERING
Double session; 48 credit points
Computer aided analysis and design; computer methods; concrete design; civil
engineering materials; finite element techniques; hydrology; hydraulics; numerical techniques; reliability; rock mechanics; soil mechanics; simulation; structural
analysis and design; structural topology; town planning; traffic planning; traffic
engineering ; transportation; highway engineering; urban investigations; structural
dynamics; continuum mechanics .

HONOURS MASTER OF ENGINEERING- MINING ENGINEERING
The Department of Civil and Mining Engineering offers graduates the following
opportunities to conduct research or pursue an advanced course of study in
Mining Engineering :

1.

1.

Honours Master of Engineering Degree by coursework .

2.

Honours Master of Engineering Degree by rese'irch thesis .

3.

Honours Master of Engineering Degree by combination of course work and research thesis.

The Honours Master of Engineering Degree by Coursework .

The Honours Master of Eng ineering Degree by coursework is intended for engineers who have had some professional experience after graduating . It consists of
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lecture courses together with a project. The lectures and projects will be closely
related where possible to the professional interest of those tak ing part .
2.

The Honours Master of Engineering Degree by Research Thesis.

Th e Honours Master of Engineering Degree by research thesis is intended for those
engineers qualified and interested in specific problems.
3.

The Honours Master of Engineering Degree by Combinations of Course work and Research Thesis.

This is the more normal course for the younger mining Engineer, and gives him / her
training in research and also gives greater depth of understanding in specialist
postgraduate areas.

Honours Mdscer of engineering Research Thesis Topics.
The following subject areas are available for graduates wishing to conduct research
for the Honours Master of Engineering Degree.

1.

Transportation:

Transport of minerals and personnel. Safety. Environmental considerations. Regulations.

2.

Rock Mechanics:

Mathematical theories . Subsidence. Gas Emission &
Control. Design of roofs and roofing.

3.

Economic :

Economic policies as affected by demand and Governments. Industrial relations and social problems.
Mechanisation.

4.

Materials:

Construction requirements of access and distribution.
Industrial Wastes. Development.

Aim.< of the Course
The programmes of study allow the student to combine specialist postgraduate
subjects according to his/her undergraduate background, with project work. It is
intended to strengthen professional training in a context of problems and policies
which reach beyond the conventionally recognised boundaries of single disciplines.
Elective postgraduate subjects and introductions to disciplines in which the
student has no experience, are available.
The programme for the Honours Master of Engineering Degree has two explicit
aims:
(a)

Specialist Training. Postgraduate training is provided for students with
appropriate backgrounds, to enable professional development in their
particular discipline. This is achieved by providing access to existing post graduate courses already offered.

(b)

Interdisciplinary Training. An interdisciplinary framework is provided,
within which postgraduate training in Mining Engineering may be integrated
with other disciplines. This is achieved by the provisions of limited access
to concentrated study in other disciplines.

Entry Requirements
Normally the course is of 1 year full-time or 2 years part-time study for those
candidates who possess a Bach elor Degree with Honours at Class II , Division 2
or higher. Applicants possessing a Bachelor degree of a standard less than Honours
Class 11, Division 2 will have their programme approved by the Academic Senate
after consultation with the Chairman of the Department of Civil and Mining
Engin eering .
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Credit Pom ts
Each of the subjects listed below, except where otherwise stated, has a credit
point value of 5.

MINE901 TRANSPORTATION OF MINERALS AND PERSONNEL
Transport of minerals from initial winning to stockpile and to distribution point s.
Safety prublems, hygiene, the P.nvironment. Transport of personnel , equipment,
safety, regulations. Cost involved. Current research .

MINE902 ADVANCED STUDIES IN MINING ENGINEERING
Topics will be selected from those areas of Mining Engineering in which staff
members or visiting staff members to the Department are engaged in act i\e
research .

MINE903 SIMULATION OF UNDERGROUND MINING
OPERATIONS AND PROBLEMS
Including coal reserves, mining dimensions, surface effects, cost benefit effects
of operation and management and economic evaluation and feasibility of a
mining enterprise.

MINE904 ROCK MECHANICS
Stress and failure in rock excavations. Design of rock structures, computer appRock materials .

1ications_

MINE905 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL IN MINES
Energy considerations in mine ventilation; sources of heat in mines; control o f
atmospheric conditions in deep mines; fan design , i nstallation, operation and
safety; ventilation planning; computer applications.

MINE906 MINING ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES
A selection of advanced laboratory and field exercises in: mine support, temporary
and long term; in situ testing, laboratory testing, rock properties and parameters ;
mine design and plant related to extraction areas.

MINE907 GASES IN MINES
Natural occurence and prediction of rock bursts ; collection of mine gases; m ine
atmospheres, gases, dusts; fires, rescue and recover ; computer analysis .

MINE908 MINE FIRES AND EXPLOSIONS
Formation of coal dust. Explosibility of coal dust. Initiation of explosions .
Methane accumulation. Development and propagation of explosion wave front .
Pressure pulse and flame front_ Prevention and control of coal dust format ion.
Barrier s, active and passive_
Experim ental galleries. Rescue and recovery of both mine and perso nnel . Resu ltant fires. Computer modelling of resulting crisis situations in ventilation. Curren ;
research. Relevant legislation .

MINE909 MINE SUBSIDENCE
CausPs of mine subsidence. Continuum mechanics theories. Determination oi
trough subsidence. Subsidence calculations and prediction. Measurement techniques.
Des1gn of structures in min e subsidence active area . Methods of reducing sub-
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sidence damage . Application of computers for subsidence modelling. Relevant
legislation.

MINE910 WATER IN MINES
Suurces of water in min e. Ground water hydrology for mining . Sump design
and planning of drainage system for underground mining. Mining under water logged areas .
Investigation for mine drainage and dewatering in surface mining. Seepage control
in tailing dams. Water.quality control and disposal. Acid water mine drainag e.

MINE950 THESIS
Double sessinn; 8 credit poinl>

MINE951 THESIS
Double session; 28 credit points

MINE952 MAJOR THESIS
Double session; 48 credit points

MINE999 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ENGINEERING
Double session; 48 credit paints
Computer aided analysis and design; computer methods; concrete design; civil
engineering materials; finite element techniques; hydrology; hydraulics; numerical techniques; reliability; rock mechanics; simulation; structural analysis and
design; structural topology; town planning ; traffic engineering; transportation;
highway engineering; urban investigations; structural dynamics; continuum
mechanrcs.
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COMPUTING SCIENCE
DIPLOMA IN COMPUTING SCIENCE

The Diploma in Computing Science is designed to provide advanced studies in
Computing Science at a professional level to graduates of this or another university who have some (not necessarily advanced) background in Computing Science.
The expected level of Computing Science background will he equivalent to CSCI
201 Computing Science II.
Subject to staff and resources some graduate subjects may not be available in any
given year.
The graduate Diploma in Computing Science shall be subject to the University
regulations for the award of graduate Diplomas together with the following
conditions:
1.

The Diploma in Computing Science is a coherent programme of study
(48 credit points) which involves the successful completion of
(i)

the subject CSC1411 Computing Science Honours
Seminar (12 credit points); and

(ii)

subjects chosen from the Schedule of Graduate
Subjects for the Honours Master of Science Degree
(Computing Science) to the value of 12 credit
points; and

(iii)

further subjects chosen from the Schedule of
Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master of
Science Degree (Computing Science), and/or the
Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the Honours
Master of Science Degree (Mathematics), and/
or the Mathematics Schedule to the value of 24
credit points.

2.

A candidate may not include in this programme any subjects which the
candidate has previously credited towards another degree or diploma of the
University.

3.

A candidate who accumulates failures in subjects to the value of 24 or
more credit points shall be required to show cause why enrolment should
be allowed to continue.

MASTER OF COMPUTING

This course is designed for those students who have been admitted to a degree
of Bachelor in the University, or other approved institutions, which was in some
discipline other than Computing Science.
In special cases an applicant may be admitted on the basis of other equivalent
qualifications and/or experience.
The objective of this degree is to enable graduates over a period of three sessions
of full-time study to complete a programme of studies which encompasses the
main areas of computing.
This is achieved by completing the six subjects CSCI901, Master of Computing
Part 1, CSCI902 Master of Computing Part 2, CSCI903 Master of Computing Part
3, CSCI904 Master of Computing Part 4, CSCI905 Master of Computing Part 5,
and CSCI906 Master of Computing Part 6, each of which consists of a selection of
computing science topics approved by the Chairman of the Department .
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A candidate may not incl ude any credit for subjects which have been taken as
part of any degree or diploma programme previousl y completed by the candidate.

HONOURS MASTER OF SCIENCE
The degree of Hon o ur s Master of Science (MSc (Hons) ) in the Department of
Computing Science shall be subject to the Universit y regulations for the award of
the degree of Honours Master together with the following conditions.
1.

A candidate shall undertake research, or a course of graduate studies and
research, specialising in one or more of the following fields :
Operating systems; Interactive languages; Text processiny; Algorithrn design ; Data base design ; Computer graphics: Computer
aided learning; Software science.

2.

Entry to the degree programme will normally be from an Honours degree
in Computing Science or from a pass degree with an appropriate 3 year
sequence in Computing Science. Entry to the degree programme may also
be approved by the Academic Senate for candidates with the qualification
of Diploma in Computing Science on the recommendation of the Chairman of the Department of Computing Science.

3.

Where entry to the degree programme has been approved from an Honou rs
degree at a standard of Class II, Division 2 or higher or a Diploma in
Computing Science, it will normally occupy two sessions of full-time or
four sessions of part-time study, and shall invo lve one of the following:
(a)

satisfactory comp letion of the subject CS CI993
wh ich is a thes is embodying t he results of -investigation to the value of 48 credit points,
OR

(b)

satisfactory completion of the subject CSCI992
which is a minor thesis embodying the results of an
investigation whose credit point value is 24 , togetht~r
with the sat isfactory completion of
(i)

subjects chosen from the Schedule of
Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master
of Science Degree (Computing Science) to
the value of 12 credit points ; and

(ii)

further subjects chosen from the Schedule
of Graduate Subj_ects for the Honours Master
of Science Degree (Computing Science),
and/or the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
for the Honours Master of Science Degree
(Mathematics) to the value of 12 credit
points;

OR
(c)

satisfactory completion of the subject CSCI991
which is a substantial written project whose credit
point value is 12 together with the satisfactory
completion of
(i)

subjects chosen from the Schedule of
Graduate Subjects for the Hanours Master
of Science D eg ree (Computing Science) to
the value of 12 credit points ; and
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(ii)

4.

further subjects chosen from the Schedule
of Graduate Subjects for the Honours
Master of Science Degree (Computing
Science), and/or the Schedule of Graduate
Subjects for the Honours Master of Science
Degree (Mathematics) to the value of 24
credit points.

Where entry to the degree programme has bee"n approved from a degree
at a standard below Honours Class II, Division 2, it will normally occupy
four sessions of full-time study or eight sessions of part-time study, and
shall involve one of the following:
(a)

satisfactory completion of the subject CSCI993
which is a thesis embodying the results of an
investigation whose credit point value is 48 together
with the satisfactory completion of the Computing
Science Honours Seminar whose credit point value
is 12 and the satisfactory completion of
(i)

subjects chosen from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master of
Science Degree (Computing Science), to the
value of 12 credit points; and

(ii)

further subjects chosen from the Schedule
of Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master
of Science Degree (Computing Science),
and/or the Schedule of G·raduate Subjects
for the Honours Master of Science Degee
(Mathematics), and/or the Mathematics
Schedule to the value of 24 credit points.

OR
· (b)

satisfactory completion of the subject CSCI992
which is a minor thesis embodying the results of an
investigation whose credit point value is 24 together
with the satisfactory completion of the Computing
Science Honours Seminar whose credit point value
is 12 and the satisfactory completion of
(i)

subjects chosen from the Schedule of
Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master
of Science Degree (Computing Science) to
the value of 12 credit points; and

(ii)

further subjects chosen from the Schedule
of Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master
of Science Degree (Computing Science) ,
and/or the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
for the Honours Master of Science Degree
(Mathematics) to the value of 24 credit
points; and

(iii)

further subjects chosen from the Schedule
of Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master
of Science Degree (Computing Science) ,
and/or the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
for the Honours Master of Science Degree
(Mathematics), and/or the Mathematic s
Schedule to the value of 24 credit points.

OR
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(c)

satisfactory completion of the subject CSCI991
which is a substantial written project whose credit
point value is 12 together with the completion of
the ComputinR Science Honou rs Seminar whuse
credit point va lu e is 12 and the satisfa cto ry completion of
(i)

subjects chosen from the Schedule of
Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master
of Science Degree (Computin g Science) to
the value of 12 credit points ; and

(ii)

further subjects chosen from the Schedule
of Grodu~te Subjects for the Ho nou rs Master
of Science Degree (Comput ing Science),
and /o r the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
for the Honours Master of Science Degree
(Mathematics) to the value of 36 credit
points ; and

(iii)

further subjects chosen from the Schedule
of Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master
of Science Degree (Computing Science),
and /o r the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
for the Honours Master of Science Degree
(Mathematics), and/or the Mathematics
Schedule to the value of 24 credit points.

5.

A candidate may not include in this degree programme any subject which
the candidate has previously taken and had credited towards another
degree or diploma of the University.

6.

All subjects chosen from either the Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the
Honours Master of Science Degree or the Mathematics Schedule of the
Bachelor Degree Regulations for inclusion in the degree programme shall
be subject to the approval of the Chairman of the Department of Computing Science.

7.

Not all graduate subjects will necessarily be available during a given year.

8.

Notwithstanding the conditions relating to the limitation of time for the
degree of Honours Master, the registration of a candidate will be subject to
termination if that candidate fails subjects to the total value of 18 or more
credit points.

9.

Each candidate for the degree programme under 3(c) or 4(c) shall be assigned a supervisor by the Chairman of Department of Computing Science.
Where a candidate has enrolled in a degree programme that includes either
a thesis or a minor thesis the Academic Senate shall appoint a supervisor
on the recommendation of the Chairman of the Department of Computing
Science.

10.

The graduate project referred to in 3(c) and 4(c) shall be assessed by two
examiners appointed by the Chairman of the Department of Computing
Science.

CSCI901 MASTER OF COMPUTING PART 1
12 credit points
An introduction to the fundamental concepts of computing science. Topics to
be covered will include: problem solving, algorithm design and program develop ment; general fe<1111res of system components and their relationships . The implementation langu<J!Je used will be Pascal.
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CSCI902 MASTER OF COMPUTING PART 2
12 credit points
The general techniques of programming are applied 1n specific fields. The topics
to be covered will include: machine level programming in assembly language ,
scientific applications using FORTRAN 77; business applications using COBOL
and system applications using the implementation language C.

CSCI903 MASTER OF COMPUTING PART 3
12 credit points
The subject extends the knowledge , skills and techniques in the areas treated in
CSCI901 and broadens the student's competence by treating topics which will
include: data structures and their representation; advanced programming techniques and the application of data structures to specific programming situations.
The implementation language used will be Pascal.

CSCI904 MASTER OF COMPUTING PART 4
12 credit points
The application of the previous knowledge and skills to the fie I d of microcomputers
is treated in this subject . Topics to be covered will include: microcomputer
systems; microcomputer architecture; programmable interface adaptors and
applications of microcomputers to a variety of control situations.

CSCI905 MASTER OF COMPUTING PART 5
12 credit pomts
This subject will take the form of a reading course designed for each student in
consultation with the Chairman of the Department and the Graduate Coordina tor
in the Department . It is possible that, in consultation with other Faculties, a
broad range of options will be available to meet the needs of individuals.

CSCI906 MASTER OF COMPUTING PART 6
12 credit points
This subject draws together the student's knowledge and skills developed throughout the previous five subjects and provides the student with an opportunity to
display this mastery by completing a substantial project.
Topics will include aspects of software engineering together with aspects of work
drawn from these areas of computing which have particular relevance to the
individual candidate's project.

CSCI911 COMPUTER METHODS
6 credit points
Discusses formal aspects of correctness-proving of programs and methods of
development of correct programs. Introduces predicate transformers as a means
of defining the semantics of programming languages.
TEXTBOOKS
Dijkstra, E.W. A Discipline of Programming. Prentice-Hall, N.J.,. 1976.
Gries, D. The Science of Programming. Springer, N.Y., 1981.
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CSCI921 INFQRMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS
6 credit points
lnfo rmatio11 t heo, y , concept s and a pplications . Storage systems and structures.
Data rep resentation and retrieval. Storage allocation and collection. Sorting,
merging and searching. File systems and file accessing mechanisms. Document
handling systems. Data base generation, data base systems architecture, te xt
searching algorithms .

CSCI932 THEORY OF COMPUTING SCIENCE
6 credit points
Tile objecttve of this course is to introduce students to a range of topics in theoretical computing science .
The topics to be covered will include:
(i)

The theory of computation; formal language and automata theory; recursive function and fixed-point theory; computability; the lambda-calculus.

(ii)

Program verification and programming language semantics .

(iii)

Complexity theory; abstract and concrete complexity; NP-completeness.

CSCI941 ADVANCED TOPICS IN COMPUTING SCIENCE A
6 credit points
Topics will be selected from those areas of computing science in which staff
members or visiting staff members of the department are engoged in active research .

CSCI942 ADVANCED TOPICS IN COMPUTING SCIENCE B
6 credit points
Topics will bP. 5E'Iected from thost~ areas ot computing science in which staff
members or visiting staff members of the department are engaged in active research .

CSCI943 ADVANCED TOPICS IN COMPUTING SCIENCE C
6 credit points
Topics will be selected from those areas of computing science in which staff
members or visiting staff members of the department are engaged in active research.

CSCI944 ADVANCED TOPICS IN COMPUTING SCIENCE D
6 credit points
Topics will be selected from those areas of computing science in which staff
members or visiting staff members of the department are engaged in active research.

CSCI945 ADVANCED TOPICS IN COMPUTING SCIENCE E
6 credit points
Topi cs will be selected from those area s of computing science in which staff
member s or visiting staff members of the department are engaged in active research.
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CSCI946 ADVANCED TOPICS IN COMPUTING SCIENCE F
6 credit points
Topics will be selected from those areas of computing science in which staff
members or visiting staff members of the department are engaged in active research.

CSCI991 PROJECT
12 credit points

CSCI992 MINOR THESIS
24 credit points

CSCI993 THESIS
48 credit points
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CREATIVE ARTS
HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS

1.

Full -time study in music :
The following two areas are offered:
(a)

Composition : being examined through th e submission of a port folio of compositions and an analysis/ dissertation of not less than
30 ,000 words on any aspect of 20th Century music, which can be
demonstrated as being relevant to the composing process .

(b)

Performance : being awarded for a full recital offering of nnt less
than one hour 's Juration , plus coursework assessment, and a research thesis on some special aspect of performance of not less
than 30,000 words. Special consideration will be given to candidates in Performance offering the following instrumental studies:
Strings, Keyboards (including Early Music), Voice, especially for
Music Theatre/Opera.

AAMM901
2.

Thesis Music

48 credit points

Full-time study in fine arts:
This degree may be taken in any of the following Fine Arts options: Painting; Drawing/Printmaking ; Sculpture; Textiles; or Ceramics. Examination
will be by means of an exhibition of completed works plus coursework
assessment, and the submission of a research thesis of not less than 30,000
words. The thesis should be based upon a study in theoretical terms which
supports the submitted Fine Arts specialism.
AAFA901

Thesis Fine Arts

48 credit points

Ph.D IN MUSIC
Three years full-time study in one of the two following areas:
(a)

Composition: being awarded following submission of a portfolio
of compositions, tapes and recordings, and an analytical/research
thesis of not less than 60,000 words .

(b)

Musical Analysis: being awarded for research into some aspect of
analysis which demonstrates an original approach to analytical
techniques in music and the allied Arts. Special co-nsideration will
be given to candidates who propose a thesis which treats upon
analytical techniques which cross-relate between music and any
of the allied Arts, viz . Theatre, Literature, Fine Arts, etc. The
thesis should be of not less than 100,000 words.

Ph.D. IN FINE ARTS
The degree will be awarded on the basis of a full exhibition of works submitted
during the three years of study, and the submission of a research thesis of not
less than 60,000 words duration. The thesis should be concerned with the theoretical aspect of the Fine Arts, which demonstrates some aspects of the submitted
Fine Arts specialism . The following Fine Arts areas may be considered: Painting;
Drawing/Printmaking; Sculpture; Textiles; Ceramics.
MASTER OF CREATIVE ARTS (HONS.)
Since the creation of the Bochelor of Creative Arts degree programme in 1983,
the School of Creati ve Ar ts!"" received a number of applications from artists who
wish to gain a post-graduat e qualification in the Creative Arts.
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Whilst a good number oftheseartistshavequalifiedforaconventional M.A. (Hons. )
programme in the Creative Arts, a significant group does not satisfy the basic
matriculation criteria for admittance to a degree which has a considerdble amount
of theory and thesis attached to it .
The Graduate Studies Committee has supported with great interest the School of
Creative Arts' submission for a Doctor of Creative Arts in performance only . Th e
committee has accepted that the working processes of artists incorporates a grea t
deal of scholarship , and that the body of creative work, in many cases, could be
described as having 'added to the greater body of learning' .
A number of successful professional artists, and arts investigators have achieved
notoriety without obtaining the usual 'undergraduate prof i le'. Many really great
artists are showered with honorary degrees without even having the equivalent
of Higher School Cert ificate qualifications! There is a case, of course, for argu i ng
that the award of a Masters degree to artists who do not have the usual under·
graduate qualifications weakens the philosophy and practice of post-9raduat e
awards in a University.
Effective from 1985, the following subjects may be offered by the School of
Creative Arts for the degree of Master of Creative Arts :
Musical Composition
Musical Performance
Painting
Drawing-Printmaking
Sculpture
Textiles
Ceramics
Acting
Creative Writing (Poetry / Prose/ Dramatic Texts)
Musical and Allied Arts Analys is
Film-making
At the time of printing , this course was approved by Counc i l in principle .

DOCTOR OF CREATIVE ARTS
The Doctor of Creat ive Arts will be o ff er ed in the followi ng areas:
Musical Composition
Musical Performance
Painting
Drawing/ Printmaking
Ceramics
Sculpture
Textiles
Creative Writing (Poet/Novelist/ Dramatist)
Following interview/audition , the School of Creative Arts w i ll make a full report
with appropriate recommendations , all of which will be subm itted to the Graduat e
Studies Committee for their approval.
Regulations for Admission

1.

Candidates must satisfy t he Univer sity that they are art ists of very high
standards. The individual requ irements and regu latio ns are set down in
order to justify the criteria of ' excellence ' which is deemed essent ial in
establishing the status and scope of the Doctor .
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2.

Candidates must normally show (regardless of actual academic qualtficat·
ions) that they have received an Arts training of very high standards.
Consideration will be given to those who have not studied at specified
institutions, but who have nevertheless , studied with an individual artist
ur internattonal stand ttlg.

3.

Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Creative Arts, through residency,
must undertake to take a full-time residency in the University for a minimum
period of three years (six academic sessions).
In the case of candidates who already have a Masters degree, credit exemption of 2 academic sessions may be sought and given, subject to the approval
of the Graduate Studies Committee.

At the time of printing, this course was approved by Council in principle .
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ECONOMICS
DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
1.

The Diploma in Industrial Relations shall be subject to the University
regulations tor the award of Graduate Diplomas together with the following conditions:

2.

Candidates are required to complete subjects making up 48 credit IJOints ,
normally including the following :
ECON140
or
ECON240
and
ECON142
or
ECON242
ECON340
ECON342

Wage Determination in Australia- 6
Wage Determination in Australia- 8
Trade Unions , Employers and Government -6
Trade Unions, Employers and Government- 8
Comparative Studies in Industrial Relations- 8
Research Topics in Industrial Relations- 8

3.

The remaining subjects will normally be chosen from the Schedule 85.

4.

Subjects making up at least 30 credit points will normally be chosen from
Schedule 85 - 200- and 300-level subjects, but appropriate 900-level subjects may be prescribed in the place of the 200- or 300-level subjects.

5.

The course for the Diploma requires approval by the Chairman of the
Department of Economics as providing a coherent study in Industrial
Relations .

6.

A candidate may not include in his or her diploma programme any course
component which duplicates a subject previously passed by the candidate
as part of any degree or diploma already held or previously attempted.

7.

The diploma will normally occupy two sessions of full-time study , or four
sessions of part-time study.

8.

Departmental pre-requisites apply to choice of subjects.

HONOURS MASTER OF COMMERCE AND HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS
DEGREES, ACCOUNTANCY OR ECONOMICS
See entry under Department of Accountancy and Legal Studies.

HONOURS MASTER OF COMMERCE, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

A.

1.

Candidates who have completed the requirements for the award of a
bachelor 's degree with honours in Economics or Psychology at a
standard of Class II . Di vision 2 or higher, or who have an equivalent
qualification may fulfil the requirements for an MCom(Hons) degree
in Industrial Relations by completing at honours standard an
approved course of at least 48 credit points from the following
schedule :
(i)

Thesis (48 credit points) .

or

(ii)

Project (16 credit points) and course work aggregating
not less than 32 credit points.

or

(iii)

Research report (24 credit points) and coursework
aggregating not less than 24 credit points.

or

(iv)

Coursework aggregating not less than 48 cred it points .
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2.

Supervision of research and approval of cours~s will be organized
jointly by the Chairmen of the Departments of Economics and Psych ology .

~

Subj ects are to be selected from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects ;
subjects aggregating not more than 12 credit points may be selected
from those offered by Departments other than Economics and
Psychology.

"'·
B.

Applicants who have completed at an acceptable standard the require ments for a bachelor's degree with a specialisation in Economics
or Psychology at a standard less than Class II, Division 2, or who
have an equivalent qualification, may be permitted to register as
candidates for thP. MCom(Hons) degree in Industrial Relations. Such
candidates may qualify for the award of the degree by completing at
honours standard subjects aggregating not less than 96 credit points
of which subjects aggregating not less than 48 credit points shall be
selected in accordance with requirements 1, 2 and 3 above.

Composition of Courses:
Three hours lectures/ seminars per week .

Assessment:
Continuous assessment by written assignments and Departmental examinations.

ECON901 MONETARY ECONOMICS
8 credit paints
The course is in two sections. The first section r.ompares the monetarist th~ory
of money with the reinterpreted Keynesian theory of money, examining: theories
and evidence on the demand for money; the relative stability debate; the transmission mechanism and the policy implications of both theories.
The second section examines conflicting theories such as Monetarist and· KP.ynesian NeutrAL The topics to be covered are : The theories of the supply of money;
the effect of the growth of financial institutions on the efficacy of monetary
policy; and the debate on the term structure of interest rules.
Much of the course will be based on the formal articles in which most of the
debates have been carried.

ECON902 ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL MONETARY
ECONOMICS
8 credit points
Foreign exchange markets; banking and fi nancial institutions; money supply,
price level and international adjustment; international monetary system.

ECON903 PUBLIC FINANCE
8 credit points
This course further develops topics enco un tered in the undergraduate Public
Finance course . Particular emphasis will be placed on issues surrounding intergovernmental fiscal relations in a fed eral sv stem. Questions of fiscal transfer
mechanism, divisions of powers and respo ns ib i lities and the equalisation measures
which might be used will be considered .
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ECON904 PUBLIC SECTOR ECONOMICS
8 credit points
The course examines the public sector as an economic entity in an industrial
economy . The concept of a public good is discussed and the question of what
goods the government should provide is examined. The growth of the public
sector is analysed and the undernouri5hment thesis is examined. Public enterprises' pricing policies , goals, and efficiency are then examined. Finally the
interaction between private and public sectors is considered.

ECON905 INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS
8 credit points
Design and estimation of input-output matrices. Basic equilibrium , optimising
and forecasting techniques. Application to planning and some regional problems.

ECON906 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT
8 credit points
A study of the history of Economics, mainly concerned with the origins and
development of modern Economics.

ECON908 ADVANCED TOPICS IN THE ECONOMICS
OF DEVELOPMENT
8 credit points
The course provides an in depth analysis of formulation ot devel opment policies in less developed countries in the light of theory and experience. The formulation of an integrated strategy of development is preceded by problem desciption and application of relevant economic theory. Possible topics include: economic growth versus economic development; poverty and inequality; population growth; unemployment and rural-urban migration; technological change;
peasant agriculture and agricultural productivity; human capital and development; role of capital; credit and institutions; international dimensions of development and development planning.

ECON911 ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
8 credit points
Aspects of some of the following topics are studied in depth:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Growth and Trade
Factor Transfers (Foreign Investment)
Tariffs
Import-Substituting Industrialisation
Foreign Exchange Market
Internal and External Balance (the two-gap model)

ECON912 LABOUR ECONOMICS
8 credit points
The theory of the labour market and applications to the Austral1an situation,
including labour supply and demand. Special emphasis is placed on analysing the
character of the workforce and structural changes in industries and occupations.
Wage theory and practice are examined under conditions of collecti ve bargaining
and arbitration. The development of the arbitration system in Australia and principles of wage determination followed by the Commission are of particular
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importance. Wages and income policies, incl udmg indexat1on po l1cies will also
be studied, as will wage developments outside t he arbitration system.

TEXTBOOK
Niland & Isaac . Australian Labour Economics R eadings. Su n, 1975 .

ECON913 INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS
8 credit points
A study of industrial organisation and performance, decision-making criteria and
constraints affecting output and distribution of revenue, mark et behaviour, and
matters of ownership and cnntrol of the unit organisalion.

ECON914 ECONOMICS OF SOCIAL WELFARE I
8 credit points
A study of the theoretical basis of economic policy decisions and the economic
significance of criteria adopted or proposed for policy decisions about the use of
publ ic goods or about conditions affecting the use of private goods.

ECON915 ECONOMICS OF SOCIAL WELFARE II
8 credit points
Th e course is concerned with aspects of the distribution of income. Various
theories of distribution are studied, and these are related to welfare economics.
In addition, there is considerable emphasis on empirical studies of functional
and personal income distribution in various countries. The impact of the govern ment sector on income distribution is studied _ Parti cu lar emphasis is placed on
the measu rem ent of poverty and the economic measures which might be used to
alleviate poverty.

TEXTBOOKS
Atkinson . A.B. ed. Wealth , Income & Inequality. Penguin , 1973.
Atkinson, A.B . ed. Unequal Shares. Pelican , 1974 .
Pen, J.lncome Distribution. Pelican, 1974 .

ECON916 MICROECONOMIC ANALYSIS
8 credit points
Several areas of Micro economic theory wi II be selected for advanced treatment .
Within each topic contemporary applications will be explored after the develop ment of a theoretical base .

ECON920 WORK EXPERIENCE AND REPORT
24 credit paints
At th e invitation of the Chairperson of Department , students may undertake a
period of supervised work experience with a substantial repor t thereon .

ECON921 ECONOMETRIC MODELS
8 credit points
Thi s is an applied course in econometric model building. Both single eq uations
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and multi-equation models will be analysed. Emphasis will be placed on the use
of theory and a priori information in model modification and forecasting evaluation. Some background in theoretical econometrics is required for the course.

TEXTBOOKS
Johnston, J. Econometric Methods. 2nd ed. McGraw Hill, 1973.
Wonnacott, R .J. & Wonnacott, T. Econometrics. Wiley, 1969.

ECON930 PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
8 credit points
An integrated inter-disciplinary study of the subject area, the Economics contribution is based on the study of the supply of and demand for human resources
both in the organisation of the individual management unit and in macroeconomic
terms.

ECON941 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ECONOMICS- A
8 credit points

ECON942 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ECONOMICS- B
8 credit points

ECON943 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ECONOMICS- C
8 credit points

ECON944 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ECONOMICS- D
8 credit points

ECON945 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ECONOMICS- E
8 credit points

ECON946 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ECONOMICS- F
8 credit points
Topics for these subjects may be drawn from any area of Economics which the
Departmental Chairman considers to be suitable preparation for a higher degree
and appropriate to the student's special interests.

ECON954 INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS IN AUSTRALIA
6 credit points. Not to count with ECON964
Topics include: the structure and nature of Trade Unions; the structure and
nature of Employer Organisations; Issues in Industrial Relations; Strategies and
tactics in Industrial Relations; the role of the state in Industr ial Relations.
Note: ECON954 is available only to students enrolled in the Diploma in Manage ment or in the Master of Management .

ECON962 THE ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK FOR
DECISION MAKING- A
8 credit points. Not to count with ECON952
An introduction to the economic framework for decision making. Topics include :
marginal analysis and decisions; managerral objectives, profit and uncertainty;
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cost analysis, advertising and price theory; competition and industrial market
structures; implications of monetary and fiscal policy for the firm; and the influence of international trade on the domestic economic framework.

ECON963 STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR
DECISION MAKING - A
8 credit points. Not to count with ECON953
A survey of quantitative tools commonly used by managers. Topics will include
descriptive and inferential statistics; regression and correlation analysis, sampling;
significance testing; decision-tree models; forecasting; queueing models and linear
programming . Applications will be in microeconomic asp ects of managerial decis ion making such as the empiric<JI Pstimation of demand sch"'uul es and the ana ly sis
of production decisions .

ECON964 INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS IN AUSTRALIA- A
8 credit points. Not to count with ECON954
Topics inc lude: the structure and nature of Trade Unions; the structure and nature
of Em p lo yer Organisations; Issu es in Indu str ial R elations; Strategies and tactics
in Industrial Relations ; the role of the state in I ndustrial R elations.

ECON991 PROJECT
16 credit points

ECON992 RESEARCH REPORT
24 credi t points

ECON993 THESIS
48 credit points
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EDUCATION
DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION
The Diploma in Education is a professional course in education for graduates of
this or another approved university who seek teacher qualifications. It also serves
as an introduction to the research disciplines of education for those who will
later pursue higher studies in the field. At present the course is for one year
full-time, although under certain circumstances arrangements for part·time study
may be made. The various subjects involve lectures, seminars, tutorials , individual
assignments and group exercises. Demonstrations of teaching methods and
practice teaching are provided in co-operation with local schools.
Intending applicants for the Diploma in Education course are advised that it may
be necessary to restrict enrolments to the course in 1985 . If this is necessary,
selection to the course will be made on the basis of academic merit and suitability
of degree to teaching requirements. Students are advised to consult staff before
purchasing text books.
Teacher Education Scholarship holders are advised that it is necessary for them
to make application for the Diploma in Education course and should be aware
that possession of a Scholarship does not guarantee admission to the course.

Course Outline
Students are required to complete subjects as set out below, with a total of 48
credit points. Credit points for specific subjects are indicated in brackets. The
decision as to whether subjects are offered in first or second session or both,
is taken at enrolment time in the light of staff availability.
Australian Education (4)
Philosophy in Education (4)
offered as an Integrated Program
Sociology of Education (4)
Psychology of Education (4)
Educational Practice (4)
Curriculum Planning and Instructional Design (4)
2 Teaching Methods (3 + 3)
Communication Skills (3)
Physical Education (2)
Health Education (3)
Electives (4)
Teaching Practice and Field Experience (6)

EDUC801 AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION
4 credit points

EDUC802 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
4 credit points

EDUC803 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
4 credit points

EDUC804 PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATION
4 credit points
These are taught as an integrated program, incorporating Philosophica l, Sociological, Historical and Psychological perspectives on issues in Education.

TEXTBOOKS
To be advised.
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EDUC806 EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE
4 credit points
An oppreciation of guiding prrnciples common to th e t t!<JCI1 ing of secondary
school children will be gained through study of preparation at course, topic and
lesson levels an d the utilizat ion of sc hool and community resources; aspects of
classroom cont ro l and discipl ine; ind ividual and group tech niqu es of teaching ;
and evaluation procedures inclu ding the construction and ad ministration of tests
and examinatio ns .

TEXTBOOKS
To be advised.

EDUC807 AN INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM PLANNING
AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
4 credit points
This subject is designed to introduce teacher trainees to fundamentals of curriculum
planning and design for instruction .

TEXTBOOKS
Kemp, J. In structional Design. Fearon Publishers , Belmont , Calif ., 1972.
Nic hol s, A. & Nichols , H. Developing a Curriculum. George Allen and Unwin,
London, 1978 .

EDUC809 COMMUNICATION SKILLS
3 credit points
Students are made aware of problems of communication i n the classroom, and
their own personal competence is improved .

EDUC810 HEAlTH EDUCATION
3 credit points
Stud ent are given guidance concerning physical and mental health, and informed
of resources available in the schools.

EDUC811 PHYSICAL EDUCATION
2 credit points
The aim is to provide a basic grounding for the general teacher in physical education and human performance.

EDUC812 ELECTIVES
4 credit points
L ect ures are offered in a variety of elect ives designed to provide oppo rtunity for
st ud ents to pursue some studies in areas of education which are of particular
interest to them . The composition of the student group from year to yea r will
partly determine which electives are offered.
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EDUC815 TEACHING PRACTICE
6 credit points
Students engage in the equivalent of eight weeks in the schools in a teaching
practice or field experience situation. Students are expected to plan learning
units, observe and take individual lessons, develop classroom routines and controls, test allc..l evaluate pupil learnings, and become acquainted with the general
duties of a teacher.

EDUC821 ECONOMICS AND COMMERCE METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC822 GEOGRAPHY METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC831 ENGLISH METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC832 HISTORY METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC841 ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC842 FRENCH METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC843 GERMAN METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC844 ITALIAN METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC851 MATHEMATICS I METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC852 MATHEMATICS II METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC861 PRIMARY I METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC862 PRIMARY II METHOD
3 credit points

EDUC871 SCIENCE I METHOD
3 credit points
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EDUC872 SCIENCE II METHOD
3 credit points
M ethods courses a im at prov1ding a treatm ent of the methodology, curriculu m ,
syllabus and content involved in teaching the appropri ate subject .

MASTER OF STUDIES IN EDUCATION
Please refer to the Master of Studies Regulations an d note the following additions :

1.

A person holding an approved Diplom a in Education or equivalent qualification shall be deemed to meet the 24 credit point requirements at the
300-level specified in Regu lnrinn ::l(a).

2.

A candidate for the Master of Studies in Education degree , may, with the
approval of the Chairman of the Department of Education, include in his/
her programme subjects not exceeding 16 credit points in aggregate selected
from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects offered by other departments,
provided, however, that the Chairman of the other department approves
such selection .

3.

A person wishing 'to use the Master of Studies in Education degree as a
qualifying programme for admission to the Honours Master of Edu cation
programme will normall y be expected ;
(a)

to have satisfactorily
Project in Education,

completed

the

subject

EDUC920 Major

and
(b)

to have ach ieved results averaging credit level or better in the Master
of Studies Degree .

Students are advised to see the appropriate faculty handbook for details of 1)
actual courses available ; and 2) session offered . (Available in the faculty from
October each year.)
Note: Under special circum sta nces, subjects from the M .Ed Schedule may be
taken as part of a Master of Studies in Education .

EDUC939 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND
DESIGN
Double session; 16 credit points (4 hrs per week: lectures, sem inars & tutorials}
Assessment: A ss ignments and associated proj ects , optional examination.
The logic of educational research.
Descriptive techniques .
Inferential techniques.
Sampling problems .
Validity of experiments in social settings .
Statistical and scientific hypoth eses.
Quasi-experimental designs.
Generalizations and predicti ons.
Appl icat ion s of research to the c la ss room.
Applicatio ns of research to education.

TE:XTBOOK
Fergu son, G .A . Statistical A nalysis in Psycho/ ogy and Educa tion, I nter national
Stud ent ed., M cGraw H ill, Tok yo , 1981 .
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EDUC940 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY TOPIC A
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on single session bas1s:
lectures, seminars & tutorials)
Assessment: Assignm ents and associated projects , op tional examination .
Language in early childhood .
Language in the school.
Continuity and discontinuity in development I ests of
development.
Special topic.

conc~ptual

and language

TEXTBOOKS
B1rch, H.G . & Gussow, J.D. Disadvantaged Children . Grune and Stratton , London ,
1970.
Rubin, D. Teaching elementary language arts. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New
York, 1975.
Sattler, J.M. Assessment of children 's intelligence. Saunders, Philadelphia, 1974 .
Seaborne, P.C. An introduction to the Dienes Mathematics programme. University
of London Press, London, 1975.

EDUC941 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY TOPIC 8
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week: on a single session basis,
lectures, seminars & tutorials)
Assessment: Assignments and associated projects, optional examination .
Social class and intelligence.
Ethnic differences and mental growth.
Compensatory educatio11.
Literacy and numeracy programmes.
Special topic.

TEXTBOOKS
As for EDUC940.

EDUC942 EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY TOPIC A
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week: on a single session basis,
lectures, seminars & tutorials)
Assessment: Assignments and associated projects , optional examination.
The application of sociological theories to the study of education and the use of
sociological methods in educational research_

TEXTBOOKS
To be advised.

EDUC943 EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY TOPIC 8
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week: on a single session basis;
lectures, seminars & tutorials)
Assessment: Assignments and associated projects, optional examination.
The political functions of education.
The use of education for selection .
Implications of teaching becoming a profession.
The roles of the teacher.

TEXTBOOKS
As for EDUC942.
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EDUC944 COMPARATIVE EDUCATION AND
HISTORY OF EDUCATION
S ingle or double session; 8 credit pomts (3 hrs per week: on a sil)yl" session basis;
lect ures, semman & tutorials)
Assessment: Assignments and associated projects, optio nal examination.
Systemati c study of educational systems selected from Australia, U.S .A., U.K.,
France, Japan, S.E .A sia and Ch ina.
Selected case study analy ses showing the problem and indu ctive approaches in
comparative methodology .
Interdisciplinary contributions to Comparative Education .
Th e Austral ian context.
H istorical nntPcedent5 to formal .,Ju cation systems in sel ected cou ntries .

TEXTBOOKS
Yearbooks of Education, 1948-1915. Evan Bros ., L on don.
Uti ich, R. Three thousand years of educational wisdom. N ew York, 1973.

EDUC945 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION AND
THEORIES OF EDUCATION
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week: on a single session basis;
lectures, seminars & tutorials)
Assessment: Assignments and associ ated projects, optional examination.
Impact of philosophers on education.
Application of philosophical methods of enquiry to education.
Axiology and education.
Epistemology and education_

TEXTBOOKS
Solt is, J .F. An Introduction to the Analysis of Educational Concepts, 2nd ed.
Addison Wesley, Reading, 1978 .
McClellan, J .E. Philosophy of Education, Pr entir.P Hall, New Jersey , 1976 .

EDUC946 INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY
S ingle or doub le session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week: on a single session basis;
lectures and seminars)
A ssessment: Assignments, o pti onal exami nation .
Principles of Educational Research.
Descriptive Techniques .
Inferential Techniqu es.
Problem Identification.
Design and Analysis.
Interpretation of Findings.

TEXTBOOK
Ferguson, G.A . Statistical Analysis in Psychology and Education, International
Studen t ed ., McGraw H ill, Tokyo, 1981.
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EDUC947 INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM THEORY AND
DEVELOPMENT
S ingle or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis).
A ssessment: assignments, optional examinations.
Origins of the Curriculum in Public School systems .
Curriculum Theories ur
(a)
Gywn and Chase
(b)
Hirst and Peters
Saylor and Alexander
(c)
(d)
Contemporary Australian Theorists .
The Socio-philosophical bases of the curriculum.
General methods of developing, implementing, and evaluating curriculum at the
school and classroom level.

TEXTBOOKS
Gwyn, J. & Chase, J. Curriculum Principles and Social Change. Macmillan, London, 1970.
Kemp, J.lnstructional Design. Fearon Press, Palo Alto, Calif., 1973.
Musgrave, P.W. ed . Contemporary Studies in the Curriculum. Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1974.

EDUC948 ADVANCED CURRICULUM THEORY AND
DEVELOPMENT
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week: on a single session basis;
lectures, tutorials & seminars)
Assessment: assignments. optional examinations.
Modelling procedures in curriculum design; analysis of educational contexts
defining a curriculum design : e.g., teaching, learning, organisational, philosophical,
sociological, political, and economic.

TEXTBOOKS
None specified • students will draw from an extensive bib I iography of primary
and secondary literature.

EDUC949 SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week: on a single session basis;
lectures & seminars)
Assessment: Assignm ent s, optional examinations.
Organisation for Instruction.
Grouping Procedures.
The Leadership Function.
Role Expectations .
Characteristics of Organisation.
Informal Organisation.

TEXTBOOKS
To be advised.

EDUC952 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION
Single or double session; 8 credit points; 3 hrs per week on a single session basis.
Assessment: major project.
An introduction to the historical study of education. Th e content of the course
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will focus on the history of western education since the Renaissance with a concern for education as a social process . Considerable emphasis will be placed on
historical methodology , particularly the use of primary sources, relevant historiography, and the relationship between history and the so~ial sciences.

EDUC957 CURRICULUM AND THE TEACHING DISCIPLINES
S ingle or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and seminars)
A ssessment: Workshop, project , seminar and assignments .
An analysis of the teaching disciplines as a background to curriculum innovation
and research in school is the central aim of this course. Th e ana lysis will be undertaken within the minimum numhRr of contexts (e.g. adn•inistrative, Instructional
and epistemological) that adequately describe the curr iculum paradigm.

TEXTBOOKS
To be advised.

EDUC958 CURRICULUM PERSPECTIVES ON
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION
S ingle or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and tutorials)
Assessment: Workshop , project , seminar report and assignmen ts.
A critical appraisal and analysi s of selected contemporary curriculum issues and
practices. The aim of th e course is to identify via an attribute paradigm pathways
to curriculum reform.

TEXTBOOKS
To be advised.

JOURNALS
Currir.n lum P er~pc ctives
New Education

SELECT REFERENCES
M. Pool e. Creativity Across the Curriculum. George Allen and Unwin, N ew York,
1969 .
S. D'U rso. Counterparts. Wil ey, London, 1971 .

EDUC959 CURRICULUM PRIORITIES IN
AUSTRALIAN HIGHER EDUCATION
S ingle or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and tutorials)
A ssessment: Wo rks hop , proj ect , seminar and assignments.
An examinat ion of curr iculum issues and practices in Au stralian Higher Education. The major focus of this course will be to analyse the role of teacher edu cation as an index of the nature and purposes of research and teaching in higher
education .

TEXTBOOKS
To be advised.
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REFERENCESfiOURNALS
Correy Report
Auchmuty Report
Australian Journal of Teacher Edu cation
The South Pacific Journal of Teacher Education

EDUC960 LANGUAGE ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and tutorials)
Assessment: Written assignments, seminar reports.
'Language' as the aim, methodology and content of the curriculum; the place of
language within and across the school curriculum from K to 12; literacy and oracy
development ; the design and administration of school language policies across
the curriculum .

TEXTBOOKS
None specified. Students will read from an extensive bibliography of source
material across and within the relevant disciplines.

EDUC961 THE ANATOMY OF READING AND WRITING
Single session. First Session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session
basis; lectures, seminars and tutorials)
Assessment: Assignments and associated projects, optional examination.
Psycholinguistic processes that underly reading, writing, spelling, and other
accoutrements of I i teracy.
Learning to read, write, spell, and become literate; Theoretical issues and current
practices .
How literacy is taught in schools K - 12.

TEXTBOOKS
Smith, F. Reading, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1978.
Smith, F. Writing and the Writer, Heinemann : London, 1982 .
Students wi I I be also required to read from an extensive bibliography of research
articles and journal materials .

EDUC962 INTRODUCTION TO DIAGNOSIS AND
REMEDIATION IN LITERACY
Single session,· Second session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week lectures, seminars,
tutorials)
Assessment: Assignments, practical work in diagnosis and remediation ; optional
examination.
Issues in measurement in literacy education; Assessing and diagnosing performance in reading, writing, spelling; Designing and implementing remediat ion in
literacy education .

TEXTBOOKS
None specified. Students will draw from an extensive bibliography of selected
I iterature.
N.B. EDUC961 The Anatomy of Reading and Writing is a pre-requis it e for this
course.
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EDUC963 BIOMECHANICS
S ingle or double session; 8 credit points (4 hrs per week on single session basis;
lectures, seminars, practical work I
A ssessment: Ass1gnments and laboratory projects, optional examination .
Biomechani cs is the application of mechanical law s to li ving structures, specifically to the human locomotor system.
This course em phasises the method s used to quantify the underlying p rincip les
of human motion , to determine their relationship to the movement outcome,
and to exa min e the means by which their inform at io n can be applied to the
health and physical education prof essions .

TEXII:iOOKS
Miller, D .l. an d Nelson , R.C. Biomechanics in Sport. Philadelphia: Lea and
Febiger , 1973 .
Winter, D.A. Biomechanics in Human Movement, New York: Wiley , 1979.

EDUC964 MOTOR LEARNING
Single or double session; 8 credit points (4 hrs per week on single session basis;
lectures, seminars, practical work)
Assessment: Assignments and laboratory projects , optional examination.
The performance of any motor skill is contingent upon a host of variables, among
which are the requirements of the skill and the individual characteristics the
performer brings to the activity: e.g. reaction time, spatial awareness , cue perception, kinaesthetic perception, strength, and co-ordination . The purpose of th is
course is to : (a) review, and, (b) identify the nature of skilled performance and
its component variables, and (c) examine the development of thP.sP. variables with
5kill acquisition.

TEXTBOOKS
None specified - students will draw from an extensive bib I iography of primary
and secondary literature.

EDUC965 CURRICULUM PROBLEMS AND
ISSUES IN HEALTH EDUCATION
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on single session basis;
lectures, seminars, workshops)
Assessment: Assignments , optional examination.
Co-Requisite : EDUC947 - Introduction to Curriculum Theory and Development.
The need to clarify the educational process of health education and identify
problems and issues associated with its implementation is an integral part of the
curriculum process. This course will examine the concept of health and health
education and explore the educator's role in health instruction in both primary
and secondary schools.

TEXTBOOKS
None specif ied : students will draw from an extensive bib I iography of selected
primary and secondary literature sources.
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EDUC966 DISCIPLINE STUDIES IN HEALTH I
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on single session basis;
lectures, seminars, workshops)
Assessment: Assignments , optional examination.
The goal of the professional in the field of health education includes the development of processes which effectively inform and motivate society to practice
healthful and safe living patterns . This course will examine the various elements
of health as they relate to the quality of living. Those factors wh1ch 1nfluence
individual health patterns need to be identified. A comprehensive understanding
of the inter-relationships within and between these factors will give direction to
the total concept of health.

TEXTBOOKS
None specified : Students will draw from an extensive bibliography of selected
primary and secondary literature sources.

EDUC954 SPECIAL TOPIC IN EDUCATION A
Single or doub le session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
tutorials & seminars)
Pre-requisite: Demonstrated expertise in a special area of Educational Practice
as determined by the Chairman of the Department.

Assessment: Project
The special subject topics in Education exist to enable advanced study to be
undertaken by practitioners who have already reached an advanced level of
performance in the area concerned.
Syllabus will be designed on an individual basis.

EDUC955 SPECIAL TOPIC IN EDUCATION 8
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
tutorials & seminars)
Pre-requisite: Demonstrated expertise in a special area of Educational Practice as
determined by the Chairman of the Department.

Assessment: Project
The special subject topics in Education exist to enable advanced study to be
undertaken by practitioners who have already reached an advanced level of
performance in the area concerned.
Syllabus will be designed on an individual basis.

EDUC956 SPECIAL TOPIC IN EDUCATION C
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
tutorials & seminars)
Pre-requisite: as for EDUC955
Assessment: Project .
The special topics in education exist to enable advanced study to be undertaken
by practitioners who have already reached an advanced level of performance in
the area concerned.
Syllabus to be designed on an individual basis.

TEXTBOOKS
None specified -Reading lists to be arranged in consultation with academic adviser .
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EDUC920 MAJOR PROJECT IN EDUCATION
Single or doub le session: 16 credit po in ts
Pre-requ isite: Satisfactory completion of 16 credit points in an area of

education<~!

spP.c.ia li sation offered in the schedul e of subjects for the Master of Stud ies in
Education .
Note : EDUC920 is a requirement for any person who, on compl etion of the University 's programme for the Master of Studies in Education, wishes to apply for
admission to the Uni versi ty 's Honours Master of Education programme.

EDUC930 SPECIAL EDUCATION
-CONTEMPORARY ISSUES
Single or double session,· 8 credit points (4 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures, seminars, practical work)
Assessment: A ssign ments ; optional examination
Th i s subj ect examines a number of significant issues i n the area of special education . Issues are considered under the following headings : Special education - a
changing field; historical perspecti ves; normalisation ; the law and special education; parents and families of exceptional children; discipline and the exceptional
child; main stream ing ; secondary ed ucation and the exceptio nal child.

TEXTBOOKS
None specified - Stud ents will draw from an extensive bibliography of primary
and secondary literature sources .

EDUC931 SPECIAL EDUCATION
-TEACHING STRATEGIES
S1ngle or double session; 8 credit points (4 hrs per week on single session basis:
lectures, seminars, practical work)
Assessment: A ss ignments, pract ical work in diagnosis and remediation
Thi s subject offers theoret ica l and practica l work in the arP.a of teaching the
exceptional child. Topics to be covered inc lu de : Applied behaviour analysis ;
precision teaching, behaviour objectives , task analysis, pre -requisite behaviour ;
programm ing for generalisation and ma intena nce outcomes; cognitive behavioural
techniques; d irect instructi o n.

TEXTBOOKS
None specified - Students will b e required to read from an extensive list of references .

EDUC932 SPECIAL EDUCATION
-A COMMUNITY ORIENTATION
Single or double session; 8 credit points (8 hrs per week on single session basis:
lectures, seminars, practical work)
Assessment: Assignments , community-based practical work
This subject treats th e community context of special education paying pa rtic ular
attention to: community attitudes, community education, the use of vo lunteers,
community resources, and the issue of de-institutionalisation.

TEXTBOOKS
None specified - Student s will be req uired to read from an exte nsi ve list of refer ences .
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HONOURS MASTER OF EDUCATION
The degree of Honours Master of Education (MEd(Hons)) in the Faculty of
Education shall be subject to the University's requirements for the award of the
degree of Honours Master together with the following guidelines :
1.

Entry to the degree programme will normally be available to a person
who has :
(a)

Completed the requirements for the University's Master of Studies
in Education Degree with the results averaging credit level or better
will normally be eligible for admission to the University's Honours
Master of Education degree (M .Ed.(Hons.)) provided that the pro·
gramme of study in the Master of Studies in Education Degree has
included satisfactory completion of the subject , EDUC920 Major
Project in Education;

(b)

completed qualifications deemed by the Academic Senate to be the
equivalent of the University's Master of Studies in Education degree
with results averaging credit level or better; provided that such
qualifications include evidence of satisfactory completion of an
educational project equivalent to the University's subject, EDUC920
Major Project in Education;

(c)

completed the requirements for an approved Bachelor's degree with
Honours and who holds an approved teaching qualification; or

(d)

completed such other qualifications as might be approved by the
Academic Senate on the recommendation of the Faculty Chairman
provided that in view of the A cad em ic Senate any such person shall
have accumulated the equivalent of 48 credit points beyond a Pass
degree .

2.

The degree programme will normally be completed in two sessions of
full-time study or four sessions of part-time study .

3.

The degree programme shall involve :

4.

(a)

Satisfactory completion of a project whose credit point value is 8
together with the satisfactory completion of graduate subjects
chosen from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the Honours
Master of Education degree (Faculty of Education) to the value
of 40 credit points ; or

(b)

satisfactory completion of a project whose credit point value is 16
together with satisfactory completion of graduate subjects chosen
from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master of
Education degree (Faculty of Education) to the value of 32 credi t
points; or

(c)

a minor thesis embodying the results of an investigation whose
credit point value is 24 together with satisfactory completion of
graduate subjects chosen from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
for the Honours Master of Education degree (Faculty of Educ ation) to the value of 24 credit points; or

(d)

a thesis embodying the results of an investigation to the value of
48 credit points.

A candidate may not include in this degree programme any subject which
the candidate has previously taken and had credited towards a qualificat ion
accepted for admission under Section 1 of these requirements .
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5.

Each candidate for the degree prog ramme m 3(a) or 3(b ) shall be assigned a
supervisor by the Chairman of the Faculty of Education . Where a candidate has enrolled in a degree programme that includes either a thesis or a
minor thesis the Academic Senate shall appoint a supervisor on the re commendation of the Chairman of the Faculty of Education.

6.

A project completed in satisfaction of 3 (a) or 3(b) shall be assessed by two
examiners appo i nted by the Chairman of the Faculty of Education.

Students are advised to see appropriate Faculty handbook for details of :
1)

actual courses available, and

2)

session offered.

(Available in the Facu lty from October of each year .)

EDUC970 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY A
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures & seminars)
Assessment: assignments, optional examination.
An intensive study of contemporary issues in learning in a formal educational
context. Opportunity will be provided for students to specialise in early and
middle childhood learning or learning of adolescents.

TEXTBOOKS
Although a text will be arranged, wide recourse will be made to the literature
available at the commencement of the course.

EDUC971 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY B
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures & seminars)
Assessment: assignments, optional examination.
This course offers a detailed enquiry into theories of motivation and achievement
motivation.

TEXTBOOKS
Although a text will be arranged, wide recourse will be made to the literature
available at the commencement of the course.

EDUC972 CURRICULUM STUDIES A
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures & seminars)
Assessment: assignments, optional examination.
(a)

Survey of the origins of the curriculum in public school systems - historical, political, economic, and philosophical antecedents to the development
of the modern public school curriculum.

(b)

Methods of designing curricula for a variety of educational environments
and socio-political philosophies .

(c)

Curriculum construction, implementation, and evaluation at the local
school level.

(d)

Tran sitional concepts of curriculum development in relation to the contemporary relocation in the locus of control over educational outcomes .
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TEXTBOOKS
None specified: students will draw from an extensive bibliography of selected
primary and secondary literature.

EDUC973 CURRICULUM STUDIES B
Single or double sessinn; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures & seminars)
Assessment: Ass ig nments, optional examination.
(a)

Advanced topics in curriculum theory, plannin~ and instructional design.

(b)

Humanistic, pragmatic, and rationalistic approaches to curriculum theory.

(c)

The 'systems' approach to curriculum planning and instructional design .

(d)

Selected topics from (i) curriculum develop~ent for primary schools,
(ii) curriculum development for secondary schopls, (iii) curriculum devel opment for senior secondary schools, (iv) curriculum development for
higher educational programmes.

TEXTBOOKS
None specified: students will draw from an extensive bibliography of selected
primary and secondary literature.

EDUC974 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND
ORGANISATION A
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures & seminars)
Assessment: assignments, optional examination .
Structure and processes in organisation.
Bureaucracy in Education.
Policy-making.
Educational leadership in a changing society.

TEXTBOOKS
Baron, G . & Taylor, W. Educational administration and the Social Sciences.
Athlone Press, London, 1969.
Beecher, R .S. and Maclure, S. Accountability in Education. Ward Lock , London,
1978 .
Foster , L.E . Australian Education - A Sociological Perspective. Prent ice Hall,
Sydney, 1981
Thomas, A.R., Farquhar, R .H. & Taylor, W. eds. Educational administration in
Australia and abroad. University of Queensland Press, St. Lucia , 1975 .

EDUC975 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND
ORGANISATION B
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures & seminars)
Assessment: assignments, optional examination.
Assessment and accountability of teachers.
Role theory and educational administration .
The economics and administration of education.
The politics of educational administration.

TEXTBOOKS
As for EDUC974.
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EDUC976 EDUCATION RESEARCH AND
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
S ingle Ot double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures & seminars)
Assessment: assignments, optional examination.
This subject is strongly recommended for each MEd candidate unless otherwise
recommended by supervisor . E x perimental and Qua si -experimental designs for
Research; Planning Research ; Sampling; Interviewing ; Questionnaires; Data
Processing; Personality Assessing; Attitude Measurement ; Observation and Case
Studies; Interpreting Results; Report Writing.

TEXTBOOKS
Campbell, D .T . & Stanley, J.C. Experimental and Quasi- Experimental Designs for
Research. Rand McNally , Chicago , 1966.
Gephart, W .J. & Ingle, R .8 . Educational Research Selected Readings. Merrill,
Columbus, Ohio, 1969 .
Nisbet, J.D. Educational Research Methods. University of London Press , Lon don, 1970.

EDUC978 THE POLITICS OF EDUCATION
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and seminars)
Assessment: assignments, optional examination.
The politics of education in modern society. There will be an emphasis on the
political role of educational institutions as well as the relationship between
political and educational systems . Individual cRse studies of the politics uf national educational systems as well as general theoretical issues of methodology.

EDUC986 LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION
S ingle or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session
lectures and seminars)
Assessment: assignments, optional examination

ba.~is :

A consideration of those disciplines and topics which bear upon the place of
language in Education : linguistics, psychology of language, sociology of language,
philosophy of language, history of language.

TEXTBOOKS
None specified: students will read from an extensive bibliography of source
material across and within the relevant disciplines .

EDUC988 THE SOCIOLOGICAL METHOD
APPLIED TO EDUCATION
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and seminars)
A ssessment: assignments, optional examination, research project
An examination of the different methods used by sociologists and the relevance
of these approaches in educational research.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.
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EDUC989 HISTORICAL RESEARCH IN
AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and seminars)
Assessment: assignment, optional examination
This course aims at both researchers in education and teachers wishing to expand
the range of methods for history teaching in the classroom . It examines the
theory and practice of historical writing and research in Education, the genres of
Australian History of Education, and critically reviews techniques avai lable to
history teachers .

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

EDUC990 CURRICULUM RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and tutorials)
Assessment: Project, workshop, seminar and assignments.
An examination of research paradigms as they apply to curricu l um inno vation and
reform. Students will become familiar with a selection of research approaches
applicable to the study of a variety of curriculum contexts.

TEXTBOOKS
To be advised .

REFERENCES
Journal of Curriculum Studies (U .K.)
Curriculum Perspectives (Aust .)

EDUC991 AUSTRALIAN HIGHER EDUCATION:
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE
Single or double session; 8 credit points (8 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and tutorials)
Assessment: Workshop , project , seminar and assignments
An examination of curricular contexts in the practices in Aust ra l ian Higher
Education. The aim of this course is to anal yse, within a compara tive and interdisciplinary perspective,significant recent debates on the theoret ica l u nderpinnings
of various training paradigms . Special attention will be given to th e education of
teachers as a central issue in the higher education debate .

TEXTBOOKS/ REF£ RENCES
To be advised .

EDUC993 THE SOCIOLOGY OF LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
lectures and seminars)
Assessment: Written assignments, seminar reports.
Language , thought and culture; languages, dialects, varieties and st y l es. How do
languages vary in what they code? Deficits and differences b etw een languages
and varieties. Language and social class. Ethnicity and langu ag e. Th e functions
of language. Extralingust!c context and language use. Symbol i sm and th e mean -
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ing of meaning . Language, ideology and social control. L anguage pol icy and
planning .

TEXTBOOKS
To be advised . .

EDUC979 SPECIAL TOPIC IN EDUCATION A
S ingle or double session,· 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
tutorials & seminars)
Pre-requisite: Demon strated expertise in an area of educational practice or theory .
Assessment: Project
Th e speo.. idl subject top1cs in Education exist to enable advanced study to be
undertaken by practitioners wh o have already reached an adva nc ed level of
performanc e in the area concerned.

EDUC980 SPECIAL TOPIC IN EDUCATION 8
Single or double session,· 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
tutorials & seminars)
Pre-requisite: Demonstrated expertise in an area of educat iona l pra ctice or theory .
Assessment: Project
The special subject topics in Education exist to ena ble advanced study to be
undertaken by p ractition ers who have already reached an advanced level of
performance in the area concerned.

EDUC985 SPECIAL TOPIC IN EDUCATION C
Single or double session_- 8 credit points (3 hrs. per week on a single session bCJsis:
tutnrials and seminars)
Pre-requisite: Demonstrated expertise in an area of educational practice or theory.
Assessment: Project
The special topic subjects in Education exist to enable advanced study to be undertaken by practitioners who havP. already reached an auvanced level of performanc e
in the area concerned .

EDUC981 MINOR PROJECT IN EDUCATION
8 credit points

EDUC982 MAJOR PROJECT IN EDUCATION
16 credit points

EDUC983 MINOR THESIS
24 credit points

EDUC984 THESIS
48 credit points
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
-COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

This course is designed to enable teachers holding a Diploma in Teaching to
extend their knowledge of the use of computer technology in teaching.
The course consists of eight subjects which will be available by part-time study
over a J.HH iod of two years.
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TEXTBOOKS
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Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
tutorials & seminars)
Pre-requisite: Demonstrated expertise in an area of educational practice or th eory .
Assessment: Project
The 5pccial sui.Jject top ics tn Education exist to enable ad vanced study to be
undertaken by practitioners who have already reached an advanced level of
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EDUC980 SPECIAL TOPIC IN EDUCATION B
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs per week on a single session basis:
tutorials & seminars)
Pre-requisite: Demonstrated expertise in an area of educational practice or theory .
Assessment: Project
The special subject topics in Education exist to enable advanced study to be
undertaken by practitioners who have already reached an advanced level of
performance in the area concerned .

EDUC985 SPECIAL TOPIC IN EDUCATION C
Single or double session; 8 credit points (3 hrs. per week on a single sP.ssion basis:
tutorials and seminars)
Pre-requisite: Demonstrated expertise in an area of educational practice or theory .
Assessment: Project
The special topic subjects in Education exist to enable advanced study to be undertaken by practitioners who have alrendy reached on advanc"d level of performance
in the area concerned.

EDUC981 MINOR PROJECT IN EDUCATION
8 credit points

EDUC982 MAJOR PROJECT IN EDUCATION
16 credit points

EDUC983 MINOR THESIS
24 credit points

EDUC984 THESIS
48 credit points
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
-COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

This course is designed to enable teachers holding a Diploma in Teaching to
extend their knowledge of the use of computer technology in teaching.
The course consists of eight subjects which will be available by part-time study
over a period of two years .
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION)
(Normal Patte r., Progress1on l
STAG E

Subject Credit Pts Subject
No
(Hrs/Wk)
No
I ntroduc t Jon to
Computers in
Education

EDCM861 • 6

(3)

Comput ing I

EDMA861 • 6

(3)

4

3

2

SUBJ EC T

Credit Pts Subject
<Hrs/Wk)
No

Tluwrle s of
Learn 1ng

EDEF86 1 6

Comput ing II

EDMA862

6

Credit Pts Subjec t Cred i t Pts
(Hrs/Wk)
No
! Hrs /Wk)

13)
(31

Advanced Cu rricu lum Tneory &

EDEF86r 6

(3)

EDCMB62* 6

(3)

Pract ice
Computer R esource s

in Teaching
Soc ial Implications
of Curn..,urers

EDEF863

0

(3)

Computer Resources
Project

EDCM863

6

(3)

12

(6)

Total Credit Points

12

(6)

"2

(6)

12

(61

& Hours Per Week
*These subjects will be offered in first session
sess ion only .,cu.:h year .

on l~r ~ 3o.:h

year . Other wbjccts will be oHt!red in second
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF SUBJECTS
EDCM861 INTRODUCTION TO
COMPU,TERS IN EDUCATION
Session One_- 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
This subject identifies a broad spectrum of applications of computers in education
across subject boundaries and identifies some specific examples of these applications within particular disciplines. Inappropriate uses of the technology need also
to be identified to prevent their propagation with the concom itant "bad press"
which such applications tend to engender .

TEXTBOOK
Rushby, N.J. An Introduction to Educational Computing, Croom Helm, London,
1979.

EDCM862 COMPUTER RESOURCES IN TEACHING
Session One_- 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDCM861
Co-Requisite: EDEF861 and EDEF862
In order to employ effectively computer-supported resources in a classroom
situation, teachers must develop techniques necessary for the evaluation of these
resources . This subject develops such skills and also prepares the student for the
planning and implementation of the individual research project in the following
session

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook .

EDCM863 COMPUTER RESOURCES PROJECT
Session Two_- 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDCM862
Co-Requisite: EDMA862
The computer as an educational resource has the potential to be useful in a
variety of disciplines. This subject will provide students with an opportunity to
apply their computing knowledge and research skills to the design, implement·
ation and evaluation of a computer supported teaching unit . Students will be in·
volved in the completion of an individual project.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook .

REFERENCE
Burke, R .L., CAl Sourcebook , Prentice Hall, London, 1982.
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EDEF862 ADVANCED CURRICULUM
THEORY AND PRACTICE
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This subject is designed to expand the student's understanding, knowledge and
skills of curriculum planning . Students will be asked to participate in the critical
analysis of curriculum issues through written position papers and seminars . They
will also be .asked to implement a significant curriculum and evaluation project
related to an ongoing professional experience in the application of computers in
a learning setting.
TEXTBOOK
Hunkins, F .P. Curriculum development: Programs development.
Charles Merrill, 1980.

Columbus.

EDEF861 THEORIES OF LEARNING
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
This is a general subject on the psychology and theories of learning. It is intended
as an advanced "foundations" subject to facilitate a complete understanding of
traditional and contemporary explanations of learning and related processes.
TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

EDEF863 THE SOCIAL IMPLICATION OF COMPUTERS
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDCM861
This subject aims to develop an awareness of the applications of computers in
modern society and the social issues related to this rapidly developing technology.
Students will be required to present a seminar paper on one of the issues raised
and to prepare a literature survey of relevant publications.
TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

EDMA861 COMPUTING I
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
This subject introduces students to fundamental computer concepts. Fundamental programming concepts and constructs are considered and implemented
using a popular high level language on a microcomputer. The language BASIC
is selected because it facilitates the appreciation of fundamental computing
structures and is used extensively in existing and developing school systems.
An understanding of the development of these fundamental ideas is enriched by
the consideration of the historical development of the computer.
TEXTBOOK
Dwyer, T. and Critchfield M. Basic and the Personal Computer, Addison-Wesley.
Sydney, 1979.
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EDMA862 COMPUTING II
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre -Requisite: EDMA861
This subject is designed to develop problem solving skills involving an extensive application of fundamental programming concepts and constructs. Students
will become aware of the scope and type of problems which can be solved using
Pascal and LOGO on a microcomputer .

TEXTBOOK
Dromey, R.G . How to Solve it by Computer. Prentice-Hall, London, 1982.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
-ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
This graduate diploma course will provide teachers with the opportunity to
examine the contribution of scien~~ and technology to environmental manage ment and to relate this knowledge to the curriculum of the school . The course
includes theoretical studies in Resource and the Environment, and Society and
the Environment. These theoretical studies will be complemented by a practical
strand incorporating field studies .
The course will be conducted on a part-time basis over four sessions.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION I
Norma l Progre ssi on

STA G E

3

2

SUBJECT
Subject Cred it Pts Subject
No
(Hr./Wkl
No
Ecol ogy

EDNS86 1 3

Earth Studies

EDNS862

5

13)

Field Stud ies

EDTE860 4

131

Cred tt Pts Subject
(Hrs/Wk l
No

4

Cre d tt Pr; Subject Cred it Pts
IHrs Wkl
No
IHrs/Wkl

121

8 1o log ica l

EDNS863

4

131

EDNS864

3

121

EDTE861

5

131

EDNS865 -l

t31

EDTE862

3

t2 l

EDTE863

5

t31

EDNS866

5

13 1

EDTE864

3

12 )

Management
Non -Living
Resou rce Man -

agement
Learn i ng Theor y &
Teach i ng
Strategies

Curriculum Organ isation &

Development
Soc ial & Ph i l·
osophical Foundat ions

CurrAnt Issues
Tota l Credit Points
& Hours Per Week

12

181

12

18 1

12

18 )

E DTE865 4

13 1

12

18 1
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GRADUATE DIPLOivlA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(ENVIRONtVIENTAL EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF SUBJECTS
EDNS861 ECOLOGY
Session One; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In this subject students will develop a knowledge of the ecological concepts
necessary for the understanding of complex naturAl ecosystems, for an appreciatiun of the 1mpact of man on the biosphere and for the objective analysis of the
conflicts in resource and environmental management . The topics for study will
include: ecological concepts relating to the structure, complexity and variety of
organisms, population, communities and ecosystems; productivity and natural
cycles; environmental determinants of the distribution and abundance of organisms; the adaptive responses of organisms; the evolution of ecosystems; and
population dynamics with specific reference to the basic demography of man.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

EDNS862 EARTH STUDIES
Session One; 5 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The content of this subject will fm:us on three major areas listed below.
Earth Materials: fundamental studies in geology and chemistry as applied to
materials of the earth's crust.
Earth Processes: energy and the earth; internal crustal processes; superficial
crustal processes.
Earth Resources: low and high value resources; renewable and non-renewable
resources.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised

EDNS863 FIELD STUDIES II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDTE860
Co-Requisite: EDTE862, EDTE861
In this subject students will: apply basic techniques and procedures of environmental investigation to the description and analysis of local areas; examine the
impact of man on natural communities in the lllawarra area; and prepare written
reports on environmental investigations. The areas to be studied may include the
sand dunes, the escarpment, lllawarra Lake and Port Kembla Harbour.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .
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EDNS864 BIOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDNS861
In this subject students wi ll: develop a knowledge and appreciat ion of the complexities of ecosystem management; examine cr itically the attempts by man to
use the living resources of the world and the consequent impact on the eco system ; and com me nt critica ll y on the issues in volved in the c onservation of
ecosystems, communities and individual species . The topics for study will include :
the conceptual frameworks of resource use; envi ronrf1ertal management and conservation; ecosystem response to exploitation; the ecosystem approach to biological
resource management; conservation management; and the ecological impact of
resource use.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

EDNS865 FIELD STUDIES Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDNS863
In this subject students will, in consultation with their lecturer, plan, conduct and
report upon a substantial individual investigation of an aspect of their environment .

TEXTBOOK
To be

<~dvised.

EDNS866 FIELD STUDIES IV
Session Two; 5 credi t points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDNS865
In this subject students will : develop skills and knowledge in the use of audiovisual techniques ; design, produce and evaluate integrated teaching units incorporating learning experiences which are centred on the use of field stud ies techniques ; and produce teaching resources necessary for the implementation of
the unit .

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

EDTE860 FIELD STUDIES I
Session One; 4 credit paints (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: E DNS861 , EDNS862
In this subject students will develop basic s kills of environmental inq ui ry and
apply their theoretical understand ing gained in the Ecology and Earth Studies
units to the investigation of practical problems . The top ics and activi ties will
include : sampling techniques ; population estimates; the statistical analys is of
data; map construction , reading and interpretation ; environmental measurement
with particular emphasis on water and soil; and data recording techn iques .

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .
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EDTE861 NON-LIVING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Session Two; 5 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre -Requisite: FDNS862
This subject will allow students to develop a knowledge of the technology and
economics of resource management and to analyse specific examples of non -living
resource management. Areas of study include technology and resources, economics and resource management, and specific case studies such as urbanisation,
energy supply, water resource project and the atmosphere.

TEXTBOOK
To be

advi~cd .

EDTE862 LEARNING THEORY AND TEACHING
STRATEGIES
Session One; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Any two of EDNS861, EDNS862, EDTE860
Co-Requisite: Any two of EDNS864, EDTE861, EDNS863
In this subject students will study relationships between learning theories and
teaching strategies; apply teaching strategies to learning situations related to
environmental education; and examine the integration of environmental education into the normal school programme .

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

EDTE863 CURRICULUM ORGANISATION AND
DEVELOPMENT
Session One; 5 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Any two of EDNS864, EDNS862, EDTE860
Co-Requisite: Any two of EDNS864, EDTE861, EDNS863
In this subject students will: use environmental topics as an integrating theme
to achieve the aims of primary education in general, and the aims of the science
curriculum in particular; identify the variables involved in the curriculum development process; and suggest possible methods of implementation of environmental education throughout the school .

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

EDTE864 SOCIAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL
FOUNDATIONS
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisites: All of EDNS861, EDNS862, EDTE860, and any three of E DNS863,
EDNS864,EDTE861 , EDTE862,EDTE863
In this subject students will develop an understanding of the ways that the decisions
of the society about resource use and environmental management are guided by
the scientific, economic and political philosophies that have evolved in the culture . To develop these understandings students : will examine selected scientific,
economic and political philosophies; compare and contrast the resource use and
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environmental management policies of societies with differing economic and
political philosophies ; and examine the roles of environmental management
agencies and action groups and evaluate their contribution towards the maintenance of natural diversity and environmental quality.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

EDTE865 CURRENT ISSUES
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)

~

Pre-Requisites: All of EDNS861, EDNS862, EDTE860 a~d any three of EDNS863,
EDNS864, EDTE861, EDTE862, EDTE863
In this subject students will examine critically and evaluate public, professional
and government statements on current environmental issues. They will also be
required to develop and rationally defend, through seminars and sustained writing, a personal value system related to environmental issues. The issues chosen for
study may be of local, national or international significance and may include
topics such as: the uranium debate; the energy crisis; national parks; desertification ; the Port Kembla coal loader ; local waste disposal; and the Great Barrier
Reef.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
-HEALTH EDUCATION
This course, offered by external study, is designed to en able primary and secondary sch ool teache.-s lO develop their experti se in health educ ation .
The course will provide educators with an opportunity to gain specialist knowledge in the health discipline and to examine critically attitudes associated with
health issues and concepts at both individual and community levels . Students
will develop skills in selecting, constructing and implementing appropriate teach i ng programs an d resource material . Students will be able to i ntegrate effectively
health knowledge, concepts and skills into a funct ion al teaching program designed
for particular school settings.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(HEALTH EDUCATION)
Normal Pattern Progression

STAGE

3

2

SUBJECT
Subject Credit Pts Subject
No
(Hrs/Wk)
No
Heal th . The In ·
dividual &
Community

EDPHB61

6

(3)

Foundations &

EDPH862

6

(3 )

Credi t Pts Subject
(Hrs /Wk )
No

4

Credit Pts Subject Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wkl
No
(Hrs/Wk )

Principles of

Health Educat 1on
Elective A: Health
& The Individual

EDPH863
EDPH864

3
3

(2 )
(2 )

Elective B : Health
& The Community

EDPH865
EDPH866

3
3

12 1
(2 )

Health Instruction & Classroom
Communication

EDPH867

6

(4 )

Core Areas in
Health Education
Programs

EDPH868

6

(4 1

Philosophy &
Curriculum Design

EDPH869

4

13 1

Study Proposal

EDPH871

2

111
EDPH873 6

Evaluation of the
Total School Health
Education Program
Ind ividual Study
Total Credit Points
& Hours Per Week

12

(6)

12

18 1

12

(8 1

(3)

E DPH872 6

(4)

12

(7)
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(HEALTH EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF SUBJECTS
EDPH861 HEALTH: THE INDIVIDUAL
AND COMMUNITY
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This subject will encourage students to exAmine the quality of life in our society
in terms of physical, social and mental w ell being .
The subject will offer an overview of the areas of nutrition, safety. consumerism,
changing patterns of disease, drug use , and human sexuality .
During the subject, students will have the opportunity to acquire the appropriate
knowledge, attitu des, and skills, so necessary for positive decision making and
personal health promotion .

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

EDPH862 FOUNDATIONS AND PRINCIPLES
OF HEALTH EDUCATION
Session One; 6 credit paints (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This subject has been designed to consolidate the student's understanding of the
fundamental concepts and principles of health education. By the end of the
subject, the student will have examined the nature of school health education and
a rationale for its beiny. The student will have clarified the role of school health
education and identified those professional and personal competencies needed
in the implementation of the total school health education program . As well,
the student will have examined programming approaches and components, with
emphasis on objectives, concepts and scope and sequencing.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

EDPH863 ELECTIVE A: NUTRITION
Session Two; 3 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: EDPH861
This subject will focus on the relationship between diet and health on an individual and community level. Course work will include the following topics:
food nutrients ; dietary -related health problems ; food selection, processing and
preparation ; contemporary issues in nutrition; and international perspectives
on food problems.

TEXTBOOKS
Stanton, R . Food for Health . W .B . Saunders. London, 1979.
(Continued)
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T homas , D. and Corde n , M . Metric Tables of the Composition of Australian Food.
Australian Governm ent Printer, Canberra, 1971 .
" Nutrition and Health ", New Doctor, Journal of the Doctors Refo rm Society,
No.2 ., 1979.

EDPH864 ELECTIVE A: HUMAN RELATIONS
Session Two; 3 credit points (External)
Pre -Requisite: EDP H861
This subject has been designed to assist students to develop, through research and
personal exploration , an understanding of the following: psycholog ical growth,
the Interpersonal Communication process, relationships and group processes
with particular re fe rence to classroom practices . Students will have opportun ities to acquire the skills necessary to plan acti vities, to foster personal growth
and develop self-i!steem through group interactions .

TEXTBOOK
Becvar, R .J. Skills for Effective Communication. A Guide to Building Relationships. John Wiley , New York, 1974 .

EDPH867 HEALTH INSTRUCTION AND
CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: EDPH862
Co-Requisite : EDPH861
This subject has been designed to acquaint the student with the health instruction
process , with a special emphasis on the selection , development and application
of appropriate teaching methods and materials . The student will examine the
relationship between classroom communication , creativity and health instruction .
Techniques which will enhance this relationship will be discussed and practised .
By the end of the subj ect , the student will have analysed a variety of learning activities which are util ised in health educati on . Each learning acti vity will be
appraised in terms of its development, utilisati on and potential advantages and
disadvantages in the teaching situation.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

EDPH865 ELECTIVE 8: CONSUMER HEALTH
Session Two; 3 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: EDPH861
Consumer health education will assist individuals in acting intelligently in regard
to the selection and utilisation of consumer health products and services. Con sumer health is related to all health areas and this elective subject wi l l gi ve students
the opportunity to evaluate general health knowledge in terms of practical application in human behaviour.
Students will evaluate the validity and reliability of health information and
resources and differentiate between positive and negative consumer health educ ation. The role of organisations and agencies in protecting the consumer of health
services and products will be explored in terms of the factors invol ved in selecting
such services and products . The implications behind advertising and the dangers
that ex ist in self-diagnosis and self -m edication will be investigated .
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i' E.I(TBOOK
To be advised .

EDPH866 ELECTIVE B: ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Session Two; 3 credit points (External)
Pre -Requisite: EDPH861
Environmental health studies will clarify the relationship of the individual to the
environment and explain the physical dependency on the environment. Identification of the psychological needs which are related to environmental quality will
lead to the promotion and maintenance of good health.
The need for individual and societal responsibility in the promotion and maintenance of environmental quality will be examined in the light of cu rrent scientific data . Students will clarify the cause and effects of those environmental
factors affecting the health of individuals and investigate the ecological impli cations of human behaviours.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

EDPH868 CORE AREAS IN HEALTH
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: EDPH867
Students having already reviewed curriculum programming approacheG nvailable in
school health education, will in this subject review that core of topic areas which
is deemed essential, regardless of the programming approach utilized . Each of
these core areas will be reviewed so that its peculiarities may be examined. Meth odologies and learning opportun i ties will be reviewed for their suitability for each
of these areas and any special difficulties associated with the presentation of a
specific core nrea will be investigated.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

EDPH869 PHILOSOPHY AND CURRICULUM DESIGN
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: EDPH861 , EDPH867
Through this subject study, the student will develop a comprehensive under standing of the curriculum process in health education from both a theoretical
and practical perspective . The student will examine the components of curriculum
development with special attention being given to trends, philosophical statements ; determination of goals and objectives, assessment of needs and interests;
selection of content and teaching methods; and appraisal of implementation and
administration procedures .
By the end of this subject, the student will have participated in a variety of
practical tasks, designed to consolidate fundamental skills in this area.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.
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EDPH871 STUDY PROPOSAL
Session One; 2 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: EDPH863 , EDPH864 , EDPH865, EDPH866
In this subject students will identify units in health education and formu late
a procedure for the systematic analysis of investigation of this issue. The issue
selected will be followed through in the subsequent subject EDPH872. The 5tud\
will be able to be categori ze d according to major areas of research.

PRELIMINARY READING
Huck, S., Cormier , W . and Bounds, W. Reading Statistics and Research. Harper
and Row , San Franc isco , 1974.

TEXTBOOK
Isaac, S. & Michael W. Handbook in Research and Evaluation. Edits Publishers ,
San Diego , 1977.

EDPH873 EVALUATION OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL
HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM
Session Two; 6 credit points (External}
Pre-Requisite: EDPH869
In this subject the student will concentrate on evaluation as it relates to the
components of the Total School Health Education Program, with particular
emphasis on the health instruction program. The student will examine, in depth
the underlying principles and concepts of the evaluation process. Considerab le
time will be devoted to skill acquisition that will assist in meaningful and efficie nt
evaluation.
During the subject, the student will be given opportunity to appraise a variety of
instruments; techniques and procedures that have application in health education.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

EDPH872 INDIVIDUAL STUDY
Session Two; 6 credit points (External}
Pre-Requisite: EDPH871
At the conclusion of this subject the student will have developed expertise for
participation in the development, improvement and co-ordination of school and
community health education programmes. In this subject students will implement
their personal project, enunciated in EDPH871, and present a substantial report.

TEXTBOOK
Anderson, J. Dunster , B. and Poole , M. Thesis and Assignment Writing. Jof"ln
Wiley and Sons, Sydney, 1970.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDIES
(SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION)
Thi s port time course will be conducted over four stages .
The course has been designed to provide, through a variety of course subjects
exposure to the body of knowledge and skills relevant to the effective practice
of school administration and to provide for the development of interpersonal
sk ills and personal value systems . Students will have the opportunity to critically
analyse and evaluate existing school management systems and defend a personal
philosophy of school organisation and management. Particular emphases will be
on the supervisory issues of: curriculum leadership, models of teaching; discipline
and change in schools.

Subject No.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION)
CONTENTS OF SUBJECTS
AIAE161 ORGANIZATIONS: THEORY AND STRUCTURE
Session One,-6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Through this subject students will examine the sociological antecedents of organizational theory, develop an understanding of the nature and structure of organizatio ns as static entities , examine and d"velop an appreciation of the advantages
and di sa dvantages of the classical and modern approaches to organizations and
utilize the understandings gained to more effectively inte rp ret the administrative
role in school.

AIAE162 ADMINISTRATION: HISTORICAL AND
PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES
Session Two_- 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Through study in this subject students will develop an understanding of administrative approaches and their attachment to the ethos of the larger society,
will gain knowledge of basic philosophies and their relationship to education,
and will develop from this knowledge a personal educational philosophy_

AIAE163 THE ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT:
CONTENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
Session One_- 6 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite : AIAE161, AIAE162
This subject is designed to provide students with a knowledge and understanding
of the external and internal influences acting upon a societal unit such as a
school. Consideration will be given to a systems analysis of schools, the exte rnal
environment of schools, the internal school environment and the single school
as system examples.

AIAE261 THE DYNAMICS OF AN ORGANIZATION
Session Two_- 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite : AJAE161 , AIAE162 , AIAE163 , AIAE262
Thi s subject analyses th e characteristics of educational institutions as organisations in action . Consideration will be gi ve n to the impact of people on organisations, issues in supervision, the personal dynamics of supervisors, important
dynamics in organisations.

AIAE262 COMPARATIVE APPROACHES TO
ADMINISTRATION: A CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW
Session Two,· 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre- Requisite: AIAE1 6 1, AIAE162
Co-Requisite: AIAE1 63, AIAE261
Through studies in this area students will acqui re an understanding of th e admin-
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istrative role and its variations and combinations ; demonstrate an aware ness of
the relationships generated between the organizational structure and the admin istrative perspective and their relevance to organ izational problems, and will
utilize understandings gained to increase the effectiveness of the administrative
process in the school setting .

AIAE263 DYNAMICS OF ADMINISTRATION
Session One;4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: All 100 level course units.
This subject examines in depth the options available for working with people
to achieve organisational objectives. Issues to be considered include : human
relationships in schools, administrative support to the problems of curriculum
development and implementation, promoting change in schools , discipline in
schools.

AIAE264 CURRICULUM AND SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
Session One: 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: All 100 level subjects
The ability to identify and analyse problem issues in school administration is
essential if the administrator wishes to cope with a dynamic, changing educational
environment and/or if the administrator wishes to introduce change or innovation
in a controlled and systematic fashion . Through this subject students will acquire
the specific knowledge necessary to examine a selected problem issue in school
administration, relate that issue to organizational and administrative theory and
formulate a procedure for the systematic analysis of the problem.

AIAE361 THE MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
Session Two: 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre -Requisite: AIAE261, AIAE263
Co-Requisite: AIAE362
This subject aims to complete a study of the supervisory aspects of school administration by concentrating on more sophisticated aspects of human resources
supervision . Aspects to be considered include : human resource supervision, staff
development, career stages, job satisfaction, planning effecti ve inservice staff
development programs, stress and time management, specifi c purpose, counselling, confrontation and dispute management.

AIAE362 THE MANAGEMENT OF PHYSICAL AND
FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AIAE161, AIAE163
Co-Requisite: AIAE361
Throu gh studies in this subject students will demonstrate an understanding
of offic e administration procedures and devise soundly based principles by which
the administrative unit will function ; gain a functional knowledge of accounting
procedures; develop procedures for the ordering, subsequent purchase and control
of stock and equipment; and demonstrate an ability to plan expenditure within
realistic co nstraints and anticipate significant aspects of the budgetary process
as it applies to schools.
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AIAE363 INDIVIDUAL SPECIAL PROJECTIMPLEMENTATION
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 llours per week)
Pre-Requisite : All 200 level subjects and AIAE265
Through this subject, students will demonstrate their ability to implement a
project significantly related to an aspect of school administration; analyse the
results of project within the framework of organizational and administrative
theory; and present a substantial written report in which findings are documented.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(READING/ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION)
-PART TIME/EXTERNAL
This course is designed for teachers and others who are concerned either with
literacy education (i.e. reading, writing, spelling, oral language) or with teaching
English as a second language. The needs of all learners are catered for, from
kindergarten to year 12 and beyond .
The course is divided into two sections. Work m the first two stages (first year)
looks at the nature of language and at patterns of both oral and written language
development for first and second language learners. There is also a subject which
looks at the social and cultural contexts of learning. io-11 students in the course
take these subjects, which are intended to provide essehtial background to later,
more spec1alised work.
In stages 3 and 4 (second year) students choose to specialise in either Literacy
education for English speakers or in teaching English as a second language. In
both strands the themes of literacy education for both English speakers and nonEnglish speakers will be treated, but with different emphases.
In the literacy-education-for-English-speakers-strand students will study topics
such as the reading process, the writing process, remediation and diagnosis of
reading, writing problems; children's literature, classroom organisation and
strategies for teaching the skills of literacy.
The ESL strand looks at the foundations of ESL education ; the assess·
ment of needs; programme design; and approaches, methods and techniques in ESL education.
The course is designed to be practical in its emphasis.
teachers' expertise wherever possible, working towards the
of a methodology which is applicable to teachers' own classrooms .

building on
development
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(READING / ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION )
1Normal Pattern Prog ress ion)
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(READING/ENGLISH AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF SUBJECTS
EDCL861 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT I
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This subject is designed to introduce students to some basic concepts in language
development and linguistics. The principles of learning underlying first language
acquisition and development will be studied , especially those which can be
applied to other language learning experience.
An introduction of linguistics will also form part of this subject since an under standing of the systems of language is essential to later subjects in both strands of
the course .

TEXTBOOK
To be rrP.scribed .

EDCL862 THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT
OF LEARNING
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Students need to be sensitive to the social and cultural context of learning as a
basis for effective classroom management and practice in language development
programmes in a multicultural society. This subject aims at developing these
essential attitudes and skills through a study of cultural difference and its educational consequences.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed .

PRELIMINARY READING
Claydon , L., Knight, T . and Rado, M. Curriculum and Culture: Schooling in a
Pluralist Society. George Allen and Unwin, Sydney , 1977 .
Lippmaron, L. The Aim is Understanding. A.N.A. Book Company , Sydney,
1977.

EDCL863 THE COMPREHENSION OF LANGUAGE
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In order to be properly prepared for studies of reading and second language
acquisition students need not only a background of information about language
development and linguisitcs, but also a clear understanding of the nature of
comprehension. This subject is designed to develop that understanding through
a consideration of the relationship between language, experience, memory and
learning.
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TEXTBOOK
Sm ith, F . Comprehension and Learning: A Conceptual Framework For Teachers.
Holt, Rinehart and Winston , New York, 1975.

EDCL864 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT II
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 h ours per week)
Pre -Requisite : Nil
This subject will consider aspects of language development and lin guisitcs which
were not discussed in the first session. The particular focus of this subject will be
on language development in a multicultural society . Through studies of basic
socio-linguisitics and the natur~:< of bilinguali sm stude nts will acqu ire k nowledge which will be important to them in their late r subjects on the teaching
of reading and the teaching of English as a second language.
TEXTBOOKS
A s for EDCL861

EDCL865 THE EVALUATION OF LANGUAGE :
ISSUES AND PRINCIPLES
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 h ours per week)
Pre-Requisite : N i l
In this subject principles underlying the appraisal of language development
will be introduced to students . Formal and informal evaluation procedures for
both oral and written language, will be subject to critical scrutiny.
The concepts developed will be important as background to the subsequent
studies undertaken in both the literacy and ESL subjects.
TEXTBOOKS
To be prescnbed .

EDCL870 FOUNDATIONS OF ENGLISH AS A
SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Co-Requisite:

EDCL861 and EDCL862

In order to appl y the general princ iples covered in the core subjects about language, language development, and the social context of language to ESL education
in Australia , students must first understand the natu re of Australian society, and
the factors affect ing learning English as a second language . This subject is designed
to assist students to develop those understandings .
TEXTBOOKS
To b e prescribed .
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EDCL871 ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS OF SECOND
LANGUAGE LEARNERS
Session One; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Co-Requisite:

EDCL861 and EDCL862

This subject is designed to develop skills in gatherl'n g background informati on
about children, identifying language demands of situations, and assessing English
Language proficiency . Students will learn to relate proficiency assessments to
perceived language demands and relevant background fnformation, in order to
identify learners' needs and allocate priorities for programme design.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed .

EDCL866 MEASURING, DIAGNOSING, EVALUATING
LITERACY DEVELOPMENT
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: EDCL861 and EDCL862
This subject is designed to develop skills in the evaluation of reading and writing
performance. Students will be introduced to a wide range of formal and informal
evaluation instruments and procedures which they will be expected to use and
assess. The knowledge and skills acquired in this subject will be of cr i tical importance in the successful completion of the practical work required in the final
session.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed.

EDCL867 THE ANATOMY OF READING
AND WRITING
Session One; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: EDCL861 and EDCL862
This subject is designed to develop a thorough understanding of the read ing
and writing processes through a detailed analysis of the reading and writing
behaviours and processes that learners use together with a critical examination of
relevant research into the nature of the reading and writing processes.

TEXTBOOKS
To be prescribed.

EDCL872 STUDY PROPOSAL
Session One; 2 credit points (1 hour per week)
Pre-Requisite: Any three of EDCL861, EDCL862, EDCL863 , EDCL864 and
EDCL865
A mandntory requirement of the course is that all students should undertake an
individual study project through which they can demons trate the ir theoretica l
and practical mastery of the subjects studied. This subject is intended to prepare
students to undertake such a project.
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TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook .

EDCL873 PROGRAMME DESIGN AND ORGANISATION
IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDC L861
Co-Requisite: EDCL864
Thi s subject will deve lop an understanding of the relat ion ship between ESL
edu cation , the whole school curriculum , the community and the range of nraan isational models for CSL education as a basis for p lan n ing and implem enting
effective ESL programmes .

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed .

EDCL874 APPROACHES, METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDC L861
Co-Requisite: EDCL864
This subject is designed to develop an understanding of a range of approaches
to the teaching of English as a second language. Students will become aware of
the variety of techniques which can be used in teaching different aspects of
language . They will be expected to develop skills in selecting, evaluating, adapting and developing materials for use in ESL education .

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed .

EDCL868 THE LITERACY LEARNING ENVIRONMENT:
RESOURCES
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDC L86 3
Co-Requisite: EDCL864 , EDCL865
This subject will concentrate on making students familiar with the range of
materials available for the teaching of reading . The importance of using literature
in the classroom will be stressed. Students will be asked to consider children's
reading interests and the criteria necessary to select suitable materials for classroom use.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed.
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EDCL869 THE LITERACY LEARNING ENVIRONMENT :
ORGANISATIONS AND PRACTICE
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: EDCL863
Co-Requisite: EDCL864, EDCL865
This subject is designed to make students aware of a range of approac.;hes to the
teaching of literacy and to develop an understanding of the theoretical bases for
these approaches. Students will be made familiar with a var iety of techniques
which can be used in teaching reading .

TEXTBOOK
Goodman , Y. and Burke, C. Reading Strategies: Focus on Comprehension. Holt ,
Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1980.

EDCL875 SPECIAL PROJECT
Session Two; 4 credit points
Pre-Requisite: EDCL872
Co-Requisite: EDCL870 and EDCL871 or EDCL866 or EDCL867
A graduate of this subject must demonstrate the ability to examine a practical
problem within the broad context of language education. In the previous session
each student was required to develop a proposal designed to i nvestigate such a
problem in relation to either Literacy Education for English Speakers education
or ESL education . In this subject students will be expected to conduct a study
based on their proposal and to analyse the results . A substant ial report on th is
individual project will be required to each student.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook .
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
- SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
This course has been designed to enable teachers of Secondary Mathematics to
upgrade their knowledge of mathematics education and to improve their own
mathematical ability.
There are eight subjects which comprise the graduate diploma; three in mathematics education including a research project and five in advanced mathematics.
This course is presented externally over two years. Vacation Schools may be
required for some of the subjects.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION}
(Normal Pattern Progression}
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF SUBJECTS
EDCM871 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Session One : 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Diploma in Teachin g
This subject will explore the political , sociological , psychological and philosophical
assumptions which underpin curricula design , implementation ami Pva luation .
Conceptudl frallrtJworks Whrch guide th e development of learning ex peri ences
in mathematics will be examined. Curriculum change and innovation will be
discussed as well as the related leadership roles and tasks required for the development and evaluation of curriculum.

TEXTBOOKS
Hunkins, F .. P. Curriculum Development: Program Improvement. Charles Merrill,
Columbus, 1980.
Lawton, D. etal. Theory and Practice of Curriculum Studies. Routledge , Kegan
and Paul , London, 1978 .

EDCM872 RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre -Requisite: Nil
It is imJ')ortant for practitioners in all fields to be able to interpret and implement current research finding and to be able to initiate and carry out an investigation . This subject develops the skills and concepts necessary for these tasks and
provides the pre -requisite background for the completion of an individual research
project.

TEXTtWUK
Twaite , J.A . Monroe , J .A. Introductory Statistics. Scott Foresman, Glenview,
1979.

EDCM873 RESEARCH PROJECT
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: EDCM871
This subject has been designed to enable students to partiCipate in the process
of research in mathematics education. Such participation is essential if students
are to understand research methods and to read with critical awareness the
research of others.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.
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EDMA871 MICROCOMPUTING
Session One or Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: N il
Topics to be covered in this subject include fundamentals of microcomputing ,
basic commands, functions and subroutines, matrix manipulation, string manipulation : file handling, searching and sorting; an introduction to compute r
graphics, and CAl; generating pseudo-random numbers, games and simulatio ns;
and the use of computer packages.

TEXTBOOK
Dwyer, T. and Critchfield , M. Basic and the Personal Computer. Addison-Wesl ey,
Sydney, 1979.

EDMA872 ADVANCED CALCULUS
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The topics to be studied in this subject will include the Laplace transform; solut ion of linear differential equations using the Laplace transform; the convolution
theorem and Volterra's integral equation; the Dirac Delta function and the
Heaviside Unit function; Fourier transforms; the Error function; the Gamma
function; and Bessel functions.

TEXTBOOK
Keane , A. Integral Transforms. Science Press, Sydney, 1965 .
Reichel, A. Special Functions. Science Press, Sydney, 1966.

EDMA873 COMPLEX VARIABLES
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In the analysis of complex variables students will examine complex numbers .
functions, limits and continuity, complex differentiation, complex integration ,
infinite series, and residue theory .

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

EDMA874 GEOMETRY
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This subject will include a study of Euclidean geometry, vector geometry, applic ·
ations of matrices, applications of groups, and the geometry of incidence.

TEXTBOOK
Smart, J.R .. Modern Geometries. 2nd ed. Brooks/Cole, California, 1978.
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EDMA875 MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre -Requisite: Nil
This subject will include a study of distributions of random variables , conditional
probability and stochastic independence, special distributions, distributions of
functions of random variables , limiting distributions , statisti cal hypotheses , and
other statistical tests .

TEXTBOOK
Hogg , R .V ., Craig , A .T. Introduction to MnthPmatica/ StMistics. 4th
millan, New York, 1978.

8tL

Mac-
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ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
HONOURS MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Under the Regulat ions for th e degree of Honours Mast er o f Engin ee ring , candid ates may meet th e major requirements by satisfactorily completing:
(a)

"thesis embodying the results of an investigation; or

(b)

a study comprising formal course work; or

(c)

study comprising formal course work and a minor thes is.

(No new candidates for the degree of Master of Engineering Science will be
accepted; so graduates wishing to undertake additional formal studies in electrical
engineering will now be able to do so by following one of the three prescriptions
(a), (b) or (c) above .)
The majority of engineer i ng graduates seeking entry to the Honours Masters
programme will have qualifications which fall within one of four main categories,
namely:
(i)

A nominal 6 year, part time pass degree e.g. BSc (Eng).

(ii)

A nominal 4 year, full time pass degree e.g . BE.

(iii)

A nominal 6 year , part time degree with Merit.

(iv)

A nominal full time , 4 year degree with Honours.

Those in categories (iii) and (iv) qualify for entry under Section 6(1) of the
Honours Masters Degree Regulations, while those in sections (i) and (ii) must seek
entry under Section 6(2).
Entry Under Section 6(1) - Graduates with an Honours Degree at a standard of
Class II, Division 2 or higher
Under Section 6( 1) of the Honours Masters Degree Regulations, candidates must
accumulate a total of not less than 48 credit points by the successful completion
of subjects from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects, which are described below .
Entry Under Section 6(2} - Graduates with a Degree below a standard of Class II,
Division 2
Under Section 6(2) of th e Honours Masters Degree Regulations, candidates are
required to accumulate 96 credit points of which at least 48 points shall be from
subjects included in the Schedule of Graduate Subjects; the remaining 48 credit
points however need not be for subjects at the Postgraduate level. Graduates in
category (i) above could take a select ion of 400-level subjects from the Engineering Schedule of the Bachelor Degree Regulations . However , it is expected that
Graduates in categories (i) and (ii) will enrol in ELEC999 ADVANCED TOPICS IN
ENGINEERING.
In any year a restricted range of topics only will be offered, both in ELEC999
and from other Postgraduate subjects , so graduates intending to enrol should
arrange to discuss their desired programme with the Department as soon as
possible in order to ensure that an appropriate sel ection of topics w ill be offered .
Formal Postgraduate lectures normally begin at the end of March.
Subject to the approval of the Departmental Cha irman and t he Graduate Studies
Committee, courses offered by other Departments will be acceptable for the
Honours Masters course in Electrical Engineering .
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De ta ils of Subjects
Th ere are no exclusions, pre-requisites or co-requisites within the subjects offered.
Unless otherwise stated each subject comprises 56 hours of lectures and tutoria l s,
is worth six credit points and may be offered in the first or second session or
throughout the year .
There are no set textbooks or recommended reading but each year reading I ists
will be set from the published literature.

ELEC901 COMPUTER AIDED ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Analys i s and design of electronic networks using digital computers . Advanced
techniques, including state-space methods, modelling and optimisation. Development of automatic routines for batch, remote and on-line processing.

ELEC911 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
Method s of analysis, modelling, probabilistic system analysis and design . Redundant
systems, computer techniques and reliability optimisation. Fault identification
techniques .

ELEC921 MATRIX ANALYSIS OF ELECTRICAL MACHINES
Der ivation of mathematical models, properties and applications of transformations,
solution methods; non-ideal machines.

ELEC922 MACHINES IN CONTROL SYSTEMS
Stab ility and transient performance, heating and ratings, simplified models,
converter-fed a.c . and d .c. machines as control system elements.

ELEC923 STATIC CONVERTERS
Properties, protection and control of high power solid state switching elements.
Charac teri stics of rectifiers, inverters, pulse and cycloconverters and their application to a.c. and d .c. variable speed drives.

ELEC924 ADVANCED POWER SYSTEMS
An advanced course on industrial and high voltage power systems dealing with
I oad flow, faults, stability, transients, insulation co-ordination, econom ic evaluations and application of computers.

ELEC931 CONTROL COMPUTING
Digita l, analogue and hybrid computational methods for the solution of engineering problems. On-line control, microprocessors , and operation of hybrid computers. Computer interfacing techniques.

ELEC941 CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
A un i fied approach using "classical" and "modern" methods to treat th e cont rol
problems of identification, representation and solution, stability, design and
optimisation.

ELEC942 OPTIMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
Problem formulation and methods of solution including advanced optim isation
techniques, variational, dynamic programming and Pontryagin's Maximum Pr inciple.
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ELEC943 NONLINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS
Analysis of nonlinear control systems including numerical, series approximation,
graphical and describing function methods. Stability investigation using Lyapunov's methods and extensions, and functional methods.

ELEC944 SAMPLED-DATA CONTROL SYSTEMS
Topics related to the use of digital equipment in control systems. Analysis and
synthesis of control systems using sampling techniques.

ELEC961 NOISE AND INFORMATION THEORY
Pr inciples of coding, channel capacity, redundancy; application of information
theory to engineering systems.

ELEC962 ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND ANTENNAS
Analysis of biconical an d cylindrical antennae, aperture radiating systems. Obstacles
and mounts in waveguides, numerical methods for solution of field problems.

ELEC963 MICROWAVE DEVICES AND ELECTRONICS
Scattering matrix analysis; structures and mounts; transistor amplifiers; para·
metric amplifiers; lmpatt and Gunn devices; electron beam devices.

ELEC971 HIGH VOLTAGE PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Electrical conduction and breakdown in gases, liquids and solids. Advanced app·
I ication of ionised gases. Generation and measurement of high voltages and non·
destructive dielectric test techniques.

ELEC972 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL TECHNIQUES
Surface, dynamic, optical and adhesive properties of particulates, effects of
particulates and gases on air quality, basic theory of particulate collection us1ng
electrostatic, inertial and gravitational forces, filtration and measurement methods.

ELEC981 MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 1
Transform methods applied to analysis and synthesis problems arising in elect·
rical engineering, properties and applications of Fourier, Laplace and Z trans·
forms.

ELEC982 MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 2
Time domain methods applied to analysis and synthesis problems arising in
electrical engineering, state variable methods, linear and nonlinear systems, inputoutput and convolution.

ELEC951 THESIS
48 credit points

ELEC952 THESIS
24 credit points

ELEC953 REPORT
12 credit points
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ELEC999 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ENGINEERING
Double session subject, 48 credit points 12 hrs per week, including 2 seminar hrs
and some project work
Assessment: Form al exa mination s, tests , dSstgn ments and assoctated (if any)
expf'rimental work
Stud ents wi II normally take a selection of topics at advan ced level. The selection
of th e topics will be subject to the approval of the Chairman of th e Department
in which the student wishes to enrol and subsequently spectalise.
The subject may include topics from :
Air, noise and water pollution
A ir pollution control techniques
Attisorropic elasttctty
Analogue and digital filters
Antennas
Boiling heat transfer
Boundary layer theory
Computer aided analysis and design
Computer methods
Conformal mapping
Control computing
Economic & social eval uation of engineering projects
Electrical properties of materials
Energy from the environment
Field theory
Finite element techniques
Heat and mass transfer
Microscopic thermodynamics
Microwave electronics
Modern control systems theory
Noise and information llteory
Numerical techniques
Power system, analysis and design
Process control
Propagat ion
Refrigeration and air conditioning
Signal processing
Simulation
Static converters
Structural dynamics
Structural topology
Trans ient performance of machines
Variational methods
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE
HONOURS MASTERS OF ARTS
ENGL998

Major Thesis

See Note at the beginning of the section Description of Subjects

48 credit points
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ENGLISH LITERATURE AND DRAMA
HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS

ENGL999

M ajor T hes1s

See Note at t he beginn ing of t he sectio n Descri pti o n o f Su bj ects .

48 cred 1t po ints
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EUROPEAN LANGUAGES
DIPLOMA IN EUROPEAN STUDIES
The purpose of the Gra duate Diploma in European Studies is to provide in a recognized university course a means for graduates with limited acquaintance with
European languages, thought and culture to acquire competence in these areas
at a reasonably advanced level. The Diploma shall be subject to the University
regulations for the award of Graduate Diplomas together with the following
conditions:
1)

Candidates are required to complete subjects totalling 48 credit points,
of which at least 28 are to be from those listed in the Arts Schedule under
European Languages. Subjects up to a total of 20 credit points may be
chosen from subjects listed by other departments in the Arts Schedule
provided that, in the view of the Chairman of the Department of European
Languages, these relate to European studies.

2)

Of the required 48 credit points at least 24 must be from 200 or 300
level t:uurses .

3)

A candidate may not include in his or her Diploma programme any course
component which substantially duplicates a subject or part of a subject
previously passed by the candidate as part of any degree or diploma already
held or previously attempted.

4)

The selection of courses and the programme of study shall be approved by
the Departmental Chairman .

5)

A full-time candidate shall normally complete the Diploma in one academic
year , a part-ti me candidate in no less than 2 and no more than 3 academic
years.

6)

Admission to candidature for the Diploma is on the recommendation of
the Chairman of the Department of European Languages who shall assess
the applicant's aptitude for the course .

HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS

Structure
Students entering the programme with a degree in French and/or Italian at a
standard below Honours Class II, Division 2 will be required to complete one of
the following subjects:
EUR0913
EUR0923
EUR0953

Advanced Topics in French
Advanced Topics in French and Italian
Advanced Topics in Italian

48 pts
48 pts
48 pts

They then proceed to:
EUR0903

Major thesis

48 pts

Students entering the programme with an honours degree at a standard of Class II,
Division 2 will be required to complete only:
EUR0903

Major thesis

48 pts

Details of the content of the following subjects are available from the Chairman
of the Department of European Languages:
EUR0913
EUR0923
EUR0953
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MASTER OF STUDIES IN FRENCH
1)

A n applicant for registr ation fo r t he d egree sha ll have qualified for :
a)

il

riP.gree o f bac hclo 1 '" the Un i versity w h ich 1ncl ud es at least 24
credit points at 300 -l evel in French ; OR

b)

a degree of bachelor in the University togeth er w ith at least 24
credit points at 300 -l evel in F rench ; OR

c)

an equivalent qualification from another tertiary institution .

2)

A candidate may be considered for the award of the degree after successfully completing two academic sessions of full -timP. st11riy (or its equivalent)
of subje<.:l number t:UH0913: Advanced topics in French.

3)

For details refer to the regulations for the Master of Studies degree.

MASTER OF STUDIES IN ITALIAN
1)

An applicant for registration for the degree shall have qualified for:
a)

a degree of bachelor in the University which includes at least 24
credit points at 300-level in Italian; OR

b)

a degree of bachelor in the University together with at least 24
credit points at 300-level in Italian ; OR

c)

an equivalent qualification from another tertiary inst itution.

2)

A candidate may be considered for the award of the degree after successfully completing two academic sessions of full-time study (or its equivaiP.nt)
of subject number EUR0953 : Advanced topics in Italian.

3)

For further details refer to the regulations for the Master of Studies degree .

MASTER OF STUDIES IN FRENCH AND ITALIAN
1)

An applicant for registration for the degree shall have qualified for :
a)

a degree of bachelor in the Un iver sity which includes at least 24
credit points at 300-level in French and Italian; OR

b)

a degree of bachelor in the Uni versity together with at least 24
credit points at 300 -level in French and Italian; OR

c)

an equivalent qualification from another tertiary institution.

2)

A candidate may be considered for the award of the degree after successfully completing two academic sessions of fu l l -time study (or its equivalent)
of subject number EUR0923: Advanced topics in French and Italian.

3)

For further details refer to the regulations for the Master of Studies degree.
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GEOGRAPHY
DIPLOMA IN GEOGRAPHY
The graduate Diploma in Geography offers graduates lacking a major strand of
Geography in their degree the opportunity to acquire competence in the discipline. Alternatively, Geography graduates may enrol in the program in order
to update, broaden and/or intensify their knowledge, e.g. for teaching, or to
equip themselves for work in applied fields such as environmental , urban , regional
or social planning. In addition to the University's regulations for graduate diplomas,
candidates for the Diploma in Geography shall:
i)

complete Geography subjects to a value of not less than 48 credit
points from those listed in the Arts Schedule at least 24 credit points
being for subjects at the 300-level and the rema inder at 200-level ,
provided that, by approval of the Chairman of Department of
Geography, up to 12 credit points at 200-level may be obtained
for cognate subjects offered by another Departmen t .

ii)

not include in the diploma programme subjects which, in the opinion of the Chairman of Department, are substant ially equivalent
in the content to those for which credit has already been obtained
towards some other degree or diploma.

iii)

have their programs approved by the Chairman of Department
before enrolling.

iv)

successfully complete the diploma program in not more than 4
academic sessions.

HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS BY COURSE WORK

Introduction
There is an increasing need in the community for graduates in Geography with
more advanced and extensive knowledge of the discipline than is commonly
attained by the 3 year pass degree holder. Such a need is not always most app ropriately satisfied by requiring graduates to embark on the fourth year Honours
programme with its heavy research component. Accordingly. the Department
of Geography offers a programme of postijraduate level coursework leading to
the degree of MA (Hens) in Geography . Such qualifications wi ll be of particular
use to geographers engaged in Education or employed in other areas such as the
various branches of the Public Service, in Local Government or in Planning
Consultancies where an up to date knowledge of urban, social and environmental
matters is imperative.

Structure
Students entering the programme with a degree in Geography or some other
appropriate discipline at a standard less than Honours Class II, D 1visi on 2 (Category
A) will be required to complete subjects with a value of at least 96 credit points.
Those with an Honours degree at a standard of Class II, Division 2 or higher or its
equivalent (Category B) will be required to complete subjects w1th a minimum
value of 48 credit points.

Category A
Students are required to take their first 48 credit points from the followinQ
subjects .

Credit
Points

(j)

GEOG901

The Nature and Development of Geography

12
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and
(ii)

three of the following

Credit
Points
GEOG902
GEOG903
GEOG904
GEOG905
GEOG906
GEOG907
GEOG908
GEOG909
GEOG910
GtUliY11
GEOG912
GEOG913
GEOG914
GEOG915
GEOG916
GEOG917
GEOG918
GEOG919
GEOG920
GEOG921
GEOG922

Agricultural Geograph y
Asian Development Problems
Population Dynamics
Social Geograph y
Transport Systems
R.egional Planning
Urban Analysis
Regional Analysis
Economic GeogrnJlh Y
Australian Historical Geography
Biogeography
Soils and Soil Landscapes
Environmental Assessment and Planning
Slope Form and Process
Surface Hydrology
Channel and Fluid Dynamics
Cainozoic Geomorphology
Climate
Evolution of Coastal Landforms
Curriculum Studies in Geography 'A'
Curriculum Studies in Geography 'B'

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Category 8
Category B students and Category A students who have completed their first 48
credit points will select subjects with a value of at least 48 credit points from

Either
Credit
Points
A.

(i)

GEOG!J23

Minor Thesis 1n l:ieography

24

Research Project A

12

Research Project B

12

Special Research Project

24

OR
GEOG933
and
GEOG934

OR
GEOG935
and
(ii)
GEOG924
GEOG925
GEOG926
GEOG927
GEOG928
GEOG929
GEOG930
GEOG931
GEOG932

two of the following
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced

Topics in Economic Geography
Topics in Social Geography
Topics in Urban Geography
Topics in Coastal Geomorphology
Topics in Fluvial Geomorphology
Topics in Environmental Management
Topics in the Evolution of Landsca pe
Topics in Biogeography
Curriculum Studies in Geography

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
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OR

Credit
Points

B.
GEOG999

Major Thesis

48

Topics dealt with in these subjects and the subjects offered will vary from year to
year according to staff availability. Assessment in all subjects may involve assignrnents, projects and examination. All subjects involve 4 hours contact per week.

HONOURS MASTER OF SCIENCE
Suitably qualified students may enrol for the Honours Master of Sc ience in
Physical Geography by coursework, coursework and minor thesis or major thesis.

Structure
Students entering the programme with a degree in Geography or some other
appropriate discipline at a standard less than Honours Class II, Division 2 (Category
A) will be required to complete subjects with a value of at least 96 credit points.
Those with an Honours degree at a standard of Class II, Division 2 or higher or
its equivalent (Category B) will be required to complete subjects with a minimum
value of 48 credit points.

Credit
Points
Category A
(i)

GEOG901

The Nature and Development of Geography

12

and
(ii)
GEOG912
GEOG913
GEOG914
GEOG915
GEOG916
GEOG917
GEOG918
GEOG919
GEOG920

36 credit points from the following subjects
Biogeography
Soils and Soil Landscapes
Environmental Assessment and Planning
Slope Form and Process
Surface Hydrology
Channel and Fluid Dynamics
Cainozoic Geomorphology
Climate
Evolution of Coastal Landforms

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Category 8
Category B students and Category A students who have completed their first
48 credit points will select subjects with a value of at least 48 credit points from

Either
A

(i)

GEOG923

Minor Thesis in Geography

24

and
(ii)

GEOG927
GEOG928
GEOG929
GEOG930
GEOG931

two of the following
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced

Topics
Topics
Topics
Topics
Topics

in
in
in
in
in

Coastal Geomorphology
Fluvial Geomorphology
Environmental Management
the Evolution of Landscape
Biogeography

12
12
12
12
12
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OR

Credit
Points

B.
GEOG999

Major Thesis

48

All subjects involve up to 4 contact hours per week . Subject availability and
content will vary from year to year depending on staffing levels.

MASTER OF STUDIES IN GEOGRAPHY
The Department of Geography offers a programme of postgraduate level subjects
which leads to the degree of Master of Studies in Geography . This programme has
been devised to meet the needs of students who wish to proceed beyond the 3
year pass degree but for whom the research cnmponent of the Honours dt:yrt: t:
and the scale ot the Honours Master of Arts degree are inappropriate.
Students entering the programme with a pass degree in Geography or some other
appropriate discipline will be required to complete subjects with a value of 48
credit points. Entry to the course will be dependent upon approval by the Departmental Chairman .
Subjects will be selected from

Credit
Points
(i)

GEOG951

The Nature and Development of Geography

12

and
(ii)
GEOG952
GEOG953
GEOG954
GEOG955
GEOG956
GEOG957
GEOG958
GEOG959
GEOG960
GEOG961
GEOG962
GEOG963
GEOG964
GEOG965
GEOG966
GEOG967
GEOG968
GEOG969
GEOG970
GEOG971

three of the following
Agric.:ultural Geography
Asian Development Problems
Population Dynamics
Social Geography
Transport Systems
Regional Plnnning
Urban Analysis
Regional Analysis
Economic Geography
Australian Historical Geography
Biogeography
Soils and Soil Landscapes
Environmental Assessment and Planning
Slope Form and Process
Surface Hydrology
Channel and Fluid Dynamics
Cainozoic Geomorphology
Climate
Evolution of Coastal Landforms
Curriculum Studies in Geography

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

All subjects involve up to 4 contact hours p ~ r week . Subject availability and
content will vary from year to year depending on staff availability.
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GEOLOGY
DIPLOMA IN COAL GEOLOGY
This cou rse will provid e
(a)

a mechanism which permits practising geologists within the industr y to
acquire the knowledge necessary to improvE\ their performance , and

(b)

holders of a general geology degree to specialize in an expanding field of
employment .

The course will be an inservice or "sandwich-type" course aimed at upgrading
and updating professional expertise in areas of rapid development .
Students will be required to spend a total of approximately ten weeks on campus
in the two years, generally two and a half weeks in January-February and two and
a half weeks in June-July each year.

Admission Requirements
Applicants for admission are required to(a)

have a degree with a major in Geology from the University of Wollongong ,
or an approved degree from another tertiary institution; or

(b)

have other appropriate qualifications and professional experience.

Course Structure
The basic structure of the course will be part-time extending over two academ ic
years.
It will consist of two partsPart A Lectures, tutorial, practical and formal field work which will involve eight
weeks of full-time instruction during the course, the periods of such
instructions being when possible in the University vacations. (These subjects
are GEOL981 to GEOL988 inclusive).
Part 8 One project . Presentation of the results will be in the form of a repor t.
For assessment purposes the weighting of Parts A and 8 will be equal.
Teaching in the course will emphasize the use of the "case history" approach
utilizing the extensive -experience of the staff of the University and that of 1nvited
lecturers.

HONOURS MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COAL GEOLOGY
Students will be required to complete a programme of study with a total value of
at least 96 credit points. The formal coursework is equivalent to 48 credit points
and the remaining 48 credit points will consist of thesis work.
The assessment of the student 's performance in the course shall be made by the
Graduate Studies Committee on the recommendation of the Departmental
Assessment Committee.
Students will be required to spend a total of approximately four (4) weeks per
year at the University over a period of two years. Two week s w ill be in NovemberDecember or January-February and two weeks in June-July each year .
A University hall of residence is available during th e per iods of the course for
accommodation .
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Course Outline
The course consists of two parts:
Part A The subjects GEOL9R1 to GEOL988 in cl u si ve.
Part B GEOL950 and GEOL 989 .

Part A Formal Coursework - 48 credit points (for GEOL981 to 988 inclusive) .
The syllabus for the formal coursework comprises eight subjects each of which
will be covered in forty-eight hours of lectures/tutorials and associated laboratory/
field work . Each subject counts as 6 credit points. Assessment is on the basis of
written assignments set during the formal coursework.

Part 8 Thesis- 48 credit points (GEOL950, GEOL989)
This will be in two sections. The first will be predominantly a literature survey.
The second and more major study will involve a field or laboratory study (or
both) of a problem in coal geology. Students employed in the coal industry will
be encouraged to choose topics which are relevant to their employment. The
division of the thesis into two sections is to assist supervision of thesis work, since
the course is designed essentially for part-time students .

HONOURS MASTER OF SCIENCE

Introduction and Objectives
The rapid development of earth sciences has produced a need for postgraduate
coursework. The courses offered by the Department of Geology will provide
further training to graduates currently employed in industry or in education.
The courses are intended to provide general rather than specialist coursework
training. Specialist training is mainly by the preparation of a thesis, but specialist
coursework training is also available.

Structure of the Course
The course will be made up of subjects selected from those described below,
in accordance with the Honours Masters Degree Regulations.
Students entering with an Honours degree in Geology will take subjects to a value
of 48 credit points.
Students entering with a pass degree will take subjects to a value of 96 credit
points.
Subjects to be offered each year will depend upon student and staff availability.

Entry to the Course
Entry is subject to the approval of the A cad em ic Senate on the advice of the
Chairman, Department of Geology ,

Selection of Subjects
Students must consult the Chairman, Department of Geology, for approval of
their proposed choice of subjects.

Reading Lists
Reading lists will be provided by th e sta ff involved in each subject .

Pre-Requisites
The minimum pre-requisite for all subjects is that the student must have graduated
with at least 24 credit points of 300-level Geology subjects.
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GEOL901 HISTORY OF GEOLOGICAL THOUGHT
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points (14 hrs lectures and 14 hrs tutorials)
Assessments , and written examination at the end of session.
Development through to the Wernerian and Hutton ian schools of thought .
Uniformitarianism and catastrophism from Hutton, Buckland and Cuvier through
Umbgrove, to the present spectrum of attitudes concerning these concepts . The
influence of Lyell upon the early development of geological studies. Geosynclinal
theory and continental drift from Hall, Dana, Taylor and Wegener to Hess, Dietz,
Vine and Dewey and the plate tectonics theory .
The influence of other disciplines on major strands of geological thought. Kelvin
and the age of the earth. Jeffrey's effect on continental drift theory contrasted
with the conclusions from studies of rock magnetism.
Great problems and thei r "solution." The granite problem. The sudden appearance
of Metazoa.
Strzelecki and Clarke and their successors.

GEOL902 RECENT ADVANCES IN GEOLOGY
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points (14hrs lectures and 14hrs tutorials)
Assessments, and written examination at the end of session.
Topics of current interest and significance.

GEOL903 BIOSTRATIGRAPHY
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points (14 hrs lectures and 14 hrs tutorials)
Assessments, and written examination at the end of session.
Australian and, to a lesser extent, other sequences of special interest.
Important faunal groups, assemblages and sequences, from the point of view of
morphology, taxonomy, ecology, palaeogeography, correlation .
Principles of, and recent developments in, correlation.

GEOL904 ASPECTS OF COAL AND PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points (14 hrs lectures and 14 hrs tutorials)
Assessments , and written examination at the end of session.
Organic material in sediments, its origin, nature, biochemical and physico-chemical
alteration. The influence of organic matter of geological factors such as the
mineralogy of the host rock, the rate of alteration, the nature and intensity of
stress fields .
Artificial coalification, and the artificial generation of alkanes from coal and
kerogen.
The relation of alkane distribution of sediment extracts to coal rank. The vertical
and lateral variation of coal rank in the interpretation of the sedimentation,
thermal and structural history of basins .

GEOL905 MATHEMATICAL GEOLOGY
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points (14 hrs lectures and 14 hrs tutorials)
Assessments, and written examination at the end of session .
The quantitative approach in geology_ Experimental design as applied to normal
field activities . Recent case studies in applying mathematical methods .
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GEOL906 MINERAL PARAGENESIS
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points (14 hrs lectures and 14 hrs tutorials)
Assessments, and written examination at the end of session.
Metamorphic mineral paragenesis with examples of metamorphic facies.
Thermodynamic considerations for equilibrium mineral assemblages.
Patterns of igneous phenomena and crystal-liquid equilibria .

GEOL907 ASPECTS OF GEOPHYSICS
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points (14 hrs lectures anrl14 hrs tutorials)
Assessme"L' , and written examination at the end of session.
Principles of, and recent developments in, geophysics. Application of geophysical
studies and techniques in exploration, geology and mining and the determination
of the earth's structure; case studies.

GEOL908 SEDIMENTOLOGY
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points (14 hrs lectures and 14 hrs tutorials)
Assessments, and written examination at the end of session.
The major sedimentary facies, their development and characteristics. The analysis
of sedimentary assemblages and the synthesis of the results of analysis. Sedimentary structures and their use in the interpretation of palaeoenvironments.

GEOL910 ADVANCED TOPICS IN GEOLOGY A
Double Session Subject_- 12 credit points
Assessment: seminors, essays, written examination.
This subject will have two hours contact per week. Topics will be selected from
areas of research in which staff members or visiting staff members are engaged .

GEOL911 ADVANCED TOPICS IN GEOLOGY B
Double Session Subject; 12 credit points
Assessment: seminars, essays, written examination.
This subject will have two hours contact per week. Topics will be selected from
areas of research in which staff members or visiting staff members are engaged.

GEOL912 ADVANCED TOPICS IN GEOLOGY C
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points
Assessment: seminars, essays, written examination.
This subject will have two hours contact per week. Topics will be selected from
areas of research in which staff members or visiting staff members are engaged.

GEOL913 ADVANCED TOPICS IN GEOLOGY D
Single Session Subject; 6 credit points
Assessment: seminars , essays, written examination.
This subject will have two hours contact per week. Topics will be selected from
areas of research in which staff members or visiting staff members are engaged.

GEOL950 THESIS
18 credit points
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GEOL981 COAL IN THE ENERGY PATTERN
6 credit points
Ke ywords: Coal resources , reserves, demand, assessment, feasibility, Hubbert's
pimple , estimation , mo delling .
The historical pattern of energy use and the probable changes in the pattern form
a basis for understanding the implications of the radical changes which are likely
to occur in the medium term . System costs and man-power deployment for the
coal industry are very diffe rent from those in the oil industry and present difficult ies in changing from an oil-based to a coal-based world energy budget . The lower
calorific value and relatively high content of impurities in coal , together with
the difficulties of handling solids mean that substitution by coal involves increased handling problems .
Resources can only be considered as reserves if the probability of their existence
has been established at an acceptable level of certainty and the coal can be extracted economically. With increasing maturity of exploration, reserves increase .
but can then decrease if additional "hazards" are discovered . Reserves calculation
methods need to be understood in both geological and a commercial context .
The historical patterns of exponential growth in energy use can lead, with a finite
resource, to a production pattern which has been described by Hubbert. Modelling techniques are useful in establishing possible future use and production
patterns. The fate of past predictions will be examined.

GEOL982 THE CONDITIONS OF PEAT FORMATION
6 credit points
Keywords: Vegetab le matter , plant nutnt10n, peat accretion , moor ecology ,
bio-chemical coalification , macerals, microlithotypes, lithotypes, syn-depositional
subsidence, seam-splitting, coal-measure lithology.
This subject of the course is designed to convey conceptual parameters of coal
formation as a basis for an understanding of exploratory and analytical methods.
It begins with a discussion of the influence of vegetable matter , as source mat erial, on peat formation . Emphasis is put on the relationship between plant types
and the resulting peat. A consideration of the source material serves also to delineate the stratigraphic range within which coal deposits can be expected to
occur. Plant nutritional aspects lead to an appreciation of moor types and various
biotopes within the latter . Intimately linked with this aspect is the breakdown of
vegetable matter into peat and later coal components, i.e. the development of the
organo-petrographic constituents of coal . The concept of coal type (in contrast
to coal rank) is discussed in conjunction with an introduction to coal petro·
graphic nomenclature and classification system s. The course is concluded with a
discussion of peat and coal as integrated parts of a number of lithofacies models .

GEOL983 COALIFICATION, COAL AND MINERAL ANALYSIS
6 credit points
Keywords: Coal rank and type, rank evaluation parameters, coking potential ,
liquid/gas yields, inherent, adventitious, syngenetic and epigenetic mineral matter ,
mineral origins, coal and mineral analytical methods.
The second or physico -chemical stage of coalification leads to m ajor changes in
the phy sical and chemical properties of the macerals . These changes are rank
depend e nt . Methods of assessing rank are related to their use in problem solving
in geolog1 cal and fuel technology studies. Rank change may be modelled math·
ematica lly and the results of modelling studies used to improve th e understand ing of h." m history .
This su l>t nc t is designed to cover also the types, compositions, origins and deposit ·
ional c:o r11rols of the mineral matter in coal. The concepts of inherent, adventit·
ious, w nytmetic and epigenetic mineral matter in coal and its depositional control s
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will be related to their economic significances. The various analytical methods
appl ied to the analysis and characterisation of organic an d inorganic constituents of coal either separately or collectively. and coke, are discussed in relation
to th eir principles of operation and the type, application and valu e of the analytrcol data which resulr .
The ana lyti ca l methods involved are as follows:

For coal:
Proximate and ultimate ana lysis, reflectance and fluorescence measurement,
apparent density, sizing and washability tests, ash fusi on-point d etermina tion s
(and mineral caused va r iatio ns ). plastometer and dilatometer tests, swelling
index determinations. Gray Kino assays, Ro ga ind ex and cokmg quality tests
and photometry.

For minerals:
Reflected light microscopy. po int count ing and use of various opti cal graticu les,
X-radiography, radio frequency and conventional mineral concentration techniques, thermal analysis (DTA and DTG), X-ray diffraction, X-ray fluorescence,
infra-red and atomic absorption spectroscopy, electron microprobe analysis,
scanning electron microscop y and staining techniques.

GEOL984 COAL-BASIN SETTING AND ANALYSIS
6 credit points
Keywords: Tectonic setting, plate tectonics, foredeep, intradeep, per icratoni c
coalfields, intracraton ic coalfields , nontectonic coalf ields, palaeo-current analysis, lithofacies maps, structural analysis.
Th is subject is divided into two parts - conceptual and analytical. In the first
part of the geotectonic environment of coal formation is dealt with . Concepts
of plate tectonics are stressed by relating coal basins to settings near :
( 1)
(2)
(3)

converging plate margins;
diverging plate margins; and
in m idplate rositions .

In the second part analytical procedures are discu ssed and applied in the fi el d
as w ell as in the laboratory . Bot h methods of structural and sedimentary geology
are used in order to unravel the history of a coal basin . Case histories are discussed
and extensive use is made of the geological environment found in the vicinity of
both centres of instruction .

GEOL985 GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION
6 credit paints
Keywords: Field geology, sampling, field geophysics, drilling, logging , downhole
logging, quality, feasibility, mine planning, mine exp loration .
An outline will be made of regional and detailed mapping and sampling of coalbearing basins and th e structures within such basins . Geophysical techniques
used in coal-bearing basins will be descr ibed, including such methods as seismic,
gravity. m ag netic, electrical and thermal methods - advantages and disadvantages
of the techniques . A description will be made of various drilling techniques and
interpretation of drilling products, and downhole techniques in coal assessment
studi es. Quality assessment and feasibility studies will be discussed . The role of
geo log ica l and geophy sica l ex ploration results as a guide to the planning of und erground and open cut mines and mine layouts will be discussed . A description
will be made of the application of some geological and geophysical tec hniqu es
in monitoring developm ents during mining .
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GEOL986 MINING COAL
6 credit points
Keywords: Mine layout , data collection , analysis, interpretation. stress history,
strain analysi s, design and plannin g, rock mechanics, structura l analysis , strata
control, gas em anations, geological ha zards .
The control of sedimentary and structural features on min e planning and lay out will be described. A description will be made of the collection, analysis
and interpretation of data useful in coal m ining . The influ ence and sedimentation , subsidence, lithification , folding , faulting and igneous intrusions on stress
in coal-bearing sequences will be discussed . Types of stress and strain likely to
be encountered in a coal -mining program will be described. The measurement
of strain in rocks and its analysis and interpretation in coal mining will be described . Discussion of the design and planning of underground coal mine layout
and extraction procedures will be complemented by discussion of the design
and planning of open cut coal mines. Rock mechanics measurements will be
described, as well as other structural studies during coal mining, and the analy sis of such data in the control and monitoring of coal-m ining development .
Recognition of geological hazards will be discussed, as will strata control and
mine-gas control.

GEOL987 COAL UTILIZATION
6 credit points
Keywords: Preparation, grindability, washing, liberation, gasification, pyrolysis,
solvent extraction, hydrogenation, carbonization, mesophase , coke structure,
coke strength, combustion, ash properties.
Coal Preparation . Coal, as mined , typically contains mineral matter which can
be removed by washing processes which depend upon specific gravity differ ences or upon differing flotation behaviour. Grindability is primarily related
to coal type and rank, with the tectonic history of the coal having some effects .
Liberation at any given size is controlled by the form of the association of the
mineral matter and the coal macerals. Liberation can be predicted from a knowledge of th e forms of occurrence of the mineral matter .
Reforming of coal into liquid or gaseous fuels presents a means of removing
impurities in coal (minerals and sulphur in particular) and at the same time
converting it into a state which is more easily handled . The processes of con version involves a loss in energy which ranges from about 30% to about 70%.
Gasification processes are relatively insensitive to the properties of the coal and
may be followed by the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis process to make liquid hydrocarbons. Pyrolysis techniques can be modified to increase the yield of liquids but
require coals of a restricted range of ran k and type . Furth er they yield a cha r
residue which is difficult to handle and to use . Solvent ext raction and hydrogeneration both require coals of a restricted range of type and rank, and present
problems related to autocatalysis and the poisoning of introduced catalysts .
Coals of suitable rank and type to through a plastic phase , when heated, which
allows the development of a coke structure with vesicles and mesophase development. The performance of a coke in a blast furnace is related to physical strength
and to chemical reactivity. Blending of coals is used to improve the physical and
chemical properties of coke . The concept s of rank and type are of great importance in the design of blends and in the cal culation of t h e ef fect s which are lik el y
to result from a given programme of bl ending .
Combustion of coal to provide electr ic power is the fast est growing use for coal .
The burning process of coal in a pulverized fuel burner is relat ed t o its p etrographic composition. The nature and properti es of the residual ash ar e re lated to th e
composition and associations of the i norganic const itu ents o f the coal. Boiler
fouling affects efficiency and is related to the pet rology and chemistry of the
coal. The disposal of ash is a maj or problem, but presents a challenge in t erms
of th e potential use of th e ash as a construction mat er ial. Sulphur and h eavy
metal emissions are subject to regulatory controls in m any parts of the world.
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GEOL 988 ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
6 credit po ints
Keywords: Pollution , dusts , gas em 1ssions, reclamation, mine subsidenc e, waste
products , environmental impact s, alienatiOn of resources and conflicts or intP.r est.
The relationship of mining operations to communities, downstream pollution
problems , mineralogical composition and types of associated dusts, the composition of mine waters and stack emissions, the reclamation of mine Sites, the
effects of mine subsidence, the composition, uses and disposal of waste residues,
environmental impact studies. Alienation of resources and conflicts of interest
will be studied within the overall framework of coal mining and utilization.

GEOL989 THESIS
30 credit points

GEOL990 ADVANCED TOPICS IN GEOLOGY
Double Session Subject; 48 credit points (12 hrs per week including 2 seminar
hrs and some project work)
Assessment: formal examinations, tests, assignments and where appropriate,
field and laboratory work.
Students will take a selection of the following topics at advanced level. The
selection of topics will be subject to the approval of the Chairman of Department of Geology and will be subject to their availability in any given year.
Topics from:
Biostratigraphy, Chemical Geology, Coal Petrology, Correlation Methods, Crystallography, Diagenesis, Economic Geology, En9ineering Geology. F.nvironmental
Geology, Exploration Geochemistry, Exploration Geophysics, Geological Mapping,
Geomagnetism, Geothermal Studies, Hydrocarbon Geology, Igneous Petrology,
Industrial Mineralogy, Inorganic Geochemistry, Log Analysis, Metamorphic
Petrology, Mineral Equilibria, Mineral Paragenesis, Mineralogy, Mining Geology,
Mining Regulations, Numerical Methods in Geology, Oceanography, Organic
Geochemistry, Organic Maturation, Organic Petrology, Palaeoecology, Palaeontology, Quaternary Geology, Remote Sensing, Resource Assessment, Sedimentary
Petrology, Sedimentology, Structural Geology, Thermal Regimes, Vulcanism .

GEOL999 MAJOR THESIS
48 credit points
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HISTORY
HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS
HIST973

Major Thesis

48 credit points

See Note at the beginn i ng of the section Description of Subjects .
In addition to completing a major thesis , postgraduate students in the Department
of History are required to attend a postgraduate semtnar series to which visitors,
postgraduates, and staff members contribute. Until further notice, the seminars
will be of about two hours, beginning at five o'clock on Wednesdays. During the
period of their enrolment, full -time postgraduate students should attend not less
than 70 per cent of the seminars offered, and part-time postgraduate students
about 35 per cent. A committee consisting of two elected representatives of the
students, the Chairman of the Department, and another staff member will advi se
on the programme for each series.
All candidates for M .A . Honours shall give at least two, and candidates for doctora l
degrees shall give three. work -in-progress seminars over the course of their cand id ature.

MASTER OF STUDIES IN HISTORY
The Department of History offers a programme of postgraduate level subjects
leading to the degree of Master of Studies in History . This programme has been
devised to meet the needs of students who wish to proceed beyond the three
year pass degree but for whom the research component of the honours degree
and the scale of the honours Master of Arts degree are inappropriate.
Students entering the programme will normally be required to have a pass degree
with a major in History (that is, 52 credit points, or equi •Jalent, in a sequence of
History courses from 100 to 300 level). In special cases the departmental chairman may vary the entry requirements, if he is satisfied that an applicant's qualif ications have prepared him or her for advanced historical study .
All those entering the programme must complete subjects with a total value of
48 credit points, to be chosen from the following single session courses:

Credit
Points
HIST920
HIST921
HIST922
HIST923
HIST924
HIST925
HIST926
HIST927
HIST928

Race Relations in Modern History
Malaysian Economic History . 1870-1980
Soviet Superpower: The U.S.S .R . in World Affairs ,
1945-1980
Russia in Revolution and Civil War, 1917-1921
Total War in Europe I, 1914-1918
Total War in Europe II, 1939 -1945
The Making of Modern Australian Women
Philosophy of History
Death, Disaster, and the Millennium

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

All courses will be taught on the basis of one 2 hour seminar per week, w1th
individual tutorial consultation. Subjects on offer will vary from year to year
according to the availability of specialist staff .
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HIST920 RACE RELATIONS IN MODERN HISTORY
First session; 12 credit points (one 2 hr seminar per week)
Assessment: One 1.500 word tuto ri al paper, two 3 ,000 word seminar papers
The main object of this course is to illustrate problems involved in the historical
analysis of rac e relations through a range of twentieth centu r y examples. The
examples to be studied include European anti -semitism (France of the Third
Republic ; Nazi Germany) ; colonia l ra ce relations (P apua N ew Guinea) ; race
relations in a plural society (Malaysia, 1945-1980) ; institutionalized racism
(South Africa , 1948-1980); non-white minorities in white states (Australian
Aborigines; immigrants in Britain) ; approaches to integration (Hawaii, 18981980).

PRELIMINARY READING
Banton, M. Race Relations. London , 1967 .
Bullock, A. Hitler, A Study in Tyrann y. Harmondsworth, rev . ed ., 1962 .
LeMay, G.H. Black and White in South Africa. London, 1976.
Stevens, F. (ed.). Racism: The Australian Experiences. 3 vols. Sydney, 1972.
Zubaida, S. (ed.) . Race and Racialism. London, 1970.

HIST921 MALAYSIAN ECONOMIC HISTORY, 1870-1980
Second session; 12 credit points (one 2 hr seminar per week)
Assessment: One 1,500 word tutorial paper, two 3,000 word seminar papers
This course will introduce students to the special problems associated with the
economic history of an underdeveloped, colonial, plural society. Topics to be
covered include foreign (especially British) capital investment; the role of the
Chinese; the Malay subsistence economy; Malay participation in the cash economy;
the tin industry; plantation (especially rubber) development; Indian labour;
the industrial contribution to colonial revenue; the co-operative movement; the
impact of fluctuations in internati anal demand; ethnic imbalances in economic
participation and opportunities; the effect of the Emergency; the influence of
post-Independence politics on economic policy; the New Economic Policy (part icularly massive ethnic-based restructuring); the relationship of P.r.nnomic developno.:nt to social change.

PRELIMINARY READING
Drabble, J.H. Rubber in Malaya, 1876-1922. Kuala Lumpur, 1973.
Jackson, J.C. and Rudner, M. Issues in Malaysian Development. Singapore, 1979.
Lim Chong Yah. Economic Development of Modern Malaya. Kuala Lumpur, 1967.
Lim, D. Economic Growth and Development in West Malaysia, 1947-1910.
London, 1973.
Young, K . Malaysia, Growth and Equity in a Multi-racial Society. Baltimore,
1980 .

HIST922 SOVIET SUPERPOWER: THE U.S.S.R.
IN WORLD AFFAIRS, 1945-1980
First session; 12 credit points (one 2 hr seminar p er week)
Assessment: O ne 2 ,500 word sem i nar paper ; two 2,500 word essays
Following its defeat of Nazi Germany the U .S.S.R . soon found itself in a state of
' congealed ho stility' in which its former ally - th e U .S .A. - then the only true
Superpower - was not its principal antagonist. It is in the light of this fact that
th e history of Soviet military and diplomatic ac ti vity over the past four decades
will be studi ed . Detailed examination will b e m ad e of the efforts of the U .S.S.R.
to counter U.S. supremacy -efforts which exp erienced mixed results but which
succeeded to th e extent that by th e early 1970s th e Soviet Union had itself
achi eved Sup erpower st atus . A reas to be discu sser! w ill on clud e, in the d iplomatic
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fi eld , th e origins and nature of the Cold War , the divisio n of Europe, Soviet
relations with Eastern Europe and the Third World countries and political movements both Socialist and non-Socialist, the causes and consequences of the SinoSoviet split etc. In the military sphere the course will examine, among other
things, the Soviet achievements of a nuclear strike capacity , the conventional
force capacity of the Soviet Army, the internal structures of the Soviet armed
forces and the development of the Soviet Navy. The implications of these developments for the inttir rrational order will also be examined.

PRELIMINARY READING
Erickson , John. The Soviet High Command. St. Martins, New York, 1962 .
Erickson, John. Soviet Military Rower. Royal United Services Institute, London,
1971 .
Fairhall, David . Russia Looks to the Sea. A . Deutsch, London , 1971.
Scott, H .F. and W.F. The Armed Forces of the U.S.S. R. Arms and Armour
Press, London, 1982 .
Ulam, Adam. Expansion and Coexistence: Soviet Foreign Policy 1917-1967.
Praeger, London, 1968.

HIST923 RUSSIA IN REVOLUTION AND CIVIL WAR,
1917-1921
Second session; 12 credit points (one 2 hr seminar per week)
Assessment: One 2,500 word seminar paper, two 2,500 word essays
The years 1917-1921 were the formative years of the Soviet state. Years of
revolution, civil war and foreign intervention, their influence on the fledgling
Soviet system was profound. Institutions, attitudes and practices established
during this deeply traumatic period have indelibly marked all subsequent Soviet
experience. Topics to be covered in the course include inter alia the revolutions
of 1917, development of counter-revolution, creation of the Red Army, the Civil
War campaigns, use of terror by 'Red' and 'White', armed intervention by the
Great Powers, the diplomacy of the 'Russian question', the Sol sheviks and 'world
revoltuion', nationalism and socialism in the civil war and the revoltuion and
Marxist theory .

PRELIMINARY READING
Bradley, J. Civil War in Russia 1917-1920. Batsford, London, 1975.
Carr, E .H . A History of Soviet Russia : The Bolshevik Revolution 1917-1923.
3 vols. Macmillan, London, 1977 .
Chamberlin, W.J. The Russian Revolution 1917-1921. 2 vols. Macmillan, London,
1975.
Footman, D. Civil War in Russia. Greenwood Press, Westport , Conn ., 1975.
Trotsky, L. History of the Russian Revolution. Sphere Books , London, 1967.

HIST924 TOTAL WAR IN EUROPE I, 1914-1918
First session; 12 credit points (one 2 hr seminar per week)
Assessment: Two 2,500 word essays and one 2,500 word seminar paper
This course deals with the diplomatic, military and social ramifications of World
War I. Particular emphasis is placed on the origins of the conflict, the diplomatic
manoeuvres during the war, the Italian volte face, the var ious military fronts
(including France, the East, the Southern fronts, and the war at sea) and the
effect of new technology . Detailed attention is devoted to the social, political
and economic consequences of the war, for example, the Russian revolution,
the remaking of the European frontiers , and changed European relationships
with the U .S.A .
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PRELIMINARY READING
Ashworth , T. Trench Warfare : the Live and Let Live System . London , 1980.
Geiss, I. July 1914: the Outbreak of the First World War. Lo ndon, 1970.
Harda ch, G . Th e F irst Wo rld War : 1914· 18. Lon don. 1970.
Liddeii-Hart, B .H. History of the First World War. Lo ndon , 1970 .
Marwick , A. War and Social Change in the Twentieth Century. London, 1974 .

HIST925 TOTAL WAR IN EUROPE II, 1939-1945
Second session; 12 credit points (one 2 hr seminar per week)
Assessment: Two 2 ,500 word essays and one 2,500 word semi nar paper
Th is course is a sequel to HIST924, examining , as it rln P.s, t hF? origins , course
and ettects of the second major European civil war of the 20th Century. Special
attention is devoted to the military history of the war, the diplomacy associated
with the conflict, and its social, economic and political consequences. Problems
studied include th e diplomatic prelude to 1939, the phoney war of 1939-40,
relations between Britain, the United States and the U.S .S.R ., the role of propaganda, and the controversy surrounding the proposal for a Second Front. In so
far as military considerations are concerned, we shall examine inter alia th e
Soviet-German struggle of 1941-45 , the Allied bombing of Germany, the war
in North Africa and southern Europe, and resistance in Nazi-occupied Europe .
Also considered are the communization of Eastern Europe, the origins of the
Cold War , United States dominance in Western Europe , and the birth of "welfare
capitalism".
PRELIMINARY READING
Adamthwaite, A .P. The Making of the Second World War. London , 1977 .
Baldwin, H.W. The Crucial Years : the World at War, 1939·41. London, 1977.
Liddeii -Hart, B.H. History of the Second World War. London, 1970 .
Robbins, K. Munich, 1938. London, 1968.
Stern, J.P. Hitler: the Fuehrer and the People. London, 1975 .

HIST926 THE MAKING OF MODERN AUSTRALIAN WOMEN
First session; 12 credit points (nne 2 hr seminar per week)
Assessment: One 1,500 word tutorial paper, two 3,000 word tutorial papers
This course will look at those elements in Australian social history from th e
1890s to the present that had particular significance in forming the experiences of
present day Australian women. It will cover the demographic transition and
migration patterns, economic changes , political changes , ideologies of population
and consumerism and the rise of professionals as social managers.
PRELIMINARY READING
Connell, R.W. and Irving, T.H. Class Structure in Australian History. Longman
Cheshire, 1980 .
Game, A . and Pringle, R. Gender at Work. Allen and Unwin , Sydney, 1983 .
Matthews, J. Good and Mad Women. Allen and Unwin, 1983 .
Mendelsohn, R .S . The Condition of the People. Allen and Unwin , 1979 .
Sinclair, W.A. The Process of Economic Development in Australia. Cheshire,
1976 .
Summers, A. Damned Whores and. God's Police. Allen L ane , Melbourne, 1975.
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HIST927 PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY
First session; 12 credit points (one 2 hr seminar per week)
Assessment: One 6,000 word essay and one 1,500 word sem in ar paper
Th1s course examines certain fundamental problems associated with historical
enquiry, the core of which is the question, "How do we come to know the past?"
Some related questions explored are : Is the historical discipline a science? Are
there historical laws? What role is played by chance in determining. the outcome
of events? What is meant by explanation? Is it possible for historians to be objective? Can a knowledge of the past provide the historian with the ability to predict?
Although participation in HIST927 does not require prior training in philosophy,
it is expected that students will possess an interest ·in the grounds on which
historians claim to know the causes of past events and developments.

PRELIMINARY READING
Atkinson, R .F . Knowledge and Explanation in History. London , 1978.
Carr, E.H. What is History? London , 1967.
Collingwood, R .G. The Idea of History. Oxford, 1961.
Marwick, A. The Nature of History. London, 1970.

HIST928 DEATH, DISASTER, AND THE MILLENNIUM
Second session; 12 credit points (one 2 hr seminar per week)
Assessment: One 1,500 word and one 2,000 word tutorial paper, one 4,000
word essay
This course will review sociological, psychological, and historical studies of
death, disaster, and millenarian movements. Popular religious attitudes and
attitudes to burial customs will be investigated. Australian attitudes to dying and
disaster will be included.

PRELIMINARY READING
Aries, Philippe . Western Attitudes Toward Death. Johns Hopkins U .P ., 1978.
Barkun, Michael. Disaster and the Millennium. Yale U .P ., 1974.
Griffin, G.M . and Tobin, D. In the Midst of Life: Australian Response to Death.
Melbourne U.P ., 1982.
McManners, John. Death and the Enlightenment: Changing Attitudes to Death
Among Christians and Unbelievers in Eighteenth Century France. Clarendon
Press, 1981 .
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
DIPLOMA IN HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
The aim of this course is to enable graduates with a limit ed acquaintance with
the history and philosophy of science and technology or the role of science and
technology in contemporary society, to acquire an understanding of these subjects
to a reasonably advanced level. The Diploma shall be subject to the University
Regulations for t he Award of Graduate Diplomas together wi th the following
conditions.
1.

Candidates are required to complete subjects totalling 48 credit points
from those listed in the Arts Schedule under 'History and Philosophy of
Science ' . Of these at least 24 must be from ~00-lf>vel subjects ond th e
rema i nder trom 200-level subjects. Subject t o the join t approval of the
Chairman of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science and the
Chairman of the other department concerned , 12 credit points may be
taken from suitable subjects listed in the Arts Schedul e under other D epa rtments.

2.

A candidate may not include in his or her diploma programme any course
component which substantially duplicates a subject or part of a subject
previously passed by the candidat e as part of any degr ee or diploma already
held or previously attempted.

3.

The selection of courses and the programme of study shall be approved
by the Departmental Chairman .

4.

A full-time candidate shall normally complete t he diploma in one academic
year, a part-time candidate in no less than two and no more than three
academic years .

5.

Admission to candidature for th e Diploma is on the recommendation of
the Chairman of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science .

HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS
The Department of History and Ph ilosorhy of Science offers two separate Honours Masters programmes by coursework . The first is designed primarily for
graduates who have a grounding in History and Philosophy of Science and who
wish to pursue their studies at a higher level. The second programme is designed
primarily for graduates with little or no HPS background, and centres on the new
area of the study of technology in its socio-economic and political context.
PROGRAMME 1

Structure
Students entering the programme with a degree in History and Philosophy of
Science or a degree in another appropriate discipline at a standard below Honou rs
Class II, D ivision 2 (Category A) will be required to complete subjects with a
value of at least 96 credit points. Those with an Honours degree in History and
Philosophy of Science or its equivalent at a standard of Class II, Division 2 or
higher (CatP.go ry B) will be required to complete subjects with a minimum value
of 48 credit p o ints.

Category A
Students nr•' •eq uired to take their fir st 48 credit point s from the following
subjects:
HPS910
HPS911

r opics in History and Philo so ph y of Science A
I opics in H•story and Philo so phy of Scie nce B
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Category 8
Category B students and Category A students who have successfully complet ed
the first 48 credit points of the programme will select their subjects from the
following :
HPS901
HPS902
HPS903
HPS951
HPS999

Theory and Methods of History and Philosophy of Science
Advanced Topics in History and Philosophy of Science
Minor Thesis
Research Report
Major Thesis

Interdisciplinary Seminar
All students are required to attend and contribute to a series of regular informal
seminars and discussion meetings held within the Department of History and
Philosophy of Science during Sessions 1 and 2.

HPS910 TOPICS IN HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF SCIENCE A
Double session subject; 24 credit points (contact hrs per week: 4 hrs)
Assessment: Essays and seminar papers
Students will take a selection of topics appropriate to their field of special interest ,
subject to the approval of the Chairman of Department and to their availability
in any year.

HPS911 TOPICS IN HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF SCIENCE B
Double session subject; 24 credit points (contact hrs per week: 4 hrs)
Assessment: Essays and seminar papers
Students will take a selection of topics appropriate to their field of special interest,
subject to the approval of the Chairman of Department and to their availabil ity
in any year. Topics shall not include those studied in HPS91 0 .

HPS901 THEORIES AND METHODS OF
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
12 credit points (contact hours per week : 3 hrs seminars)
Assessment: Essays and Seminar papers.
Historiography of the history of science; philosophy of hi story ; structure and
explanation of science; epistemological and social basis of scientific know ledge ;
research method.

HPS902 ADVANCED TOPICS IN HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
12 credit points (contact hours per week: 3 hrs)
Assessment: Essays and Seminar papers.
Students will study topics appropriate to their field of special interest, subject to
the approval of the Chairman of Department. Topics shall not include those
studied in HPS91 0 or HPS911.
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HPS903 MINOR THESIS
24 credit points (contact hrs per week: 4 hrs)
Assessment: Th esis
A th esis embodying the result of an original investigation of a problem approved
by the Department al Chairman under the supervision of a staff member.

HPS999 MAJOR THESIS
Double session; 48 credit poinrs
PROGRAMME 2

HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS IN THE AREA OF TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL
CHANGE

Introduction
This programme offers a coherent set of courses in the new area of technology in
its socio-economic and political context.
Technology plays a central and crucial role in our society_ Its social and economic
implications are becoming increasingly important and contentious issues . This
programm e of post-grad uat e level courses is offered by the Department of History
and Philosophy of Sc ience to science, applied science, humanities and social science
graduates who wish to further their understanding of the forces shaping technology
and its social, economic and political dimensions in modern industrial society.
The degree of Honours Master of Arts in the area of technology and social change
has been designed for graduates without an extensive HPS background and is of
particular relevance to those employed in government, administration and man agement, teaching and educational planning ; and relevant to those more generally
concerned with the social relations of technology.

Structure
Students entering the programme with a degree in H istory and Philosophy of
Science or a degree in another appropriate discipline at a standard below Honours
Class II, Division 2 (Category A) will be required to complete suhjP.cts with a
minimum value of 96 credit points. Those with an Honours degree in History and
Philosophy of Science or its equivalent at a standard above Class II, Division 2
(Category B) will b e required to complete subjects with a minimum value of
48 credit points .

Category A
Students are required to take the following subject s:

Credit
Points
HPS921
HPS922
HPS923

A Historical Introduction to Technology
The Politics of Technological Change
Technology and the State

12
12
12

Minor Thesis

24

A esearch Report

12

and either
HPS924
or
HPS951

and to se lect from the following subjects to make up the total of 96 credit points :
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Credtt
Po ints
HPS931
HPS932
HPS933
HPS934
HPS935
HPS936
HPS937
HPS938
HPS939
HPS940

Risk Assessment
The Organisation of Technological Change
Energy and Technological Development
Genetics and Technological Innovation
The Impact of Computers
The Technology of Medicine and Health
The Management ot Technology
Science, Technics and Technology
Technology and War
Theories of Science, Technology and Society

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Categorv B
Category B students are required to take 48 credit points from the following
subjects:

Credit
Po ints
HPS921
HPS922
HPS923
HPS931
HPS932
HPS933
HPS934
HPS935
HPS936
HPS937
HPS938
HPS939
HPS940
HPS951

A Historical Introduction to Technology
The Politics of Technological Change
Technology and the State
Risk Assessment, Health and Safety
The Organisation of Technological Change
Energy and Technological Development
Genetics and Technological Innovation
The Impact of Computers
The Technology of Medicine and Health
The Management of Technology
Science , Technics and Technology
Technology and War
Theories of Science, Technology and Society
Research Report

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

24 credit points must be taken from:
HPS921
HPS922
HPS923

A Historical Introduction to Technology
The Politics of Technological Change
Technology and the State

12
12
12

/nterdisciplinarv Seminar
All students are required to attend and contribute to a series of regular informal
seminars and discussion meetings held within the department of Histor y and
Philosophy of Science during Sessions 1 and 2.

Assessment
Continuous Assessment by written assignments and seminar dissertations .

Entrv to Course
Entry to the course will be dependent upon approval by the Departmental Chairman.

Programme Determination
Students wishing to enrol for this programme must have their proposed cou rse
of study approved by the Departmental Chairman.

Details of Subjects
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HPS921 A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION TO TECHNOLOGY
Single Session subject; 12 credit points (contact hours per week: 3 hours)
An investigation of the devel opment of technology , the various forms it has
taken, its response to and effect on social and eco nomic conditions from the
eighteenth century onwards .

HPS922 THE POLITICS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
Single Session subject; 12 credit points (21ectures, 1 tutorial, 1 seminar per week)
An examination of the social and physical impact of contemporary technological
development, and the social constraints which guide and obstruct alternative
paths of snr.in-tPt:hnical development.

HPS923 TECHNOLOGY AND THE STATE
Single Session subject; 12 credit points (21ectures, 1 tutorial, 1 seminar per week)
Further development of analytic methods for the assessment of the impact of
contemporary technological developments and analysis of problems associated
with the construction and development of different socio-technical options.

HPS924 MINOR THESIS
24 credit points (contact hours per week: 4 hours)
A thesis embodying the results of an original investigation of a problem approved
by the Departmental Chairman under the supervision of a staff member.

HPS931 RISK ASSESSMENT, HEALTH AND SAFETY
Single Session subject; 12 credit points (contact hours per week: 3 hours)
This subject investigates scientific and political aspects of environmental and
occupational hazards, with special reference to contemporary Australia . Themes
will include : concept of acceptable risk, public participation in decisions about
risks, shaping of attitudes to risks, the social production of scientific knowledge.
The course will draw on case studies which are currently being debated in Australia: e.g . herbicides, asbestos, radiation , fuel additives.

HPS932 THE ORGANISATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
Single Session subject; 12 credit points (contact hours per week: 3 hours)
The organisation and management of R & D. patterns of industrial innovation,
State-subsidised technological development, assessing the costs and benefits of
technology.

HPS933 ENERGY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
Single Session subject; 12 credit points (contact hours per week: 3 hours)
An examination of the social, economic and political factors which constrain
the development and use of different energy technologies, and the I im its that
these place on other socio-technical choices .

HPS934 GENETICS AND TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
Single Session subject; 12 credit points (contact hours per week: 3 hours)
Topics include the history of molecular genetics and possible further developments ; the study of techniques utilized by researchers and their exploitation in
medicin e and indu st ry; discussion of the probl ems of assessing the effects of
mutagenic agents.
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HPS935 THE IMPACT OF COMPUTERS
Single Session subject; 12 credit points (contact hours per week: 3 hours)
The development, role and implications of computers, including applications in
corporate decision-making, government planning, education, health-care, automation, robotics, data processing, and implications for employment, education,
social control and artificial intelligence.

HPS936 THE TECHNOLOGY OF MEDICINE AND HEALTH
Single Session subject; 12 credit points (contact hours per week: 3 hours)
An examination of the increasing technological dependency and automation of
diagnosis and treatment in modern medicine and health care; their socio-economic
and political imp I ications.

HPS937 THE MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
Single session; 6 credit points (3 contact hours per week)
The nature and process of technological innovation; strategies for research and development; technological forecasting; project selection and evaluation; financial
evaluation of R & D; R & D programme planning and control; the effects of
technological change; government incentives and regulations.

TEXTBOOKS
Twiss, B., Managing Technological Innovation.
Norris, K. & Vaizey, J . The Economics of Research and Technology .
(This subject is available only to Master of Management students).

HPS938 SCIENCE, TECHNICS AND TECHNOLOGY
Single session; 12 credit points (3 contact hours per week)
An introduction to major theories and philosophies concerned with technology
and progress . Debates surrounding the role of scientists and the ideological role
of technology in society , past interpretations of the nature of technology and
progress, and the recent development of 'alternative technology ' and 'limits to
growth' theories are examined. Analysis of the links between technology and freedom, and technology and alienation, is central to this course .

TEXTBOOKS
K . Kumar, Prophecy and Progress, Penguin, 1978 .
H. Marcuse, Reason and Revolution, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1977 .

HPS939 TECHNOLOGY AND WAR
Single session; 12 credit points (3 contact hours per week )
An analysis of the changing character o f war and peace in relat ion to t echn o logical
change . The history of military technology; the relationship s between scientists,
the military, the state and corporations; the arms rac e, bal ances of power , develop ments in bi:>chemical warfare, nuclear weapons and nu clear war ; and theori es
of conflict resolution and strategi es for peace are ex amin ed .

TEXTBOOKS
No singl e suitable text.
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HPS940 THEORIES OF SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND
SOCIETY: 1850 TO THE PRESENT
Single session; 12 cfedit points (4 contact hours per week)
Since the rise of 19th Century Positivism theories of scientific method and social
theor i es have been closely intertwined, and both sorts of theory have had political
i'.1plications. The subject surveys the debates over the nature of science from
nineteenth century Positivism to the present, focussing upon the ways these
debates have reflected opposing political philosophi es and social theories .
Topics will include: Classical Positivism as ideology and as methodology; Logical
Positivism and th e defence of the social authority of science ; methodology and
ideology 111 the work ot Karl Popper ; Thomas Kuhn, Feyerabend and the demise
of Positivist methodology ; the new scientific realism and the debate about Marx's
method ; A lthusser's critique of empiricism; the Frankfurt School.

TEXTBOOKS
Brown, H., Perception, Theory and Commitment: The New Philosphy of Science,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1977.
Fay, B., Social Theory and Political Practice, George Allen and Unwin, London,
1975 .
Gellner, E., Thought and Change, Weidenfeld and Nicolson , London, 1972 .
Keat , R . and Urry , J ., Social Theory as Science, Routledge and Kegan Paul,
London , 1975 .

HPS951 RESARCH REPORT
Single session; 12 credit points (3 contact hours per week)
A report providing a survey and """lysis of arguments and data on the subject
approved by the Departmental Chairman, under the supervision of a staff member .
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MATHEMATICS
DIPLOMA IN MATHEMATICS

Th e graduate Diploma in Mathematics shall be subject to the University require ·
ments for the award of graduate Diplomas together with th e following conditions.
1.

A candidate shall undertake a course of graduate studies in one or more of
the following fields :
Applied Mathematics, Computing Science, Numerical Analysis,
Operations Research, Physical Oceanography, Algebra, Functional
Analysis, Mathematical Logic and Statistics.

2.

Entry to the Diploma will normally be from a pass degree with an appropriate 3 year sequence in Mathematics, or, subject to the approval of the
Academic Senate on the recommendation of the Chairman of the Depart·
ment of Mathematics, from a degree or diploma containing substantial
study in an appropriate discipline.

3.

The diploma will normally occupy two sessions of full-time study or four
sessions of part·time study, and will involve :
the successful completion of Mathematics Honours Seminar whose
credit point value is 12, and the satisfactory completion of subjects
chosen from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the Honours
Master of Science Degree (Department of Mathematics) (under
certain circumstances, with the approval of the Chairman of the
Department of Mathematics, a limited number of subjects may be
chosen from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects (Department of
Computing Science)) and the Mathematics Schedule of the Under·

graduate Bachelor Degree Regulations to the credit point value of
36, provided that not less than 24 credit points shall be obtained in
respect to graduate subjects taken from the Schedule of Graduate
Subjects for the Honours Master of Science Degree.
4.

A candidate may not include in this diploma programme any subject
which the candidate has previously taken and had credited towards another
degree or diploma of the University.

5.

Not all graduate subjects will necessarily be availab le during a given year.

6.

Unless otherwise determined by the Academic Senate, the registration of
a candidate shall be terminated if that candidate fails subjects to the total
value of 18 or more credit points.

HONOURS MASTER OF SCIENCE

The degree of Honours Master of Science (MSc(Hons)) in the Department of
Mathematics shall be subject to the University Honours Masters Degree Regulat·
ions tog ether with the following conditions.
1.

A candidate shall undertake research, or a course of graduate studies and
resea rch in one or more of the following fields :
Applied Mathematics, Computing Science , Numerical Analysis,
Operations Research, Physical Oceanograph y, Algebra, Functional
Analysis, Mathematical Logic and Statistics.

2.

Entry to the degree programme will normally be from an Honours degree
Mathematics or from a pass degree with an appropr iate 3 year sequence
in Mathematics. Entry to the degree programme may also be approved by
the Academic Senate for candidates with the qua lification of Diploma in
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Mat hem at ics on the recommendation of the Chairman of the D epa rtment
of Mathematics .
3.

4.

Wh ere entry to the degree programme has b ee n approved from an Honours
d egree at a standa1d uf Class II , D ivisio n 2 or a Diploma in Mathemat ics, it
will normally occupy two sessions of full -time study or four sess ions of
part -time study, and shall involve:
(a)

a thesis embodying the results of investigation to the va lu e of 48
credit points, or

(b)

a minor thesis embodying the results of an investigation whose
credit point value is 24 together with the satisfactory completion of
graduate subjects chosen from the Schedule of GrMi11ate Subjects
for the Honours Master of Science Degree (Department of Mathematics) (under certain circumstances, with the approval of the
Chairman of the Department of Mathematics, a limited number of
subjects may be chosen from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
(Department of Computing Science)), to the value of 24 credit
points, or

(c)

satisfactory completion of a substantial written project whose
credit point value is 12 together with the satisfactory completion
of graduate subjects chosen from the Schedule of Graduate Subj ects
for the Honours Master of Science Degree (Department of Mathematics) (under certain circumstances, with the approval of the
Chairman of the Department of Mathematics, a limited number of
subjects may be chosen from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects
(Department of Computing Science)), to the value of 36 credit
points.

Where entry to the degree programme has been approved from a degree at
a standard below Honours Class II , Division '2, it will normally occupy four
sessions of full -time study or eight sessions of part-time study, and shall
involve:
(a)

a thesis embodying the results of an investigation whose credit point
value is 48 together with the satisfactory completion of the Mathematics Honours Seminar whose credit point value is 12 and the
satisfactory completion of subjects chosen from the Schedule of
Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master of Science Degree (Department of Mathematics) (under certain circumstances, with the
approval of the Chairman of the Department of Mathematics, a
limited number of subjects may be chosen from the Schedule of
Graduate Subjects (Department of Computing Science)) and the
Mathematics Schedule of the Undergraduate Bachelor Degree
Regulations to the credit point value of 36, provided that not less
than 24 credit points shall be obtained in respect of graduate
subjects taken from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the
Honours Master of Science Degree, or ,

(b)

a minor thesis embodying the results of an investigation whose
credit point value is 24 together with the satisfactory completion of
the Math ematics Honours Seminar whose credit point value is 12
and the satisfactory completion of subjects chosen from the Schedul e
of Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master of Science Degree
(Departm ent of Mathematics) (under certain circumstances, with
the approval of the Chairman of the Department of Mathematics, a
limited number of subjects may be chosen from the Schedule of
Graduate Subjec ts (Department of Computing Science)) and th e
Mathematics Schedule of the Undergraduate Bachelor Degree
Regulations to the credit point value of 60, provided that not less
than 48 cr edit points shall be obtained in respect of graduat e subjects
taken from th e Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the Honours
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(c)

satisfactory completion of a substantial written project whose
credit point value is 12 together w ith the satisfactory comp letion of
the Mathematics Honours Seminar whose credit point va lue is 12
and the satisfactory completion of subjects chosen from the Schedu le
of Graduate Subjects for the Honours Master of Science Degree
(Department of Mathematics) (under certain circumstances, with
the approval of the Chairman of the Department of Mathemacics. a
limited number of subjects may be chosen from the Schedu le of
Graduate Subjects (Department of Computing Science}} and the
Mathematics Schedule of the Undergraduate Bachelor Degree
Regulations to the credit point value of 72, provided that not less
than 60 credit points shall be obtained in respect of graduate subjects
taken from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the Honours
Master of Science Degree.

5.

A candidate may not include in this degree programme any subject which
the candidate has previously taken and had credited towards another
degree or diploma of the University.

6.

All subjects chosen from either the Schedule of Graduate Subjects for the
Honours Master of Science Degree or the Mathematics Schedule of the
Bachelor Degree Regulations for inclusion into the degree programme shall
be subject to the approval of the Chairman of the Department of Mathmatics.

7.

Not all graduate subjects will necessarily be available during a given year.

8.

Notwithstanding the regulations relating to the limitation of time for the
degree of Honours Master, the registration of a candidate will be subject
to termination if that candidate fails subjects to the total value of 18 or
more credit points.

9.

Each candidate for the degree programme under 3(c) and 4(c) shall be
assigned a supervisor by the Chairman of the Department of Mathemat ics .
Where a candidate has enrolled in a degree programme that includes
either a thesis or a minor thesis, the Academic Senate shall appoint a
supervisor on the recommendation of the Chairman of the Department
of Mathematics.

10.

The graduate project referred to in 3(c) and 4(c) shall be assessed by two
examiners appointed by the Chairman of the Department of Mathematics.

Details of Subjects
Textbooks

Students will be advised on the appropriate texts for each subject in the f irst
lecture of the subject. In all cases, the lecturer should be consulted before textbooks are purchased.
Credit Points

All subjects listed below, with the exception of MATH991, 992 and 993, have
a credit point value of 6.
Contact Hours

All subjects listed below involve at least one contact hour per week for both
sessions, or its equivalent.
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Method of Assessment
All 900-level subjects will be assessed by final examinations, or final exam inations
and limited assignments.
NOTE : Nut all graduate subj ects will necessarily be availabl e during a given year.
For further details, see the post -graduate co ursew ork coordinator: Dr . K. Togn etti.

MATH911 ADVANCED MATHEMATICS METHODS
Asymptotic Expansision , Advanced Ordinary D ifferential Equat ions, and Weier strassian Ell ipt ic Functions .

MATH912 CONTINUUM MECHANICS
The basic principles of continuum mechanics and the solved probl ems of finite
elast icity. Equations for small deformations superimposed upon a state of finite
strain and applications to stabi I ity probl ems. Lin ear elasticity . Selected problems
from the theories of non-Newtonian fluids, plast icity and fibre-reinforced materials.

TEXTBOOK
Eringen , A.C . Nonlinear Theory of Continuous Media. McGraw-Hill, New York .

MATH913 NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The origin of nonlinear differential equations. Gen era l solutions of first and second
order partial differential equations. Exact and analytic methods of solution for
particular equations. Exact solutions using one parameter transformation groups.
Perturbation methods and other appro ximate methods of solution.

TEXTBOOKS
Ames, W . F . Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations in Engineering. Vols . 1 & 2,
Academic Press, New York .
Cole, J .D. Perturbation Methods in Applied Mathematics. Blaisedell Publishin~
Company, Watth<Jm, Massachu•elts.

MATH914 VISCOUS FLUIDS
Equations of motion of a viscous fluid, exact solutions, low Reynolds number
flows, boundary layers, matched asymptotic expansions.

MATH915 BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS MECHANICS
External flows; micro-organism locomotion, swimming of fish, flight of birds
and insects. Internal flows; airflow i n lung, blood flow, mucociliary transport.

MATH916 EIGENVALUE THEORY OF ORDINARY
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Linear operators in Hilbert space, spectral decomposition of sym m etric operators,
Weyl's theory of singular differential eq uations of the second order.

MATH917 INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
F' ed holm and V ol terra I nteyral Equations, eigenvalues and eig enfunctions,
spectral decomposition of integral operators & its use in solving integral equations,
relat ionships to differe ntial eq uations. Other aspects of the subjects which may be
consi dered are: singular integral op erators (Hilbert's transform). Wie ner-Hopf
l!quation s, non li near integral equations.
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MATH918 MEAN PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
An introduction to L. Schwartz's theory of mean periodic functions using the
transform of J-P Kahane . Applications to differential equations.

MATH919 PERTURBATION METHODS
Dimensional analysis, order symbols, asymptotics, algebraic equations, differential equations, methods of renormalization , multiple scales, averaging, variation of
parameters, strained parameters and matched asymptotic expansions.

MATH931 ADVANCED NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Solution of Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations . Integration including
multiple integration . Solution of Integral Equations.

MATH932 NUMERICAL LINEAR ALGEBRA
Modern methods of solving the algebraic eigenvalue problem including the generalized problem Ax =).Bx.

MATH933 SPARSE MATRIX TECHNIQUES
Solution of partial differential equations using finite difference and finite element
techniques. Topics covered include formulation of finite difference and finite
element approximations to partial differential equations, matrix properties of
the approximate equations, methods of solution of the approximate equations .

MATH941 TIME SERIES
Prediction Theory; Linear models- identification , estimation , diagnostic checking;
multivariate models .

MATH942 REPLACEMENT THEORY AND POPULATIONS
Continuous and discrete mathematical models of populations including age
structures. Failure distributions. Operating characteristics of maintenance policies.
Optimisations of replacement policies. Repairman problem. Redundancy optimisation.

MATH943 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
Solution of non-linear optimization problems . Topics covered include : unconstrained minimisation using Fletcher Powell and related techniques, the linear
search problem, solution methods specific to least squares problems, linear
constraints, penalty function methods, Huhn Tucker conditions, Lagrange multipliers.

MATH944 REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Multiple and Polynomial Regression, Stepwise and Stagewise regression, Model
Building, Regression models of not full rank, Relationship between regression
analysis and analysis of variance models, Non-linear models, Detection of outliers .

MATH945 DECISION THEORY
Subjective Probability, Axiomatic Development of utility theory , conjugate
prior distributions, Estimation and Testing of Hypotheses , Sequential Decision
Procedures, Martingales, Optimality Principle, House Hunting Problem, Parking
Place Problem , Quiz Show Problem, Duel Problems, Control and Search Problems .
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MATH946 MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
Regression ; the multivariate normal and Wishart distributi o ns ; Hotelling's T2
and Wilks ' A ; multivariate analysis of variance.

MATH947 INFERENCE
Transformations ; distribution of quadratic forms ; estimation techniques; hypo th esis testing ; sufficiency ; asymptotic th eo ry .

MATH951 COASTAL DYNAMICS
Generation and propagation of continental shelf waves of high and low frequency
in homogeneous and non-homogeneous oceans, response of th e ocP.nn over a
shelf to atmnspher ic disturbances, detect ion and measurement of shelf waves,
dissipative influences, standing edge waves and their relation to beach geomorphology, modelling of physical marine systems .

MATH961 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
Banach spaces, Linear Operators between Banach spaces, the Uniform Boundedness Principle, Closed graph theorem and open mapping therorem, Hahn-Banach
theroem, applications to some of the following : Fourier series, integral equations,
quadrature formulae, approximation theory, analytic function theory, spectral
theory .

MATH962 HARMONIC ANALYSIS
The course will consist of a certain amount of Lebesque Integration Theory which
will be applied to a discussion of various topics in the theory of Fourier Series .
The generalization of Fourier Series to harmonic analysis on groups w ill at so be
considered.

MATH963 INTEGRATION THEORY AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Integration on a general measure space , the space LP of functions having integrable
pth power, geometrical properties of LP and other Banach spaces, applicat ions
to analysis and the measure theoretic formulatinn of probability theory.

MATH964 DISTRIBUTIONS
Mikusinski's theory of convolution quotients, and an introduction to L. Schwartz's
theory of distributions . Properties of the space of continuous functions of a
single real variable (equipped with a suitable topology) and its dual space.

MATH965 TOPICS IN ALGEBRA
Partially ordered sets, lattices, modular lattices, Boolean Algebras and Boolean
rings, orthomodular lattices .

MATH966 LOGIC AND SET THEORY
Primitive Recursive and recursive functions. Arithmetization , Godel's Theorem,
Recursive undecidability, Axioms for set theory, ordinal numbers, equ inumerocity,
Hartog's theorem, the Axiom of Choice .

MATH967 COMBINATORY LOGIC
Introduction to Pure and lllature combinatory logic, relation to lambda -conversion,
functionality, application to propositional and predicate calculus .
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MATH971 ADVANCED TOPICS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS A
Topics will be selected from the areas of interest of statf membtns or visiting
staff members of the department.

MATH972 ADVANCED TOPICS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS B
Topics will be selected from the areas of interest of staff members or visiting
staff members of the departmtJnt .

MATH973 ADVANCED TOPICS IN PURE MATHEMATICS A
Top ics will be selected from the areas of interest of .staff members or visiting
staff members of the department . These may include topics in Analysis, Algebra ,
Logic or Number Theory.

MATH974 ADVANCED TOPICS IN PURE MATHEMATICS B
Topics will be selected from the areas of interest of staff members or visiting
staff members of the department. These may include topics in Analysis, Algebra ,
Logic or Number Theory.

MATH975 ADVANCED TOPICS IN STATISTICS
Selection of topics from one or more of the following areas: Multivariate Statistics, Sequential Analysis, Selecting and Ordering of Populations, Statistical
Inference, Experimental Design, and Non Parameteric Statistics .

MATH976 ADVANCED TOPICS IN PROBABILITY AND
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Select ion of topics from one or more of the following artJas: Advanced Probability Theory, Branching Processes, Queueing Theory, Inventory Control, Dynamic and Stochastic Programming.

MATH991 PROJECT
12 credit points

MATH992 MINOR THESIS
24 credit points

MATH993 THESIS
48 credit points
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
HONOURS MASTER OF ENGINEERING
F ntrv undor Sectiun 6( I) - (J ra du ates with an Honou rs Degree at a standard of
Class II, Division 2 or higher
Students entering the course under Section 6(1) of the Honours Masters Degree
Regulat ions are required to comp let e subjects from t he Schedule of Graduate
Subjects w ith an aggregate of not less than 48 credit points . Programmes of study
provided by the Department of Mechanical Engineering include a dissertation/
thesis with a credit point rating of 24 (M ECH951), or 48 (M ECH952), depending
on whether the course chosen is by a combination of dissertation and formal
subject matter (6 subjects) or entirel v by dissertation .
Entrv under Section 6 (2) - Graduates with a Degree below a standard of Honours
Class II, Division 2
Students entering the course under Section 6(2) of the Honours Masters Degree
Regulations are required to complete subjects with an aggregate of not less than
96 credit points. Programmes of study under this section will normallv consist of
the subject MECH999 Advanced Topics in Engineering (48 credit points) plus
one of the programmes provided under Section 6(1) (above).
Description of Subjects
Each of the subjects described below, with the exception of MECH951, 952 and
999, are valued at 4 credit points and have a total contact of 3 hours per week for
one session, although in certain cases they may be offered over two sessions.
Similar subjects offered by other departments will be acceptable for the Masters
degree course in Mechanical Engineering subject to the approval by the Departmental Chairman and the Graduate Studies Committee .

MECH901 ADVANCED HEAT TRANSFER 1
CONDUCTION HEAT TRANSFER. Unidimensional heat flow; analysis of
extended surfar:es; two and three dimensional conduction; unsteady conduction
in one or more dimensions; analytical, numerical and analogical methods of
solution ; transient systems; initial value and boundary value problems; nonhomogeneous bodies; anisotropic bodies; variable material properties .
RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER. Thermal radiation properties of materials,
black bodies - characterisics of real solids, I iqu id and gases; radiation exchange
between infinite surfaces and between finite surfaces; shape factor for various
configurations; radiation shields; re-radiating surfaces and electrical analogies,
radiation behaviours of gases and vapours.

MECH902 ADVANCED HEAT TRANSFER 2
Revision of the fundamental principles of viscous fluid motion and boundary
layer motion . Dimensional analysis, similarity parameters, method of differential
similarity. Correlation of experimental results. Forced and free convection. Exact
solutions for laminar flow. Analogy between heat and momentum transfer in
turbulent flow. Heat exchangers. Design and selection .

MECH904 GAS DYNAMICS
Revision of one-dimensional ga s dynamics. Two-dimensional compressible fluid
flow . Method of characteristics . One-dimensional unsteady flow . Unsteady
shock waves . Combustion waves . Rarefied gas flow . Hypersonic flow.
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MECH905 ADVANCED DYNAMICS
Kinematics and dynamics of particles and rigid bodies in three-dimensional
motion ; fixed and moving reference frames; Newtonian dynam ics ; inertia tensor;
Euler 's equations of motion ; general motion of gyroscopes and r igid bodies in
space .
Calculus of variations; Functions and functionals; stationary values of integrals;
Euler -Lagrange equations; constraints and Lagrange mul t ipl iers; fixed and
variable end points; problems of Lagrange, Mayer and Baiza.
Variational dynamics; Performance optimisation; generalised co-ordinates; Lagrange equation; Hamilton's principle; impulsive motion; oscillatory motion.

MECH906 EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL MODELLING
Stochastic processes; Random signal analysis; Correlation function; Probability
functions and spectral density functions; System identification ; Correlation analysis; Spectral analysis.
Modelling of continuous systems using analytical methods; Lumped parameter
systems; Linearisation .
Solution of equations . Parameter estimation.

MECH907 DESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEMS I
- MULTIVARIABLE SYSTEMS
Review of classical control techniques ; Multi-input multi-output systems; Transfer
Functions; State space analysis; Stability analysis; Interaction and in verse Nyquist
array; Optimal control.

MECH908 COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
The application of computers to design; standards for documentat ion and checking
of computer aided engineering computations; computer simulation and optimising
techniques.

MECH909 WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL
Developments and trends in wastewater engineering; wastewater characteristics ;
physical unit operations; chemic unit processes; biological unit processes; design
of facilities for physical and chemical treatment of wastewater ; design of facilities
for biological treatment of wastewater; advanced wastewater treatment; waterpollution control and effluent disposal; wastewater treatment studies ; legal
requirements .

MECH910 WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Water uses, water quality criteria and waste inputs. Princ iples o f water quality
systems analysis. Construction of stream and river water quality models. Application of stream and river water models. Construction of estuarine water quality
models. Applications of estuarine models.

MECH911 BULK SOLIDS HANDLING SYSTEMS 1
Flow patterns of bulk solids constrained by bins and hoppers ; theory of flow;
determination of flow properties; hopper design; bin loads .

MECH912 BULK SOLIDS HANDLING SYSTEMS 2
Further consideration concerning bin design; failure criteria for bu lk solids; flow
promotion; two -phase flow; effects of interstitial gas on flow of fine powders;
screening and grading of bulk solids; mixing of dry solids; dust exp losions .
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MECH913 PNEUMATIC AND HYDRAULIC
TRANSPORT OF BULK SOLIDS
Cl assif ication and select1on of transport systems; flow patterns; pressure drop,
min1mum operat ing velocities ; design parameters and exampl es; feeding and with drawa l methods .

MECH914 AIR POLLUTION
El ements of the air pollution problem ; Origin and fate of air pollutants; A ir
pollution m eteorology; Ai r pollution chemistry; Micrometeorology ; Atmospheric
diffusion ; Combustion processes and the formation of gaseous and particuiFite
pollutants; Air pollution control principles.

MECH915 NOISE POLLUTION
The behaviour of sound waves; Levels, decibels and spectra ; Sound transducers;
Field measurements; equipment and techniques; Data analysis ; The m easurement
of power levels and directivity patterns of noise sources; Sound propagation
outdoors. Sound in small spaces; Sound in large rooms; Acoustical properties of
porous materials; Interaction of sound waves with solid structures; Noise generat ion in industry ; Noise of gas flows; Damage-risk criteria for hearing ; Criteria for
noise in communities, buildings and vehicles .

MECH916 DESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEMS II
-OPTIMAL CONTROL
Formulation of the optimal control problem: performance criteria ; solution of
the optimal control problem using calculus of variations , dynamic programming
and the maximum principle ; applications.

MECH917 REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
Theoretical aspect of refrigeration and air conditioning . Advanced treatment of
topics selected from various systems. Design and calculations.

MECH9.18 DESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEMS Ill
-INVERSE NYQUIST ARRAY TECHNIQUES
Review of matrix analysis; input-output systems; transfer matrices; syst em realisa tion; interactive graphics; diagonal dominance; Inverse Nyquist array; app1ications.

MECH919 ADVANCED TOPICS IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING I
There is no set syllabus for this subject. It is intended that it normally be offered
on a specialised mechanical engineering topic given by members of the Department, visiting academic staff or engineering consultants .

MECH920 NUMERICAL METHODS IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Iteration t echniques; interpolation ; curve fitting; matrix inversion and evaluation
of eigenvalu es ; numerical differentiation and integration ; solution of ordinary
differential equations, second order partial differential equations and integral
equations; accuracy and conservative formulations; introduction to stability
analysis; application to engineering problems .

MECH921 HYDRODYNAMICS
Appl ications of com pl ex potential; unsteady fluid flows; foil theory and applications; cavitations and discontinuous flows; body hydrodynamics .
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MECH922 COAL ENERGY TECHNOLOGY I
Coal formation , constituents, properties, extraction, gas and dust explosions,
transportation, preparation and benefication, storage, stockpiling, spontaneous
combustion , blending and reclaiming ; coal utilization, coke production, by
products, steam generation, combus1on products, properties, ash collection and
disposal, coal utilization economics.

MECH923 COAL ENERGY TECHNOLOGY II
Fluidized bed combusion, hybrid generation plants; generation plant simulation ,
coal conversion, pyrolysis, hydrogeneration, gasification, I iquefaction, by-products ;
MHO generation, economics of new coal technology.

MECH924 CONTINUUM MECHANICS
An introduction to tensor analysis, classical theory of elasticity, fluid mechanics ,
thermodynamics of solids, thermoelasticity, viscoelasticity, plasticity, finite
deformation theory.

MECH925 THE DESIGN OF GEARING I
Nonmenclature, notation and conventions, principles of tooth engagement,
principles of gear-tooth generation, analytical geometry, principles of measure ment, spur gears, helical gears, bevel gears, worm gears.

MECH926 THE DESIGN OF GEARING II
Fixed-axis gear trains, planetary trains, contact geometry, gear tooth loads, bearing loads, gears in service, bending stress, contact stress criteria, gear materials,
calculated stresses and designed life, allowable stresses and rating formulae lub rication and cooling, efficiency and testing.

MECH927 THE DESIGN OF POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
Power units, belt drives, gear drives, chains and synchronous belts, clutches,
fluid couplings .

MECH928 FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUES IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Introduction to finite element method . Application of finite element technique
to stress analysis, fluid mechanics, heat transfer, vibration. Computer packages .

MECH929 ADVANCED TOPICS IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING II
As for MECH919.

MECH930 MECHANICAL VIBRATION AND
CONDITION MONITORING
Balancing of machinery. Vibrations ,
Two degrees of freedom system, free
response, damping. Multimass system,
machinery. Condition monitoring of
analysis.

Energy Method and Rayleigh Principle .
vibration , t ransient response, steady state
free vibration, forced vibration in rotating
machinery : vibration measurement and

MECH931 FRICTION, LUBRICATION AND WEAR
Navier -Stokes and Energy equation of viscous fluid flow and their application to
hydrodynamic journal and thrust bearings. Characteristics of hydrodynamic and
hydrostatic bearings. Bearings selection and design . Rolling bearings and Elasto-
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hydrodynamic lubr i ca t ion. Fri ct ion and wear processes . Boundary lubrication.
Properties of lubr icants and bearing materials and their interaction . Application
in industry.

MECH939 ADVANCED TOPICS IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Ill
As for MECH919 .

MECH951 DISSERTATION
24 credit points. The tim e limit for this subject is 6 sessions for part-time students
and 4 sessions for full -time students.

MECH952 THESIS
48 credit paints

MECH999 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ENGINEERING
Double session subject; 48 credit points
Details of this subject are the same as for E LEC999 Advanced Topics in Engineering as described in the postgraduate entry under the Department of Electrical
Engineering.
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METALLURGY
DIPLOMA IN METALLURGY

Entry to the diploma normally will be from a bachelors degree in metallurgy or
other appropriate discipline and the candidate will be required to undertake a
program either of full-time study for two academic sessions or of part-time
study for four acanemic sessions. The program comprises courses totalling 48
credit points made up as follows:
(i)

M ETL992 Metallurgy Project 4

24 credit points

(ii)

Three of the advanced topics in
Metallurgy described below

24 credit points

Advanced Topics in Metallurgy for the Postgraduate Diploma

Each subject is presented in one session, has a value of 8 credit points and comprises a minimum of one lecture per week with associated tutorials, assignments
and laboratory work. Subjects are assessed by written examination together with
credit for assignments and laboratory and other work.

METL903 DEVELOPMENTS IN MATERIALS
Critical appraisal of recent and projected developments in metallurgical and other
materials. Consideration of micro- and crystal-structures, physical and mechanical
properties, applications, and the trends in processing of such materials.

METL904 SPECIAL TOPIC IN METALLURGY B
Detailed study of a specialist topic in metallurgy given by members of staff or
visitors to the Department.

METL915 CORROSION OF MATERIALS
Corrosion and deterioration of metals, alloys and non-metallic materials. Mechanical, environmental and design effects; protection and prevention.

MECH934 MANUFACTURING PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Deformation and metal removal processes. Important properties in production
processes and their determination . Effects of production processes on the performance of materials.

METL962 MODELLING TECHNIQUES IN METALLURGY
Application of digital and analogue computing techniques in the development
and evaluation of mathematical and other models of physical systems in metal-·
lurgy.

METL982 DEVELOPMENTS IN EXTRACTIVE METALLURGY
Historical development of extractive processes. Current processes and reasons for
change as an indication of future trends and developments. Changes in raw materials and energy. Detailed examination of selected industrial processes of metal
extraction.

CHEM327 CHEMISTRY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Refer Undergraduate Handbook- Description of Subjects- Chemistry

METL 992 METALLURGY PROJECT 4
24 Credit Points
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HONOURS MASTER OF METALLURGY
Entry under Section 6(1) - Graduates with an Honours degree at a standard of
Honours Class II, Division 2 or higher
A candidate who enters under Section 6(1) of the Honours Masters Degree
Regulations (i.e. who has qualified for the degree of Bachelor of Metallurgy with
Honours at Class II, Division 2 or higher or equivalent) will be required to under take the subject METL990 Major Thesis by a program either of full-time research
for at least two academic sessions or of part-time research for at least four academicsessionsandthesubmission of a thesis embodying the results of that research.
The subject is valued at 48 credit points. Also, entry may be approved by the
Academic Senate for candidates with the qualifications of Diploma in Metallurgy
and who have successfully compiP.ted any additionnl work '1-'"t:ified by the
Chairman of the Department of Metallurgy.
Entry under Section 6(2) - Graduates with a degree at a standard below Honours
Class II, Division 2
A candidate who enters under Section 6(2) of the Masters Degree requirements
(i .e. who has qualified for the degree of Bachelor of Metallurgy at a standard
below Honours Class II, Division 2) will be required to undertake a program of
work normally for either four academic sessions full-time study or eight academic
sessions part-time study . The course comprises subjects totalling 96 credit points
as follows:
(i)

METL993 Metallurgy Project 3,
and
Four of the advanced topics in
Metallurgy described below
or

(ii)

16 credit points

32 credit points

METL999 Advanced Topics in
Metallurgy

48 credit points

METL990 Major Thesis (as for
Honours Entry)

4!l credit points

Advanced Topics in Metallurgy for the Masters Degree
Each subject is presented in one session, has a value of 8 credit points and comprises a minimum of one lecture per week and associated tutorials, laboratory and
assignments. Subjects are assessed by written examinations together with credit
for assignments and laboratory and other work.

METL905 SPECIAL TOPIC IN METALLURGY C
Detailed study of a specialist topic in metallurgy given by members of staff or
visitors to the Department.

METL921 ADVANCED DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUES
Advanced geometrical, kinematical and dynamical theories of electron and X ray diffraction; reciprocal lattice, stereographic projection .

METL931 MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF MATERIALS
Generalised Hooke's law, yield surface for anisotropic materials , development
of preferred orientations, elastic properties of dislocations, dislocation interactions
and reactions, strain hardening.
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METL932 THERMOMECHANICAL PROCESSES
Hot deformation processes, creep, superplasticity, high temperature fracture,
dynamic recovery and recrystallisation .

METL933 FRACTURE OF MATERIALS
Plastic constraint , fracture mechanics for conditions of plane stress and strain
and of general yielding , C .0 .D. testing, tat1gue, stress corrosion, mechan isms
of crack nucleation and propagation.

METL935 METAL FORMABILITY
Principles of sheet metal forming : effects of forming conditions; effects of material properties. Mechanical testing processes for ductile sheet metals .

METL951 STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF ALLOYS
Strengthening of ferrous and non -ferrous alloys; relationships between strength ,
toughness and microstructure; thermomechanical treatments, ausforming, isoforming, austempering, martempering, maraging etc; high performance alloys.

METL952 ADVANCED METALLOGRAPHIC METHODS
Advanced theory and practice of light-optical and electron-optical techniques
for the analysis of the fine structure of metals and other materials.

METL961 PROCESS MODELLING 2
Theory and application of computing techniques for process modelling and
simulation.

METL971 SOLIDIFICATION 3
Nucleation, growth structures in pure metals, single and polyphase alloys, cast
structure development and control, grain refinement and modification, segregation ,
thermodynamics and fluid flow in solidification, processing and properties .

METL981 ADVANCED EXTRACTIVE METALLURGY
M i xing and segregation; effect on yield, design for heterogeneous reacting systems ,
fluid-solid and fluid-fluid systems, rate expressions for various kinetic regimes,
design strategy for single and multiple reactors, applications .

METL990 MAJOR THESIS
48 credit points

METL993 METALLURGY PROJECT 3
16 credit points

METL999 ADVANCED TOPICS IN METALLURGY
A programme, approved by the Chairman of Departent , of project work and
studies of advanced topics in metallurgy selected from the fields of materials ,
extraction processes, refining processes, materials development. material properties,
mechanical behaviour, processing and forming, mathematical methods and metall ographic techniques .
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MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
MASTER OF STUDIES IN MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
Th e Master of Stuu1~s 111 Multicultural !;tudi es programm e hd s bee n d eve lop ed to
meet the need for a graduate level course which will prov1de the student with
both understanding and ski lls to work within a multicultural context . Through a
programme of lectures , student-led seminars and practical projects, the opportunit y is p rovided to develop a critica l awar eness of th e conte x t of the migration
process in relation to Austral ian soci ety. The programme is based on components
which allow for reflection on, and engagement in, innovation and social change in
intercultu ra l contexts. The Master of Studies in Multicultural Studies prog ramm e
is a four sess ion part-ti me course, comprising 48 credit points , in the following
subjects.

CMS901 ISSUES IN MULTICULTURAL RESEARCH
Double session subject; 12 credit poin ts (4 contact hours per week: seminars)
Assessment: Seminar Papers
This subject is designed to sens it ise students to contemporary issues in carryi ng
out research in the area of multicultural studies , including problems of funding
and soc ial relevance . Methodology and research practice will be studied thro ugh
an examination of a variety of multicultural research projects and their reports
and outc omes. Students rnay prepare a research submission as part of th e subject.
Wher e appropriate, pilot studies may be undertaken in the context of the research
submission.

CMS902 MIGRATION AND AUSTRALIA
Double session subject; 12 credit points (4 contact hours per week: seminars)
Assessment: Fssay, Research Project and Sem inar Pap~rs .
A detailed history of migration to Australia in the modern era with major historic al emphasis on the great postwar immigration. The major theoretical em phases
of this subject will be to assess how the Australian ex per ience has shaped presentday usages of the concept of race and ethnicity and to relate these concepts to
questions of soc1al class. In particular the subject will focus on assessing the
relevance to Au stralia of the Glazer -Moynihan thesis that in industrial societies
ethnicity tends to emerge as the most important line of social cleavage.

CMS903 SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL POLICY
Double session subject; 12 credit points (4 contact hours per week: seminars)
Assessment: Essay , Research Project and Seminar Papers .
This subject charts the historical development of migrants as a welfare /socia l
policy category from the postwar "assismilationist" policies of the Menzies era,
through the development of "integrationism" in the late 1960s and "multiculturalism" in the 1970s and 1980s. The main emphasis will be on relating
changes in migrant-oriented social policy to change in the composition , si ze and
distribution of the migrant population as well as to changes in Austral ian econ omic and political structures. There will be detailed examination of specific
policy iniatives, in particu lar the Galbally programme and the Georgio evaluation
of the Galbally programme.
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CMS904 THE FAMILY AND THE EDUCATION SYSTEM
Double session subject; 12 credit points (4 contact hours per week: sem 1nars)
Assessment: Essay, Research Project and Seminar Papers.
The first part of this subject examines the impact of migration on the family.
In particular attention will be paid to induced changes in family structure and
in interpersonal relations and roles within the family. In this context there will be
consideration of the role of the family in relation to mental health, usage of
health and other social services, capital accumulation and the development of
business networks. In the second half of the subject, there will be a detailed
examination of factors affecting the relationship • between the migrant family
and the education system. The content and relevance of the concept of multi cultural education will be explored and detailed treatment will be made of past
and ongoing programmes such as mother-tongue maintenance etc.
Students with particular interests may be permitted to substitute for CMS904
a 12 credit point post-graduate subject from the Faculties or Institute Sectors
of the University subject to approval by the Head of Centre and Head of the
department or school concerned.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY
A t the t ime of pr inting , this cou rse had no t been rat if ied by Cou ncil .
This is a 2 y ear part -time course, wh ich provides graduates from any recognized
tertiary courses with formal postgraduate studies in aspects of health and hazards
in occupat iona l settings. The overa ll aim of the course is to develop graduates who
ca n fulf il a role as m iddle management personnel trained to p revent o r m in im iz e
occupat ional injury and diseases in the workplace.
The course i s designed to offe r a set of subjects which enable the study of relevant
issues related to recognizing and control! ing health and hazarci~ in thEo' workplace,
followed lJy the opportunity to specialize in either the further study of hazard
related aspects OR the stud y of community , environmental and occupat ional
health aspects.
In 1985, only the first 4 subjects of the course will be offered.

Subjects
Organizational Behaviour
Diseases of Occupations*
Community and Environmental Health *
Physica l Hazards
Chemical Hazards
Communicat i on •

Safety and the Law*
Quantitative Methods *
Cultural Studies
Occupational Physiology & Ergonomics *
Cultural Studies

Students will need to study 8 of the above subjects and MUST study the subjects
marked with an *.

AIIH901 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
First session; 6 credit paints (6 hrs! week lecture/tutorial)
Assessment: assignments, tutorials , examinations
This subject will introduce the behaviour of individuals and groups in organizations
by providing an analysis of organizationa l behaviour and styles.
Not to count with AIAC901 or BPOL910 Organizational Behaviour ,

AIIH902 SAFETY AND THE LAW
First session; 6 credit paints (3 hrs per week lecture/seminar)
Assessment: assignments, tutorials, examinations
This subject provides insights into the relationships between a safe working
environment and the law.

AIIH903 QUANTITATIVE METHODS
Second session; 6 credit points ( 3 hrs per week lecture/seminar)
Assessment: assignments, tutorials, examinations
This subject introduces the quantitative techniques used to compile interpret and
analyze data connected with the issues of occupational health and hazard control.
A particular emphasis will be given on the role of the computer, and the subject
w i ll provide a coverage of the main quantitative techniques used in bus i ness as an
aid to deci s1on making.
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AIIH904 CULTURAL STUDIES
Second session; 6 credit points (3 hrs per week lecture/seminar)
Assessment: assignments, tutorials, examinations
This subject analyzes the different linguistic backgrounds and cultural value
systems of ethnic workers, with a particular emphasis on the characteristics of the
lllawarra region. It aims at extending awareness of the difficulties faced by minority region. It aims at extending awareness of the difficulties faced by minority
ethnic groups in the wider community, in the work place, and in issues of safety.

AIIH905 DISEASES OF OCCUPATIONS
First session; 6 credit points (3 hrs per week lecture/seminar)
Assessment: assignments, tutorials, examinations
This subject will analyze the common occupation related diseases together with
their causes, effects and possible prevention measures.

AIIH906 COMMUNICATION
Second session; 6 credit points (3 hrs per week lecture/seminar)
Assessment: assignments, tutorials, examinations
This subject enables a study of effective communication techniques, as a means
of facilitating issues of health and hazard control in an organizational setting.

AIIH910 COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
First session; 6 credit points (3 hrs per week lecture/seminar)
Assessment: assignments, tutorials, examinations
This subject enables an analysis of the broad range of health problems confronting the community and the workforce, by covering issues such as factors which
influence the health of a community; factors in lifestyles that affect individual
and organizational well being.

AIIH911 OCCUPATIONAL PHYSIOLOGY AND ERGONOMICS
Second session; 6 credit points (3 hrs per week lecture/seminar)
Assessment: assignments, tutorials, examinations
This subject will analyze the relationship between the nature of work and the
workplace environment, and the related injuries to employees .

AIIH915 PHYSICAL HAZARDS
First session; 6 credit points (3 hrs per week lecture/seminar)
Assessment: assignments, tutorial~. examinations
This subject will deal with the various physical hazards which may affect the
health of employees, by analyzing the issue of likelihood of accidents caused by
physical hazards in the workplace; the recognition of possible hazards in a safe
working environment. A range of specific physical hazards will be analyzed under
the above framework of issues.

AIIH916 CHEMICAL HAZARDS
First session; 6 credit points (3 hrs per week lecture/seminar)
Assessment: assignments, tutorials, examinations
This subject enables a study of the main chemical hazards which may affect an
employees health .
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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PHILOSOPHY
DIPLOMA IN PHILOSOPHY
The purpose of the graduate Diploma in Philosoph y is to provide in a recognised
University course a means for graduates with lim ited acquaintance with log1c
and philosophy to acquire competence in these subjects at a reasonably advanced
level. The Diploma shall be subject to the University regulations for the award
of graduate Diplomas together with the following conditions.
1.
Candidates are required to complete subjects totalling 48 credit points
from those listed in the Arts Schedule under 'Philosophy'. Of these at least 24 must
be from 300-level subjects and the remainder from 200-level subjects. Provided
that, subject to the joint approval of the Chairmen of the Departments of Philosophy and Education, or of Philosophy and History and Philosophy of Science,
up to 24 credit points at 200-level and/or 300-level may be taken from subjects
listed in the Arts Schedule under 'Education' and/or 'History and Philosophy of
Science'. Under no circumstances may the total number of subjects credited
towards the graduate Diploma in Philosophy taken from subjects other than those
I isted under 'Philosophy' total more than 24 credit points.
2.
A candidate may not include in his or her diploma programme any course
component which substantially duplicates a subject or part of a subject prev io usly
passed by the candidate as part of any degree or diploma already held or previously
attempted.
3.
The selection of courses and the programme of study shall be approved
by the Departmental Chairman.
4.
A full-time candidate shall normally complete the diploma in one academ ic
year, a part-time candidate in no less than two and no more than three academic
years.
5.
Admission to candidature for the Diploma is on the recommendation
of the Chairman of the Philosophy Department who shall assess the applicant's
aptitude for sustained philosophical study at a reasonably advanced level .

HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS

1.

HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS BY RESEARCH

The purpose of the Honours Master of Arts by research is to enable suitably
qualified graduates to make a significant independent contribution to Philosophy.
Graduates who hold an Honours Bachelor degree (with a minimum of Honours
Class II , Division 2) or equivalent may, if recommended for candidature, undertake PH I L999 Major Thesis (48 credit points). All other candidates must if
recommended for admission, normally satisfactorily complete PH I L913 Advanced
Philosophical Topics (48 credit points) prior to enrolling in PHIL999.

PHIL913 ADVANCED PHILOSOPHICAL TOPICS 913
Double session subject; 48 credit points
Variable combination of seminars, lectures and lecture/discussions
Pre-requisites: Entry is restricted to students seeking admission to the Honours
Masters degree under section 6(2) of the Honours Masters Degree Regulations

Assessment: Essays and three hour written examinations as laid down in the
requirements for such components as are approved or prescribed
An approved or prescribed selection of courses provided by the Departme nt under
other designations deemed by the Departmental Chairman to be appropnate as
a foundation for postgraduate studies, given the background and intended pursuits of the individual student.
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TEXTBOOKS
As laid down in the requirements for the component courses.

PHIL999 MAJOR THESIS
Double session subject; 48 credit points
2.

HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS BY COURSE WORK

Introduction
The purpose of the Honours Master of Arts by Course Work in Philosophy is to
enable suitably qualified graduates (i.e. gntrlttFttes with Second Closs Honou" ur
its equtvalent or who have satisfactorily completed PHIL913) to undertake at
advanced level course work in areas which were not includ ed at the appropriate
level, in their undergraduate programme, while pursuing a minor research project.
Candidates must take subjects to the total value of 24 credit points from the
schedule of graduate subjects in Philosophy, together with PH I L923 Min or Thesis .

Subjects

PHIL933 ADVANCED LOGIC
Double session subject; 6 credit points. Variable combination of seminars, lectures
and lecture-discussions.
Assessment: One three-hour examination.
A study of issues in philosophical, inductive and/or formal logic.

PHIL943 ADVANCED POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
Double se»iun subject; 6 credit points. Variable combination of seminars, lectures
and lee ture-discussions.
Assessment: One three-hour examination.
A study of issues in political and/or social philosophy.

PHIL953 ADVANCED PHILOSOPHY OF VALUE
Double session subject; 6 credit points. Variable combination of seminars, lectures
and lecture-discussions.
Assessment: One three-hour examination.
A study of issues in moral philosophy, and/or aesthetics.

PHIL963 ADVANCED EPISTEMOLOGY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
Double session subject; 6 credit points. Variable combination of seminars, lectures
and lecture-discussions.
Assessment: One three-hour examination.
A study of issues to do with the theory of knowledge.

PHIL973 PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS
Double session subject; 6 credit points. Variable combination of seminars, lectures
and lecture-discussions.
A ssessment: On e three-hour examination.
A study at a selection of traditional philosophical problems.
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PHIL983 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PHILOSOPHY
Double session subject; 6 credit points. Variable combination of seminars, lectures
and lecture-discussions.
A ssessment: One three-hour examination .
A study of current controversies within one selected field of contemporar\
philosophy.

PHIL923 MINOR THESIS
Double session; 24 credit points.
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PHYSICS
HONOURS MASTER OF SCIENCE

De tails of Subjec ls

PHYS910 ADVANCED PROJECT IN PHYSICS A
First session subject; 6 credil points
42 hrs labora tor y
Assessment: Th is will be based on the satisfactory operation of the completed
ex periments and the adequacy of the written descriptions of the experiments.
The student
penments at
Physics. The
emic staff of

will be required to design anri r.nnstruct several ~elf contained ex t he leve l of those encountered in PHYS 309 Advanced Expe rimental
numb er and type shall be determined by two members of the acadthe Department of Phys ics .

PHYS947 SPECIAL TOPIC IN PHYSICS A
First session subject; 6 credit points
(14 hrs seminars and 14 hrs tutorials)
A special topic to be selected from any area of phys ics . The selection to be made
by the Departmental Chairman in consultation with the Depart mental Assessment
Commi ttee.

PHYS960 ADVANCED PROJECT IN PHYSICS B
Second session subject; 6 credit points
42 hrs laboratory
Assessment: This will be based on the satisfactory operation of the completed
experimer~Ls and the adequacy of the written descr iptions of the experiments.
The student
periments at
Physics . The
emic staff of

will be required to design and construct several self -contained exthe level of t hose encountered in PHYS309 Advanced Experimental
number and type shall be determin ed by two members of the acadthe Department of Physics.

PHYS997 SPECIAL TOPIC IN PHYSICS B
Second session subject, 6 credit points (14 hrs seminars and 14 hrs tutorials)
Pre-requisite, Co-requisites and Assessment: Same as for PHYS94 7
A special topic to be selected from any area of ph ysics . The se lect ion to be made
by the Departmental Chairman in consultation with the Departmental Assessment
Committee .

PHYS999 MAJOR THESIS
Double session subject, 48 credit points
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PSYCHOLOGY
DIPLOMAS IN PSYCHOLOGY
Two graduate diplomas are offered by the Department of Psychology . One , the
Diploma in Psychology, is available to graduates with the degree of Bachelor with
at least 24 credit points in 300-level Psychology subjects, or their equivalent.
This Diploma enables pass students to update or extend their psychological
studies into a fourth year. The other, the Diploma in General Psychology, is
available to Bachelor degree graduates (or their equivalent) with substantial
and coherent study at the 300-level in disciplines other than Psychology. This
Diploma enables these students to add knowledge of individual human problems and their solutions to their knowledge and skills in other fields . Both Diplomas consist of coherent 48 credit point programmes of study selected by
students and approved by the Chairman of the Department of Psychology .
They normally occupy two sessions of full-time study or four sessions of parttime study . Admission to both Diploma programmes must be through recommendation by the Chairman of the Department of Psychology. They are subject to the
University regulations governing the award of graduate diplomas.

DIPLOMA IN PSYCHOLOGY (DIP. PSYCH.)
This Diploma requires the successful completion of 48 credit points in:
(i)

the subject PSYC951 The Study of Experience (8 credit points)

(ii)

at least 24 other credit points in psychology at the 900 level (not to
include PSYC911, PSYC912, PSYC913, PSYC921, PSYC922, PSYC923 ,
PSYC924, PSYC925, PSYC931, PSYC932, PSYC933, PSYC934 or PSYC
935)

and
(iii)

no more than 16 credit points in 300-level psychology subjects.

DIPLOMA IN GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (DIP. GEN. PSYCH.)
This Diploma requires the successful completion of 48 credit points in :
(i)

the subject PSYC951 The Study of Experience (8 credit points)

(ii)

as many as 24 credit points in 900 -level psychology subjects (not to include PSYC911, PSYC912, PSYC913, PSYC921, PSYC922, PSYC923,
PSYC924, PSYC925, PSYC931, PSYC932, PSYC933, PSYC934 or PSYC
935)

and
(iii)

as many as 40 credit points in psychology at the 200 -leve l and 300-levels .

HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS
With the increasing application of psychology to a wide variety of human problems
comes the need for psychologists who are knowledgeable about psychology in
general and skilled in its application in the community . Much of that knowledge
can be acquired in an undergraduate degree, and it is after that educational
experience that application skills can best be gained. This Honours Master of Arts
programme in Applied Psychology provides this opportunity . It is structured so
as to give students a general professional education dealing w1th basic issues and
general skills in company with others whose special areas of application differ .
Psychologists emerging from the programme will be able to work in a variety of
fields, showing the versatility which will be required by the changing community
needs and different job roles psychologists will experience .
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The educational objectives of the programme ar e as follows . Graduates o f this
Honours Master of Arts programm e in Applied Psychology will develop a sound
knowledge of human problems and a variety of approach es to them. They will
become able to facilitate the functioning of others and to intervene effectivel y.
Also th ey will d evelop as peopl e, w i th increasi ng se lf -a w a1eness and ab ility ro
relate to others. They will come to possess a range of methodologies for evaluation of their work and that of others in their research and evaluation skills. They
will have a variety of practicum experiences.
The degree of Honours Master of Arts (MA(Hons)) by course work in th e fi eld of
Applied Psychology will be subject to the Honours Masters Degree Regulations
together with the following conditions :
1.
Entry to the degree programme will normally b e from an Hnnn11r s degr ee
in psychology or trom a pass degree with a three year (or its part-time equival ent)
sequence in psychology.
2.
Where entry to the degree programme is from an Honours degree at a standard of Class II, Division 2, the programme will normally involve two sessions of
full-time study or four sessions of part-time study. Applicants with Honours in
Psychology will be eligible for entry to the programme only if some portion of
their Honours work is considered by the Chairman of the Department of Psychology to be in the field of applied psychology and if they are also found , by the
Chairman of that Department , to have had the equivalent of one year's full-time
experience in an appropriate field. The programme for such candidates will
require the successful completion of 48 credit points from the Schedule of
Graduate Subjects in Psychology as follows :
(i)

24 credit points in subjects: PSYC911 Principles of Applied Psychology; PSYC912 Interpersonal Skills for Applied Psychologists;
and PSYC913 Assessment and Appraisal in Applied Psychology ;

(ii)

16 credit points in two areas of specialization, that is two of
PSYC921 Counselling Psychology; PSYC922 Psychology in the
Schools; PSYC923 Clinical Psychology; PSYC924 Organizational
Psychology ; PSYC925 Child Clinical Psychology; or any PSYC92X
subject; and

(iii)

8 credit points in a Supervised Practicum in keeping with choices
made under (ii) above, that is, one of PSYC931 Practicum: Coun selling Specialization; PSYC932 Practicum: School Specialization ;
PSYC933 Practicum: Clinical Specialization; PSYC934 Practicum:
Organizational Specialization; PSYC935 Practicum : Child Clinical
Specialization; or any PSYC93X subject.

3.
Where entry to the degree programme is from a degree at a standard below
Honours Class II, Division 2 , it will normally involve four sessions of full-time
study or 8 sessions of part-time study . It will require the successful completion of
96 credit points from the Schedule of Graduate Subjects in Psychology as follows:
(i)

24 credit points of core subjects; PSYC911 Principles of Applied
Psychology; PSYC912 Interpersonal Skills for Applied Psychologists;
and PSYC913 Assessment and Appraisal in Applied Psychology;

(ii)

16 credit points in two areas of specialization, that is, two of
PSYC921 Counselling Psychology; PSYC922 Psychology in the
Schools; PSYC923 Clininal Psychology; PSYC924 Organizational
Psychology; PSYC925 Child Clinical Psychology or any PSYC93X
subject .

(iii)

at least 16 credit points in Supervised Practicums in keeping with
choices made under (ii) above , that is, one of PSYC931 Practicum :
Counsell ing Speci ali za t ion; PSYC932 Practicum: School Speci al ization; PSYC933 Prac ticum: Clinical Specialization; PSYC934
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Organ izational Specialization ; PSYC935 Pract icum : Child Cl tnical
Specialization or any PSYC93X subject ;
(iv)

24 credit points in the subject PSYC989 Resear ch Project ;
and

(v)

the remaining 16 credit points to be made up fr om 300 -level , 400level or graduate subjects in psychology or rela ted disciplines and/ or
more practicum experience in other practicum areas or in PSYC939 :
other Practicum Work and/or individual work i n PSYC901 Psychology Report .

Details of Subjects

PSYC901 PSYCHOLOGY REPORT
6 credit points
Refer to Department for details

PSYC902 PSYCHOLOGY REPORT A
6 credit points
Refer to Department for details.

PSYC903 PSYCHOLOGY REPORT B
6 credit points
Refer to Department for details.

PSYC904 PSYCHOLOGY REPORT C
6 credit points
Refer to Department for details.

PSYC911 PRINCIPLES OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
Double session; 52 hours lectures and seminars; 8 credit points
Assessment: Class participation and assignments, including evaluation report .
Strand 1
A comprehensive study of different approaches to appl ied psychology tncluding
the basic premises and philosophical roots of different orientations (for example,
behavioural, Gestalt, psychoanalytic, rational-emotive, symbolic interactionist) ;
relations between applied psychology and other disciplines ; multi-disciplinary
approaches; codes of ethics for psychologists; the legal responsibilities of applied
psychologists working with adults and children . No text will be set but students
will be referred to different source materials, especially journals .

Strand 2
An examination of theories of and approaches to evaluation and evaluation
research ; am:! a field exercise involving a formal evaluation of psychological
services .

PSYC912 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS FOR
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGISTS
Double session; 52 hours of supervised practical work; 8 credit points
Assessment: Continual Assessment .
Opportunities will be provided for the development of personal and interpersonal
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skills including self-awareness, deployment of self as a tool, interpersonal work
in dyads and triads as well as in groups as group members and leaders. Such work
will include the use of fantasy , dreamwork , interpersonal enco unters, psychodrama
and other kinds of group work. While much of this work will be supervised by
staff, emphasb will ~lso be placed on the development of peer supervision skills.

PSYC913 ASSESSMENT AND APPRAISAL
IN APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
Double session; 52 hours of lectrues, seminars and practical work; 8 credit points.
Assessment: Administration and evaluation of assessment techniques ; test con struction and written examination.
Some knowledge of the theory of testing and measurement is assumed in this
subject. Students will study assessment and appraisal techniques used with both
adults and children and common to many applied psychologists, but they will
also study others which relate to their area of professional specialization . A
textbook w i ll be recommended.
ALL OF THE ABOVE SUBJECTS ARE CORE SUBJECTS REQUIRED OF
EVERY STUDENT IN THE PROGRAMME. NOW FOLLOW A NUMBER OF
SPECIALIST SUBJECTS WHICH DEAL WITH THE SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF
SPECIFIC CLIENTS IN SPECIFIC CONTEXTS AND THE SPECIAL METHODS
OF INTERVENTION EMPLOYED WITH THEM .

PSYC921 COUNSELLING PSYCHOLOGY
First session; 52 hours of lectures, seminars and practical work; 8 credit points.
Assessment: Practical work and assignments and/or written examination.
The major elements of this subject are the counselling client and his or her context,
a study of contemporary approaches to counselling, the development or metatheory
m counselling psychology, the development and teaching of counselling skills.
Readings to be recommended.

PSYC922 PSYCHOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS
Second session; 52 hours of lectures, seminars and practical work; 8 credit points.
Assessment: Practical work and assignments and/or written examination.
The major elements of this subject are the cognitive, emotional and social prob·
I ems of the child in the school; deviancy, sex roles and cultural differences;
intervention techniques such as remedial work, behaviour modification and play
therapy; schools as social systems, the role of the school psychologist and psych ·
ological consultation in the school. Readings will be recommended, especially in
such journals as Child Development, Adolescence, Journal of Learning Disabilities,

Elementary School Guidance and Counselling Psychology in the School.

PSYC923 CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Second session; 52 hours of lectures, seminars and practical work; 8 credit points.
Assessment: Practical work and assignments and /or written examination.
The major elements of this subject are human psychopathology, neuroanatomical
and neurophysiological pathology, some appraisal techniques specific to clinical
psychology, and therapeutic psychology which provides a study of some systems
of psychotherapy applied with adults and children and some methods of case
management and intervention. A reading programme will be recommended.
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PSYC924 ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Second session; 52 hours of lectures, seminars and practical work, 8 credit points.
Assessment: Practical work and assignments and/or written examination.
The major elements of this subject are the areas in which a psychologist practicing
in industry as a consultant or working in personnel m anagement may be involved.
Topics to be dealt with may include action research and organizational development, communication within organizations, job satisfaction and employee motivation, demoralization and worker participation in management , problems of
personnel selection and training and the role of the psychologist in industrial
relations. A textbook and other readings will be recommended.

PSYC925 CHILD CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
First session; 8 credit points (4 class hours per week for 1 session)
Chairperson: Linda L . Viney
Assessment: Practical work and assignments and / or written examination.
This subject will deal with child psychopathology and its special forms of assessment, including observation, interviewing, testing and the use of projective
techniques (those not dealt with in the core course PSYC913 Assessment and
Appraisal). Related interventions such as behaviour modification, counselling
and psychotherapy, play therapy, art work, psychodrama and other forms of
group work, family therapy and environmental manipulations will be explored.
Prevention of psychological problems in childhood will also be in focus. Mental
retardation and other results of psychoneurological difficulties will receive attention, as well as the management of children with special problems such as
physical handicaps, delinquency, depression and aggressive behaviour. Ethical
and professional issues considered will be those involved in work with minors.
No set text.

PSYC931 PRACTICUM: COUNSELLING SPECIALIZATION
Double session; 52 hours of seminars; 8 credit points.
Assessment: Seminar (case conference) presentations , field notebooks and assessment by university and field supervisors.
This subject, like the other practicum subjects, is intended to provide supervised
experience in a variety of settings in which psychology is applied. Each specialist course, while requiring concentration in the area of specialization, will also
give students the opportunity to become involved in one area of profess ional
practice.

PSYC932 PRACTICUM: SCHOOL SPECIALIZATION
Double session; 52 hours of seminars; 8 credit points.
Assessment: Seminar (case conference) presentations, field notebooks and assessment by university and field supervisors.
This subject, while differing from PSYC931 in content and placements , has similar
goals.

PSYC933 PRACTICUM: CLINICAL SPECIALIZATION
Double session; 52 hours of seminars; 8 credit points.
Assessment: Seminar (case conference) presentation s, field notebooks and assess
ment by university and field supervisors.
This subject, while differing from PSYC931 in content and placements , has
similar goals.
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PSYC934 PRACTICUM: ORGANIZATIONAL SPECIALIZATION
Double session; 52 hours of sem inars; 8 credit points.
Assessment: Sem inar (case co nf erence) presentations , fi eld notebooks ~nd assessments by un ivers it y and tiel d super visors .
This subject w hile d iffering from PSYC931
similar goals.

in content and placements , ha s

PSYC935 PRACTICUM: CHILD CLINICAL SPECIALIZATION
Double session; 8 credit points (field work plus 52 hours of seminars)
Chairperson: L inda L . Viney and John deWet
Assessment: Report s by F ield and University Supervisors; field noteboo ks;
seminar (case conference) presentations .
This subject , while differing from other practicum subjects in content and placement(s) , has similar goals. Its focus will be on the diagnosis , treatment , management and prevention of children ' s psychological problems.

PSYC939 OTHER PRACTICUM WORK
Single session; 26 hours of seminars; 6 credit points.
Assessment: Sem ina r (case conference) presentations , field notebooks and assess ment by university and field supervisors .
An extra amount of supervised practicum experience is to be selected by students
or recommended by staff.

PSYC940 EXTENDED PRACTICUM:
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Double sessi on; 24 credit points (field work, plus 52 hours seminars)
Chairperson for Subject: Associate Professor Linda L. Viney
Assessment: Reports by field supervisors and university consultants . Field notebooks. Seminar (case conference) presentations.
This full y~ar practicum subject is available only to students who have completed
part or all of their graduate training in clinical psychology, at the discretion of the
Departmental Chairman. They should be concurrently employed in the practice
of clinical psychology or a closely related discipline. This subject gives students
the opportunity to gain supervised professional experience, either as part of the
M.A. degree or as miscellaneous students.

PSYC951 THE STUDY OF EXPERIENCE
First session; 8 credit points (21ectures!seminars)
Chairperson for Subject: Associate Professor linda L. Viney
Assessment: With in session assignments
The Department of Psychology has taken, as one of its main points of focus,
the experience of human beings. Experience-based psychology deals with the
subjective perspective in order to amplify the objective perspective . It conceives
of people as ac tive perceiver s and interpreters . It is concerned with meaning ,
and therefore with qualitative rather than quantitative approaches.
The historical roots of th e assumptions of experience-based psychology will be
explored with reference to Plato. Descartes, Locke, H ume, Kant and Schopenhauer .
Th e more recent contribution s o r Dilthey, Brentano and James will also be exam ined, as will th e role or thi s p sychology as a counter balance to psychoanalysis,
on the on e hand, and behaviourism on the other. Contemporary models of exp eri ence-based psychology , suc h as those of Adler, Kelly , Schut z , Laing and
Gio rgi will be consid er ed . toge ther with their imp I ication s for p sy chological
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research, for applied psychology and for the teaching of psychology . Staff of
the Department of Psychology will also focus on these areas, which ones depend·
ing on the interests of individual students.

PRELIMINARY READINGS
F ischer, C.T. The testee as co-evaluator. J. Counsel. Psycho/. 1970 , 17 , 70-76.
Hurlsnn, L. Human beings: The psychology of human experience. New York:
Anchor , 1975.
Kelly, G .A. The strategy of psychological research. Bull. of Br. Psycho/. Soc.,
1965, 18,1 -1 5.
Rogers, C.R. Freedom to Learn. Ohio:Merrill, 1969.

PSYC952 PSYCHOLOGY HONOURS THEORY SEMINAR
First session; 8 credit points
Chairperson for Subject: Dr . D.L. Mixon
The Honours Theory Seminar, which is available as a separate subject to candid·
ates for the M.A., Dip . Psych., and Dip. Gen. Psychology only , will examine the
relationship between theory and method in psychology with a view to developing
critical as well as synthesizing skills. Topics may include: What are data? What is
theory? The relationship between psychology and other disciplines . The sociopolitical context of theory and practice. Ethical issues.
The assessment of the Psychology Honours Seminar will be based on the quality
of assignments.

PSYC954 PSYCHOLOGY AND WOMEN
Second session; 8 credit points (3 contact hours; 1 lecture, 2 hour seminar)
Chairperson for Subject: Dr. B. Walker
Assessment: Seminars and project
This course will explore the ways in which psychology has viewed women. Traditionally psychology has seen women in comparison with the male norm. Classical psychoanalytic theory will be considered in relation to this question . Such an
approach has been criticised and alternative theories advocated.
Accounts of the development of gender identity , sex roles and sex di ffere nces
will be compared. The relationships that females engage in throughout their
lives, with their parents, siblings , peers, lovers, children and workmates will be
considered. The effects on the individual woman of social systems, including the
delivery of health care services and psychotherapy, will be explored.

TEXTBOOKS
Miller, J.B. Toward a new psychology of women. Harmondswort h: Penguin,
1976 .
Rohrbaugh, J.B . Women : Psychology's puzzle. New York: Basic Boo ks. 1979 .

PSYC956 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
Second session; 8 credit points (2 hours per week; 1 hour lecture, 1 hour seminar)
Chairperson for Subject: Dr. N .L. Adams
Assessment: Seminar papers and/or major essay/report based on empirical or
theoretical work.
This course is concerned with the process, the meaning and the effects of communication in organizations. The formal and informal systems which develop in
organizations are analysed in terms of their organizational and their personal or
human functions . An applied. approach is taken to the identification of communication problems , and more generally to the problems which are e'lgendered or
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aggravat ed by poo r organ izat ional commu n ication . The relat ion ship s between
power , possession or control of informatio n and communication are expl o red.
The interactions between communication and other major problem areas in
organi za tion s rece i ve d e ta i i ~J dtt ention, w i th pa rttcular ref ere nce to th e f o llow ing : Job motivation and sat isfac tion ; Lead ership; Managem ent styles ; O rganiz ational decision m ak i ng; Democratisation, participation and consultative practices ;
Industrial relations, confrontation and conflict resolution; Organizational development ; Organ izat ion al and indi vidual goal se tt ing and goal reali zation .

TEXTBOOK
To be announced.
In addition to the more gen eral organi zati onal and occupational psy chology
journals the following journal s would be ut i l ised for source material :
Australian Communication Review
Communication Education
Communication Year Book
Human Communication Research
Journal of Business Communication

PSYCH958 HUMAN COMMUNICATION
Second session; 8 credit points (2 hrs per week)
Chairperson for Subject: D r . D .L. Mixon
Assessment: Within session assignments and laboratory work
The course will examine nonverbal comm u nication in the context of ex pressive/
perceptual systems. Particular attention w i ll be given to the vocal / aud itory
system and the bodily/visua l system. Laboratory sessions will be devoted to ways
of increasing vucal and bodily expressive sk i lls and auditory and visual perceptual
skills as well as the measurement of each.

TEXTBOOK
No set text.

PSYC960 BIOFEEDBACK
Second session; 8 credit points (2 hrs lecture /seminar/laboratory)
Chairperson for Subject: Dr. S. Ginsberg
Assessment: Essay and within-session assignments
This subject provides a detail ed examina tion of theory and research as w ell as
application of the control of physiologica l activity by means of biofeedback
techniques. Laboratories will provide demonstrations of certain of the matters
considered in the lecture/seminars.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised . Journal article s will be assig ned in addition to or instead of a set
tex t .

PSYC989 RESEARCH PROJECT
24 credit points
All applied psychologists shou ld know ho w t o answer psychologi cal question s by
recourse to raw data. All students ente ring the M .A . in Appli ed Psychology
programme with a pass d eyr l!e or witho ut t he major empi r ical project of the
Honours year, therefor e, will lw required to d esign and carry out a small resea rc h
project under supervision . ·1h " research w ill be in the gen eral f ield o f appl ied
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psychology and normally 1n one of the students ' areas of specializat ion . Students
will show that they are abl e to:
1.

define their problem ,

2.

devise a method by which to collect data relevant to it,

3.

collect, analyse and interpret those data,

and
4.

report their findings in the form of an article suitable for a refereed journal of
their choice.

PSYC999 MAJOR THESIS
48 credit points
For students who have an appropriate honours degree in Psychology. Refer to
Department for details.

NOTE: Provision exists for students who do not have an honours degree to complete a Master of Arts by Coursework and Major Thesis (a total of 96 credit points)
as provided under section 6 (2) of the Masters Degree Requirements .

DOCTOR OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
A new degree has been proposed and approved by Council in principle for introduction in 1985 . Degree regulations will be proposed by Senate in 1985.
The Doctorate in Clinical Psychology integrates research with practice and is a
three year full-time or six year part-time degree . To qualify for entry candidates
must have an Honours bachelor degree of at least II (i) standard.
The practical and course work proposed for this degree will overlap considerably
with that currently offered for candidates for the degree of M.A. Hans. (Applied
Psychology) . Only three new subjects are proposed for the new course .
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SOCIOLOGY
DIPLOMA IN SOCIOLOGY

The purpose of the graduate Oiploma in Sociology is to provide graduates whu
have a limited knowledge of Sociology a means of acquiring a sociological com petence at a reasonably advanced level. Courses available will allow students
to focus their sociological coursework either towards vocational interests, e.g., com munity development, management of technological change , organisation and
personnel, or towards a more general understanding of the social world. Th e
Chairman of the Department will advise intending students on which course
structure is most appropriate to their interests. The Diploma will be subject
to the University Regulation s for the award of graduate Diplomas together with
the following conditions :
1.
Candidates are required to complete subjects totalling 48 credit points
from those listed in the Arts Schedule under 'Sociology'. Of these, at least 24
must be from 300-level subjects and the remainder from 200-level subjects.
2.
A candidate may not include in his or her diploma programme any course
component which substantially duplicates a subject or part of a subject previously
passed by the candidate as part of any degree or diploma already held or previously
attempted.
3.
The selection of courses and the programme of study shall be appro veri
by the Departmental Chairman.
4.
A full-time candidate shall normally complete the diploma in one academic
year, a part-time candidate in no less than two and no more than three academic
years.
5.
Admission to candidature for the Diploma is on recommendation of the
Chairman of the Sociology Department who shall assess the applicant's aptitude
for sustained sociological study at a reasonably advanced level.
HONOURS MASTER OF ARTS

SOC999

Major Thesis

4R r.rPdit points

See Note at the beginning of the section Description of Subjects .
MASTER OF STUDIES IN SOCIOLOGY

The purpose of the Master of Studies in Sociology is to allow graduates to pursue
studies of society, culture and knowledge within frameworks provided by sociological theory. The programme is designed particularly to capitalise on the Department's capabilities in areas of cultural and knowledge studies. Students are
required to choose courses worth a total of 48 credit points from the Schedule
of Graduate Studies , with the following qualifications:
(i)

Persons who have completed a major in Sociology at the undergraduate
level shall not include in their programme subjects which are substantially
similar to those already completed.

(ii)

Students should ensure that they discuss their overall programme with the
Departmental Chairman prior to enrolment, at which time the most
appropriate programme will be decided .

(iii)

Subjects will be offered depending on resources and demand ; not all
subjects will be offered in any one year or session.

(iv)

Students enrolled in courses, SOC910 through to SOC957 will need to
gain a CREDIT grade to pass the course.
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MASTER OF STUDIES IN SOCIAL POLICY
The purpose of the Master of Studies in Social Policy is to allow graduates to
pursue policy-oriented studies within a framework instructed by debates in
sociological theory . The M .Stud .(Soc .Pol .) is substantially similar to th e M .Stud .
i n Sociology except that there is a specific focus on the policy ori entat ion of
sociological theory. Student s are required to choose courses worth a tota l of 48
credit points from the Schedule of Graduate Studies with the following qualifi cations :
(i)

Persons who have completed a major in Sociology at the undergradua t e
level shall not includ e in their programme subjects which are substa nt ially
similar to those already completed .

(ii)

Students are required to include SOC910 in their programmes and also
SOC932 and SOC940 unless substantially similar courses have been com pleted at an undergraduate level.

( iii)

Students should ensure that they discuss their overall pr ogram me with
the Departmental Chairman prior to enrolment, at which time t h e most
appropriate programme will be decided .

(iv)

Subjects will be offered depending on resources and demand ; not all
subjects will be offered in any one year or session.

(v)

Students enrolled in courses, SOC910 through to SOC957 will need to
gain a CREDIT grade to pass the course.

SOC910 CASE STUDIES IN SOCIAL POLICY
First session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs, seminars)
Assessment: Assignments , projects, reports.
Th is course introduces students to the case study approach and its utilisat ion in
analysis of social problems , policy development, implementation and evaluation .
Topics will include local and regional issues, welfare and health planning , national
systems, research and social policy, women and welfare, and social policy issues
in the Third World .

SOC911 SPECIAL TOPIC IN SOCIAL POLICY- A
First session; 8 credit points; tutorials
Assessment: project
Special Topics in Social Policy exist to enable advanced study t o be undertaken
by social policy professionals who have already reached an advanced leve l, and/
or who have previously completed undergraduate courses deemed to be substantially similar to subjects required by the degree .
Syllabus to be designed on an individual basis.

SOC912 SPECIAL TOPIC IN SOCIAL POLICY- 8
Second session; 8 credit points; tutorials
Assessment: project
Special Topics in Social Policy exist to enable advanced study to be undertaken
by social policy professionals who have already reached an advanced level , and/
or who have previously completed undergraduate courses deemed to be substantially similar to subjects required by the degree .
Syllabus to be des1gned on an individual basis.
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SOC921 SPECIAL TOPIC IN SOCIOLOGICAL STUDIES- A
First session; 8 credit points; variable combination of individual supervision and
seminars
Assessment: on~ ~ssJy of approximately 4 ,000 words plus tutorial assignments
Topics for this subject may be chosen from any area of Sociology which the De partmental Chairma n considers to be of suitable substance and level to be offered
as a SOC 900 subject. Th is will be a rea ding course offered under the direct super vision of a member of staff. For details of topics offered , students should consul t
the Departmental Chairman.

SOC922 SPECIAL TOPIC IN SOCIOLOGICAL STUDIES- B
St:cund session; 8 credtt points; variable combination of individual supervision and
seminars
Assessment: one essay of approximately 4,000 words plus tutorial assignments
Topics for this subject may be chosen from any area of Sociology which the
Departmental Chairman considers to be of suitable substance and level to be
offered as a SOC 900 subject. This will be a reading course offered under the
direct supervision of a member of staff . For details of topics offered, students
should consult the Departmental Chairman.

SOC930 ADVANCED SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY
Second session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs; seminars)
Assessment: seminars, essay .
The course follows the trajectory of social thought during the 20th century,
tracing the links between Marxism, positivism, phenomenology and psychoanalysis. The literature focuses on the basic epistemological assumptions in
which social theory is grounued, and elucidates the social and political consequences of these bases. This analysis is made through the study of several key
substantive areas. The subject provides an opportunity to analyse the most
recent theoretical developments as they appear in both local and overseas journals .

SOC931 ADVANCED SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE
First session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs; 1 lecture, 1 seminar paper per week)
Assessment: 1 essay. 2 seminar papers
This course explores various relationships between consciousness, knowledge
and society. The course begins with a series of seminars devoted to the subject
of reality as a socia l construction . On that basis we will move on to consider
different types of knowledge systems in their cultural contexts. Particular attention will be given here to science, sociology and the occult. The philosophical,
historical and cross cultural perspectives developed in this course will involve
an appreciation of anthropological and social psychological perspectives in addition to the variou s issues in the sociology of knowledge that will be investigated.

SOC932 ADVANCED SOCIAL RESEARCH METHOD
First session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs; 1 lecture, 1 practical seminar per
week)
Assessment: 1 research report, continuous assessment of work in "practical"
seminars
Tile subject a im ; In give students the ability to be critical of the methodology of
others' research work, and the facility to carry out basic social research themselves. Topics covered in the subject include sampling, questionnaire design,
interviewing techru ques, data analysis, as well as a brief introduction to other
socral-in vestigatrr,., techniques.
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SOC933 ADVANCED RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
First session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs; 1 lecture/1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 1 research project; 1 seminar paper
Thrs subject will explore the comparative validity of alternate techniques of research enquiry (with particular emphasis on the contrast of empirical vs . sub jective forms of analysis) . Students will gain experience in using traditiona l
sociological tools of analysis - questionnaire, interviewing and formal observation, as well as in less conventional - film , video, participant and unobstruct ive
techniques of observation and measurement.

SOC940 ADVANCED SOCIAL POLICY STUDIES
Second session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs; 1 lecture, 1 sem inar per week)
Assessment: 1 essay , .2 seminar papers
The aim of the subject is to explore the relationship between social policy and
sociological theory. The subject will review major debates in contemporar y
sociology in these areas and move towards developing a paradigm for the evaluat ·
ion of policy in Australia .
The discussion of social policy in Australia will focus on understanding the ro le
of the State, the development and impact of policy, and the historical and mat·
erialist base in which the State and its policies are located.

SOC941 ADVANCED POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY
Second session; 8 credit points,· lectures and seminars
Assessment: 2 seminar papers; long essay
The course will explore the soc ial bases and contexts of political l ite . In part icul ar
it will examine processes of decision -making, the nature of political parties, pro cesses of social change, and the bases of social and political mobilization in co n temporary societies . The course will provide an opportunity to compare poli t ica l
processes in modern nation states, and will examine the relations between soc ial
base, political ideology and political action .

SOC942 ADVANCED RACE AND ETHNIC STUDIES
Second session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs,· lecture/seminars)
Assessment: 2 seminars and long essay
The concepts of race and ethnicity are highly contentious within sociology . Wi th ·
in an analysis of the Austral ian social experience of colon isation and immigrat ion
questions of race and ethnicity will be explored as explanatory framewor ks rn
approaching inter-9roup relations . In particular, class analysis will be tested ag ain st
social phenomena wh ich certain sociologists interpret w ithin the dynam ics of
"race" and "ethnicity" .

SOC943 ADVANCED URBAN SOCIOLOGY
Second session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs,· 1 lecture /seminar per week)
Assessment: Original project work ; 2 seminar papers
This subject will concentrate on an evaluation of the three levels of crisis in the
sphere of collective consumption / reproduction : the crises of capital ism , t he
cr isis of State intervention, and the crisis of State I egitimacy.
The subject will focus on the em ergence and histories of urban sacral movem ents,
and their importance in developing an effective urban political econom y. Case
studies of Leeds, Par is, Sydney , San Francisco and Wollongong will be used to
provide a comparative base.
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SOC944 ADVANCED ORGANISATION STUDIES
First session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs,- 1 lecture / 1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 1 essay, 2 seminar papers
This subj ect uses work in the fi elds of psychology and so c iology to study the
relationship between the individual and the organisation at var ious organisational
levels ah.d in different situations. Emphasis is on the ext ent to which the in di vidu al h as au tonomy within the organisation.

SOC945 ADVANCED STUDIES IN SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY
First session; 8 credit points (3 contacr hrs; 1 lecture / 1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 1 essa y, 2 seminar papers
This subject will locate present thinking in the sociology of science into a contex t of changing ideas about the nature and role of scien ce and technology.
It will explore the institutionalisation of science - treated both as knowledge
system and social process; its forms of relationship to technology, and the social/
economic / political context in which this relationship is set . It will explore the
effects of science on the relationships between individual and society, consciousness and culture. Finally , the subject will explore the substance of contemporary
social "movements " that are refashioning the relationship between science and
society (e.g . expressions of anti-science, "radical" science and technology, and
"marginal" contributions to scientific thought).

SOC950 ADVANCED STUDIES IN THE
INDIVIDUAL IN SOCIETY
Second session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs_- 1 lecture, 1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 1 essay, 2 seminar fJAfJPrs
A comparison of different theories of society and their assumptions with regard
to the nature of the individual implicit in such theories (and perhaps vice versa).
Sociologically established position s such as those of Marx , Weber, Durkheim,
Comte, Parsons and Schutz (for example) will be contrasted with esoteric, "Occult",
and non-western systems. The systems (/universes) to be compared will depend
to some extent on a balance between the interests of students and the course
tutor .

SOC951 ADVANCED STUDIES IN INTERACTION,
SELF AND SOCIAL REPRODUCTION
First session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs_- 1 lecture, 1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 1 essay, 2 seminar papers
This unit focuses on the social emergence and maintenance of self identity,
levels of meaning in communication, elements of interaction in dyads and larger
groups, the phases of group development. A major aim of the subject will be to
sensitise students to the every-day processes whereby institutional practices and
values of the wider society are legitimated and reinforced . Students are expected
to participate in group projects and exercises as well as written work.

SOC952 ADVANCED STUDIES IN
PSYCHOANALYSIS AND CULTURE
Second session,· 8 credit points (3 contact hrs; lectures/seminars)
Assessment: 2 seminar papers , 1 major essay and participation
Th e unit begins with a general introduction to Freud's work differentiating th e
following aspect s: a) basic psychodynamics , b) group psychology c) analy si' o f
civilisation , and d) meta theory. It then considers some sociologically or ient ed
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revisions of psychoanalysis including the sexual radicals Reich and Marcuse, and
structuralists such as Lacan, and the controversies which rage around them.
On the basis of this preparation, several im portant problem areas in sociology are
opened up, the emphasis here being on culture studies; sex/gender and the family
as agent of social reproduction ; the theory of the subject; politics and language.

SOC953 ADVANCED STUDIES IN MASS COMMUNICATION
First session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs,· 1 lecture, 1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 2 seminar papers, 1 essay
A study of the institutions, markets and content of mass communications, in
particular the newspaper, television, radio and advertising industries. The socio logical approach to this area studies the social and organisational context of the
producers and consumers of the mass media, the social consequences of this consumption, as well as the content itself and how it relates to these variables.
Methodology employed is based upon structuralism/semiotics, cultural anthropology, political economy, social history and empirical sociology .

SOC954 ADVANCED STUDIES OF BELIEF
SYSTEMS AND IDEOLOGIES
First session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs; 1 lecture, 1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 1 essay, 2 seminar papers
This subject examines the notion that in certain ideologies, the belief system and
the experiential concomitants of the belief system are inseparable , even in principle. Studying such ideologies therefore necessitates the individual student participating at an intellectual and behavioural level in order to move towards a theoretical perspective which includes these two components.

SOC955 ADVANCED STUDIES IN RELIGION AND SOCIETY
First session; 6 credit points (3 contact hrs; 1 lecture, 1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 1 essay, 2 seminar papers
Working within the theoretical framework of the sociology of religion, this
subject is an historical and cross-cultural analysis of the relationship between
religion and social stratification in Indian society. Particular emphasis will be
placed on the conflicting roles of religion as an integrative (conservative) and
divisive (revolutionary) force in a society which assumes inequality as the basis
for order in society.

SOC956 ADVANCED STUDIES OF SOCIAL AND
POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD
Second session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs; 1 lecture, 1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 1 research project, 1 essay
The subject aims to acquaint students with the major theoretical writings on the
"third-world" and its relations to the "first-world", including theories of imperialism and neo-colonialism, development and under-development. The subject focuses particularly on key economic and political concepts, and involves a discussion
of technology and the varieties at recipient cultures in the "third-wor ld" . The
major empirical focus will be on Papua New Guinea, Thailand and India.
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SOC957 ADVANCED STUDIES OF MILITARY SOCIOLOGY
Second session; 8 credit points (3 contact hrs; 1 lecture, 1 seminar per week)
Assessment: 1 essay , 2 seminar papers, compulsory excursion tG Royill Military
Coll ege Duntroon .
Warfare continues to absorb a considerable portion of all gov~r.nment spending.
Yet the military machine, its aims, functions, and interactions with the rest of
society is only hazily understood. The focus is twofold : i) th'e development of
modern military systems, and their real and projected employ.ment, ii) the social
reality of individuals within the military structure .
·

SOC989 MINOR THESIS
Two sessions; 24 credit points
Assessment: 1 research thesis.

